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Preface

The MR-linac combines two technologies—a magnetic resonance imaging scanner

and a linear accelerator—to locate tumors precisely, tailor the radiotherapy plan to

the patient’s anatomy at the time of treatment, and deliver doses of radiation accu-

rately even to moving tumors. This highly innovative technology is very new, and the

number of newly installed MR-linac machines will gradually increase worldwide.

However, there is no published book that provides guidelines to help new MR-linac

users or for centers planning to introduce an MR-linac.

This volume is thus the first book in its area and has great potential to be used by

radiation oncologists and radiation oncology team members. It will serve as a unique

guide for physicians, physicists, Radiation Therapists (RTTs), and dosimetrists. Fur-

thermore, the book could be updated periodically in response to new publications and

forthcoming research.

This book, edited by Ozyar, Onal, and Hackett, comprises both clinical and phys-

ical aspects of this new technology. It includes important points regarding the treat-

ment planning, workflow, and technical issues relating to theMR-linac. In particular,

the clinical use of the MR-linac according to different cancer types will be managed

by experienced physicians, medical physicists, dosimetrists, and RTTs.

The preparation of this book started at the beginning of 2021, in the midst of the

COVID-19 pandemic. We deeply appreciate the contributions of all authors, which

reflect their commitment to achieving the best possible outcomes for their patients.

We dedicate this book to all healthcare workers on the front lines of the global effort

to care for patients with COVID-19, while putting themselves at risk of infection.

Thousands have already died, across dozens of countries, professions, and special-

ties. We wish to honor them all.

Enis Ozyar
Cem Onal

Sara L. Hackett
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CHAPTER

Rationale for the MR-linac 1
J.J.W. Lagendijk and M.P.W. Intven

Department of Radiotherapy, Division Imaging and Oncology, University Medical Centre Utrecht,

Utrecht, The Netherlands

Optimal radiotherapy
The ultimate goal of radiotherapy is to deliver ablative doses to tumors without harm-

ing the surrounding structures. The dose required to sterilize a tumor is dependent on

the radiation sensitivity of the tumor, which may vary in different parts of the tumor,

but is generally higher than the tolerance of the organs at risk (OAR).

The requirements to be able to deliver this optimal radiotherapy are as follows:

• Knowing the exact location of the:

• site of the primary tumor (GTV)

• involved lymph nodes and metastases (GTV)

• tumor infiltrations (CTV).

• Knowing the tumor characteristics/radiation sensitivity.

• Identify organs at risk (OAR) that need to be spared and their tolerance dose.

• Being able to see the treatment response/response assessment.

• Being able to paint the radiation dose accordingly.

The actual delivery of an irradiation dose is hindered by uncertainties in the treatment

process. These uncertainties make it necessary to use considerable margins in the

treatment planning process. These margins do have to account for (i) tumor infiltra-

tion, (ii) limited tumor visualization during dose delivery, (iii) tumor movement, and

(iv) setup inaccuracy. As a result, the planning target volume (PTV) consists mainly

of normal tissue, preventing delivery of adequate ablative doses because of radiation-

induced toxicity [1]. Because of the uncertainties and associated large burden on

healthy tissues, traditionally homogeneous, moderately high radiotherapy doses

were delivered to the PTV [2]. Uncertainty thus kills the ability to deliver optimal

radiotherapy.

These limitations of standard radiotherapy techniques made it necessary to

develop better tumor characterization, position verification, and targeting tech-

niques. Tremendous efforts have been made leading to huge advances in tumor
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imaging and position verification. Optimally, these developments will come down

to a multimodality tumor characterization followed by real-time, intrafraction

adaptations during treatment. Such a real-time and online process will allow optimal

OAR sparing and accurate dose painting.

MR-guided radiotherapy
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provides a much better soft tissue visualization

and tumor characterization compared to CT and especially conebeam CT (CBCT).

The integration of a high-end linear accelerator with a diagnostic quality MRI scan-

ner would provide unprecedented visualization at the treatment table and thus online

and real-time MRI-guided targeting. Besides, the functional imaging provided by

MRI will help in online tumor characterization and response assessment. The basic

concept of an MR-linac was first presented at the ESTRO Istanbul meeting in

2000 [3].

Compared to conventional treatment on a CBCT linear accelerator, an MR-linac

uses MRI to visualize tumors and OAR. Besides, it enables online adaptation of

treatment plans according to the actual anatomy visualized on the MRI. This online

adaptive way of treating patients reduces treatment-related uncertainties and allows

reduction of treatment fields, dose escalation, and hypofractionation.

Opportunities of MR-guided radiotherapy
MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) has the potential to change some paradigms in

the treatment of some types of cancer. These opportunities of MRgRT are versatile.

First, there is the opportunity to deliver ablative radiotherapy doses to treatment

sites which were challenging to treat with conventional techniques. Examples of

such indications are malignant lesions in the upper abdomen, like the pancreas.

Delivery of radiotherapy in the upper abdominal region was always limited by poor

visibility on CBCT imaging, large inter- and intrafraction variations, and the pres-

ence of multiple radiosensitive structures like the duodenum and stomach. With

online adaptive strategies on an MR-linac, the anatomy of the upper abdomen could

be visualized using the good soft tissue contrast of theMRI and treatment plans could

be adapted to the anatomy of the day, thereby allowing delivery of ablative doses

with a low burden on the surrounding organs and limited associated toxicity [4–6].
Second, MRgRT gives the opportunity to safely deliver extreme hypofractio-

nated treatment schedules for (oligo)metastases. SBRT is more and more a standard

of care treatment procedure in oligometastatic cancer [7]. With accurate target visu-

alization and precise dose delivery, treatment schedules for treatment of (oligo)

metastases could become extremely hypofractionated, with even single fraction

treatment schedules for some indications [8]. This reduces the treatment burden

for patients with multiple metastases as the number of visits to the radiotherapy
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department are reduced. Besides, the treatment field can become small with small

margins for uncertainty, allowing reirradiation in proximity of the initial target

as needed.

Third, MRgRT can play an important role in the transition from radical surgery

to ablative radiotherapy in several tumor sites. For example, in rectal cancer, MR-

guidance could allow safe dose escalation to the primary rectal tumor and, if present,

lymph node metastases. This could lead to a higher amount of clinical complete

responders after radiotherapy and thereby an increased number of patients suitable

for organ preservation [9]. Besides rectal cancer, this change from radical surgery to

radiotherapy is also expected in prostate and esophageal cancer [10,11]. This tran-

sition could lead to improved quality of life with these tumors.

Fourth, daily adaptation to the actual anatomy visualized on the MRI could lead

to better sparing of the OAR. An important example here is of head and neck tumors.

Adaptation to tumor shrinkage during the radiotherapy treatment period could lead to

better sparing of the surrounding healthy tissues like, for example, the swallowing

muscles, without compromising tumor control [12].

And at last, besides better targeting, the 1.5T MR-linac also provides the oppor-

tunity to integrate functional imaging in the online treatment process [13]. This gives

the opportunity to do tumor characterization and response assessment at every frac-

tion for certain tumor types. Treatment plans and irradiation doses could be adapted

according to those measurements, thereby giving the opportunity to personalize

radiotherapy treatments for every patient.

Concluding remarks
The introduction of MRI in radiotherapy was an essential step in the further optimi-

zation of radiotherapy. “Seeing what you treat” directly results in treatment optimi-

zation, with a clear trend toward high precision delivery of ablative radiotherapy

doses in a minimal amount of treatment fractions. Thereby, radiotherapy treatments

could becomemainly ablative rather than elective and in the end with the use of func-

tional imaging even personalized.
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Introduction
Modern radiation oncology is heavily dependent on imaging, both for delineating

tumor and normal tissue and for dose calculation. Historically, radiographic images

were used for treatment planning to provide the desired dose to a target and spare

normal tissues. Since the development of computed tomography (CT) [1], radiation

treatment planning has exclusively utilized CT imaging for treatment planning with

the help of electron density directly linked to the CT number. Additional develop-

ment in CT-simulation [2] led to the widespread use of CT scanners dedicated to

radiation oncology, providing a digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR), a multi-

planar radiograph (MPR), and other tools for image visualization with window and

level options. These tools and techniques have streamlined the localization of targets,

and after positioning them to the isocenter, provided accuracy in treatment delivery.

The AAPM Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group No. 66 provided detailed

information on both use and quality assurance for CT-simulation [3]. CT-based treat-

ment planning helped change our understanding of dosimetry from water equiva-

lency of the human body to tissue characterizations based on electron density [4],

even though debate about inhomogeneity correction later surfaced with delayed

acceptance of inhomogeneity correction [5]. In general, CT data provided tissue

characterization and more so electron density information in each voxel that set stan-

dards for accuracy in dose calculations and promulgated changes in our dose pre-

scription, especially in lung cancers [6,7]. Currently, inhomogeneity correction

for dose calculation is a prerequisite for advanced treatment technologies, such as

IMRT/VMAT and SBRT, with proper optimization routines.

The photon attenuation map, the backbone of CT imaging, depends on the beam

energy, field of view, image reconstruction algorithm, and many other factors that

may be unique for tissue characterization [8]. However, innovations such as dual
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energy CT (DECT) are potentially more effective for tissue characterization [9]. It is

well known that CT is excellent for anatomical imaging, but accurate tissue charac-

terization and physiological imaging are supplemented by magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). Specifically, MRI provides

complementary and superior soft tissue characterization relative to CT by leveraging

relaxation properties of hydrogen atoms to weight image reconstructions (for exam-

ple, T1- and T2-weighted imaging) to highlight particular tissue types. Since the

early days of MR imaging, there has been a desire to use it for radiation oncology,

as described by Khoo et al. [10]. The momentum to use MRI picked up later, as

shown by many investigations due to the myriad of advantages of MRI in radiation

oncology [11–16].
In this chapter, we provide the basics of MR imaging as well as the adaptation of

MRI in radiation oncology toward the integration of MRI and linear accelerator

(MRL). There are many aspects of MRI and MRL that are left to other chapters

in this book which readers are encouraged to explore (Fig. 2.1).

Image fusion
The advantages of MRI for tissue delineation and use in treatment planning as

highlighted [11–16] require CT and MRI data in the same coordinates. With the

use ofMRI, it has become imperative that multimodality imaging is needed to clearly

delineate tumor and normal structures, especially for soft tissues. In stereotactic

radiosurgery (SRS), image fusion is a routine process, and in many centers, the liver

and prostate also require image fusion. Image fusion software has evolved with rigid

and deformable registration with relatively good results; however, a great deal of

skill is still needed to verify the accuracy of the fusion [17–20]. To overcome some

FIG. 2.1

Comparison of CT and MRI of the prostate. MRI provides a substantially greater soft tissue

definition.
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of the issues related to image registration, various techniques such as CT-MRI and

CT-PET have been developed that use proper coordinates to visualize the images in

each voxel.

MRI in radiation oncology
With the success of CT-simulation during the 1990s, and the emergence ofMR imag-

ing and the removal of the bottleneck of reimbursement, various attempts have been

undertaken for MRI-simulation at various institutions. For example, Fox Chase Can-

cer Center used 0.23T MR for clear prostate visualization for dose escalation

[21,22]. The image quality was relatively poor along with many technical difficulties

that did not span out in favor of MRI in radiation oncology. Khoo et al. [10] provided

a convincing argument to use MRI for treatment planning. Ramsey et al. [23,24]

extended the use of MRI in making MR-based digitally reconstructed radiographs

(DRR) for radiation therapy. However, the image quality of MRI-DRR was inade-

quate, as shown in Fig. 2.2, and was not deemed to be acceptable on a widespread

scale. However, modern MR-simulators, which are also diagnostic scanners, provide

superior images that are being used for radiation planning and treatment [25–28].

MR imaging
MRI is frequently used in the diagnosis and posttreatment monitoring of manymalig-

nancies involving most body systems, including the central nervous system, liver,

kidneys, pancreas, prostate, breast, mediastinum, and musculoskeletal system.

The primary benefits of MRI include: (1) no ionizing radiation, (2) excellent soft

tissue contrast relative to other imaging modalities, (3) through the manipulation

of MRI pulse sequences, the ability to characterize tissues based on their relative

amount of water, fat, cellularity, or vascularity, and (4) relatively no artifact com-

pared to CT due to photon starvation from prosthetic devices. Thus, historically,

MRI has been primarily used as a diagnostic or problem-solving tool in oncology.

Due to the relatively long acquisition times and the complexity associated with

image interpretation, MRI is not typically the workhorse modality for cancer staging

purposes, although there is some interest in diffusion-weighted imaging for identi-

fying distant lymph node metastases, as well as utilizing MRI to evaluate local inva-

sion through crucial capsules and fat planes in many malignancies. However, MRI is

used for cancer staging for select conditions, such as the Li-Fraumeni syndrome [29].

In addition, it can sometimes be used for staging or treatment monitoring in select

patient populations, such as young patients for whom the cumulative radiation expo-

sure for CT could be a concern, as well as patients who are unable to receive CT

contrast agents.
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Basics of MR imaging
The basic underpinning ofMRI is a strong and uniform local magnetic field, which is

commonly referred to as B0. This is the field that runs perpendicularly to the bore of

the magnet and is created by very strong electromagnetic currents. The most com-

mon B0 field strength is 1.5T (approximately 30,000� the strength of the earth’s

magnetic field), although 3T is also frequently used. When a patient is placed into

the scanner, the strong B0 field causes the nuclear spins within the patient to align

either with (parallel) or against (antiparallel) the field along the head-to-foot orien-

tation of the patient (Fig. 2.3). Because parallel is a lower energy state, a slightly

higher percentage of spins align with the field, creating a very tiny amount of

net magnetization within the patient. The nuclear spins and associated net magneti-

zation wobble (precess) in a small circle about the B0 axis, and the rate of precession

FIG. 2.2

DRR generated from MRI and CT.
Adopted from Ramsey CR, Arwood D, Scaperoth D, Oliver AL. Clinical application of digitally-reconstructed

radiographs generated from magnetic resonance imaging for intracranial lesions. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys

1999;45(3):797–802.
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(ω0, Larmor frequency) is unique for each atomic element (γ, the gyromagnetic ratio)

and differs based on the strength of the local magnetic field. Mathematically, this

relationship is ω0¼ γ*B0 [30].

Once the patient is in the B0 field, three steps are required to generate the data

which will ultimately become an MR image. First, to generate a signal, the preces-

sing magnetic field within the patient is perturbed using a radiofrequency (RF) pulse

that has a frequency equivalent to the nuclear spin of interest’s Larmor frequency (in

most cases hydrogen protons, although MR spectroscopy can use other nuclei). The

RF pulse causes the patient’s magnetic field (best thought of as a rotating vector) to

tip away from the B0 orientation and toward a plane oriented perpendicular to

B0 (“the transverse plane”); see Fig. 2.4. The time the RF pulse is applied can be

variable, and the longer the RF pulse, the greater the “flip angle” toward the trans-

verse plane. After the RF pulse is turned off, the magnetic field begins to relax back

to its resting state aligned with B0. It is this relaxation that generates the MR signal.

Next, at the same time or just after the RF pulse, additional external magnetic gra-

dients are applied that can run in any orientation along the patient. These gradients

generate local variations in the magnetic field that are predictable and can be used to

encode the location of the magnetic field signal. Finally, the spatially encoded MR

signal is received by an RF receive coil. This signal is stored as a set of complex

numbers in k-space, a mathematical representation of sine waves plotted based on

the phase and frequencies [30].

FIG. 2.3

Net magnetization in the presence of a magnetic field. The atoms in red align with (parallel to)

the magnetic field, and the atoms in blue align against (antiparallel to) the magnetic field.

There are a greater number of red atoms, asmore spins align with themagnetic field, resulting

in a net magnetization. The rate of precession is related to the strength of the local

magnetic field.
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FIG. 2.4

The RF pulse alters the net magnetization, causing it to rotate into the transverse plane.
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The final step in image generation occurs once k-space is adequately filled. K-

space data will go through a mathematical operation called an inverse Fourier trans-

form to reconstruct an image from the set of sine waves described by the complex

numbers in k-space [31]. The amount and location of k-space data required to create

a diagnostic image is the subject of significant research efforts because image acqui-

sition times (i.e., time in the scanner, sensitivity to respiratory and cardiac motion,

etc.) are directly related to the amount of k-space data required for image generation

[32,33]. Specific k-space under-sampling techniques, such as compressed sensing

and AI-based reconstruction, are beyond the scope of this review (Fig. 2.5).

Various pulse-sequences can be used for obtaining MR images, including “spin-

echo” and “gradient-echo” approaches. While a full discussion of these approaches is

outside the scope of this review, the key parameters that differentiate these two

approaches are the RF flip angle, how magnetization is refocused to create a strong

MR signal, the time between RF and signal acquisition (echo time, TE), and the time

between subsequent RF pulses (repetition time, TR) [34]. As a general rule, spin echo

sequences are longer acquisitions, can be more prone to motion artifact, and are bet-

ter for T2 weighting (see below). Gradient echo sequences (GRE) are rapid, more

impacted by magnetic field inhomogeneities (which can be useful diagnostically),

and are useful in settings where high temporal resolution is needed (such as cardiac

imaging).

MRI tissue characterization
As mentioned, MR images can be acquired such that various tissues’ properties are

highlighted (“weighted”) in the reconstructed images. The most commonly utilized

tissue characterization involves T1-weighting and T2-weighting. T1 and T2 are

FIG. 2.5

The MRI image and k-space are related to each other via the Fourier transformation. The k-

axes contain information about frequency, phase, and signal intensity. As a rule of thumb,

central areas of k-space are particularly useful for image contrast, whereas peripheral areas

are useful for image details/spatial frequency.
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tissue properties that reflect the relative T1 (longitudinal) relaxation and T2 (trans-

verse) relaxation times of the MR signal measured in milliseconds (Fig. 2.6). Addi-

tional physiologic or MR features of tissues can be exploited to fully characterize

many types of tissues. Bitar et al. [34] provided an excellent overview of MR pulse

sequences and their importance in radiology that can be very useful for the beginner

and also for the radiation oncologist; these sequences can be adopted in radiation

oncology. Similarly, Jacobs et al. [30] provided a simpler view of the physics of

MRI for residents that can be useful in understanding MRI sequences and associated

images. In the following sections, we provide a very short review of these imaging

parameters.

T1-weighting

T1-weighting is a common MRI technique, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Tissues containing

fat, melanin, blood, protein, or high concentrations of gadolinium after contrast

administration exhibit a high signal (shorter T1) on T1-weighted images, while tis-

sues primarily made up of water, such as simple pleural effusion or cerebrospinal

fluid, have a low T1 signal (longer T1).

T1-weighted MR imaging highlights tissue where magnetization relaxes rapidly

from the transverse plane to the B0 axis. This is achieved by setting the pulse

sequence TR and TE to relatively low values, which increases the relative signal con-

tribution of tissues that relax quickly and decreases the contribution of tissues that

relax more slowly (hence the very low signal of water).

In the context of oncologic imaging, melanoma can often be easily diagnosed by

its extremely high signal intensity on T1-weighted images [35]. The presence of a

hemorrhage within a biopsied or treated lesion can also be identified [36].

FIG. 2.6

After the RF pulse, T1 refers to the relaxation of longitudinal magnetization (green). T2 refers

to the relaxation of transverse magnetization (yellow). Net magnetization is in blue. T1 and T2

refer to specific times on the magnetization curve.
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Comparing pre- and postcontrast T1-weighted images allows for enhancement to be

identified, which is commonly associated with malignancy due to the relatively high

blood flow to tumors related to angiogenesis. This approach can be supplemented by

creating subtraction images (subtracting precontrast from postcontrast images) to

highlight areas of enhancement. T1-weighted perfusion imaging, which acquires

images at a relatively high temporal resolution during contrast injection, can also

be useful for observing the relative vascularity of tumors [37].

T2-weighting

A tissue’s T2 characteristics are not determined by relaxation back to B0, but by its

relative signal in the transverse plane. When the net magnetization vector is tipped

into the transverse plane by the RF pulse, the nuclear spins that make up the net mag-

netization vector are well aligned. However, very quickly (�20ms), these spins are

influenced by local magnetic field inhomogeneities and start to precess at different

phases (“dephasing”). This rapid dephasing is known as T2* (“T2 star”) decay and

results in some unrecoverable loss of magnetization. The spins can be rephased dur-

ing the ongoing TRs, but over time these unrecoverable losses add up to result in the

net loss of signal, which reflects the tissue’s T2 signal. Relatively long TR and TE

times are required for T2-weighting; thus, spin-echo-based sequences are usually

better suited for T2-weighted imaging. In oncologic imaging, T2-weighted imaging

is very useful, as most tumors have a relatively high water content and are thus bright

on T2-weighted images. T2 can be used in combination with other sequences to track

response to therapy, for example, in prostate cancer following radiotherapy [38].

FIG. 2.7

(A) Axial T1-weighted imaging with fat saturation. (B) Axial T2-weighted imaging (single-shot

fast spin echo). (C) Comparison contrast-enhanced CT image.
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These sequences can also highlight areas of necrosis, peri-tumoral edema, and/or

local invasion.

T2-weighting is also a commonMR technique, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The primary

value of T2-weighted imaging is the ability to identify high water content within tis-

sues. This is crucial for evaluating edema or fluid collections, or for characterizing a

lesion as a cyst as opposed to soft tissue.

Diffusion-weighted imaging

Diffusion-weight imaging (DWI) is an advanced MR tissue characterization tech-

nique that is a workhorse in oncologic imaging [39]. DWI provides a measure of rel-

ative tissue cellularity and is based on the premise that highly cellular tissues have

less diffusion (Brownian motion) of water molecules in tightly packed spaces rela-

tive to less cellular tissues (“diffusion restriction”). This technique is relevant to

oncologic imaging because most tumors are highly cellular and tightly packed

[40]. Moreover, this degree of organization is often degraded after tumor treatment,

which allows DWI to assess treatment response and residual tumor.

The DWI MRI technique is based around the principle that tissues with more

water motion will result in greater T2* signal loss. Therefore, an initial T2-weighted
(“b0”) image is always obtained. Then one or more diffusion-weighted sets of

images are acquired by applying carefully timed magnetic gradients on either side

of a refocusing RF pulse. These gradients lead to a lower signal in tissues with more

diffusion, while more static tissues have a higher signal. This is then performed in

three spatial directions and often with varying gradient strengths. This combination

of images provides a diffusion-weighted image where a bright signal is seen in tis-

sues with high cellularity and edema (diffusion restriction). When compared with the

original b0, an Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) map can also be generated,

with low ADC values corresponding to low diffusion and high cellularity, which

is often seen in tumors [30] and shown in Fig. 2.8.

Fat suppression and saturation

In certain instances, the ability to discriminate fat within a lesion has important diag-

nostic and treatment implications. MR has numerous fat-suppression and fat-

saturation techniques that either leverage the predictable T1 times of fat to optimize

imaging time to minimize the fat signal (short tau inversion recovery, STIR) or the

predictable precession frequency of fat to selectively saturate (chemical saturation)

or subtract the fat signal using Dixon techniques as described by Bley et al. [41]. A

representative image is shown in Fig. 2.9. Use of any of these approaches leads to fat

in the image having a low signal, which improves the discrimination and character-

ization of other tissues (T1, T2, and enhancement).

Modern and other common sequences

MRI sequences provide unique characterization of the molecules in tissues, which is

harnessed for imaging. There are countless sequences, and even personalized

sequences have been developed. However, the most common sequences that every

MRI radiologist is familiar with are listed in Table 2.1.
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Contrast enhancement
Gadolinium-based contrast agents are the most frequently used inMR imaging. Con-

trast timings vary by MR protocol, but common timings include the arterial phase,

portal venous phase, and delayed phase (Fig. 2.10). Major organs have characteristic

enhancement patterns on MRI. For instance, the spleen typically has a tigroid

enhancement pattern on the arterial phase. Moreover, different pathologies can show

typical enhancement patterns. For instance, abscesses often demonstrate rim

enhancement, whereas certain types of cancer, such as neuroendocrine cancer and

hepatocellular carcinoma, classically demonstrate arterial phase hyper-enhancement

[42,43]. The portal venous phase demonstrates avid enhancement of the portal and

hepatic veins. Delayed phase imaging can also assist in the diagnosis of certain

tumors, such as hepatocellular carcinoma. Contrast enhancement patterns can

strongly assist in narrowing the differential diagnosis and are a mainstay of many

MRI imaging protocols.

FIG. 2.8

Prostate cancer in the right peripheral zone (PI-RADS category 5). (A) Hyperintensity on high

B-value (1400) diffusion-weighted imaging. (B) Corresponding hypointensity on the ADC

map. (C) Associated hypointensity on T2-weighted imaging. (D) Enhancement on dynamic

contrast-enhanced imaging.
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Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI is a subtype of the contrast enhanced MRI pro-

tocol that uses time-resolved MRI imaging to assess the temporal enhancement pat-

terns of tumors. This approach can be used as a perfusion technique, where multiple

MR images are acquired with a temporal resolution on the order of 5–20 frames/sec-

ond as the contrast is injected. These techniques allow the vascular perfusion timing

and pattern of lesions to be assessed. Generally, higher grade lesions have a more

avid early enhancement, and some enhancement patterns are specific for particular

tumor types, for example, cardiac angiosarcoma [44]. An enhancement curve gen-

erated from the combination of longer delays (for example, arterial and delayed-

phase) can help diagnose the malignancy and aggressiveness of the disease, for

example, in breast cancer [45].

Hardware considerations and field strength
The primary hardware considerations for diagnostic MRI include the scanner mag-

netic field strength, RF transmit and receive coil, and gradient coils. The most impor-

tant consideration for oncologic imaging is magnetic field strength. As previously

FIG. 2.9

Axial image showing in-phase (A) and out-of-phase (B) imaging demonstrating a signal loss in

the liver on out-of-phase imaging, consistent with hepatic steatosis. In-phase (C) and out-of-

phase (D) imaging demonstrating a signal loss in the left adrenal on out-of-phase imaging,

consistent with adrenal adenoma in a coronal image. Please note the arrow pointing to where

differences can be visualized.
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Table 2.1 Key MRI sequence sequences relevant to the radiation oncologist.

Sequence Description
Selected use
cases

T1 Relaxation of longitudinal
magnetization

Fat, melanin, blood,
protein, contrast

T2 Relaxation of transverse
magnetization

Edema, fluid
collection, cyst

Diffusion Brownianmotion of water molecules Infarction, tumor

Fat suppression Suppress signal from fat-containing
tissue

Macroscopic fat
(adrenal
myelolipoma)

In/out-of-phase Paired gradient echo sequences Microscopic fat
(steatosis,
adenoma)

Dynamic contrast
enhancement and
perfusion

Time-resolved T1-weighted images Tumor

Postcontrast T1-weighted images that
demonstrate gadolinium uptake in
tissues

Tumor, abscess

FIG. 2.10

Contrast sequences. (A) Precontrast. (B) Arterial phase. (C) Venous phase.

(D) Delayed phase.
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mentioned, the most common field strength available today is 1.5T; however, clin-

ical imaging at 3T is also widely available, while the use of higher field strengths

such as 7.0T or 9.4T are active areas of research and in some cases have slowly fil-

tered into some clinical settings.

However, this imaging hardware may be counterproductive for combined imag-

ing treatment platforms due to the electron return effect, which is significantly pro-

nounced on a 1.5T scanner [46–49]. Field strength is directly proportional to the

signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio in the final MR image, so higher field strengths are asso-

ciated with increased SNR, which can be crucial for tumor imaging, particularly in

the CNS. Importantly, SNR is inversely proportional to the spatial resolution in the

image, so high spatial resolution (smaller voxels) leads to decreased SNR. Therefore,

the increased SNR provided by higher MR field strengths allows for higher spatial

resolution imaging without compromising SNR. This can be very important when

looking at small lesions in the brain or spine or assessing disease recurrence or met-

astatic disease. The major downside of higher field strengths is the increased suscep-

tibility to local magnetic field inhomogeneities related to metal or air (for example,

the lungs). These inhomogeneities can result in more extensive artifacts that can sig-

nificantly degrade image quality. In some cases, such as the emerging technique of

lung cancer imaging with MR, lower field strengths such as 0.3T can be beneficial to

reduce susceptibility artifacts associated with air-tissue interfaces.

Artificial intelligence in MRI
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques are increasingly

utilized in all facets of diagnostic imaging. In MRI, in particular, AI methods have

been used to accelerate image acquisition and reconstruction [50], aid in diagnosis

and classification of lesions [51,52] and perform advanced image segmentation and

feature detection [53,54]. While an in-depth discussion of these topics is beyond the

scope of this review, these tools will likely aid in the use of MRI for diagnostic onco-

logic imaging and radiation treatment planning in the near future.

MR linac (MRL) in radiation oncology
The desire to use MR images in radiation oncology has grown immensely where soft

tissue components can be delineated in abdominal organs and other GI structures

[16,43,55,56]. Various technical and clinical aspects of MRI have been extensively

discussed regarding the utilization of MRI in radiation oncology [12,57–64]. The
main obstacles in delivering ablative doses are the limited soft tissue resolution of

contemporary image guided radiotherapy treatment delivery systems for soft tissues

(esophagus, pancreas, rectum, etc.), respiratory motion mitigation, unrealizable

intrafraction assessment, and setup margins overlapping with deformable structures.

With MRL systems, we can mitigate every single one of these obstacles and have

certain advantages, such as confidence in target volume location based on MR
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imaging due to the ability to see the target on a day-to-day basis, reducing uncer-

tainty. In other words, better soft tissue image quality over CT provides the ability

to reduce margins, thus minimizing normal structure exposure. Another major ben-

efit is the elimination of the need for fiducial markers. This saves a few days to weeks

in the entire radiotherapy process. In addition, treatment plan optimization can be

accomplished daily, and with the increasing practice of not requiring contrast agents,

therefore saves patients from related side effects.

The on-table adaptation process has significant benefits over the off-table adap-

tation process, not just for reducing from hours or days to minutes in terms of patient

time on the treatment table, but also for accommodating interfraction and intrafrac-

tion changes [15,56,60,65–67]. In standard practice, the offline adaptation process

requires the acquisition of a new image set. Though the quality of the offline plan

could be better than the on-table adaptation plan due to the amount of time spent

developing it, it is not clear if one is better than the other for its clinical significance

in terms of outcome. Optimization is key to the enhancement of modern radiotherapy

plans. For on-table adaptation, treatment starts with a nominal plan, and often on the

day of treatment, there may be minor anatomical changes compared to the day of

simulation, especially in the abdominal region. These changes can lead to a high dose

volume overlapping where a significant portion of organs at risk (OAR) in proximity

can be exposed, therefore violating the treatment constraints. For radiotherapy sys-

tems with onboard MRI scanners, such anatomical variations can be identified using

the setup scan, and they can be resolved by delineating OARs and reoptimizing the

plan. Finally, real-time imaging helps to deliver the planned dose with a high degree

of accuracy.

For the ViewRay MRL system, usually a tumor is identified as a tracking struc-

ture, which the system will automatically recognize during treatment, and there is a

tracking boundary often known as a gating window. Some studies show that treating

patients utilizing breath-hold technique is often related to increased efficiency

[68,69]. When the tracking structure is outside the boundary, the system turns off

the beam, and hence we are not excessively irradiating the normal anatomy, and this

also avoids undertreating the target. The system integrates the treatment planning

and the treatment delivery system; therefore, we can adapt to the changing anatomy

while the patient is on the treatment couch.

The Elekta Unity system provides two distinct workflows, identified as adapt to

position (ATP) and adapt to shape (ATS), for treatment plan adaptation through the

treatment planning system [70]. The online patient position is used for ATP-based

plan adaptation. The online MR scan and the pretreatment CT scan are matched

for rigid registration, and the isocenter reference position is revised if needed. Sub-

sequently, the pretreatment plan is either recalculated or re-optimized, and the orig-

inal contours are used for the adapted plan.

In the adapt to shape (ATS) workflow, the treatment plan is adapted based on

patient anatomy. Daily MR scans are used for plan optimization, contours are

adapted, and the plan is optimized on the daily MRI with adapted contours. This

workflow also requires registration of online planning MR scans with the
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pretreatment CT scans. During this deformable registration approach, contours are

auto transmitted to online MR scans. Contours may be adjusted if required. Each

structure is assigned an electron density equivalent to the average of the electron den-

sity of the corresponding contours on the pretreatment CT. Thereafter, the plan is

reoptimized/recalculated for the original treatment planning constraints.

Unity TPS incorporates six different methods for plan adaptation. Alongside

original-segments and adapt-segment plan adaptation methods, there are four

optimization-focused adaptation methods provided by the TPS: optimize weights

from fluence, optimize weights from segments, optimize weights and shapes from

segments, and optimize weights and shapes from fluence.

Dose escalation
On-table adaptation provides an opportunity to escalate the dose to the target on the

day of favorable anatomical conditions, when there is minimal overlap of the OARs

with the target. The advantages of being able to see what is planned to be treated and

the confidence of delivering the planned dose with high accuracy helps in escalating

the dose to the target.

Technological developments in radiation therapy have led to the conformal dose

distribution, dose escalation, and hypofractionation. Dose escalation studies have

shown that local tumor control may be improved without any radiation-related mor-

bidity. With on-table adaptation, the prescribed dose can be individualized based on

target and OAR constraints instead of traditional escalation schemes. With advance-

ments in other related technologies, predictive factors and radiomics analyses may

also provide feedback for future dose escalation. With adaptive workflow, what is

commonly known asMR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) can serve as an ideal instru-

ment for radiation dose escalation. It is important to evaluate long-term clinical out-

comes to quantify the benefits of MRgRT adaptive delivery. Simulation and

treatment on the same system provides consistent image quality for the entire treat-

ment course. The respiratory gating of the system cannot be undermined for assisting

dose escalation, as the system provides real-time tissue tracing along with automated

beam gating. Plan adaptation allows for effective biological outcomes; greater than

70Gy has been found effective for longer overall survival in cases of locally

advanced or borderline respectable pancreatic cancer in a retrospective trial [71].

In the case of dose painting and focal dose escalation, the precision in location

and dose delivery is decisive for the success of treatment delivery [72]. With

MRgRT, hypofractionation and dose escalation can be exploited to enhance tumor

control, limit toxicity, and improve treatment course; eventually, risk-free stereotac-

tic ablative radiation delivery should be feasible.

There are studies with emerging data on dose escalation using MR-guided radi-

ation therapy [73–77]. These studies include multiinstitutional retrospective reviews.

Some nonsurgical patients with locally advanced, borderline respectable, and med-

ically inoperable conditions were treated with MR-guided radiotherapy systems. It

was observed that a higher biologically effective dose (BED) of greater than 90Gy
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was significantly associated with marked improvement in long-term outcome, with

an increase in overall survival. Studies have shown significant benefits of SBRT

compared to conventionally fractionated daily treatments, but adopting high dose

ablative radiotherapy for complex anatomy poses several constraints to OARs in

proximity and uninvolved organs. The MRgRT-based adaptive SBRT treatments

are paving the way for custom tailoring of the radiation dose to the individual

patient’s constraints. This allows for delivering the highest feasible ablative radiation

dose to the tumor on each individual treatment, rather than constraining the dose

based on a one-time scan of the patient.

Average times (in minutes) for on-table adaptive (10Gy�5) planning are the fol-

lowing: setup¼11min, imaging¼9min, contouring¼8min, predict, reoptimize,

QA¼13min, and treatment¼18min for delivering these plans with breath-hold

technique. Thus, it may take about an hour for MRgRT on a table adaptive workflow.

There is another option of putting an in-roommonitor, which helps patients to see the

cine and tracking structure. The exciting part of this add-on is that patients can drive

their own treatment, and it may help reduce the overall time by around half an hour

and treatment time by 15min.

From the narrow perspective of solely considering the time spent doing it, this

approach may initially appear time-consuming with logistic challenges based on

the steps involved. On the other hand, if we consider the broader aspect of the entire

treatment process, benefits such as an accurate soft tissue-based setup without

implanted markers and online plan adaptation and gated delivery with real-time

MR imaging outweigh the challenges encountered. Over the course of time, potential

improvements in clinical practice with multidisciplinary research will help to

streamline and optimize the entire process.

Based on early data, 50Gy in five fractions appears to be well tolerated using on-

table adaptive MRgRT [77]. Acute toxicity outcomes are striking considering>50%

of the patient is treated with elective nodal radiation. Long-term follow-up is needed

to evaluate late toxicity, local control, and overall survival. These interim results are

favorable in terms of the ViewRay Phase 2 SMART pancreas trial.

Toxicity
High dose SBRT to GI primary tumors and metastatic disease is usually well toler-

ated with certain levels of risks. Studies have reported damage to surrounding normal

tissues [15,65,78,79]. Radiation doses are often reduced to minimize negative

impacts on the surrounding anatomy, with some risk of potentially underdosing

the target. Technological advancements such as hybrid MR Linac systems allow

for significantly smaller treatment volumes, hence reducing radiotoxicity and its

harmful effects. The hybrid MR Linac systems allow for margins as low as 2mm,

reducing radiation-induced toxicity. Collaborative studies have shown that

MRgRT-based adaptive treatments have not resulted in any unexpected

toxicities. A Dutch study using MRgRT found significant reduction in GI toxicity

for prostate cancer treatments [79]. The currently published studies and preliminary
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data show the potential of reducing radiation-induced toxicity, while simultaneously

increasing the possibilities of dose escalation.

Current trends in MRL
Radiation therapy procedures play a key role in cancer treatments. Approximately

50%–60% of cancer patients receive some sort of radiotherapy during their lifetime.

Contemporary CT imaging-based treatment systems have dominated external beam

radiation therapy. These modern systems face fundamental issues such as inferior

soft tissue contrast and the inability to perform on-table adapting for anatomical

changes during the course of treatment delivery. Abdominal sites are an ideal exam-

ple of these challenges, as the stomach, bowel, and duodenum may deform not only

on a daily basis but also during treatment. Conventionally, a dose was prescribed for

a large number of fractions; presently, the radiation therapy field is moving more

toward hypofractionation and SBRT. Some sites, such as the lung, are even getting

treated with single fractions.

It is challenging to safely deliver prescribed doses to abdominal and pelvic

regions due to inter- and intrafractional organ changes. This is a severe limitation

of hypofractionated schemes, where precision plays a key role in the success of treat-

ment. Fiducial markers alongside image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) improve the

precision of treatment delivery to a certain extent. Therefore, there is a need for

improvement in radiotherapy treatment delivery systems that can handle high preci-

sion SBRT procedures, as well as conventional RT regimens. With the significant

superiority of MRI images over CT images, the feasibility of imaging during radi-

ation treatment delivery, and on-table adapting for deformable OARs and/or targets,

MRgRT is a promising treatment alternative. MRI-based treatment with real-time

target tracking improves tumor delineation with tighter margins and dose escalation,

and it hence increases the overall treatment efficacy.

While MRI has been used on an ad-hoc basis and in many centers, the MRI suite

has been built in the proximity of the linac to harness the advantages of MRI [59].

Harnessing the inherent benefits of MRI in a hybrid radiotherapy system has its own

challenges. Themain challenge is the mutual coupling caused by the permanent mag-

netic field of theMRI subsystem. The intensity, as well as orientation of the magnetic

field, affects the linac operations. MR-linacs with radiation beams inline and perpen-

dicular to the magnetic fields have been explored. When an electron beam is accel-

erated in the presence of a magnetic field, the fringe magnetic field produces a

Lorentz force. These external forces may compromise linac operations. When the

magnetic field is perpendicular, the beam loss increases with the intensity of the

magnetic field, and hence there should be zero magnetic interference in the perpen-

dicular configuration for linac operations [80,81]. For the inline configuration, most

of the current loss occurs in the electron gun. According to Busch’s theorem, an

inline magnetic field may deviate the beam [82].
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The multileaf collimator (MLC) plays an important role in beam shaping. The

MLCmotor control systemmay be affected by the magnetic field. This requires rede-

signing the conventional MLC assembly. According to Faraday’s law, the flow of RF

power may be affected by the magnetic field. The magnetic field also affects the sec-

ondary electrons produced due to the X-ray interaction with matter. The electron

return effect is de-facto and more pronounced in a high magnetic field

[46,49,83,84]. The magnetic field perpendicular to the radiation beam widens the

beam penumbra and may compromise the uniformity in dose distributions near tissue

cavities. Prior studies have shown that the use of opposing beams and accommodat-

ing magnetic fields in planning stations can alleviate these beam transport issues.

MRI systems require an electromagnetically shielded housing, and the linac

should be properly shielded to avoid RF interference. The presence of an accelerator

in the vicinity of magnets may adversely impact the magnetic field homogeneity and

subsequently deteriorate image quality. On the other hand, the magnetic field could

also affect the operation of the linear accelerator. Passive shimming is often utilized

during magnet installation. The RF coils on the patient body in the path of the beam

may attenuate the radiation dose, and the probability of an extra dose to the skin

increases due to the secondary electrons. Also, custom designed RF coils are required

so that the coil hardware is insensitive to any radiation-induced current

disequilibrium.

At present, there are four MRL systems, of which Elekta Unity and ViewRay

MRidian are FDA-approved commercial systems. The University of Alberta

MRI-Linac (MagnetTx Aurora) and the Australian Linac are the university-based

MR hybrid linacs, as shown in Fig. 2.11, and are still a work in progress. Some

of the features of these systems are summarized below for the reader of this chapter.

These four systems all have unique characteristics and certain similarities; the

main one is that all of them operate within a 7 MV beam energy. Both the commer-

cially available systems ViewRay and Elekta are designed with the magnetic field in

a perpendicular orientation with respect to the radiation beam, while other, the

University-based systems are designed with the inline orientation. Australian

MRI-Linac has the option of configuring the magnetic field perpendicularly as well.

The ViewRay system was originally started with a Cobalt source in 2014, and the

Linac-based delivery was started later in 2017, around the same year when Elekta

Unity was clinically used.

ViewRay system
The ViewRayMRLwas the first integrated system introduced in the United States in

2012 [85]. It used three Co-60 heads separated by 120 degrees on the gantry. Later,

cobalt-based delivery was replaced by a linear accelerator for a high dose rate. The

ViewRay MRIdian linac consists of a 0.35T split superconducting magnet separated

by a gap of 28cm, with the 6 MV flattering filter-free linac housed in this gap. This

system is also known as low-field MRL and is capable of simulation, treatment, on-

table adaptation, imaging during treatment, and posttreatment imaging to study the
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tumor response. The linac and other accessories are shielded using concentric ferro-

magnetic cylinders and RF shielding components. Five ferromagnetic steel concen-

tric cylinders hide gantry components from the MRI, and three additional mu metal

shields are used for the electron gun. The MRI is shielded by an RF absorbing carbon

fiber and RF reflecting copper material. This helps to preserve the quality of MR

images. Fig. 2.11A shows a pictorial of this system.

Both the MRI and linac share the same isocenter. The system uses a double

stacked, double focus MLC with a total of 138 tungsten alloy leaves. The maximum

field size is 27.4�24.1cm2 and the minimum feasible field size is 0.2�0.415cm2.

The True Fast Imaging with Steady State Precession (TRUFI) pulse sequence is used

to acquire volumetric scans as well as cine images. The treatment planning station is

completely integrated into the treatment delivery system. The system uses a Monte

Carlo dose calculation engine to generate 3DCRT and step and shoot IMRT plans.

The system can acquire four frames per second or 8 frames per second cine images.

There are certain advantages of low-field MR scanners, as used in ViewRay, such as

weakened magnetic susceptibility artifacts averting imaging distortions of patient

FIG. 2.11

Various MRL options at the present time; (A) MRIdian from View Ray, (B) Unity from Elekta,

(C) MagnetTx Aurora from Alberta, and (D) the Australian system that is still a work in

progress.
Adopted from Das IJ, McGee KP, Tyagi N, Wang H. Role and future of MRI in radiation oncology. Br J Radiol

2019;92(1094):20180505.
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anatomy; the subliminal specific absorption rate obviates patient heating, and there is

reduced interference in dose distribution [86,87].

Elekta Unity system
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved Elekta Unity for clinical use

in 2018. The Unity system comprises a wide bore 1.5T Philips Ingenia-based MRI

with a 7 MV flattening filter-free linear accelerator. The imaging part is comparable

to a diagnostic MRI unit and is thus capable of diagnostic quality imaging and treat-

ment. The linac and beam generating components are installed on the gantry around

the MRI cryostat. The slip ring design facilitates linac rotation around the patient.

The current maximum speed is six rotations per minute. The MLC design is similar

to the Elekta Agility system. Maximum and minimum field sizes are 57.4 and 22cm

in cross-plane and in-plane, respectively. The system can deliver IMRT and 3DCRT.

Unity’s treatment planning system Monaco has two well-defined workflows and a

wide set of optimization methods. The Unity MR-linac uses a triode electron gun

with a dose rate of 425 MU per minute, which enables the system to interrupt and

resume radiation instantly. The MLC is mounted perpendicularly to the gantry travel

direction. The MLC houses 160 leaves of 7.15mm width and 22mm travel distance.

The system has a diaphragm orthogonal to the leaf motion. Details of this system can

be found in several references [63,88] and a pictorial in Fig. 2.11B.

University of Alberta MRI-Linac
The University of Alberta, Canada, developed the MagnetTx Aurora system. This

system consists of a 0.5T MRI in the transverse plane with a 6 MV isocentrically

mounted linac. The system utilizes a high temperature superconducting type magnet,

which can be turned on and off in a fewminutes for servicing. The source to isocenter

distance is 1.4m (Fig. 2.11C). Details of this system can be found in several refer-

ences [89–91].

Australian MRL system
The Australian Federal Government Health and Hospitals Fund grant helped in the

development of the Australian hybrid MR Linac system which is still a work in pro-

gress (Fig. 2.11D). This system utilizes a 1 TMRI with an open magnet design with 4

and 6MV linac. Instead of a rotational gantry, this system involves patient rotation as

described in several references [92–94].

Benefits and challenges
Since MRI is a radiation-free imaging modality, it has a key advantage over CBCT

by avoiding imaging-related radiation exposure. It has better soft tissue contrast, and

the capability of the system to decrease normal tissue irradiation through decreased
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CTV-PTV margins makes it suitable for a wide range of patients, including potential

benefits for pediatric radiation therapy. Considering the absence of a pediatric-

specific IGRT protocol, MRgRT may be a viable treatment option, particularly by

reducing the potential risks of secondary malignancies. Such treatment requires

the consideration of anesthetic requirements.

There are some technical and clinical practice challenges with the currently avail-

able MRL systems:

• challenges related to imaging regions of low proton density such as the lungs

• limited field of view and field size

• time intensive adaptive planning

• limited pool of standard immobilization devices

• inability to deliver VMAT plans

• inability to treat patients with implants

• only one photon energy so it cannot treat a larger pool of patients

• learning curve for different teams involved

Outlook of MRI in radiation oncology
The current MRL systems are still in their infancy and need to accommodate the full

array of MR imaging techniques borrowed from diagnostic radiology. These include

MRI sequences and image manipulations. In addition, the linac associated withMRL

should be capable of performing at the same level as radiation therapy units at the

present time in terms of beam energy, dose rate, and MLC operations. Some of

the future innovations in this technology should address at least the following:

• Throughput: units should treat at least 15–20 patients/day compared to the current

load of 6–8 patients/day.

• Economics/reimbursement: MRL systems are currently several times more

expensive and require a substantial capital investment. To recoup the cost,

either the number of treated patients must increase or reimbursement should

become more favorable. Some of the economics of MRL and adaptive therapy

have been addressed by Palm et al. [95].

• Autocontouring and planning: target and OAR contouring is an arduous and time-

consuming process. It becomes even more difficult when adaptive therapy is

performed. The same can be said for treatment planning comprising optimization

and dose calculation [96]. There is a critical need for autocontouring and planning

in MRL. Autocontouring may be possible in Cine MRI images as described by

Fast et al. [97].

• MR-based Immobilization system: immobilization plays an important role in

radiation treatment. Chandarana et al. [98] provided some information for

MRI; however, due to eddy currents [99] in these devices, the image quality

suffers. Advances in immobilization are required that do not degrade the image

quality.
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• VMAT: IMRT and VMAT are inverse planning processes in which IMRT is a

discrete (step-shoot) beam angle and VMAT is a continuous arc therapy; these

have been described [96,100]. VMAT saves a significant amount of time and is

recommended for MRL success.

• Dose rate/time: time is of the essence for the comfort and treatment of the patient

and should be minimized. The currently available dose rates in MRL are

relatively low (6Gy/min). This should be optimized to save time for the patient

and throughput for radiation oncology centers.

• MPR: multiplanar formatting is a common tool that has been used in CT [101].

Unfortunately, the MPRs are not readily available in MRL.

• Low-field imaging: it is a common belief that a high magnetic field is needed for

an ideal signal-to-noise ratio for better image quality. However, the high field

created by the electron return effect [46,48,83] is not suitable in treatment due to

dosimetric discontinuities. Low-field imaging provides dosimetric advantages.

Further research and adaptability of low-field imaging is needed in MRL.

• High frame rate: for imaging and treatment of organs in motion such as the heart,

a high frame rate is needed [68].

• Training for manpower: as diagnostic and therapeutic radiology (radiation

oncology) split in the 1980s, knowledge of imaging and treatment modalities

is not freely shared. This impacts the clinical and technical components of the

knowledge of practitioners. There is an urgency for cross-training for the greater

success of MRL [62,102].

Concluding remarks
This chapter delves into the basics of MR imaging most relevant to radiation

oncology, including the fundamentals of MRI physics, information regarding key

sequences, and hardware considerations. Understanding these concepts is fundamen-

tal to applying MRI to radiation oncology, where this chapter provides the backbone

for future study. It also elucidates the need for MRI in radiation treatment, highlight-

ing the history of MRI in radiation treatment, as well as the advantages of MRI over

CT imaging. It provides information regarding techniques for dose escalation, as

well as potential advantages with respect to radiation toxicity. Additionally, it elab-

orates on MRI and linear accelerator combination devices (MRL), with information

regarding current trends and available MRL systems. Various challenges and future

upgrades needed for widespread adoption of this technology are also elaborated.
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Introduction: The challenges of a hybrid MRI-Linac system
Prior to the dawn of MRI-Linac, attempts to include MRI into the planning of radio-

therapy patients have largely been confounded by this acquisition occurring neces-

sarily at a different time and location. For the least compromised—but ultimately the

most difficult—solution, a hybrid system that could provide these images simulta-

neously had to be considered. Over the last decade or so, the developments of such

systems have finally made this a clinical reality with two current commercial imple-

mentations now widespread around the world and two further research prototypes

under investigation. The clinical application of this technology will be dealt with

in other chapters; the main focus of this chapter is to describe the technical aspects

of these systems. Table 3.1 provides an overall summary for each of the four systems

we will talk about in detail, arranged in order of magnetic field strength. These may

also be further characterized by the orientation of the radiation beam with respect to

this field. However, as we shall see, each design offers its own points of difference.

In describing the current systems, it is instructive to first talk about the challenges

involved in incorporating these two quite different technologies into one hybrid

unit. A brief introduction follows, but for a more detailed discussion the reader is

directed elsewhere [1].

Firstly, let us consider the influence of the magnetic field on the linear acceler-

ator. The proximity to the scanner bore inevitably brings the consequence of high

magnetic field values that could affect any part of the Linac from the motors driving

the collimators to the production of the beam itself. The charged electron stream

within the accelerating waveguide is particularly affected by this field. In the case

of a perpendicular field, where the direction of the beam is at 90 degrees to the field,
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the effects can be severe with total beam loss occurring in <20G. Even for the rel-

atively better case of a parallel beam field, there is a threshold due to a focusing

effect, which can overheat the X-ray target. The solution in both cases is to reduce

the field around the components of the Linac and this can be done with either or both

passive and active shielding. Passive shielding involves using ferromagnetic material

to deflect field lines away from the sensitive components and design solutions may

bemodeled [2]. Active shielding is incorporated into the magnet coil itself by passing

a current in the opposite direction to reduce the fringe field. In fact, all the systems

will use both of these solutions to some extent.

The electrons resulting from in air ionization or in the patient as delivered dose

will be similarly influenced by the strong magnetic field. Once again, there are

orientation-dependent differences, which increase with field strength. In a perpen-

dicular system, approach favored by the two commercial vendors, the electrons

experience maximum Lorentz force characterized as the electron return effect

(ERE). This means likely hot spots and an increased exit dose and other variations

that depend on specific anatomy. For a parallel beam-field arrangement, the elec-

tron focusing along the z-axis of the bore will substantially increase skin (entrance)

dose if not mitigated. Conventional treatment planning systems (TPS) do not con-

sider Lorentz force and although Monte Carlo methods can be used in simulation,

these are too time consuming at present to be used at treatment time. The radiation

response of dosimeters within magnetic fields also differs substantially depending

on whether the field is perpendicular or parallel to the radiation beam. Measure-

ments to date show substantial changes particularly in the perpendicular arrange-

ment that are field and orientation dependent and are shown in all commonly

used detectors [3–5].
Next, we consider the influence of the radiotherapy equipment itself on the MRI

scanner. As with any MRI, the system has to be shielded from extraneous RF inter-

ference and the variousMRL designs have to accommodate any break in the integrity

of the RF cage. An equally important concern with the presence of large metallic

Table 3.1 Overall summary of the current MRI-Linac systems in order of field
strength.

System
Beam
specification Magnet type

Field
strength
(Tesla)

Magnet
orientation

Source
distance
(m)

Elekta
Unity

7MV FFF Closed
superconducting

1.5 Perpendicular 1.4

Australian
MRL

4 and 6MV
FFF

Open
superconducting

1.0 Inline or
perpendicular

1.8

MagnetTx
Aurora-RT

6MV Biplanar
superconducting

0.5 Inline
Perpendicular

1.2
0.9

ViewRay
MRIdian

6MV FFF Split
superconducting

0.35 Perpendicular 0.9
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equipment close to the isocenter is the degree to which the uniformity of the static

field is disturbed (this also includes the effect of the shielding materials described

above and serves to illustrate the complexity of the problem). In three of the four

systems, significant ferromagnetic materials are moved in and around the isocenter

requiring B0 shimming (both passive and active) to be used with each change in

position.

One final interaction to consider is between the radiation beam and the RF

receiver coil. A radiation induction effect can exist, which can adversely affect

signal-to-noise ratio [6,7]. Some of the earlier work by the Alberta group proposed

solutions to this, which included postprocessing or use of build-up materials in coil

design [8]. Other solutions include redesign of the coils themselves to carefully posi-

tion electronics outside the primary beam and the use of radiotranslucent or entirely

open structures.

As shown in Table 3.1, there is a wide range of magnetic field strengths between

0.35 and 1.5T being utilized. This indicates the careful balance between the signal-

to-noise ratio inherent with higher field strength and dosimetric and engineering dif-

ficulties described thus far. The result is four very different approaches that will now

be described, beginning first with the two currently commercially available

MRI-Linacs, and followed by the two ‘inline’ systems that are under development.

In each case, the technical solutions for each of the aforementioned challenges will

be presented and the individual merits of each will be discussed.

Perpendicular systems
ViewRay MRIdian: Pioneering MRgRT
The first MRgRT device was designed by ViewRay Inc. [9,10] and was not in fact an

MRI-Linac. The concept was the integration of a low-field open double-donut sole-

noidMRI scanner with triple 60Co heads, which enables step and shoot intensitymod-

ulated radiotherapy (IMRT) treatments. This first system was named Renaissance

and is shown in Fig. 3.1 [9]. The double donut MRI design has a 28-cm gap, which

allows access for 60Co source head to deliver prescribed treatments [10]. Target

structures were trackable simultaneously in a single sagittal plane with four frames

per second (FPS) or in three parallel sagittal planes at 2 FPS with approximately

300ms latency during treatment [10,11].

The RT delivery system, which houses three 60Co heads containing 15,000Ci
60Co sources 120 degrees apart, provided an overall dose rate of 550cGy/min. It

coupled with pneumatic, source-strobing mechanisms. Simultaneously from three

gantry angles, step and shoot IMRT delivery was enabled by three doubly focused

MLCs that served as the only collimators for each head at the 105-cm

isocenter [12].

In total, there were 30 leaf-pairs mounted on two opposed MLC banks [12].

Leaves were made of tungsten and physical leaf height and projected width at the
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isocenter were 9 and 1.05cm, respectively. The source isocenter distance was 105cm

for this 60Co head version and the maximum field size was 27.3�27.3cm2 at the

isocenter [12].

Althoughusedsuccessfully in the clinicoveranumberofyears, inorder toovercome

thecharacteristicsof the 60Coradiationbeam(suchassourcesize, biggerpenumbrasize,

decreasing dose rate because of source decay, and less skin sparing effect with higher

surface dose) a second Linac-based version of the system had to be developed.

The ViewRay shielding solution was to isolate the sensitive components of the

Linac mounted on a gantry ring at distances between 85 and 135cm to the isocenter.

ViewRay MRIdian Linac components were designed and located on a ring gantry

assembly. The componentswere placed in isolated cylindrical baskets. Optimal thick-

nesses and diameters of five concentric cylindrical ferromagnetic steel shields at six

equally spaced angles around the radiation therapy gantry were determined, creating

six volumes of approximately 50-cm length and 30-cm diameter with a nominal uni-

form magnetic field strength of �0.004T. Three additional Mu-metal shields were

placed close to the electron and accelerating body of the linear accelerator to achieve

a magnetic field of <0.0001T for the beam path of the linear accelerator [13,14].

This RF interference issue was solved by the design of the radiofrequency shields

of the MRIdian Linac system, which combines RF-absorbing multilayer carbon fiber

and RF-reflecting copper materials in the encompassing shields that surround the

pulse transformer, magnetron, linear accelerator body, and gun driver components

of the system [14].

The major milestones of the project are summarized below
2003—MR+RT Unit device invention disclosed.

2004—ViewRay was founded.

2010—First prototype was built.

g -Ray
IMRT Unit

a b

Split-Solenoid Open
MRI

FIG. 3.1

(A) The first schematic diagrams of ViewRay Renaissance (Patent no: US7907987B2) and

(B) the latest version of MRIdian Linac version.
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2011—FDA clearance for TPS and delivery were done.

2012—Clinical research started at Washington University. FDA clearance for

ViewRay with 60Co source.

2014—First patient was treated at Washington University. First online adaptive

treatment was delivered.

2016—CE mark for MRIdian Linac.

2017—FDA clearance for MRIdian Linac. First patient was treated with

MRIdian Linac.

The vertically gapped MRI system uses a split design (double donut) 0.35-T super-

conducting solenoid magnet with a 280-mm clear center gap [15,16]. The two halves

of themagnet are connected togetherwith external buttresses. A split gradient coil has

an inner diameter of 80cmwith a thin, cylindrical, inner former connecting the halves

across a 20-cm central sectionwhere nowindings or electrical connections are present

[10]. The gradient coil mounts to the magnet both near the gap and at the ends of the

magnet. There is also an RF transmit coil and its associated RF shield that fits within

the gradient bore and is supported at the ends by the gradient coil. The gradient system

has a maximum strength of 18mT/m and a maximum slew rate 200T/m/s [17]. The

nominal B0 value is 0.345T and the Larmour frequency is 14.700MHz�0.015MHz.

The magnetic field homogeneity is<25ppmmeasured over a 45-cm diameter spher-

ical imaging field of view (DSV) and magnetic field stability is <0.1ppm/h [17].

The vertical gap in the main magnet coincides with the 50-cm DSV. The receive

coils consist of radiolucent phased arrays with 2�5 channels and 2�6 channels for

head and neck and the torso coils, respectively [17]. They are made of low-density

foam and show uniform and low attenuating characteristics [12,17].

Seven sequences, shown in Table 3.2—spin echo (SE), gradient echo (GRE) 2D

and 3D, turbo flash (TFL) 3D, segmented echo planar imaging (EPI) 2D, and true fast

imaging with steady state free precession (TRUFI) 2D and 3D, are available on the

system. The spin echo sequence is only available for QA applications. The TRUFI

sequence is acquired for both volumetric imaging and 2D cine MRI in the clinical

scanning and tracking. TRUFI is a type of balanced steady-state free precession

(bSSFP) sequence, yielding a T2/T1-weighted contrast [17].

The recent 2D cine MR acquisition can handle continuously in one sagittal plane

with 8 FPS at 2.4�2.4mm or 4 FPS at 3.5�3.5mm in-plane resolution during treat-

ment with the slice thicknesses up to 5–20mm [17]. The vendor-defined specifica-

tions for spatial integrity are <1mm and <2mm within a 20-cm DSV and a 35-cm

DSV, respectively [17].

Treatment delivery is performedwith a 6-MVFFFbeamat amaximumdose rate of

600cGy/min through a 28-cm gap separating the two halves of the bore and the source

axis distance is 90cm [16]. The beam is shaped by a double-focused, double-stacked

MLC.TheMLCconsists of 138 leaves eachwith a nominalwidth of 3.62mm that pro-

jects to 8.30mm at the isocenter [16]. The effective leaf width at the isocenter is

reduced to 4.15mm by dividing the leaves by half of the leaf width. The MLC colli-

mator cannot rotate due to design. The patient is translated within the 70-cm diameter

bore by the positioning couch in three degrees of freedom and cannot rotate [16].
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The gantry assembly provides structural support with minimal deflection for the

six sleeves. The previous version and latest upgrade of beam generation assembly is

shown in Fig. 3.2. The gantry and base include a drive mechanism to provide rotation

and positional control during treatment delivery. To avoid vibration transfer, neither

the gantry nor the base touches the magnet. The bidirectional range of gantry rotation

is 360 degrees; however, the rotation between 30 and 33 degree angles are restricted

to protect the e-chain cable management system. The motor drive rotates the fully

loaded gantry at a rotational speed of no more than 3rpm [18].

The pulse transformer on the MRIdian Linac system is mounted on the rotating

gantry unit and obtains pulsed power from a pulse modulator unit outside the RF

room. The pulsed electron beam is generated in the electron gun, accelerated in

the resonating cavity, and directed at a water-cooled copper-backed tungsten target,

which generates unflattened 6MV X-rays at a nominal dose rate of 600MU/min at

the 90-cm isocenter [16]. The active center of the target is positioned 31.5cm from

the distal side of the MLC leaves. The beam center projects through the center of the

MLC to within �1mm diameter of the isocenter, throughout the range of

motion [19].

ViewRay has developed a double-stack MLC, which retains the double focus of

the previous design MLC, but divides each bank in half, splitting them along the

direction of leaf travel, and arranging them in a stacked configuration. This increases

beam resolution and sharpens the penumbra for use with the MRIdian Linac system

(shown in Fig. 3.3) [19].

Table 3.2 The sequences which are used on the ViewRay MRIdian system for
clinical and quality related applications.

Scan name Sequence type
Protocol for
contrast Function

Pilot Scan (Low
Resolution)

TRUFI T2/T1 ratio Localization of patient
positioning

Planning Scan
(High Resolution)

TSE T2 3D MR imaging for
treatment planningHASTE T2

DP-TSE DWI

TRUFI T2/T1 ratio

GRE T1, T2

TFL T1

Treatment Scan TRUFI (Radial
sampling)

T2/T1 ratio Cine monitoring during
treatment delivery

TRUFI (Cartesian
Sampling)

T2/T1 ratio

Quality Assurance
(QA)

SE T1, T2, PD SNR, Uniformity and
other QA’s
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CirculatorWave GuideMagnetron

a b

Pulse
Transformer

MLC

Target

Linac

Misc.

Gantry
Shim Ring

Gun Driver

FIG. 3.2

MRIdian gantry schematic representation of (A) ring preupgrade and (B) postupgrade. The red

arrows indicate previous wave guide and the altered wave guide from the magnetron to the

Linac after upgrade. The waveguide position was altered in order to reduce eddy currents

produced during imaging. Blue boxes indicate the MRIdian Linac major components that

remain in the same position [16].

FIG. 3.3

(A) A schematic representation of location of MLC relative to machine isocenter and

(B) portion of the dual-layer staggered MRIdian Linac MLC.
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The leaf layers are offset by ½ of a leaf thickness in the leaf-side direction. The

“tongue and groove” is then eliminated from the leaves and the shifted banks act

effectively as better focused “tongue and groove” mechanism [19].

ThemodifiedMLC design has two layers of opposing (density>17.7g/cm3) non-

ferromagnetic tungsten alloy leaves. The top and bottom layers have 34 and 35 leaves

in each bank, respectively, for a total of 138 leaves. Thedistal side from the isocenter is

50.5cm, and theMLCleaf focus is 41cmfrom thedistal face.Maximumandminimum

field sizes are 27.4�24.1cm and 0.2�0.415cm, respectively [16]. Vertical gaps

between the top and bottom stacks are up to 12mm and with the latest upgrade, the

MLC leaf speed was escalated from 1.5 to 4.0cm/s [19].

A photograph of this MRL in a clinical site is shown in Fig. 3.4. Examples of the

image quality achieved on this system are shown in Fig. 3.5.

The specifications of the system can be summarized as follows
ViewRay MRIdian Linac System.

Radiation type/energy: 6MV FFF Linac with 600cGy/min dose rate.

MLC: Double-focus double-stack 138 leaves, nominal 3.62mm width, 8.30mm

at the isocenter and 4.15mm at the treatment field, 4cm/s leaf speed.

Field strength: 0.35T.

Magnet type: Split donut superconducting with perpendicular orientation.

SSD: 90cm.

Bore size: Magnet bore size 70cm, field of view size 50cm.

Couch Movement: 3DoF with �9cm lateral at the center of the bore, �20cm

vertical from the center of the bore, and 155-cm longitudinal motion from a

virtual isocenter to a treatment isocenter.

Treatment technique: Step-and-shoot IMRT, online adaptive and static

conformal.

FIG. 3.4

The MRIdian system at the University of Acibadem Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey.
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Significant advantages of the ViewRay system include
• A real-time gated tracking with auto beam on/off application including adaption

at the user console developed over two generations of clinical systems.

• Lowest field strength to mitigate artifacts and contraindications that may exist at

higher magnetic field.

Elekta Unity: The first in-man use of an MRL
A proof-of-concept MR-Linac (MRL) design, coupling a 1.5-T Philips MRI with an

Elekta 6-MV linear accelerator, was developed at UMC Utrecht over three proto-

types [20,21]. The current clinical Elekta design (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden),

which treated the first patient in May 2017 (Fig. 3.6), is based on that system and

FIG. 3.5

Example image quality using a three-plane TRUFI sequence; (top) an abdominal image

acquired with a 25-s breath hold, and (bottom) a pelvic image acquired in 128s.

(Continued)
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is in active clinical use around the world. Briefly, the Unity consists of a vertically

mounted, rotatable annular gantry, with a maximum bidirectional clinical speed of

6 rpm, supporting the beam generation system of a 7MV FFF X-ray source. The

accelerating waveguide and target are in line and radially aligned with respect to

the beam isocenter. The nominal maximum dose rate at the isocenter varies across

installations between 370 and 480MU/min. The diameter of the isocenter is

�0.5mm. A MU metal shield isolates the waveguide from the magnet fringe field.

Within the gantry is a modified Philips Ingenia 1.5-T MRI (Fig. 3.7). The magnet

superconducting coils, gradient coils, and RF receive/transmit coils are split on either

side of the gantry. As such, the X-ray beam passes through the magnet cryostat, con-

taining liquid helium before entering the 70-cm bore. The Unity currently delivers

conformal and step-and-shoot treatments, and beam shaping is based on the Elekta

Agility head design with 160 MLCs that project to 7.2mm at the isocenter (SAD

FIG. 3.5, CONT’D
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FIG. 3.6

The Elekta Unity MRL and typical bunker arrangement.

FIG. 3.7

The gantry annulus of the Unity MRL rotates about the 1.5-T superconducting magnet.
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143.5cm). Arc therapy techniques for this system are still under development,

although a proof-of-concept has been shown [22]. Unlike conventional systems,

the Unity beam-shaping system does not rotate. Field sizes range from 8�5mm

to 574�220mm (XIEC�YIEC). There are no dynamic leaf guides; leaves move in

the YIEC direction and can travel 100% across the maximum field size in this direc-

tion, with a maximum speed of 6cm/s. The patient positioning system (PPS) (treat-

ment couch) can be lowered to within 40cm from the floor, for patient ease of access.

In the absence of a conventional Linac laser arrangement, indexing markers on the

edges of the PPS and lateral patient tattoos can be used for consistent longitudinal

(YIEC) positioning. At treatment height, only longitudinal motion of the PPS is

possible. A moveable anterior MR receiver coil (four elements) is attached to the

PPS, and a fixed posterior coil is beneath the patient within the bore. The anterior

coil restricts the size of patients that can be treated with a Unity MRL. An EPID

mounted on the gantry, diametrically opposite the waveguide (Fig. 3.8), can be used

to generate images of a maximum size 220�95mm. EPID images are useful for

quality assurance measurement equipment setup but are not available clinically.

In line with the beam, there is a 120-mm steel beam stopper, which impacts bunker

shielding design.

FIG. 3.8

Sectional schematic representation of the Unity MRL, courtesy of Elekta, showing (A) the

straight-through waveguide, (B) the gantry ring, (C) the primary radiation beam passing

through (D) the coil system embedded in the magnet cryostat, (E) the patient positioning

system and (F) the MVI for X-ray imaging. The IEC61217 coordinate system is shown, and for

the head-first-supine patient orientation in the figure, B0 is in the craniocaudal direction

(negative Y).
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The adapted Philips Ingenia 1.5T incorporates active shielding that reduces the

fringe field on the gantry to<30G. A helium gas compressor effectively reduces the

liquid helium boil off rate to zero, and a magnetic field stability �0.1ppm/h is

achieved. Prior to install, a magnet preshim process is performed at the factory

and following install a field camera is employed to optimize shimming. Resulting

field homogeneity ranges from �0.017ppm to �1.2ppm for 10-cm diameter of

spherical volume (DSV) and 45cm DSV, respectively. Such specifications are con-

sistent with reduced image shading and blurring, and allow for applications such as

diffusion-weighted imaging. Geometric accuracy is �1mm (DSV 20cm) and

�2mm (DSV 42cm). Gradient coil specifications are peak amplitude 34mT/m, peak

slew rate 120mT/m/s, linearity (%) <0.5, and FOV (cm) �50. Vendor-supplied

phantom and software facilitate periodic image quality tests for the SNR of the ante-

rior and posterior coils, as well as geometric accuracy in transverse and coronal

planes. An additional 3D geometric fidelity phantom, imaged with a 3D FFE

sequence with geometric correction activated, provides ongoing DSV evaluation.

Fig. 3.9 shows data captured during a period where a spontaneous quench event

occurred. The spike in the data was observed postquench and following reshimming

DSV values returned to their prequench status. The vendor provides a wide range of

imaging sequences for brain, head and neck, pelvis, abdomen, and thorax. Intrafrac-

tion motion monitoring sequences are also provided.

In a typical treatment workflow, a CT data set of the patient is used to generate a

reference radiotherapy plan using the vendor supplied Monaco treatment planning

system (TPS). This TPS utilizes a GPU Monte Carlo (GPUMCD) algorithm for fast

calculations in the presence of a 1.5-T field [22]. As the first step for daily treatment,

an MR image is obtained to facilitate one of two online adaptive planning strategies:
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Vendor-supplied software enables DSV tracking.
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adapt to position (ATP) or adapt to shape (ATS). ATP involves repositioning of pre-

treatment plan isocenter, based on the rigid registration of that plan and image dataset

with a daily MR image [23]. The pretreatment plan can be recalculated or reopti-

mized on the reference dataset to reproduce or improve target dose coverage.

ATS allows for plan adaptation based on anatomical changes, as shown on the daily

MR image. Contours can be automatically deformed to match the daily anatomy,

with optional user-based adjustments. The reference plan is recalculated or reopti-

mized using reference plan constraints [24]. It is accepted practice to export the

adapted plan to a secondary dose calculation engine for validation. Before treatment

proceeds, an MR image can be obtained to assess whether the patient position is con-

sistent with the adapted plan. Treatment then proceeds, and a final MR image can be

used at the end of irradiation to assess the stability of patient positioning. During

treatment, imaging can also be used to monitor internal treatment anatomy. This

motion monitoring (MM) utilizes 2D bFFE sequences to acquire sagittal, coronal,

or transverse images, every 550ms, centered on a user-specified structure.

Fig. 3.10 shows a sagittal plane for such images, and a prostate PTV (green), with

distinctive cross-like artifact, can be observed. The high-quality soft-tissue contrast

enables the position of the target to be assessed relative to the MM structure, and

FIG. 3.10

A sagittal view of an MM image showing the monitoring structure (green). Image updated

every 0.55s.
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treatment can be manually interrupted, if necessary. Future developments will

introduce automatic beam off when predefined motion limits occur.

The perpendicular orientation of the static field (B0) and radial beam directions of

the Unity MRL has significant implications for electron streaming effects (ESE) in

the cranio-caudal direction [25]. Fig. 3.11 shows an electron stream generated by a

right-sided oblique beam as it exits the patient. The TPS simulation for the entire

treatment (36Gy in 4 fractions to a right SCF) indicated a 9Gy dose to the right

ear. TPS beam analysis for this treatment demonstrated that ESE was produced as

beams enter and exit the patient with the larger effects associated with the latter.

Clearly, the Monaco TPS can be used to visualize ESE so that out-of-field dose

due to electron streams will, with appropriate shielding (1cm water equivalent

absorber), be prevented from reaching patient surfaces.

The specifications of the system are summarized below
Radiation type/energy: 7-MV FFF Linac.

MLC: 160 leaves, 7.2mm thickness at the isocenter.

Field strength: 1.5T.

Magnet type: modified Philips Ingenia 1.5T.

Orientation: perpendicular.

SAD: fixed 143.5cm.

Bore size: 70cm.

Couch movement: �290-cm longitudinal motion only.

Treatment technique: 3D conformal and step-and-shoot.

The major milestones of the Unity system are summarized as follows
• First static gantry prototype established in 2009.

• First rotating gantry system completed in 2012.

• Clinical system in Utrecht delivers world’s first MRI-Linac treatment in

May 2017.

FIG. 3.11

Coronal plane view of electron streaming for a right post-oblique beam exiting the patient in

the presence of (A) 1.5T and (B) 0T. In (A) the TPS shows the effectiveness of bolus

(rectangle).
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Significant advantages of the unity system include
• Highest magnetic field strength should provide inherently greater SNR, which

will benefit demanding sequences such as functional imaging.

• Provides motion management imaging.

Inline systems
The Australian MRL: Flexibility and adaptability
The Australian MRI-Linac is a collaboration across multiple institutions including

the Universities of Sydney, Queensland, and Wollongong. It is operated by the Ing-

ham Institute and housed in a dedicated research bunker completed in 2012 within

the Liverpool Cancer Therapy Center in south west Sydney.

The original intention of the Australian MRL was to provide a system that

allowed for a degree of flexibility in its operation with the potential for both inline

and perpendicular use [26]. The system is designed around as large an opening as

possible that could be accessed by the patient in either orientation and even verti-

cally. In order to achieve this degree of flexibility the Linac gantry is fixed during

treatment and instead the patient is moved and rotated in front of the beam. The final

design was to have the linear accelerator on a rail system allowing movement in the

z-axis of the magnet only; this means a variable SAD and the ability to withdraw the

equipment into a zero magnetic field for servicing or measurement.

From the outside, the magnet looks similar to the split bore design of the early

1990s which was used for surgical interventions. In fact, the field strength selected

for the AMRL is double (1T) what had previously been attempted; a theoretical esti-

mate of what could be achieved while providing a ‘high’ field image quality. The

homogeneity and active shielding requirements of such a system required extreme

precession engineering of the superconducting formers and these took nearly 2years

to successfully manufacture. The resulting magnet has a zero field region approxi-

mately 1.4m from the isocenter for locating the X-ray head or peripheral equipment.

To complete the hardware, a dedicated split gradient module and RF transmit

receive coil was designed to fit inside the opening with as little intrusion into the

gap as possible, as can be seen in Fig. 3.12. The gradient coils were manufactured

as a single module split into either magnet half by Tesla, UK. Each half of the module

contains a series of passive shim trays. Connections for power and cooling are made

at opposite ends away from the isocenter and go to a scaffold above the magnet or

through dedicated waveguides. The gradients are capable of a modest 10mT/m

amplitude but with a fast 370 mT/m/s slew rate.

Also shown in Fig. 3.12 are two of the four rungs that make up the bird-cage

design of the integrated transceiver coil. This was designed (Magnetica, Brisbane)

and subsequently tested using a full-scale mock-up of the magnet gap [27]. The four

legs of the coil run along the support pillars in the magnet gap to maintain the patient

opening. The whole assembly permits irradiation from either direction (down the
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bore or through the gap) without any obstruction of the primary beam. Results have

shown good image quality with no artifacts during beam-on [28].

One important aspect of the AMRL concept is its ability to perform as scientific

equipment for a number of different studies and across multiple scientific

collaborators. A crucial first step in this process was the temporary installation of

an exclinical 1.5-T scanner, which allowed a number of dose-field experiments to

be conducted while the main magnet was still in production [29]. This work included

investigation of effects and mitigation of skin dose [29,30] and an invention to use

the RF coil directly as a method of monitoring beam and dose status [31] (Fig. 3.13).

The crucial final component to this system is the rotating patient couch, which

was developed over three prototypes. Initial work exploring the efficacy of patient

rotation was performed using amanual couch that was installed on the 3.0-T Seimens

Skyra in the adjacent RT department [32]. For the completed automatic system used

on the MRL it was decided to pursue a design with externally located motors that are

in a low field to prevent any variation in speed. This also makes for a quieter

operation.

The rotating couch is driven from outside the RF cage via shafts through a wave-

guide and a computer-controlled stepper motor which reduces artifacts and makes

the system very quiet within the scan room itself.

The major milestones of the project are summarized below
(1) Installation of exclinical Siemens 1.5-T scanner in December 2016 for 3months

to investigate inline beam-field effects.

FIG. 3.12

Photograph of the heart of the AMRL system, the wide open patient bore. This view taken

down the gap shows the gradient module in either half of the magnet to the left and right and

two of the RF coil rungs at the top (black). This also shows an RF glass window on the other

side of the gap that was used prior to the rotating couch installation.
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(2) The openmagnet was installed inMay 2017 and over the next year hardware and

software integration was completed with dedicated open-gradient module and

transmit receive volume coil. The first human image was acquired in March

2018 [28] and, by the end of that year, the system demonstrated real-time image

guidance of the MLC.

(3) Volunteer imaging studies were extended to include the first ever vertical

images, which were acquired in spine and lung anatomies demonstrating the

potential for treatment in this position.

(4) In 2019, a multiinstitutional small rodent study examining the effect of

gadolinium dose enhancement led to the first ever treatment demonstration

[33,34].

(5) In 2021, the final piece of equipment, the rotating patient couch, was installed

and commissioning began ahead of an anticipated clinical trial in brain and spine

patients (Fig. 3.14).

The specifications of the system are summarized below
Australian MRI-Linac, Ingham Institute, Sydney, NSW.

Radiation type/energy: 4 and 6MV Linac.

MLC: 120 leaves 5-mm thickness at the isocenter.

Field strength: 1.0T.

Magnet type: open double donut design.

FIG. 3.13

Schematic representation of the AMRL showing side view of the rotating couch in operation.

(Top) The table retracted which can be removedmanually in case of power loss. (Bottom) The

table docked into position and driven via the external motor shafts.
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Orientation: perpendicular and parallel, but parallel preferred.

SAD: variable down to 1.8m.

Bore size: magnet bore 70cm, with 62-cm patient bore including gradient module

and 78�50cm clearance gap.

Couch Movement: 75cm travel in the x-direction up to 10cm in the y-direction.
Treatment technique: 3D conformal under development.

Significant inherent advantages of the AMRL system include:
• Imaging can be acquired in three different patient positions; 360 degrees rotation

with the patient along the x-axis (the gap), conventional imaging along the bore

and vertical (standing or sitting) imaging.

FIG. 3.14

(A) One of the first images acquired on the system, a T2-weighted TSE of the author taken in

the beam’s eye view (xy plane); (B) axial head and neck images acquired in the xz plane and

(C) lung images acquired in the vertical position facing down the bore (xz) and down the gap

(xy), respectively. All these images have been acquired with the integrated open transceiver

coil with nothing placed on the subject. (D) Example image (courtesy of D. Waddington &

P. Lieu, University of Sydney) acquired with the six-channel torso receiver array currently

being commissioned.
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• Static modular system with preferred parallel beam set-up extends use beyond

photon treatment with potential for charged particle applications.

The first-ever treatment use of an inline system was undertaken as part of a study

investigating gadolinium-dose enhancement in rodents. This also enabled skin-dose

mitigation via a simple bolus to be studied. Ongoing solutions being examined

include off-center irradiation fields to separate the electrons, which focus along

the isocenter axis, as shown in Fig. 3.15.

The majority of the human imaging to date has been obtained with the integrated

RF coil and excellent results have been shown for images in the two horizontal and

two vertical positions. Images are extremely uniform with sufficient SNR for plan-

ning and guidance without requiring any further receiver coils. However, a six-

channel receiver torso coil has recently been added for use in cases requiring faster

acquisition speed via parallel imaging (Fig. 3.14D).

The rotating couch provides a unique solution to the fixed gantry design and is

potentially very attractive in situations where the beam line may be much harder to

move as in the case of proton therapy. The couch is easily docked and retracted and

once removed allows clear access to the bore for vertical imaging providing an alter-

native treatment position. The large couch translation from the isocenter allows

extended FOV, which effectively increases the optimum imaging volume in the

x-direction by threefold. Fig. 3.16 shows an example of this in a series of test objects

on the patient couch. The uncorrected FOV is normally limited by distortions to

around 30cm. However, by successive couch increments several smaller volumes

may be acquired and concatenated to produce distortion-free images over a much

larger extent. This also could be combined with rotation to provide a large treatment

volume. The magnet could be easily used with other treatment modalities bringing

MR guidance to even more patients (Fig. 3.17).
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FIG. 3.15

Dose plot on scanned Gafchromic film for an experiment on skin dose mitigation by using an

off-center irradiation (courtesy of Elizabeth Patterson, University of Wollongong). The image

shows the separation of the electron hotspot at the isocenter (left) from the primary beam,

which is positioned off-axis (right).
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FIG. 3.16

Illustration of the extended FOV possible by a moving table acquisition; (top) a 50-cm FOV of

four test objects shows severe distortions due to gradient non-linearity and field non-

uniformity whereas (bottom) concatenated images from successive smaller FOV while the

table translates is able to produce a much larger geometrically accurate dataset (white lines

inserted to show individual sections).

FIG. 3.17

The final working prototype currently under testing ahead of a clinical trial. The couch can be

seen inserted into the magnet gap in the x-direction. The Linac (out of photo) is on the other

side of the window on the left with its beam down the bore in the z-direction.
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Alberta Aurora-RT: Rotating BiPlanar Linac-MR
The Alberta (Canadian) integration of an MRI to a Linac was designed to provide

simultaneous operation of MR imaging and Linac radiation delivery without induc-

ing changes in (a) radiation beam characteristics, (b) MR image quality, (c) radiation

beam commissioning, (d) installation and service procedures and providing this,

without hindering the capability of obtaining the optimal plan for all tumors such

as the option of treating tumors, even those at the periphery, at the isocenter. The

following discussion will describe how these characteristics remain intact in the

design. The latest version of the system currently installed at the Cross Cancer Insti-

tute, Alberta Health Services (AHS), and the University of Alberta is labeled as the

AHS LMR 2000 (Linac-MR.ca) and the commercial brand name is Aurora-RT being

commercialized by MagnetTx Oncology Solutions (MagnetTx.com), Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada.

The Alberta (Canadian) system can have the Linac beam oriented either perpen-

dicular or parallel to the MRI’s main B0 field. The current design involves a biplanar

open 0.5-T MRI coupled in parallel to a 6MV Linac on a single gantry that rotates

360 degrees around the patient. Fig. 3.18 displays the history of the development to

its current state. Proof of concept (A) was first obtained in the perpendicular orien-

tation [35], (B) in parallel orientation with a 60-cm bore 0.5T MR, (C) an optimized

yoked design with 110cm elliptical bore (110�60cm) in parallel orientation, and

(D) a photograph of the current installation in parallel orientation in clinic.

The major milestones can be summarized by the following
(1) Mid-2008: Proof of principle of a hybrid system providing unaffected MR

imaging while irradiating with a 6-MV Linac. System was a biplanar, 30-cm

gap, open 0.22-T TMR coupled to a 6MV Linac in perpendicular configuration.

(2) End 2013: First rotating whole-body MRI coupled to a Linac providing

unaffected MR imaging while irradiating with a Linac. (AHS LMR 1000) This

was also the first rotating (360 degrees) functioning MRI reported. The system

provided a 60-cm diameter patient bore within an open 0.55-TMRI coupled to a

6-MV Linac in parallel configuration avoid significant dose perturbations.

Achieved ISO 13484 with COMDCAS.

(3) 2020–2021: First Linac MR hybrid providing isocentric treatments to all tumors

including those at the periphery (AHS LMR 2000, Aurora-RT). This consists of

an optimized biplanar 0.5-TMR design with controlled fringe fields coupled to a

6-MV Linac on a rotating gantry having an elliptical 110cm (110cm�60cm)

patient bore providing unaffected MR images while irradiating in a parallel

configuration to avoid significant dose perturbations.

(4) March 2021: AHS LMR 2000 received Class II certification by Canadian

Nuclear Safety Commission, Aurora-RT cleared by USA FDA in May 2022.

Typical images acquired on the system are shown in Fig. 3.19.
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The specifications of the system can be summarized as follows
Name/Company: AHS LMR 2000/University of Alberta—Cross Cancer

Institute, Alberta Health Services.

Aurora-RT/MagnetTx Oncology Solutions.

Radiation type/energy: 6MV Linac.

MLC: 120 double-focused leaves of 5mm thickness at the isocenter.

Field strength: 0.5T.

Magnet type: biplanar 25cm bored with 110cm elliptical (110cm�60cm)

patient bore.

Orientation: perpendicular and parallel, but parallel preferred.

FIG. 3.18

(A) 2008 proof of concept using a 0.2-T open MR with 30cm gap and a 6-MV Linac in a

perpendicular orientation [1,35]. (B) Photograph of some of the team standing in front of the

2013 prototype, which comprised of a 0.5-T MRI with a 60-cm bore and 6MV Linac in a

parallel orientation. (C) Optimization of a yoked magnet system of the 0.5T MRL: Red is Linac

head, blue is yoke. (D) Current clinical system installed at Cross Cancer Institute, which

achieves a 110�60-cm elliptical bore.
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SSD: 90cm, while SAD is 120cm.

Bore size: 110cm elliptical (110cm�60cm) patient bore size.

Couch Movement: �25cm left to right and�25cm up and down. Large couch

movement to allow all tumors including those at the periphery to be placed at the

isocenter. Performed by couch movement and gantry rotation scheme.

Treatment technique: IMRT, step and shoot, dynamic MLC, adaptive (VMAT

under development).

Significant advantages of the Alberta system include
• In the parallel configuration, MRI does not perturb the dose output, dose

measurements by conventional detectors, nor the dose plan.

• In the parallel configuration, all tumors, even those at the periphery, can be

placed at the isocenter, if required for optimal planning.

It was noted very early in the development of the Alberta system that the dose plan

would not be affected by the 0.5-T magnetic field configured in parallel with the

Linac beam [36] even in lung treatment planning. In fact, dosimetry issues observed

in a perpendicular configuration such as changes to the depth dose distribution, tissue

interface effects (such as ERE and ESE), and general dose perturbations were sig-

nificantly reduced or eliminated in a parallel geometry at 0.5T on representative lung

plans. It should be noted that dosimetric effects may still exist for parallel configu-

ration at greater field strengths. Because the TPS plans are not affected by the mag-

netic field within a parallel Linac MR, current conventional treatment planning

AX T1 AX T2

BSSFP_SAG.T2ShV_FES ShV 3D GRASS

FIG. 3.19

A selection of example image sequences acquired in various anatomies on the Alberta

system.
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systems can be used without the need to incorporate magnetic fields (Monte Carlo)

within the calculation, which can be time consuming when used directly and can be

inaccurate when using assumptions to increase calculation speeds.

Because the radiation detectors are not affected by a 0.5-T magnetic field in the

parallel configuration, standard calibration, and commissioning detector techniques

and protocols can be used with the AHS LMR 2000—Aurora-RT.

In external beam radiotherapy, the tumors are usually placed at the isocenter of

the Linac system for optimum treatment. This is accommodated by having a couch

with significant left-to-right and up-to-downmotion to allow any tumor at the periph-

eries, lung, liver, spleen, and breast, to be placed at the isocenter. Cylindrical MRIs

have small, if any such, couch motions to position all periphery tumors at the isocen-

ter. These tumors must be treated very obliquely, which would involve irradiation of

healthy tissues because of the angle of treatment required and, in some cases, irra-

diation using the off-centered part of the radiation profile rather than the preferred

central part, which provides maximum intensity.

Achieving the optimum isocentric treatments of these tumors is difficult, if not

impossible, within cylindrical MR Linac systems. The current Alberta AHS LMR

2000—Aurora-RT system has a very large bore of 110�60cm (i.e., elliptical

110cm bore) by length of the couch. Any tumor at the periphery, such as breast, lung,

liver, kidney, and spleen, can be positioned at the isocenter for optimum treatment

through the strategic motion of the couch and rotation of the gantry within the sys-

tem. All tumors, irrespective of where they are on the patient, can be treated at the

isocenter with the AHS LMR 2000.

This capability alsohas anotherbenefit. In typicalMRIs, imagedistortion increases

from the 20–30cm diameter field of view (FOV) at the center of the bore outward,

some unacceptable for radiotherapy. The distortions created beyond the FOV may

be difficult to correct sufficiently if the tumor is located there. In the AHS LMR

2000, however, this issue in inherently avoided because any tumor at the periphery

can be positioned at the isocenter where image distortion is most minimal.

To avoid SNR issues from radiation induction, we have developed RF coils that

are rigid and flexible loop coils and semitransparent coils [37–39].
In cylindrical MRI-Linacs, the Linac rotating around a stationary MRI encoun-

ters changing magnetic fringe fields during rotation creating Eddy currents within

conductors. Eddy currents introduce image distortions that vary with angle of rota-

tion of the Linac that must be corrected with shimming strategies per angle. In the

LMR 2000, the Linac and MRI rotate together so that metallic objects remain con-

stant with respect to the magnetic fields, thus avoiding the creation of eddy currents

and its associated distortions, which would require significant active shimming to

mitigate the effects.

We have investigated the shielding requirements to avoid the MRI’s magnetic

effects on the operation of the Linac to produce 6MV radiation in both the perpen-

dicular [40–42] and the parallel configuration [40,43,44] of our rotating Linac-MR

hybrid. It is quite evident from our studies that the shielding requirements in the par-

allel configuration are significantly smaller and require significantly less engineering
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than those required in the perpendicular configuration. This decreases the size of the

required components and the overall system footprint and increases the functioning

stability of the overall system.

At 0.5T, the system balances signal-to-noise ratio and contrast-to-noise for fast

imaging techniques such as bSSFP [45,46] with minimal dose perturbations and sus-

ceptibility artifacts [47].

The schematic representation of Fig. 3.18B shows the Linac head in red at

the center top of the upper pole. At the bottom center of the lower pole, there

is a weighted lead mass to counterbalance the Linac head during rotation. The

leaded counterbalance also acts as a beam stop decreasing the radiation-shielding

requirements.

The optimal Linac-MR design in Fig. 3.18C involves a rotational gantry that can

be adapted to proton-MR therapy system where the Linac in Fig. 3.18C can be

replaced with a source of protons. Simulations were performed using our 3-D mag-

netic vector fields from the AHS LMR 2000MRImodel and 3Dmagnetic fields from

an in-house gradient coil model using monoenergetic proton beams. The B0 field

caused the beam to follow a helical trajectory, which resulted in angular offsets

of 4.9, 3.6, and 2.8 degrees for the 80, 150, and 250MeV, respectively. Magnetic

field deflections caused by rapid MRI bSSFP with maximum gradient strength of

40mT/m show a pattern (e.g., maximum ranged of 1.5mm at 80MeV) of distortion,

which remained spatially invariant in the MR’s field of view. The presence of the B0

field during the bSSFP simulations adds the same beam rotation as that observed dur-

ing the B0 only simulations. Our simulated investigation predicts that time-varying

gradient magnetic fields used for image generation cause a small spread in the proton

beams, which are independent of the effects arising from the B0 field. We found that

this spread, however, did not cause any significant effect on the beam’s entrance dose

when we convolved the spread with clinical kernels [48].

By using high-temperature superconducting MRIs in the AHS LMR 2000, there

is no cryogen required as in most clinical MRI scanners. This simplifies renovation

cost and shielding required around the opening of the exhaust vent. This also allows

the magnet to be powered on or off within minutes for emergencies, service, or for

experimentations. The LMR 2000 is installed in modules that are individually trans-

ported to existing vaults through the maze or door entrance of the vaults. These

design features provide a compact footprint and makes system installation within

existing radiotherapy vaults much simpler and much less costly.

The system is scheduled for clinical trials in 2022 at the Cross Cancer Institute,

Edmonton, ranging from simple to more complicated treatments of tumor sites.

Concluding remarks
This chapter shows how the once-inconceivable notion of a hybridMRI-linear accel-

erator has been realized with four quite different systems being actively pursued.

These MRI-Linacs are characterized by both their similarities and their differences.

The two perpendicular designs have been commercially available for the last 5years
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and continue to be rolled out worldwide. At the time of writing, there are 52 systems

in total split between these two vendors. These clinical systems look set to drive the

demand for MRI guidance and establish its efficacy.

The ‘inline’ orientated systems have by necessity taken longer to develop into

viable propositions. Nevertheless, they offer potentially new possibilities with this

geometry beyond what can be achieved with the perpendicular orientation. The Aus-

tralian system, while still at an experimental stage, could perhaps be exploited to pro-

vide MRI guidance with other treatment modalities altogether. The Alberta system

goes further with its rotating magnet and looks to exploit both the X-ray and charged

particle space. It is of note that MagnetTx Oncology Solutions have now partnered

with Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf (HZDR) to combine magnetic reso-

nance imaging with particle beams.

Thanks to the developments and progress made by the teams behind each of these

four designs—not to mention system patents that are in existence—the next decade

looks to be an extremely interesting place for MRI-Linac and the future of MRI-

guided therapy.
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Linac dosimetry in a
magnetic field 4
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Introduction
Dose measurements have always been fundamental for radiotherapy. In an

MRI-Linac (MRL), the magnetic field makes the dose measurements more difficult

and less accurate. We do it because we believe that the improved imaging during

treatment provides a huge advantage, and is more important than the increased com-

plexity of dosimetry. For us mad-keen radiation dosimetrists, this is unpleasant. We

just have to remember the beautiful images and improved patient information that the

systems provide.

MRI-Linac systems, dosimetry, and clinical use are maturing. Two systems have

been commercially available and in clinical use for 5+ years [1,2]. Animal research

treatments have been performed on a third system [3]. Experience with the commer-

cial systems throughout the world is increasing. Information on dosimetry and

quality-assurance techniques for the commercial MRLs has been published [4,5].

The following sections contain an introduction to the physics of particle forces

and dose distributions in an MRI magnetic field, equipment and radiation measure-

ments, and reference dosimetry.

Physics
Lorentz force
In radiotherapy, high-energy electrons are produced by photon-electron interactions,

mostly Compton scatter, photoelectric effect, and pair production. Next, these elec-

trons lose their energy by interactions with the medium and dose is delivered. The

photon fluence as well as the photon-electron interaction are not affected by the pres-

ence of the magnetic field in MR-guided RT and, therefore, the energy transferred to

charged particles is not changed. The secondary electron trajectories are, however,

affected by the magnetic field due to the Lorenz force.
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F
*

L ¼ q v
*�B

*

where q is the charge of the particle, v
*

is the particle velocity, and B
*

is the

magnetic field. When the magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of velocity

of the electrons, this would result in a circular path of the electron in vacuum, where

the gyro-radius rg is given by

rg ¼ mv

qB

where m is the mass of the particle. The radius is thus dependent on the kinetic

energy and the magnetic field strength. In a medium, however, the electrons are

slowed down by the energy loss due to interactions with the medium as described

by the stopping power. As a result, the velocity of the electron will decrease and

therefore the gyro-radius. Instead of circular paths in a vacuum, the electrons will

show spiraling trajectories [6]. The consequence of this change in trajectories is

that the energy is deposited differently and therefore results in a different dose dis-

tribution (Fig. 4.1).

Dose distribution in a magnetic field
As described, the dose distribution will change since the trajectories of the electrons

are different in the presence of a magnetic field. Changes are at the beam entrance

and exit side as well as in the central region and the penumbra.

The contamination electrons produced in the air above the surface will experi-

ence the Lorentz force and will start to spiral around the magnetic field lines

[7,8]. They will therefore move out of the field and deposit their dose elsewhere.

These electrons can cause a small increase in skin dose outside the photon field. Also,

less contamination electrons will reach the surface, therefore reducing the surface

dose [7–9]. Furthermore, electrons produced in the build-up region will be swept

aside due to the Lorentz force, delivering more dose closer to the surface and increas-

ing the surface dose. The resulting build-up region will therefore also become shorter

and the dose maximum will be at a shallower depth relative to that without a mag-

netic field [10].

On the central axis of the photon beam, the electrons deliver the dose closer to the

photon-electron interaction point due to the effect of the Lorentz force. The depth-

dose curve shifts therefore more toward the surface, resulting after the dose maxi-

mum in a smaller difference between the absorbed dose and KERMA [11].

The penumbras change in a magnetic field in the direction of the Lorentz force,

i.e., in the plane orthogonal to the beam axis and the magnetic field direction. In

this direction, the electrons are swept toward the central axis on the one hand and

outside the beam on the other hand, resulting in an asymmetric dose profile

[10,12,13].

At the exit side two phenomena occur: first, the electrons can reenter the patient

because they are curved back due to the Lorentz force. This, so-called, electron return

effect (ERE) can result in high exit dose within the patient, depending on the
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magnetic field strength and curvature of the surface [9,14,15]. Second, electrons in

air captured by the magnetic field can start spiraling around the magnetic field lines

moving out of the photon field. This electron streaming effect can result in signifi-

cantly increased surface dose outside the field than when a magnetic field would be

absent (Fig. 4.2) [16].

FIG. 4.1

Schematic representation of the trajectory of an electron freed by a 7-MV photon,

experiencing both interactions in water (stopping power) and the Lorentz force from a

magnetic field directed out of the page. Average trajectories are shown for four different

magnetic field strengths.
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Systems and configurations
Several groups have been developing MR-guided radiotherapy systems; at the time

of writing, two systems are clinically available: The Elekta Unity MR-Linac and the

Viewray MRIdian.

The Elekta Unity systemwas invented by theUMCUtrecht and developed together

with Elekta and Philips. The first patient was treated in 2017 as part of the first-in-man

study [2] and in 2018 the system was commercially released [17]. The system consists

of a closed superconducting magnet with a 1.5-T magnetic field strength and a bore

with diameter 70cm. The magnetic field is perpendicular to the radiation beam and

points out of the bore (�y, IEC 61217). A 7-MV FFF photon beam is used to treat

FIG. 4.2

Schematic representation of magnetic field effects on secondary electrons in a phantom (or

patient). On the left side, observing the patient from end-on, are the Lorentz force and

electron return effect. On the right side, observing the patient from the side, are the airborne

electrons and electron streaming effect.
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the patients with a source-to-axis distance of 143.5cm. The maximum field size is

22�57.4cm2 with a projected leaf width at the isocenter of 7.2mm.

The first clinical treatment with the Viewray MRIdian system started in 2014 [1].

Two super conductingmagnets are used, with a split bore of 70cm, resulting in a 0.35-

T magnetic field strength. The magnetic field is pointing into the bore (y, IEC 61217)

and is perpendicular to the photonbeam. Initially, three 60Co sourceswere used to irra-

diate the patient; however, these have been replaced by a single 6-MV FFF photon

beam produced by a Linac. The SAD is 90cm and a maximum field size of

27.4�24.1cm can be used with a leaf width projection in the isocenter of 4.14mm.

Measurements in B-fields
Phantoms, materials, and setup
In a magnetic field, there are more ways that dosimetry can go wrong.

A phantom is normally set up in the correct position relative to the Linac isocen-

ter. By hand, we can place a phantom and detector to within 1mm of the desired

position, perhaps closer. With a closed bore system, the phantom and detector have

to be setup outside the bore and then moved in. This gives us additional uncertainties:

(i) that the virtual isocenter is marked accurately, (ii) that the movement between the

virtual isocenter and the real isocenter is accurate, and (iii) that the phantom and

detector do not shift during movement. The last problem is very real. Detectors often

have cables which can catch or drag on the detector shifting it ever so slightly. And

with a magnetic field present, a moving object with conducting components can

experience eddy currents and a sideways force as it is moving. In our experience,

a heavy phantom will stay in place. But an empty water phantom or a foam phantom

can easily be twisted by the force, during movement. So, a perfect setup at the virtual

isocenter could be ruined.

In a conventional system, if a detector is moved slightly out of place, it could

introduce a positional uncertainty. In a magnetic field, a movement may create an

air gap where previously none existed. Various studies with different detectors have

now demonstrated that tiny air layers, gaps, or bubbles can change the influx of elec-

trons into the detector and make dramatic changes in the reading.

All equipment going into the bunker and the MRI-Linac bore must be either MRI

conditional safe, or MRI safe. Some equipment can be used in anMRI, but is not suit-

able forMR imaging due to significant artifacts and distortion. Some equipment could

also be damaged by taking images, for example, the high-powered radiofrequency

pulses could induce a current in a detector or an electrical component and damage it.

Several MRI-compatible phantoms now exist for making measurements in an

MRL. Imageable phantoms are rarer, examples include the CIRS Zeus MRGRT

motion management QA phantom (Norfolk, USA) and the RTsafe Prime phantom

(Athens, Greece). Adaptive radiotherapy (ART) is at the heart of the MRL process.

To perform QA of ART, imageable phantoms with trustworthy, water-equivalent,
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dosimetric materials are essential. These are also essential for end-to-end tests. There

is definitely room for more phantoms and more development of these phantoms for

these purposes.

Not per se dosimetry, but for QA purposes it is sometimes desirable to observe

where the MV X-ray beam is (the fluence) rather than where the dose is deposited.

One solution for this is to measure, not in dosimetric material, but in high-density

material such as copper where the dose is deposited directly at the location of photon

interaction, and the influence of the Lorentz force is thereby negated. This has been

used in MRLs to measure spoke films [18] and field edges and to check the MLC

calibration. Another option that is available on the Elekta MRL is the gantry-

mounted megavoltage imager (MVI, electronic portal device). This exists in a

low-magnetic-field environment and can therefore also make QAmeasurements free

of magnetic field influence. The MVI is also used at some institutes for daily or

weekly relative dosimetry checks, and potentially for in vivo dosimetry [19].

Measurements of beam profiles inwater phantoms have been standard in radiother-

apy for decades. The basic requirements are the same in an MRL, but there are addi-

tional considerations [20]. To begin with, the two currently available commercial

phantom systems—BeamScan (PTW, Friberg, Germany) and Thales (LAP, Schwar-

zenbruck, Germany) have been (re)designedwith allMR-compatible components. The

Thales has been primarily designed with the MRIdian geometry in mind, and the

BeamScan has two different tank sizes for the MRIdian and Unity systems. Thus,

the BeamScan for the Unity is wide enough to measure its maximum 57.4-cm lateral

field size. But to do so it makes two significant sacrifices—(i) large-field crossline pro-

files are acquired with two detectors and (ii) the very wide tank is very shallow (typical

scan depth of 14cm) in order to fit inside the bore. The use of two detectors implies that

theymust be carefully normalized tomatch each other, to prevent a discontinuity in the

dose profile at the transition point between the two detectors. The normalization is, in

principle, based on the sensitivity of each detector. But it also depends on the holder,

the drive calibration, and the relative position uncertainty between each detector. Thus,

it can vary slightly from onemeasurement session to the next. If this is not checked and

corrected during each session, then it introduces an additional uncertainty to the mea-

surement of profile symmetry. The tank is also designed to allow lateral beam mea-

surements through a thin side window. This allows long PDDs to be measured, but

with a different (fixed) SSD, and only for small-medium fields. Large fields are not

contained within the shallow water depth.

Detectors
Ion chambers can be used in an MRL. Some companies have provided MR-

conditional safe versions of their ion chambers, but regular chambers have been used

in magnetic fields without demonstrated disadvantage. The trajectory of secondary

electrons within the ion chamber air cavity is affected by the Lorentz force. The

source of the electrons (detector side, or tip, or stem) can also be different. For

the same point dose, this can increase or decrease the charge collected by the ion
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chamber dependent on ion chamber—magnetic field—radiation beam relative ori-

entations, and on chamber design, magnetic field strength, and radiation energy.

Thus, it is important to consider detector orientation for any dose measurement

and whether that orientation changes during an experiment, for example, during pro-

file scanning, or with gantry rotation. An additional correction also becomes neces-

sary for absolute dosimetry (see later), although this is normally not required for

relative dosimetry (Fig. 4.3).

The PTW 60019 microDiamond is an excellent small-field detector that is used

widely for beam data collection inMRLinacs. Solid-state detectors are a good choice

and avoid some of the issues with ion chambers and air cavities around ion chambers.

However, when mounted vertically they are not cylindrically symmetric, and they

demonstrate an angular sensitivity that can affect symmetry measurements in a large

field [21]. This effect has also been observed in dose measurements for small off-axis

fields (van den Dobbelsteen, submitted).

2D-arrays such as the PTW StarCheckMaxi and the Sun Nuclear IC Profiler

(Melbourne USA) are available in MR-compatible forms and remain essential for

efficient Linac QA. The problem for arrays is that the measurement in a strong mag-

netic field is dependent, even strongly dependent, on the orientation of each detector

and the material in its immediate surroundings. Thus, the calibration of a 2D array

within theMRL is important. And if the orientation of the central detector is different

(e.g., crossline profile in the StarCheckMaxi) then it will not be possible to fully cor-

rect this within the standard software package. This means that these systems are

good for checking constancy. But, they may not be ideal for measuring perfect pro-

files, comparable with a water phantom (Fig. 4.4).

3D arrays are also used at most centers with MRLs in order to perform plan QA in

a classical manner. They have the same limitations as with the 2D arrays; therefore,

the uncertainties in these measured dose distributions should be considered larger.

Anecdotally, gamma test parameters of 3% and 3mm (20% background threshold,

95% passing rate) are still valid for use. However, these systems are of less value in

the world of daily or intrafraction plan adaptation, because the patient is never treated

FIG. 4.3

Detector orientation becomes important for dosimetry in a magnetic field. For the same dose,

the reading can change between (i) detector perpendicular to the magnetic field and (ii)

detector parallel to themagnetic field, due to the different sources and trajectories of electrons

causing ionizations within the detector. For example, for the perpendicular orientation (i),

more of the secondary electrons may come from the stem of the detector.
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with the preplan. Systems that allow QA checks of a newly adapted plan, with the

patient already on the treatment couch, are required for the future. These are now

under development, with some partial solutions already in clinical use [22–26].
Radiation-sensitive gels, which can be read out in an MRI, would seem ideal for

an MRL. And indeed, dynamic dose measurements have been made with Fricke gel

[27] and polymer gel (RTSafe) [28]. However, absolute dose calibration is batch

dependent. And, especially with fast, time-resolved dosimetry, the dose sensitivity

is poor, the spatial resolution is often limited, and the delay between irradiation

and gel response creates a complex time- and radiation-dependent response that

would need to be deconvolved in order to achieve fast, accurate dosimetry. Gels

remain viable as a work-intensive clinical dosimetry end-to-end test. But, its suitabil-

ity for routine ART QA has not been established.

Scintillators have been available for many years. They can be almost water-

equivalent, with small volume and therefore very little volume averaging, and with

no air gaps or dense materials perturbing the dose. With a 20-m optical fiber connec-

tor, they can be used in a high magnetic field without perturbing the imaging. And

they can also move in a magnetic field (e.g., in a motion phantom) without the cre-

ation of dosimetry signal artifacts such as eddy currents. The calibration require-

ments are more extensive than for an ion chamber. For example, the Cherenkov

radiation signal in the optical fiber is field-/size-dependent and must be corrected.

And readings are typically more noisy than with ion chambers. However, in princi-

ple, scintillators may be the best choice for time-resolved dosimetry of MRgART

[29,30]. Experiments are under way.

FIG. 4.4

Comparison of crossline profile at a depth of 3.4cm measured with a PTW beam scan water

tank and Semiflex 3D ion chamber (solid blue line), and with a PTW StarCheck Maxi (orange

dotted line). Upon close inspection, numerous discrepancies are observable (see text).
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Reference dosimetry
Reference dosimetry is affected by the presence of a strong magnetic field.

Need for accurate reference dosimetry
Reference dosimetry is the process of determining the quantity of absorbed dose to

water,Dw, at a point under reference conditions [31]. This provides a means for trace-

ability to the International System of Units (SI) and is based on the consistency of

internationally accepted primary standards for the quantity of absorbed dose to

water. If reference dosimetry is done well, it assures that the absorbed dose delivered

to a patient in one radiotherapy clinic (anywhere in the world) is comparable to that

delivered to any other patient elsewhere. And it is the first and essential step in the

clinic to deliver the correct treatment dose.

Accuracy requirements in radiotherapy are directly related to the uncertainty in

absorbed dose and have been the subject of research [6,32,33]. A smaller uncertainty

results in a larger accuracy. Mijnheer [32] concluded that any transfer of information

from one radiotherapy clinic to another would introduce unacceptable complications if

the overall uncertainty in the absorbed dose value would be larger than about 7%. This

value must include all uncertainties in radiotherapy, and is considered the expanded

uncertainty, U, with a coverage factor k¼2. Recently, revision of accuracy require-

ments [34,35] concluded that in most cases, uncertainty requirements of dose delivery

in external beam radiotherapy should be reduced to 6% and in some cases to 4%.

The uncertainty related to an absorbed dose to water calibration of an ionization

chamber from a primary or secondary standards dosimetry lab (PSDL or SSDL) is

usually around 1% (k¼2). Additional uncertainties due to calibration of the clinical

user beam in terms of reference dosimetry give rise to an additional uncertainty of

approximately 1%. This is due to geometrical influences, air-cavity temperature,

pressure, relative humidity and deviation of ionization chamber corrections due to

applied bias voltage, polarity, beam modality, and volume averaging over the ioni-

zation chamber air cavity. The consequence is that clinical dosimetry starts with an

uncertainty not smaller than 1.5% (k¼2), which leaves little room for additional

uncertainties, human errors not considered.

Codes of practice for reference dosimetry
To compare calibrations of clinical radiotherapy systems on an (inter)national

level, reference dosimetry needs to be established in a consistent manner, i.e.,

methods are adopted and implemented by following best practices that are pub-

lished in the form of (inter)national Codes of Practice (CoPs). CoPs therefore play

an essential role in realizing the desired quantity value with a consistent level of

uncertainty. Various CoPs are available for reference dosimetry in photon beams

between 1 and 25MV [31,36,37]. These CoPs require the use of selected reference

class ionization chambers [6].
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Research has shown that the introduction of a strong magnetic field requires new

aspects in the behavior of ionization chambers to be considered [6]. A major consid-

eration in reference dosimetry inMRI-Linacs is that the physical background is com-

plex. Despite this, adequate methods, yielding consistent results and data sets of

correction factors, are available. CoPs for reference dosimetry for MRI-Linacs are

currently in development (AAPM TG 351). Due to the complexity of characteriza-

tion of ionization chamber responses in the presence of a magnetic field, related cor-

rection factors are available only for a limited set of ionization chambers [6].

Reference conditions and influence quantities
A calibration quantity is described under defined reference conditions [31], a set of

values of influence quantities for which the calibration is valid without further cor-

rection. The reference conditions for a clinical photon beam calibration in terms of

absorbed dose to water per accelerator monitor units, Dw/MU, are, for example, on

the beam axis, for a defined distance from the source, depth in phantom, and field

size. Also, the phantom minimal dimensions and material need to be

considered. A beam calibration is performed according to the methods described

in a Code of Practice, with a calibrated reference type ionization chamber. The cal-

ibration of the ion chamber in terms of absorbed dose to water, ND,w, in turn is valid

under specified reference conditions such as beam quality, applied bias voltage and

polarity, air-cavity temperature, pressure, and relative humidity and, since the intro-

duction of the MRL, at a specified magnetic field.

In relation to reference conditions, influence quantities are defined as quantities

influencing the quantity of measurement, however, not being the direct subject of the

measurement. Influence quantities for the application of an ionization chamber used

for a beam calibration are, e.g., air-cavity temperature, pressure, relative humidity,

the value and polarity of the applied bias voltage. Influence quantities may arise from

the dosimeter such as aging, zero-drift or warm-up, or may be quantities related to the

radiation field, e.g., beam modality or dose-per-pulse dose rate. In case of an ioni-

zation chamber calibration, many influence quantities cannot be controlled. How-

ever, if their effect is understood and it can be assumed that the influence

quantities act independently, it is possible to correct for these influence quantities

by applying appropriate factors.

Measurement of absorbed dose to water
For the measurement of absorbed dose to water, Dw, in a therapy MRL photon beam

using a calibrated ionization chamber, the following simple formalism is used:

Dw ¼ NDw,Q,B � M
The calibration coefficient, NDw, Q, B

, of the ionization chamber is valid for applica-

tion in the clinical photon beam quality, Q, of interest in the presence of magnetic

fieldB. Its reading,M, is corrected for influence quantities to the reference conditions
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for which the calibration coefficient is valid. Since the ionization chamber is cali-

brated in a beam quality, Q0 (usually
60Co), without the presence of a strong mag-

netic field, a departure from the reference beam quality, Q0, used to calibrate an

ionization chamber can be treated as an influence quantity on the ionization chamber

calibration coefficient. Measurement at beam qualities other than the reference qual-

ity, Q0, therefore require a correction factor, kQ,Q0, often referred to as kQ. The pres-
ence of a constant magnetic field in the clinical MRL photon beam can be treated as

an influence quantity on the ionization chamber calibration coefficient. It requires a

correction factor, either kQ,B or kB. These factors depend on the chamber (type), the

photon beam quality, Q, the magnetic field strength, B, and on the direction of the

field in relation to the beam and the orientation of the ionization chamber. The cal-

ibration coefficient in photon beam quality, Q, and constant magnetic field, B, of an
MRL can therefore be expressed as

NDw,Q,B ¼ NDw,Q0
� kQ � kB

While it has been shown that kQ for current MRL beams with the magnetic field

switched off can be derived from existing Codes of Practice, kB is dependent on

the beam quality of interest [38]. Therefore, kB is often listed as property of a specific
MRL-type and chamber combination, inherently coupled to the beam quality, Q,
delivered with the specific treatment machine. In fact, in many cases kQ and kB have
not been determined independently but together so that

kB ¼ kQ,B
� �

kQ
� �CoP

Here, kQ,B is determined for a specific type of MRL and ionization chamber combi-

nation by means of measurement or Monte Carlo simulations and [kQ]
CoP is based on

the published value for kQ based on the beam-quality specifier of choice in the CoP.

The raw ionization chamber reading,Mraw, is subject to influence quantities, such

as background leakage current ML and air cavity temperature, pressure (e.g., 20°C
and 101.325kPa), kp,T, and relative humidity, kh (unity between 20% and 80%).

Depending on the dosimetry system used during the ionization chamber calibration

corrections for electrometer calibration, kelec, and applied bias polarity, kpol, are
required. The ionization chamber reading needs to be corrected for incomplete

charge collection due to ion recombination, ks. Finally, there is a correction for vol-

ume averaging over the length of the ionization chamber, kv. Since MRL photon

beams are usually flattening filter free, this correction cannot be omitted. Methods

for determining kv are described in TRS-483 [39] (see for example Eqs. 52–54). The
corrected ion chamber reading is expressed by

M ¼ Mraw �MLð Þ � kp,T � kh � kelec � kpol � ks � kv
Commonly used Codes of Practice describe methods to determine these correction

factors, if not taken to be unity [31,37]. They are generally considered to be indepen-

dent of the magnetic field strength [40]. Correction factors such as kh, kelec, and kpol
can be set to unity, if respectively NDw,Q0 was determined in the same range of
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relative humidity (between 20% and 80%), the ionization chamber was calibrated on

the same electrometer as used in the clinical photon beam, and the applied bias polar-

ity is identical. Without exception, kp,T and ks are different in the clinical user beams.

Where ambient temperature and pressure is never the same, ks depends on absorbed

dose rate and/or dose per pulse in the ionization chamber cavity. Ion recombination

in 60Co calibration facilities usually is smaller than 0.1% and is often neglected.

However, in therapeutic clinical beams, this can be larger than 1%, which needs

to be corrected for. A commonly used method, by Weinhous and Meli [41], recom-

mended in existing CoPs, is also applicable in MRL photon beams.

Beam quality specification
For the purposes of reference dosimetry in MRL photon beams, beam quality spec-

ification in the presence of magnetic fields is determined using TPR20,10 [6] the

tissue-phantom-ratio determined by the ratio of two dose measurements at

20g/cm2 and 10g/cm2 depths in water, which is well approximated by, respectively,

20 and 10cm in water at room temperature [31]. As TPR20,10 is obtained as a ratio of

doses (or to a good approximation, as the ratio of two corrected ion chamber read-

ings), it is relatively insensitive to small systematic errors in positioning the chamber

as both measurements are affected in a similar manner. The measurements to deter-

mine determination of the beam-quality specifier can be performed with a gantry

angle of 0, 90, or 270 degree. The gantry angle selected should preferably be the

same as that used for the calibration, if practically achievable (AAPM TG-

351). A beam quality specifier other than TPR20,10, e.g., %dd(10)x is not recom-

mended to be used in MRL photon beams due to the shift in dose as a function of

depth at shallower depths in water, especially at the depth of dose maximum.

Measurement conditions and ionization chambers to be used
Reference dosimetry can only be performed with waterproof ionization chambers of

which the kB factors are well established. Measurements of both Dw and TPR20,10

take place directly in water to avoid any air gaps. Water phantoms used should be

sufficiently large to provide full beam scatter. This is usually achieved with phan-

toms not smaller than 30�30�30cm3. Beam calibrations can be performed with

either a vertical or horizontal beam but the user must realize that in some systems

(e.g., Elekta Unity) the helium level in the cryostat can influence the attenuation

of the beam through the cryostat wall. Each available MRL system has their own

specific method to align phantoms in the bore and should therefore be done accord-

ing to well-established and validated QA procedures. Additional information can be

found in AAPM TG-351. Values for kB of accepted ion chambers can be found in

newly developed CoPs. Only chambers for which sufficient reliable data is available

for their performance in the presence of a magnetic field should be used
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Linac reference conditions
It must be noted here that the dosimetrist at the radiotherapy clinic is dealing with

two different sets of reference conditions: the reference conditions of the ionization

chamber used for the beam calibration and the reference conditions of the beam cal-

ibration, to be reported in the treatment planning system.

Traditionally, when quoting the reference conditions for dose on a Linac the hos-

pital physicist must specify beam quality, beam size, phantom size and material,

phantom temperature, air pressure, SSD, and depth of measurement point. The ref-

erence conditions on an MRL may require additional relevant parameters including

magnetic field strength and orientation, gantry angle and relative transmission, cryo-

stat helium level, gun duty cycle, beam dose-rate, and ion chamber orientation.

The manufacturers of the Unity and MRIdian systems give recommendations on

the choice of reference conditions. For the Unity system, the authors recommend a

different choice.

Gantry 0 degree, SSD 133.5cm, depth 10cm (SDD¼SAD¼143.5cm) in water

phantom 24�30�30cm3.

There are several advantages of these conditions over the Unity default condi-

tions: (i) the gantry 0beam is consistent with traditional radiotherapy techniques,

(ii) there is no plastic phantom wall or plastic sleeve correction needed, (iii) the setup

is easy and the phantom surface is always perpendicular to the beam (not necessarily

so for lateral beams), and (iv) the reference condition is valid for use in the treatment

planning system and for other gantry-0 calibrations, without worrying about a

gantry-dependent relative transmission factor. In addition, for a solid water phantom

used for routine dosimetry, the slabs are horizontal, with no risk of tilting, and with

no air gaps between the slabs.

There are also several disadvantages of the authors’ reference conditions. At

10-cm depth, the system is at, or very close to, maximum output (gun duty cycle

100%) to deliver 1cGy/MU. Thus, over time, as the magnetron loses efficiency,

the dose rate will decline from its nominal value of 425 MU/min. And if the cryostat

helium level decreases from 93% to 89% then the transmission at gantry 0 degree

will change (by up to about 1%) and the dose calibration will change, while the dose

delivered from all other gantry angles will be unchanged. Thus, it is also important to

pay attention to the helium level. In practice, because the cryostat system is sealed,

the helium level only changes during interventions such as cold-head maintenance,

and not gradually over time.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty in radiotherapy dosimetry has been previously described [31,37]. We do

not give a formal uncertainty budget here, although it is useful to expressly write the

dosimetry equation in full in order to consider all of the contributions to dosimetric

uncertainty.
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Dw,ref ¼ NDw ,Q0
� kQ � kB � Mraw �MLð Þ � kp,T � kh � kelec � kpol � ks � kSDD � kz � kv

where the additional factors kSDD and kz, related to source-surface distance (SSD) and
depth, are included to correct from the standard reference dosimetry conditions to

dose at a different location.

Additional sources of uncertainty that should be considered for MRL dosimetry

include (i) the kB ion chamber factor, (ii) transmission and/or gantry-angle dependent

output variation, and (iii) a reevaluation of uncertainty in Farmer-chamber readings on

the basis of phantom and chamber setup uncertainties (e.g., air bubbles and cavities).

Anecdotal evidence is that the uncertainty in Farmer-chamber readings in a mag-

netic field is increased from approximately 0.25% to approximately 0.5% (k¼1).

Transmission uncertainty is approximately 0.5% (k¼1). And the standard uncer-

tainty in kB is 0.24% (k¼1) [42].

It is noted that precision measurements within the confines of a bore, and without

the visual guidance and confirmation of lasers and crosshairs include an increased

potential for the operator to make an error. This is not included in the consideration

of measurement uncertainty.

The uncertainty on any measured value is essential to determine the worth of the

measurement, and informs decision making on the basis of the measurement.

Additional concepts
Although not the primary topic of this chapter, it is worth mentioning briefly that the

presence of the magnetic field should also be considered in some other contexts too.

The treatment planning system (TPS) must include the effects of the magnetic

field on the dose distribution. At the time of commissioning of the TPS, or when

incorporating an MRL for the first time, this should be checked. The magnetic field

will affect all areas of the dose distribution. But, the most significant differences are

(i) shift in penumbra (beam edges); (ii) electron return effect at tissue interfaces, most

notably air cavities and exit surface; and (iii) electron streaming effect. For the Unity

system, cryostat transmission at different gantry angles must also be included within

the TPS calculation. It is noted that the lateral shift in dose in water caused by the

Lorentz force (�1mm/T) is much less than the MLC leaf width and thus the inverse-

planning optimizer is not effected. Plans optimized with a magnetic field achieve the

same conformality as standard IMRT plans [43].

Adaptive radiotherapy including a new dose calculation based on a new image

dataset (daily or moment-by-moment) must also consider the suitability of the data-

set for dose calculations. This means that there must be a method of translating from

the new image dataset (e.g., MRI or CBCT) to a dose-compatible form. Mostly, this

is done by transferring relative electron densities from the original CT to the new

dataset, either based on contoured volumes, or on deformable image registration.

But, increasingly, it could be done based on an artificial intelligence solution, which

learns the correct translation between new dataset and dose, and potentially even

skips (does not expressly determine) the relative electron density.
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Traditional planQA is still performed by all centers. If anMR-compatible 3D-array

is used, it must be calibrated including the magnetic field effect. Films can be used

[44–46] but with extra attention to prevent even the thinnest air layers from being pre-

sent above or below the film [47]. Standard gamma test constraints such as 95% pixels

passing with 3%/3mm tolerance and a 10% low-dose threshold are achievable.

MRLs are intended to deliver adaptive radiotherapy at all times. This introduces a

new QA paradigm, where the preplan is never actually delivered to the patient—the

treatment plan is always adapted. ART plans can be checked with standard plan QA

techniques after the patient has left the table; that is—after the treatment has already

been delivered. This is still potentially useful for system checks, population checks,

and offline corrections. But, it is not useful for online corrections, including single-

fraction treatments. The new ART paradigm requires new tools for QA, such as inde-

pendent dose distribution calculations (in place of MU checks); treatment parameter

checks—is the change from the preplan acceptable? And/or logfile checks for

dynamic or even real-time feedback of internal system consistency and dose summa-

tion with moving anatomy. Preliminary custom-made forms of these checks exist.

Mature tools and commercially available tools are still being developed.

End-to-end tests (E2E) of the entire clinical treatment chain remain important. At

anMRL, the entire process from simulation and prescription all the way to dose mea-

surement can be contained within a single fraction, and thus an E2E test can be per-

formed in a single location and time. However, to achieve this a phantom is required

that can be MR imaged, contains meaningful targets, is constructed from dosimetric

materials, and can hold the desired dosimeter (ion chamber, film, gel, etc.).

Concluding remarks
Any discussion of problems in the field will rapidly become outdated. Many of the

issues of dosimetry in a magnetic field have already been addressed. Which issues

remain outstanding? The primary standards laboratories in the Netherlands, Ger-

many, and Canada have developed calorimeters that can measure ionizing radiation

energy deposition in magnetic fields. IPEM in England have established alanine

dosimetry in a magnetic field. But, no primary standards lab provides a calibration

service; providing absorbed dose to water calibration factors for ion chambers, mea-

sured in magnetic field. If a center wishes to implement a new type of detector, or a

detector in a new orientation, this can currently only be achieved by using a second-

ary or tertiary intercomparison.

Audit services have been, and are being, developed. IPEM offer an alanine-based

remote dosimetry audit. IROC offer a TLD-based remote dosimetry audit, although it

is not clear if the problems of air gaps around the TLD chips have been resolved.

VSL, the National Metrology Institute of the Netherlands, is developing an on-site

ion-chamber-based dosimetry audit, traceable to measurements with their MR-

compatible calorimeter.
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The area of greatest need is checks of adaptive radiotherapy—especially intra-

fraction or “real-time” adaptations. These require time-resolved parameter and

log-based checks, and also, validation and quality assurance checks of deformable

image registration, target identification, new optimization, and dose accumulation,

which will often be performed with the assistance of artificial intelligence. Validat-

ing artificial intelligence systems remains a significant challenge—especially as

images of phantoms are significantly different from patient images. Nevertheless,

we must continue to improve our ability to test and validate these systems with

ground-truth dosimetry measurements using deformable, MR-imageable phantoms.
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CHAPTER

MR safety considerations
for MRI-guided radiotherapy 5

Eric D. Morris, Dylan P. O’Connell, Yu Gao, and Minsong Cao
Department of Radiation Oncology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, United States

Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) has garnered strong inter-

est in radiation therapy (RT) applications due to its unique imaging advantages. The

superb soft-tissue contrast of MR images has the potential to improve patient setup

accuracy and provide better guidance for adaptive radiotherapy. In addition,MR imag-

ing does not subject patients to ionizing radiation, which is ideal for continuous real-

time imaging for tumor and organ motion tracking. MRI scanners can also be

programmed to measure physiological and functional imaging biomarkers which are

vital to monitor and predict treatment response. Despite its many advantages, the inte-

gration ofMR into RTworkflow is challengingwith many unmet needs andMR safety

remains one of the key challenges. Although MR safety practice guidelines have been

well established in the diagnostic radiology community based on knowledge and exper-

tise from diagnostic settings [1,2], there are many RT-specific requirements that

are beyond the scope of diagnostic applications, which necessitate tailoring or further

development of these guidelines for RT-specific applications. In addition, many RT

staff, including therapeutic medical physicists, may be insufficiently trained to work

in anMRenvironment with a strongmagnet. To date, very limited references are avail-

able for the development of anMR safety program for MRgRT [3,4]. In this chapter, a

brief introduction of various magnetic field-induced hazards is provided, followed by

in-depth discussions of special considerations and strategies to avert these hazards in

RT practices including safety screening, site planning, and access control, as well as

RT-specific devices and equipment management.

Magnetic field-induced hazards
The three major components of an MRI system are the main magnetic system, the

gradient system, and the radiofrequency (RF) system. The main magnetic system

is usually made of superconducting wire that generates a homogeneous static
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magnetic field for the polarization of the tissue magnetization. The gradient system

consists of loops of wire or thin conductive sheets that applies changing magnetic

field gradients that slightly alter the main magnetic field to spatially encode the

MRI signal. The RF system is composed of coils for transmission or receiving or

both, where the transmission coils excite the imaged tissue and the receiving coils

receive signals from the imaged tissue. For each of the systems, there are potential

hazards that need to be taken into consideration. In this section, magnetic field-

induced hazards are briefly summarized. Readers can refer to the following refer-

ences for more in-depth discussion [1,2,5–7].

Main magnetic field-induced issues
The major safety concern associated with the main magnetic field is the force and tor-

que generated by the static magnetic field. Clinical MRI systems most commonly use

magnetic fields ranging from 0.2 to 3.0T, which is several magnitudes higher than the

earth’s magnetic field of 0.5G (5�10�5T).When a metallic object is placed in a mag-

netic field, strong translational and rotational forces are generated. The magnitude of

this force is dependent on the strength of the magnetic field, the size of the object, its

distance to the magnet, and its material composition. If a ferromagnetic object is too

close to themagnet, it can be pulled into the bore and cause a projectile injuryor damage

theMR imaging equipment. There have beenmany caseswhere oxygen cylinders, vac-

uum cleaners, or other medical devices were brought into theMR roomunintentionally

and became projectiles and were accelerated into the bore. To avoid those incidents,

medical devices or cleaning supplies without an MR-safe label should not be brought

into the room. Ferromagnetic metal detectors are suggested to be used to screen

patients, staff, and equipment before they enter the room.

For ferromagnetic implanted devices, such as metallic fragments in the eye and

metallic aneurysm clips, the resultant force and torque may cause dislodgment of the

devices from the implanted position resulting in adverse effects. Many cardiac and

vascular stents become firmly embedded into the vessels after about 6weeks of

implantation. Therefore, those implants are considered MR-safe after this waiting

period. Devices that are electrically active, such as neurostimulators and cardiac

pacemakers, should be considered as contraindications for MR imaging unless there

is proof of MR safety. Many cardiac devices have been identified as MR conditional

by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which means there is no known

hazard in a specific MR environment. To avoid any potential adverse effect, for

patients with implants, MR screening and careful documentation of the implanted

devices before imaging is essential. MR imaging should be refrained from before

the implants have been cleared and are proven to be safe for imaging.

Another safety issue posed by the main magnetic field is that the fringe field can

potentially affect the equipment or treatment machines in its neighboring region. As

reported in AAPM’s Task Group report 284, several MR manufacturers suggest a

fringe field limit ranging from 0.05 to 0.1mT for Linacs [8]. Therefore, care should

be taken during the facility design of MR machine and other equipment or treatment

machines.
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Time-varying gradient magnetic field-induced issues
Unlike the static magnet, which produces a homogenous magnetic field, the gradient

system generates spatially varying magnetic fields using loops of wire or thin con-

ductive sheets inside the MR scanner to encode the MR imaging signal. To spatially

encode the signal, the gradient magnetic field must be switched rapidly and numer-

ous times. There are several safety considerations that should be made regarding this

rapid switching. An Eddy current is a loop of charge flow in a conductive material

that is caused by a changing magnetic field. According to Faraday’s law of induction,

these Eddy currents will be generated in closed loops of conductive material that are

in a plane perpendicular to the changing magnetic field [5]. The amount of charge

flow generated in the loop of material will depend on the materials conductivity, the

size of the loop, and the rate of change of the magnetic field (dB/dt). Therefore, this

induced current is more pronounced in sequences that require rapid switching of the

gradient field, such as echo-planar imaging. These currents have led to patient safety

concerns including, but not limited to, the heating and burning of tissue. Addition-

ally, the implanted devices within the patient may be adversely affected and dam-

aged from the presence of these currents. The normal function of other medical

equipment in close proximity can also be negatively affected. Lastly, neurostimula-

tion has been known to be activated by the gradient magnetic field. This stimulation

may cause a painful feeling at the surface or extremity of the patient. This sensation is

often referred to as “peripheral nerve and muscle stimulation” and will change with

each patient’s experience. As this sensation can cause severe discomfort to the

patient, the FDA requires that the rate of change in the gradient magnetic field be

at least three times less than the mean threshold required to generate substantial

peripheral nerve stimulation [5]. Finally, another major potential hazard associated

with the gradient system is acoustic injury. The gradient coils carry rapidly changing

currents that interact with the main magnetic field through Lorentz forces, which

leads to strong acoustic noise. Therefore, MR pulse sequences that are gradient inten-

sive usually generate a louder noise. There are cases where the acoustic noise caused

temporary hearing loss for patients who underwent routine MR examinations with-

out hearing protection. Strategies including special patient safety hearing equipment

should be in place before the gradient magnet is utilized to acquire patient images.

The FDA also has established guidelines for acceptable noise levels and proper hear-

ing protection [1].

Time-varying radiofrequency magnetic field-induced issues
In the MRI system, RF coils are used to generate a time-varying electromagnetic

(EM) field to excite the tissue magnetization (transmitters) and to detect the gener-

ated MR signals (receivers). The transmitting RF coils complete magnetization exci-

tation through inducing a time-varying EM field. In turn, this field deposits energy

into the patient’s tissue yielding localized heating. The amount of heating scales with

energy deposition in tissue and is quantified by the specific absorption rate (SAR).

SAR is the amount of energy dispersed per mass of tissue (W/kg). As tissue
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conductivity and patient size increase, so does the SAR. Additionally, the SAR scales

with the square of the RF pulses electric field strength which is heterogeneous

through space. Because the electric field is proportional to the main magnetic field,

the SAR at 3T is approximately 4 times that at 1.5T. Therefore, RF-related heating

can be a concern as field strength increases. Lastly, the SAR can be managed through

proper pulse sequencing (i.e., smaller flip angles and elongated repetition times). The

maximum SAR, over the whole body and local regions, has been limited through

standing limitations developed by the FDA, as well as the International Electrotech-

nical Commission [9,10]. Current MR systems calculate SAR over the whole body

based on the user-defined weight of the patient which serves as an estimate that may

be inaccurate. Consequently, at an institutional level, imaging sequences and proto-

cols must be reviewed for patient safety. The overall increase in patient tissue tem-

perature hinges on the conductivity of the local tissue, the perfusion of the blood, and

the general positioning and anatomy. The presence of tattoos may increase the local

conductivity of tissue which can lead to tissue heating. The existence of localized

focal hotspots with an even larger increase in tissue temperature may arise due to

conductive material existing in implanted patient devices. These hotspots may also

transpire from the patient’s skin having direct contact with any electrically conduc-

tive materials in items such as immobilization devices, clothing, jewelry, cables,

coils, etc. Conductive loops can also be generated from improper patient setup con-

ditions. Examples of this include crossed legs and clasped hands which would lead to

localized heating at the location in the loop where there is the most resistance to

charge flow [11,12]. MR safety issues related to patient tissue heating and burns

are often overlooked or diminished [13,14]. However, they can be a serious safety

concern and should be managed properly through staff education and institutional

policies.

Safety considerations for MR in RT
The strategies to address those general MR safety issues mentioned in the last section

have been developed in industry standards set by the American College of Radiology

(ACR) for both clinical and research environments with MR [1]. These guidelines

provided by the ACR dive into personnel and site safety considerations, planning

for the site and personnel access, as well as policies and procedures in order to build

an environment around MR safety. Here we expand on these considerations and

approaches specifically for an MR in the RT environment.

Safety screening for patients and personnel
A thorough safety screening procedure is a great first line of defense to prevent MR-

related safety incidents in the clinic. The ACR MR Safety Guidelines outline the

potential screening procedures that can be developed and can be utilized as a refer-

ence or starting point [2]. A thoroughMR safety screening should be implemented as
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soon as possible in the patient’s path of care, for example, the initial patient consult.

This is important as it could provide additional time for exploration into implanted

patient devices without clear MR safety labeling information before the actual

patient treatment simulation. Concurrent or previous treatments with MR images

or records may assist in the determination process. Concurrent treatments may also

cause the patient’s status to change between treatment fractions, for example, a che-

motherapy treatment where a port containing metallic components is inserted. This,

and the fact that most courses of radiation take place over the course of several days

or weeks, is why an infrastructure needs to be in place that allows patient screening to

be conducted daily. Correct daily patient screening should be developed to catch any

changes in a patient’s MR safety status. A questionnaire outlining potential

implanted devices and other MR safety-related concerns, etc. can be provided to

the patient to fill out before their first treatment. This questionnaire can be simplified

and filled out by the patient between fractions to bring attention to any MR safety

status change during the treatment course. It is also highly recommended that phys-

ical screening take place each time the treatment vault is accessed. This can be com-

pleted using a handheld wand used by a radiation therapist, a built-in ferromagnetic

detection system (Fig. 5.2, right), or a combination of both. Even through patient

screening with a questionnaire and physical metal detector, there still may be patient

MR safety changes that are not known to the patient and not detected by the physical

screening. Fig. 5.1 shows two example patients where an MR artifact was created in

the scan that was unexpected. The first example, Patient 1, had consumed iron-rich

food before the first treatment fraction. The artifact was not seen on the second treat-

ment fraction and only slightly appreciated on the third treatment fraction. The sec-

ond example shows the three cardinal planes with the planning target volume

outlined in red of a patient’s daily setup images. Notice the significant artifact pre-

sent in the stomach. It was later determined that this artifact was generated through

vitamin pills with high metallic content [15]. This demonstrates that metal-induced

artifacts may be present at the time of treatment without the knowledge of the patient

and without the physical screening detecting the change. This also highlights the

importance of patient education and the significance of reporting any MR safety-

related changes throughout treatment.

Planning for the site and personnel access
As it was with patient safety screening, when conducting site planning, MR safety

should also be considered as early in the preparation process as possible. This is due

to considerations for areas with restricted access, cryogen safety, site layout, and

much more. A couple of examples of safety-related items for MR machines are

shown in the following Fig. 5.2, and comprehensive recommendations can be

reviewed in the appendix of the ACR MR Safety Guideline. On the left side of

Fig. 5.2 is an MR-safe fire extinguisher and the middle image shows oxygen sensors

with digital percentage readouts and an audible and visual alarm that warns if a

helium leak occurs. When selecting either a handheld or walk-through metal
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detector, it is important to select a ferromagnetic system. Standard metal detectors

that do not differentiate between ferrous and nonferromagnetic materials may gen-

erate too many false positives and unnecessary alarms.

The ACR has established guidelines for diagnostic MR scanners but does not

make explicit specifications for MR-guided radiation therapy systems such as an

MR linear accelerator. The considerations they make are dependent on the strength

of the magnetic field. For radiation therapy applications, the magnetic field strength

FIG. 5.1

Two examples of unexpected magnetic artifacts caused by metallic content-rich food or

vitamin consumption. Top row: Three different points in time for Patient 1 with varying states

of magnetic artifact in the bowel. Bottom row: Magnetic artifact is shown in three cardinal

planes in the stomach with the planning target volume shown in red.

FIG. 5.2

Example of items for MR safety. Left: MR-safe fire extinguisher.Middle: Oxygen sensors with

digital percentage readouts. Right: Walk-through ferromagnetic detector with alarm.
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can range from 0.35 to 1.5T for current MR-Linac systems and up to 3T for MR-

simulation devices. The value of magnetic force and torque falls off with distance

from the magnet and is greatest at the center of the magnet. Therefore, the fringe

field will be different for each system and should be mapped for each clinically

installed machine. It is recommended that the 5G line be marked clearly inside

the treatment room as magnetic materials brought inside of that line may be poten-

tially hazardous. The 5G line is shown on the floor of the 0.35-TMRIdianMR-Linac

vault in Fig. 5.3.

As you can see from Fig. 5.3, the room is too small to be able to have the 5G line

labeled all the way around the machine. This highlights the importance of assessing

and mapping magnetic field strength in adjacent rooms and treatment vaults. This

also included areas on levels above and below the machine. The fringe field from

these highly powerful magnets can also have an effect on the machinery and equip-

ment in adjacent rooms. It was shown by Perik et al. that beam flatness and symmetry

were affected up to 4% in neighboring linear accelerators when adjacent to a 1.5-T

MR-Linac [16]. A 4% deviation in beam flatness and symmetry would have a neg-

ative effect on machine dosimetric performance and would require a great deal more

active beam steering for correction. These results were reiterated in a study by Kok

et al.; the two neighboring treatment vaults had a 1.5-G magnetic field at 8m and

0.6G at 12m, which is up to three times that of the earth’s magnetic field strength.

This increase in magnetic field strength inside the adjacent vaults required recalibra-

tion of the treatment machine [17].

There are different considerations that need to be made depending on the prox-

imity of the patient to the MR-simulator or MR-Linac system. The ACR

FIG. 5.3

A 0.35 T MR linear accelerator with the 5G line on the vault floor labeled in a dark solid black

line.
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recommends the use of four different zones that define and restrict access. To sum-

marize the zones, Zone I has no access restrictions and comprises areas that are freely

accessible to all. An example of this could be the area where the patient initially

checks in and is awaiting their appointment. Areas deemed Zone II are the first areas

that become controlled and are not freely accessible to the general public. There are

several possibilities for a zone to be considered as Zone II including after check-in

patient holding area, the nursing station, patient changing rooms, etc. Sometimes

after a patient is checked in, they will need to be MR screened which is required

for Zone III access. Thus, there should be a physical barrier between Zones II and

III. Zone IV is the location of the high magnetic field and the vault where the actual

MR device is kept. Again, there should be a physical barrier between Zones III and

IV. In clinics delivering RT, it may sometimes be the case that patients receiving

MR-guided RT and patients receiving conventional RT via a linear accelerator

may be held in the same area and that there is no space for a separate Zone III area

for MR-screened patients to wait. Clinically, this issue may be circumvented through

the shared use of the MR control room and the patient screening area. This screening

may be performed in the control room right before the patient enters the Zone IV

vault. However, the downside of this model is clinical efficiency and patient through-

put. Signage must be displayed in each of the four Zones for patient and staff safety.

An example of MR safety signage for Zones II–IV is shown in Fig. 5.4. Note how for

Zone IV, the MR safety signage is posted along with the radiation safety signage for

an MR-Linac vault. As recommended by the ACR, all portable metallic or partial

metallic devices need to be clearly labeled before being brought into Zone IV.

As only MR-safe or MR conditional equipment should be brought into the MR

suite, there should be an effort made to store this equipment in a designated location.

This will reduce the risk of bringing in unsafe equipment designed for conventional

accelerators. Thus, it is important to consider allocating enough space in the MR

suite or dedicated storage space to store this equipment. The dedicated equipment

should also be labeled (e.g., MR-safe, MR conditional, etc.). Further information

about equipment without clear labeling can be found in the Device Consideration

section below. An example of a dedicated and labeled MR-safe trash can and an

FIG. 5.4

Example MR Safety signage for Zones II through IV for an MR-Linac system.
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MR conditional receptacle for soiled linen is shown in the top row of Fig. 5.5. The

bottom row of Fig. 5.5 shows an MR-safe dedicated gurney.

Another special consideration needs to bemade for data and power cables leading

to and from the MR vault to the control room. Some data cable connections will

require a radiofrequency filter to acquire radiation therapy measurements while

MR imaging is taking place. The radiofrequency filter allows for clean power and

data to be brought into the RF shielded vault without the RF noise degrading the

MR image quality. An example of this RF filter is shown on the left and center of

Fig. 5.6 for a triaxial cable for common radiation dose measurements and other data

connections. For radiation therapy dose measurements that can take place without

simultaneously acquiring an MR image, a waveguide conduit can be used to bring

FIG. 5.5

Equipment dedicated to the MR suite. Top left: MR-safe trash can. Top right: MR conditional

container for soiled linen. Bottom: MR-safe gurney.
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the data cable into the MR vault directly. The right side of Fig. 5.6 shows an example

of how data cables can be brought into the MR vault via a conduit for patient-specific

quality assurance testing on an MR-Linac. The dedicated conduit also serves to pro-

tect the data cable from misuse and damage [18].

Some patients may need an oxygen supply during radiation treatment. This can be

accomplished by either purchasing an MR-safe oxygen tank, or more conveniently,

installing oxygen and vacuum ports in the MR vault as shown in Fig. 5.7. The vac-

uum port aids in the construction of patient immobilization cushions as other vacuum

compressor systems cannot be brought into the room directly. Most conventional lin-

ear accelerator treatment rooms usually are equipped with an in-room monitor for

therapists and physicists to check treatment parameters. There are commercial solu-

tions for the MR-safe monitor to be used in the MR room, but they may be cost

inhibitive.

Device considerations
Implanted as well as portable devices can present hazards to the patient and other

individuals in the MR environment. Generally, these devices can be classified into

two major groups: active, devices which need a power supply, and passive, devices

without any powered electronics. A major concern for both passive and active

devices is the force and torque exerted by the static magnetic field, most dramatically

demonstrated through the projectile effect, where a ferromagnetic object brought

FIG. 5.6

Left: Electronics and data connections before they are radiofrequency (RF) filtered. Center:

Data connections after they are RF filtered. Right: Optional waveguide conduit for cable

connection.
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into the MR environment is rapidly accelerated toward the magnet. Additionally, the

force and torque due to the strong static field can also be dangerous in other ways,

such as acting on implanted cardiac devices [19] or metallic intraocular foreign bod-

ies [20]. RF-induced heating by the gradient fields presents a second major concern

for both passive and active devices. Additionally, Eddy currents can cause active

device malfunctions and this risk needs to be carefully evaluated, particularly in

the case of implanted cardiac devices [21]. Furthermore, the presence of these

implants and devices may lead to artifacts and geometric distortions on the MR

images.

MR-safe labeling should be used for all the portable equipment and objects

brought into MR safety Zone IV. The FDA provides universal standards for labeling,

which are outlined in the published guidance Testing and Labeling Medical Devices

for Safety in the Magnetic Resonance (MR) Environment [22].

Generally, a device made up of nonconductive, nonmetallic, and nonmagnetic

materials that poses no known hazards in MR environments can be labeled as

“MR-safe.” In contrast, devices that can pose unacceptable risks in the MR environ-

ment, such as ferromagnetic objects that could become projectiles, must be catego-

rized as “MR unsafe.” The category “MR conditional” is used to denote items or

devices with demonstrated safety in the MR environment under specific, clearly

defined conditions. Safety information should be provided for MR conditional

devices that describe the operational conditions for safe use.

Graphic labels with distinct colors and shapes, as shown in Fig. 5.8, were devel-

oped for these different safety categories and can be affixed to devices for easy iden-

tification. Importantly, the prior term “MR compatible,” defined in the 1990s, was

determined to be confusing and made obsolete. It should be avoided in device

FIG. 5.7

Dedicated MR conditional vacuum system on the left and oxygen system on the right.
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labeling [24]. Further details and recommendations on item labeling can be found in

FDA regulatory documents and the ACR MR Safety Guideline [1,25]. There is also

an abundance of quality assurance (QA) equipment where a label is not provided or

clear. In this case, an effort to assess and determine its MR safety status should be

made. This can involve contacting the vendor, making use of ferromagnetic metal

detectors, and if determined safe to bring into the MR vault, acquiring MR images.

MR safety concerns and strategies to manage specific implants and equipment used

in the RT environment are discussed in the rest of this section.

Patient implants
A large amount of the literature is available on MR safety practices for passive

patient implants such as orthopedic, interventional, cardiovascular, and neurovascu-

lar devices [13,26–30]. Metallic implants can lead to significant artifacts including

signal void and geometric distortion in MR images. The underlying mechanisms and

mitigation strategies to correct these types of artifacts have been discussed at length

[31,32]. The Heart Rhythm Society provides a comprehensive review and guidelines

on the safe management of MRI for patients with an active device, such as a cardiac

implantable electronic device [24]. Radiopaque implanted fiducial markers are

widely used in RT for target localization and tracking respiratory motion. Fiducials

exist in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, and can be constructed from materials

including gold, nitinol, and platinum. Due to their small size, the magnetic field-

induced displacement and MR-related heating were found to be negligible even at

a field strength of 3 T [33]. However, these markers can lead to susceptibility-related

image artifacts. Artifacts can reduce the marker’s visibility and have a deleterious

effect on localization accuracy. The specific MRI pulse sequence used and the type

and orientation of the markers have a strong impact on the artifact severity [34]. The

apparent positions of gold markers determined from the MR images were found to

deviate from the true physical positions by up to 1mm, introducing additional uncer-

tainty in the localization of the target [35].

Electromagnetic positioning transponders are a variation of implanted fiducials

that provide real-time tumor tracking. These transponders contain a coil circuit with a

ferromagnetic inductor, which could interact with MR and cause image artifacts.

Furthermore, the strong magnetic field could cause a migration of the fiducial by

acting on the ferromagnetic inductor. Phantom studies have indicated that the fidu-

cial displacement is relatively small, (<1mm) for both 1.5 and 3T MRI, and the

FIG. 5.8

Standardized symbols for each device category from FDA document ASTM F2503 [23].
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heating effect is also minimal [36,37]. However, severe null signal artifacts (up to a

few centimeters) around the transponders were observed in both phantom and patient

MR images.

Immobilization and accessory devices
A large variety of immobilization and accessory devices are used in RT simulation

scans. These devices are not employed for diagnostic imaging and are unique to RT.

Immobilization devices are essential for positioning the patient in a stable and repeat-

able manner that can be accurately reproduced at the treatment delivery machine.

The MR safety profiles of many RT immobilization devices have not been well

established, and this could potentially pose safety risks if standard immobilization

equipment is used without careful evaluation. Moldable, vacuum-compressed cush-

ions are ubiquitous in radiotherapy clinics. They can generally be considered safe

with regard to the projectile effect because they are largely nonferromagnetic.

The RF-induced heating effect is minimal; however, care needs to be taken to avoid

thermal insulation, direct skin-to-conductor contact, and the potential formation of

conducting loops when positioning the patient. Some vacuum cushions contain a

small metal spring in the valve, which can cause imaging artifacts as shown in

Fig. 5.9. Such artifacts can be mitigated by positioning the valve away from the

region of interest during patient setup.

Carbon fiber is commonly used in the construction of immobilization devices and

treatment couch tops due to its mechanical strength, rigidity, lightness, and minimal

radiation attenuation [38]. Importantly, carbon fiber is electrically conductive and

can pose a potential hazard due to heating, as well as introduce image susceptibility

artifacts. Fig. 5.10 shows a substantial shading artifact on an ACR image quality

FIG. 5.9

Left: Nozzle for a vacuum-locked patient immobilization bag next to the American College of

Radiology (ACR) phantom. Right: Resulting metal artifact on MR image.
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phantom placed on a common carbon fiber head-and-neck immobilization board

compared with an MR-safe board. The RF-induced heating of an in-house carbon

fiber flat couch top for a 3 T MRI scanner was evaluated in Ref. [39], and minimal

temperature increases (<0.2°C) were measured for three different imaging

sequences. However, again, shading image artifacts were evident in both phantom

and patient images. Other nonconducting composite materials such as polypropylene

and fiberglass were investigated and found to be suitable replacements for carbon

fiber with less impact on image quality [40]. Similarly, the magnetic susceptibility

of various thermoset and thermoplastic materials was evaluated in Ref. [41], and

glasscloth-resin-reinforced thermosets, specifically G-8 fiberglass, produced the

smallest artifacts, suggesting it is a suitable material for immobilization devices

in the MR environment.

QA equipment
QA equipment is extensively used for dosimetry measurements and routine quality

assurance in the RT field. As the majority of devices were developed before the

invention of MR-guided radiotherapy systems, they are not specially designed to

be used in anMR environment and do not carry clear MR safety labeling. Evaluating

and labeling whether the device can be brought into the treatment room is one of the

major challenges when establishing a machine QA program.

FIG. 5.10

Example of a shading artifact produced by improper patient immobilization devices. Top row:

MR-safe head-and-neck board. Bottom row: Head-and-neck board made of carbon fiber,

which produces a shading artifact. The center and right column display two axial levels of the

American College of Radiology (ACR) phantom.
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To evaluate the safety of QA equipment to be used in an MR environment, the

following four general aspects are suggested to be considered: (1) whether the device

contains ferromagnetic components that can cause a projectile hazard, (2) whether

the electronic components in the device might be damaged by the strong magnetic

field or time-varying gradient and RF fields, (3) whether the MR environment will

affect measurement accuracy, and (4) whether the presence of the equipment will

cause image artifacts and distortion. To discover grossly detectable ferromagnetic

components, a handheld magnet with greater than 1000G can be used [1]. Detailed

information of the internal components of a device can be obtained from the vendor.

If a device contains electrical components, there should be additional assessment of

the device for potential damage or breakdown due to magnetic field effects. Many

QA devices utilize the stepper motor, which contains a small electric permanent

magnet. If those devices are brought near the MR, this small electric magnet may

get saturated and lead to malfunction or even damage of the motor due to an increase

of the operating current. To solve this issue, a special actuator designed for the MR

environment, such as piezoelectric and ultrasonic motors, EM actuators, and pneu-

matic and hydraulic actuators, can be used [42]. One main difference in comparing

pneumatic and hydraulic actuators to EM actuators is that the former are considered

MR-safe while the latter need special shielding in order to be used in an MR envi-

ronment. The reader can refer to the literature for a detailed comparison of the advan-

tages and limitations of these actuators [42,43]. In addition to the stepper motor,

ferromagnetic saturation may also cause malfunction of other electronic components

such as transformers, ferrite cores, relays, and switches [44]. For conventional

dosimeters, such as ionization chambers and radiochromic film, their detector

response can also be affected by the presence of a strong magnetic field leading

to inaccurate dose measurements. When an ionization chamber is placed perpendic-

ular to the radiation beam and the magnetic field, one study found that there was an

over-response of up to 8.3% at 1T [45]. For radiochromic film, crystal orientation

within the active layer could change when placed under a magnetic field which

can lead to a decrease of dose response of up to 15% at 0.35T [46]. Another impor-

tant aspect to consider is that the QA device can also adversely affect the MR system.

The presence of the QA device may cause local inhomogeneity or generation of RF

noise, which will lead to image distortion and image artifacts. In summary, MR

safety, measurement accuracy, and imaging quality all need to be considered when

deciding whether the QA device is suitable forMRgRT systems. To use conventional

QA devices in an MR environment, modification and correction are needed, such as

active shielding, placing the device a specific distance away from the main magnet,

and replacing sensitive electronic and metallic components with MR-safe alterna-

tives. Adaptation examples of a few commonly used devices including ionization

chambers and scanning water phantoms are described below.

Ionization chambers are most commonly used for absolute and relative dosime-

try. Ionization chambers are constructed in a way to most closely represent water- or

tissue-equivalent material while still maintaining components for accurate measure-

ments. This means making use of materials like aluminum, graphite, acrylic, and
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various other low Z materials. Therefore, the magnetic projectile attraction effect is

negligible and the chamber can be considered safe for routine dosimetry measure-

ments. However, this is not the case for MRgRT QA tests that require MR images

to be acquired as metallic pieces complicate QA through the generation of image

artifacts. An example of this is shown in Fig. 5.11. The left image shows both an

MR-safe chamber (left) and a conventional ion chamber (right), with the correspond-

ing MR images with the chambers inserted shown in the middle and right image,

respectively. Several commercially available MR-safe ionization chambers like

the one shown in Fig. 5.11 have been developed for dosimetric measurements for

MR Linacs. A more significant problem with the use of ionization chambers for

MRgRT is the electron return effect causing measurement inaccuracies. The electron

return effect is enhanced at material interfaces that have varying densities which is a

strong characteristic of ionization chambers. Several studies have shown that stan-

dard calibration for MRgRT can be done with an ionization chamber as long as an

appropriate chamber orientation and beam quality specifier is chosen [47,48]. This is

also true for handheld ion chambers for safety-related measurements as they contain

high-voltage circuits and other ferromagnetic materials. As these chambers are

sometimes used while in motion, induced voltage from the capacitor moving inside

of a magnetic field can drastically alter the measurement, contingent upon the direc-

tion of motion and orientation [49].

A phantom containing liquid water for scanning is of the utmost importance in

QA testing and beam calibration for RT. However, the vast majority of the commer-

cially available scanning water phantoms cannot be used for MRgRT as they contain

ferromagnetic material including, but not limited to, electric stepper motors. Water

phantoms where the position is controlled manually with nonferromagnetic compo-

nents can be safely used as a replacement, but requires a very time-consuming mea-

surement process. Smit et al. proposed a prototypical automatic scanning water

FIG. 5.11

Left: Two cylindrical ionization chambers with the MR-safe chamber on the left and the non-

MR-safe chamber on the right. Center: Coronal image of an MR imaging phantom with the

MR-safe chamber from the left image inserted. Right: Coronal image of the same phantom

with the non-MR-safe ion chamber inserted.
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phantom for use in MRgRT through using ultrasonic stepper motors instead of elec-

tric stepper motors and nonferromagnetic materials like aluminum [50]. Recently, a

couple of commercial options for three-dimensional scanning water tanks have been

developed to be used in MRgRT at field strengths up to 1.5T.

Quality assurance devices making use of ion chambers and diode arrays are also

heavily relied on in a radiation oncology clinic. For example, these QA devices are

used for patient-specific measurements before a patient begins their personalized

course of radiation treatment. Typically, power supplies and sensitive electronic

mechanisms need to be moved outside of the 5G line to avoid damaging the sensitive

components or negatively affecting the measurement. This has been achieved

through commercially available products being modified to have these components

not built into the body of the device and connected outside of the 5G line. Several

studies have shown the acceptable performance of these devices being used for

MRgRT systems [51,52]. The strategy of moving sensitive electrical components

away from the location of the measurement has also been employed in the generation

of motion phantoms for MRgRT. Motion phantoms allow QA testing to verify the

capability of the machine for real-time imaging, treatment gating, and patient motion

management. The motion controller should be far away from the magnet to reduce

potential damages to the controller. There are also motion phantoms that utilize pie-

zoelectric or pneumatic motors to help circumvent this issue [53].

Concluding remarks
MR safety remains one of the key challenges in the wide adoption of theMR Linac in

radiation oncology. It is important to develop an MR safety program that fits the

specific RT needs, including training and education of RT staff, MR safety labeling

of implants and devices used in routine RT treatment, as well as safety tests for

RT-specific imaging pulse sequences. The principles behind the practice guidelines

established for diagnostic practice can be used as a basis for developing the MR

safety program in RT. However, special considerations and adaptations are required

when tailoring these guidelines to meet the focus and specific requirements of MR

applications in RT. Strong collaboration and cross-training between RT and the diag-

nostic community can be formed to develop a RT-specific MR safety program.
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CHAPTER

Robust online adaptive
planning: Toward a uniform
MR-LINAC treatment
planning technique

6
Matteo Nardini and Lorenzo Placidi

Fondazione Policlinico Universitario “Agostino Gemelli” IRCCS, Rome, Italy

Introduction
The introduction of new technologies comes with a learning curve. Personnel work-

ing with the new technology require time to first become fully acquainted with the

potential of the new device. This is then followed by developing ways to exploit the

device’s potential to address and meet operational and clinical needs. These needs

will change over time, based also on the device’s capabilities, through updates

and upgrades, both related to hardware and software. On the other hand, therapeutic

requirements and possibilities will thus also lead to new approaches to better achieve

and explore such needs. In this dynamic environment, multidisciplinary collabora-

tion among radiation oncologists, medical physicists, and radiation therapists is a

must. The same applies to the collaboration between the clinic and the vendor. Feed-

back from the clinical team to the vendor’s product developers is extremely impor-

tant to better define the product development road map and, above all, speed up the

entire clinical implementation process. An open and continuous communication

between the two is pivotal to achieve the goal of improving the overall clinical out-

come, typically through the ability of offering increasingly personalized treatments.

Treatment planning is obviously an extremely important step within the treat-

ment workflow. With the introduction of the online adaptive radiation therapy

approach [1–3], the paradigm of treatment planning has shifted from treatment rep-

etition to treatment reoptimization. This approach has been supported by the clin-

ical implementation of hybrid systems as the MR-LINAC, allowing reoptimization

of the dose distribution based on the daily patient’s anatomy. The treatment plan-

ning technique for the MR-LINAC here assumes an IMRT step-and-shoot delivery

technique [4], with a treatment consisting of a series of coplanar beam angles with

one or several MCL configurations (segments) for each angle. The choice for a

step-and-shoot delivery technique is driven by the ability to perform beam-gating,

which requires the gantry to stand still. Several centers have made improvements to
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their treatment planning approach to better exploit the potential of the MR-LINAC

system. Some of these changes were triggered by hardware and software upgrades

as introduced during the last couple of years. For example, the hardware upgrade of

the multileaf collimator (MLC) to a high-speed MLC system has resulted in the

doubling of the driving speed of the individual leaves. This, in turn, allows for a

new balance to be struck between reduction of treatment times and better conform-

ality by using more segments. All of the upgrades—in combination with a fast

Monte Carlo-based Treatment Planning System (TPS) [5] able to calculate dose

distributions within seconds during the online adaptation—support and expand

the tools available for online adaptive radiotherapy (OART).

In terms of OART, one parameter is of pivotal importance: time. Considering the

OART timescale [6], anatomical variations are on the order of seconds or minutes

(cardiac pulses, breathing motion, peristalsis, organ filling). Therefore, the position

and shape of the target and/or organs at risk (OAR) can change within seconds or

over several minutes. Therefore, the OART replanning has to ultimately deal with

this timescale. The need to speed up within the online procedure cannot affect the

treatment accuracy in every single step of the treatment workflow (from OARs

and target online delineation to dose distribution reoptimization). Going forward,

artificial intelligence will have an increasingly important role to play in every single

step of the workflow to achieve both fast and accurate OART (autocontouring,

autoplanning, etc.). Preparing for the integration of these new tools, it is mandatory

to figure out a pragmatic online adaptive planning approach that focuses on online

planning and the reoptimization of the dose distribution.

In this chapter, we will present the evolution of the treatment planning technique

for an MR-LINAC system which is robust to online plan adaptation. This evolution

reflects our experiences at Fondazione Policlinico Universitario A. Gemelli of

Rome. Based on the interactions and discussions with other users, we believe that

our experiences may be considered fairly representative of the considerations made

by other centers dealing with MRgRT treatment planning.

Initial approach to treatment planning
Dose calculation settings
In our experience, the MR-LINAC system is predominantly used for hypofractio-

nated online adaptive radiotherapy. In the early days, the focus of the treatment plan-

ning approach was to try to reduce the time the patient spent on the table as much as

possible. This translated into efforts to balance the number of beam angles, the num-

ber of segments for each angle, and the conformation of the dose distribution.

Our initial approach was to reduce the number of beams used in the IMRT treat-

ments (up to 12–15 beams per treatment). In a further attempt to reduce treatment

time, other TPS-specific parameters have been exploited too, for example, to regu-

late the degree of freedom of the leaf positions from segment to segment. Allowing
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the dose engine more freedom in determining the leaves positions improves the con-

formation of the dose distribution to the tumor. Yet it also results in more leaf move-

ment from segment to segment and thus increases the treatment time. Restricting this

freedom tends to simplify the segment structure and increases the number of monitor

units per segment, reducing the delivery time. But this is at the cost of reduced dose

conformation. Other TPS parameters include the bixel size setting and the grid res-

olution, which were dependent on the target’s size (the larger the target, the larger the

resolution). In working with these various parameters, the approach we used was to

first achieve the best achievable dose conformation and then maximally reduce the

treatment time.

The early use of dummy structures in creating a plan
In essence, our initial approach to planning for the MR-LINAC was the same as was

used for IMRT on conventional linacs. The treatment planning approach was the

same for both SBRT and conventionally fractionated treatments. In the early version

of our TPS, the dose engine used a system of structure-specific “penalties” to guide

the dose calculation. Conformation was obtained by using penalties for both targets

and critical structures. The former included planning target volumes (PTVs) and the

latter all organs at risk (OAR). For targets, a prescription dose was set and weights for

both lower and upper dose limits were adjusted as needed. For OARs, however, a

threshold dose could be set, but only for the upper dose limits could the weight

be adjusted. To “confine” the low-dose region, an optimization structure was

created—the Halo Ring—which consisted of a circular halo around the PTV (inner

radius 0.4cm, outer radius 3.0cm). This dummy structure was set with a dose thresh-

old of 80% of the prescription dose (PD). In addition, a dose threshold of 30% of the

PD was set for the “Skin” structure (representing the patient’s body).

Dummy structures were created whenever specific goals were to be achieved.

These included dummy structures to optimize dose distributions when an OAR

was close to the PTV. The OAR was then “split up” in OAR NEAR (the part of

the OAR close to the PTV) and OAR FAR (the remainder).

It was also common practice to use high-dose conformation structures in isodose

prescriptions. Using an isotropic contraction of the PTV, we created structures called

PTV HD (High Dose) in which high doses were confined closely within the GTV.

These structures were used as targets and a prescription dose of 100% of the PD was

set (example 50Gy @ 80%:

100% PD¼62.5Gy).

For online adaptive planning, additional specific volumes for the correction of the

electron density maps were also included. The desired electron densities values were

therefore set to these structures. Among these, the most common were:

• Water, a structure with an electron density of 1, which was used to fill all the air

pockets present in the simulation CT.
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• Air, a structure with air density, which filled all the air pockets present in the MR

setup scan of the current fraction; this structure had a higher hierarchical level

than the “water” structure.

• Skin water, a structure which considers the changes in the patient’s body (having

set up the calculation setup WITHOUT the deformable registration of the

simulation CT on the daily MR setup scan) and which resulted from subtracting

the body of the simulation CT from the MR daily setup scan body. This structure

was assigned the density of water.

• Skin air, a similar structure to the previous one, but resulting from the subtraction

of the simulation CT body from the daily MR setup body. This structure was

assigned the density of air.

For the contour of “Skin water” and “Skin air,” rules were recorded and applied after

automatically recontouring the skin of the MR daily setup scan. “Water” was a fixed

structure that did not need contouring because we did not use the deformable regis-

tration of the CT simulation on the daily setup scan. The “Air” structure, however,

was manually recontoured at each fraction.

Using so many structures (Fig. 6.1), many of which were either labeled as “tar-

get” or “critical,” the TPS optimizer was regularly presented with conflicting goals

which could not possibly be handled “properly.”

These conflicts resulted in significant increases in the plan recalculation time.

Contributing to these increases in recalculation time for adaptive treatments was

the relatively low number of beams we used. This restricted the degree of freedom

for the optimizer and did not allow for the optimal recalculation of the plan during

adaptation.

These and other challenges resulted from creating a plan which was inflexible

and was not “designed” to deal with anatomical changes to targets and OARs. As

a consequence, plan adaptation could take very long, as could be the resulting treat-

ment times to achieve sufficient dose conformation. Still, at times, the undercovering

of the target to respect the OARs’ dose constraints could not be prevented.

VMAT-like IMRT
By “virtue of necessity”—a steady increase in the number of patients elected for

MRgRT treatment—a way to reduce the overall treatment time per fraction was

required. This was not only needed to be able to accommodate more patients on

the MR-LINAC daily, but also to reduce the burden of the patient and ensure optimal

patient compliance. One key part of the solution to this problem was found in cre-

ating treatment plans with a much larger number of beams (a VMAT-like configu-

ration). It appeared counterintuitive but increasing the number of beam angles

generally resulted in shorter overall treatment times.

The duration of beam-on time is determined by various factors. The most straight-

forward one is the dose rate. This dose rate of anMR-LINAC tends to be relatively low

compared with that of a standard radiotherapy LINAC. Any increase in the dose rate
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FIG. 6.1

Different number of structures for previous penalties (A) andMPT (B) technique (that will be described later). Left (A) shows the higher number of

dummy structures [7] used for dose conformation in comparison with way less structures needed [4] in the right (B).



would readily shorten the treatment time. Given the dose rate, other parameters affect-

ing the treatment duration are the gantry rotation speed (a constant) and the total num-

ber of segments over all beams. Whether these segments are distributed over many or

over a few beams does not have an impact on the treatment duration.

By introducing more beam angles, and thus providingmore degrees of freedom to

the optimizer, the total number of segments was reduced. This resulted in a (mod-

estly) reduced beam-on time. However, and this was not anticipated, the VMAT-like

setup also resulted in better dose distributions that were more conformal and more

robust to adaptation [8] (Fig. 6.2). This, in turn, reduced the time spent on the adap-

tation process itself, further contributing to a reduction of the time the patient had to

spend on the treatment table.

Chasing further efficiencies and MPT
With steadily increasing patient numbers, and an increase in the number of indica-

tions for online adaptive radiotherapy, further workflow efficiencies had to be found.

Also, with a steep increase in the number of reirradiation therapies requested [9], the

need to spare previously treated tissue became still more important. This meant that

creating a steep dose fall-off became still more important, which often resulted in the

introduction of more complexity to the plan, making adaptation more challenging.

One obvious target to improve the workflow was a reduction of the time spent

adapting a plan online. Day-to-day changes in the anatomy could be large, and

adjusting the plan could be time-consuming. This was sometimes made more chal-

lenging because of variations in the planning approach between different planners

and/or the need to create a steep dose fall-off.

At any one time, the existing approach to treatment planning may in fact be sub-

optimal both in terms of workflow and in its ability to exploit theMR-LINAC’s char-

acteristics. Due to the high clinical workload, there is usually little time to reconsider

one’s approach, and so it becomes difficult to change it. For the same reason, changes

in the TPS software and functionality are not always sufficiently explored. Yet the

need to improve the overall workflow improvements and reduce the duration of a

treatment slot remains in place. The introduction to the principles of an

MR-LINAC Planning Technique (MPT) developed by Nash et al. [10] has been

firstly considered and ultimately validated: as a final result, it has been employed

as the optimal approach to treatment planning for OART in our clinical routine.

Principles of a uniform MR-LINAC planning technique
Why the MR-LINAC asks for a different planning technique
When the MR-LINAC was installed, the same existing treatment planning approach

developed for conventional Linacs was used. Over time, a better understanding of the

clinical and dosimetric needs, as well as the pros and cons of the new technology,
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FIG. 6.2

Dose distribution of IMRT (A) and VMAT-like (B) setup. VMAT-like provides a better conformed dose distribution with less dose to the patient skin

and a steeper dose gradient.



resulted in changes. The MR-LINAC treatment planning approach moved further

and further away from an approach developed to create the optimal “base plan.” This

conventional approach simply did not consider the need for online plan adaptation.

TheMR-LINAC’s capability of online adaptive radiotherapy introduces changes to

the workflow. Daily MR imaging allows for the recontouring of both the target and

OARs in case of anatomical changes, frequently resulting in the need to adapt the base

plan. Conventional planning techniques tend to use priorities or a combination of

objectives and constraints to achieve this. These plans can be very sensitive to changes

in the anatomy. The more the objectives and constraints are used in the base plan, the

higher the likelihood of competing demands on the optimizer in case of anatomical

changes and the necessity for steep dose gradients between targets and organs at risk.

Using an array of objectives and constraints not only limits the degrees of free-

dom the optimizer has to find an optimal solution, but also often fails to take note of

the beam characteristics in place. The geometrical design of the Linac, in particular

the MLC and the distance between the various elements and the isocenter, deter-

mines the dose fall-off which can be achieved. This intrinsic dose fall-off, which

is to be exploited especially in the case of SBRT treatments, is a characteristic which

the treatment planning approach is to work with, and not against.

The treatment planning approach cannot improve upon the MR-LINAC’s intrin-

sic dose fall-off, but it can request a dose fall-off which is not physically possible.

The combination of a lack of degree of freedom for the optimizer, and requesting a

nonphysical dose fall-off, can pose steep challenges to the optimizer in particular and

the adaptive workflow in general. When the original base plan no longer meets the

objectives, the plan needs adjusting or even replanning. This is made all the more

challenging if the purpose of the original set of objectives and constraints is unclear

to the person having to adapt the plan.

As plan adaptation takes place with the patient already lying on the table, a pro-

tracted process not only affects productivity, but also risks the loss of patient com-

pliance. To overcome these challenges, an MR-LINAC Planning Technique (MPT):

• Would have to avoid anatomical changes to result in conflicting objectives and

constraints

• Should work in tandem with the machine’s intrinsic dose fall-off

• Should be uniform enough that plan quality does not depend on expert knowledge

of the base plan.

• Should be easy to work with in practice

The principles of a uniform planning technique robust to adaptation
The MR-LINAC Planning Technique as presented here has been developed by Nash

et al. [10]. The technique is designed to avoid conflicting tolerances for volumes for

which the dose is prescribed. The principles of this technique—doing away with the

need for time-consuming replanning—are the following:

• Define flexible volumes

• Give the dose engine as much freedom as possible
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• Use isotoxic normalization

• Provide a recipe which is both simple, uniform, and fast

The use of flexible volumes
The MPT uses ‘rules’ to define volumes for which the dose is prescribed, which are

automatically adjusted when changes are made to the size and position of the

involved anatomical structures (i.e., PTV_high and PTV_low). When the tolerance

dose of an OAR constrains the dose to a part of the PTV (e.g., because it abuts the

PTV), MPT’s rules will determine the volume which still gets the full prescription

dose (PTV_high) and the volume where the dose will have to be compromised if not

to exceed the OAR’s tolerance dose (PTV_low).

The flexible volumes are created by adding a margin to the OARs. This margin is

to allow sufficient room—in line with the Linac’s dose characteristics—to achieve a

dose fall-off from the PTV’s prescription dose to the OAR’s tolerance dose. This

margin is called the intrinsic dose fall-off margin, or IDF-margin.

The intrinsic dose fall-off (IDF) margin
The IDF-margin, which is added to all the critical structures, allows the dose engine

to create a transition from the prescription dose (to the PTV) to the OAR’s tolerance

dose without adding complexity to the plan itself. In those cases where the OAR is

close to the PTV, the introduction of the IDF-margin prevents the optimizer being

tasked to achieve the conflicting goals of achieving the prescription dose while stay-

ing below the OAR’s tolerance dose with no room to work with.

The MPT rules will subtract the OAR(s) plus its IDF-margin from the PTV. It

thus creates two volumes: PTV_high and PTV_low. Here PTV_high is the target vol-

ume which will receive the prescription dose, and PTV_low is the target volume

which is used to transition from the prescription dose to the OAR’s tolerance dose.

By definition, PTV_low will thus receive less than the prescription dose. The size of

the IDF-margin is a function of:

1. The prescription dose

2. The required dose reduction to arrive at the tolerance dose

3. The maximally allowed hotspot (e.g., 140%)

4. The intrinsic dose fall-off characteristics of the MR Linac itself

The empirically determined IDF-margin for the MRIdian Linac is shown in Fig. 6.3.

The IDF-margin is determined empirically by looking at the dose fall-off which

the dose engine achieves in a range of scenarios [10].

The introduction of the IDF-margin has three important consequences. First, it

prevents the optimizer from having to achieve conflicting goals. Second, it works

“with” instead of “against” what the MR Linac can intrinsically achieve in terms

of dose fall-off. Third, it does so without having to add any additional complexity

to the plan (no additional objectives are required).
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Providing the optimizer with sufficient degrees of freedom
When the anatomical position of OARs and target have changed, the optimizer will

be tasked to provide optimal PTV coverage while staying within tolerance for the

OARs with the beam angles and objectives as defined in the base plan (MPT does

not use constraints). Ideally, this can be achieved without having to change the num-

ber of beams and/or objective. To this aim, the optimizer should have sufficient

degrees of freedom.

In order to achieve this, MPT embraces the use of the VMAT-like approach—

using many beam angles—as introduced previously. It suggests the use of a mini-

mum number of objectives, and it typically avoids the use of any constraints.

The combination of using an IDF-margin, many beams, few objectives, and no

constraints gives the optimizer maximum degrees of freedom to achieve a high-

quality clinical plan without the need for replanning. Small adjustments to objectives

and isotoxic normalization tend to be all that is required.

Building isotoxic normalization into the base plan
In MPT, “isotoxic normalization”—to achieve optimal target coverage with the OAR

receiving at most its tolerance dose—is used to prevent, as much as possible, having to

alter objectives in the adapted plan to meet constraints. In the case of SBRT, SRS, or

FIG. 6.3

Empirically determined IDF-margin for the MRIdian Linac as a function of the required dose

reduction and for different prescription doses, in case of an allowed hotspot of 140%, and only

OAR abutting the PTV (“one direction”). For a prescription dose of 50Gy, a 5-mm IDF-margin

will result in a dose fall-off of approximately 20Gy (MRIdian Linac).
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SABR plans—where optimal dose heterogeneity results in the steepest possible dose

fall-off—isotoxic normalization is furthermore a powerful tool to achieve this dose

heterogeneity without exceeding tolerance doses of the proximal OAR.

To be able to use the TPS normalization tool in adapted plans for isotoxic plan

optimization, MPT introduces normalization in the base plan already. When creating

the base plan, rather than increasing the objective’s “threshold dose” to perfectly

meet the prescription dose, normalization is employed to increase the dose (an

increase between 3% and 7% is suggested) to meet the prescription dose. This

“built-in” normalization step will also automatically account for the �1% naturally

occurring variation in the Monte Carlo dose calculation.

Note that isotoxic normalization can also be used to escalate the dose to the target
past the predefined prescription levels (isotoxic escalation). This is a clinical choice

which is not used in the example shown later in this chapter.

MPT: A uniform, simple, and fast approach to treatment
planning on an MR-LINAC
MPT is designed to be robust to adaptation, but it is a truly uniform approach which

can also be used for nonadaptive plans. As anMR-LINAC is also still a Linac, a vari-

ety of treatment approaches, with and without adaptation, can be used. Having a uni-

form treatment planning approach has advantages in terms of the training and time it

takes to create a base plan. Also, it allows for a base plan made with a nonadaptive

intent to be quickly adapted if this would be required.

As will be shown in the next section, MPT’s emphasis on giving the optimizer as

many degrees of freedom as possible also results in a “simple” plan. MPT uses a

simple recipe, combines critical structures with the same or similar tolerances doses

into a single structure, uses as few objectives as possible, and typically does not use

constraints.

As a consequence of the uniform and simple approach, following recontouring, a

plan can often be adapted by using only a few clicks: run the rules to create the vol-

umes, calculate the plan, perform isotoxic normalization. To further optimize the

plan usually requires only relatively small changes to one of the objectives.

Making the MPT base plan (SBRT for pancreas)
A basic set of rules
All MPT plans share the same basic set of rules (see Table 6.1). After creating the

PTV, it adds a 3-cm contouring ring as suggested in Ref. [4] to only recontour

those parts of the structures which may affect the plan. Structures with the lowest

and the same or very similar tolerance doses are grouped together (“Critical struc-

tures”), to which an IDF-margin is added (“Critical_IDF”). All OARs are combined
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(“Critical all”) to then create PTV_high and PTV_low. See for an example Fig. 6.4

(pancreas tumor).

In this example, the prescription dose is 50Gy, and the tolerance dose for the crit-

ical structures is 30Gy. The PTV’s maximum percentage of the prescription dose is

140%, or 70Gy. From Fig. 6.3 follows an IDF-margin of 5mm.

Table 6.1 MPT’s basic rule set.

Rule Comment

PTV¼GTV+PTV margin Using GTV, but CTV can be added at this
point: the PTV margin is user-defined

3cm_contouring_ring¼PTV+3cm Add 3cm to PTV (modify contours within this
added contouring ring

Critical_structures¼…+…+… Critical_structures include those OARs within
similar, low tolerance doses for which a steep
dose fall off (from PTV to tolerances doses
needs to be established. For example:
duodenum+stomach+bowel+ ...

Critical_IDF¼Critical_strutcures+ IDF
margin

Critical_IDF is the volume of critical structures
expanded within the IDF margin

Critical_all¼Critical_IDF+OARs with
higher tolerance or no point does
constraint

Critical_all is the volume of critical structures
plus “less critical” OARs (for which no IDF
margin is required)

PTV_high¼PTV�Critical_all PTV_high is the part of PTV that is to receive
the full prescription dose

PTV_low¼PTV intersected with
Critical_all

PTV_low is the part of PTV where the dose
fall-off take place [optional]

FIG. 6.4

(A) (left) shows the structure Critical_IDF (duodenum, stomach, large and small bowel). The

green circle (white in print versions) is the 3cm contouring ring around the PTV. In (B),

PTV_low is shown in pink (light gray in print versions) (intersection of PTV and critical

structures), the PTV_high in blue (dark gray in print versions).
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A basic set of objectives and isotoxic normalization
The optimizer is typically told what to achieve through “objectives” and “con-

straints.” In plans which will not be adapted, objectives and constraints can be added

to further improve the plan. This can be done without the risk of objectives ending up

competing with one another when the size and position of anatomical structures

change. In MPT, taking anatomical changes into account, constraints are avoided

entirely, and the basic set of objectives is assigned to flexible volumes only (see

Table 6.2).

The basic set of objectives (Table 6.1) achieves the following:

1. Reduce dose in all of the tissue for which there is no objective defined (this

controls the PTV’s base dose and improves dose conformity).

2. Achieve the prescription dose to the PTV—excluding critical structures.

3. Allow, to a predefined limit, hotspots to occur within the PTV—excluding

critical structures (determines the allowed level of dose heterogeneity).

AnMPT plan will always contain at least three objectives. To keep the plan as robust

to adaptation as possible, MPT suggests adding objectives only if they contribute to a

specific desired outcome.

To ensure that the added objectives control the dose as desired without impacting

PTV coverage, MPT proposes to use a threshold approximately 5Gy below the spec-

ified minimum organ tolerance, and then to “gently push the dose” by incrementally

building up the objective’s impact on the plan. For this example, plan an objective

was added for the most proximal OAR (here the duodenum). Adding this objective

did not result in an improved plan here, but the objective was left in so it could be

used, if necessary, during plan adaptation.

The maximum threshold dose for the objective of PTV_high was set a couple of

Gy lower (67Gy) than the maximally allowed dose (70Gy), in order to create room

for isotoxic normalization. The plan (using 25 beams, 65 segments, with an estimated

beam-on time of 7min) was calculated and normalized to the GTV (�0.1cc @
70Gy). In case the tolerance dose of the critical structures would be exceeded,

the plan would be normalized again to meet the OARs’ tolerance dose. The resulting

dose distribution is shown in Fig. 6.5.

Table 6.2 The basic set of objectives with suggested default settings for the
MRIdian’s TPS.

Structure Type Importance Power Threshold

Skin Decrease
dose

8 2 40% of prescription dose
(starting value)

PTV_high Increase
dose

8 2 Prescription dose

PTV_high Decrease
dose

8 2 Max % * prescription dose
(e.g., 140%)
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Adapting an MPT plan (SBRT for pancreas)
Creating the volumes for plan adaptation
Adapting an MPT plan always commences with the following four steps:

1. Adjust the target’s contour (if required).

2. Run the first two rules to create the PTV and the contouring ring.

3. Contour all relevant organs within the contouring ring.

4. Run all of the rules again (creates PTV_high and PTV_low).

For the MRIdian Linac, at this stage, the gating target needs to be reviewed.

Recalculation and normalization
After the plan is reoptimized (using the same beam configurations and the same num-

ber of segments), the resulting dose distribution is shown in Fig. 6.6.

The dose to the GTV could still be increased and the dose to the duodenum was

within tolerance. The plan was first normalized to the GTV and then, as the dose to

the duodenum was slightly exceeded, normalized to the duodenum’s tolerance dose.

By using the added objective to the duodenum, followed by normalization to the

maximum tolerance dose, the maximum dose to the GTV could be improved (from

68.8 to 70.3Gy) and brought to the maximum prescription dose. Consequently, there

was no need to create a new plan. The resulting dose distribution is shown in Fig. 6.7.

FIG. 6.5

The resulting dose distribution of the base plan using MPT for a pancreas tumor.
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In this example, it took 4min to reoptimize and walk through isotoxic normalization

following recontouring.

Incorporating MPT—An evaluation
MPT and the use of dummy structures
Providing more degrees of freedom to the optimizer often results in better dose dis-

tribution and better management of OAR constraints (for both maximum and volu-

metric doses). This is one of the advantages of MPT. But one of the most striking

advantages of using MPT is that, by creating the required amount of room to go from

the prescription dose to the tolerance dose, it created much steeper gradients. These

steeper gradients, resulting from the introduction of the IDF-margin, made the con-

touring of OAR FAR and NEAR structures unnecessary.

The next structure to be eliminated was the “halo ring.” By eliminating this struc-

ture, we reduced the possibility of conflicts with coverage requirements. This struc-

ture is made redundant by the combined use of many beam angles and "skin"

objective, which improves the management of the lower dose area.

FIG. 6.6

Dose distribution of the adapted plan after reoptimization.
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Furthermore, using deformable registration of the simulation CT and daily MR

scan made the “SKIN WATER” and “SKIN AIR” electronic density map correction

structures superfluous. In our clinical practice, we opted to continue to contour the

“AIR” and “WATER” structures for the correction of the electron density map

against the displacements of the abdominal air pockets. Whether this is always clin-

ically relevant is left for the individual center to consider [11]. Even if the dosimetric

variation could be neglected, it could be in any case performed and, to save time in

contouring, it is possible to use the threshold contour method together with the Bool-

ean intersection of gastrointestinal organs at risk (GIOAR). In fact, by selecting an

appropriate threshold, all the air in the MR scan can be selected. This air is written to

an “ad hoc” created structure (AIR) in one click. Thanks to Boolean operators, it is

then possible to create the intersection between the volume of this structure and the

volume of the gastrointestinal OARs where the gases we are interested in contouring

are actually confined. This process takes only a few moments compared to the time it

would take to manually contour all the air in the abdomen, even using interpolation

tools. This particular operation is useful for the upper and lower GI cases.

FIG. 6.7

Dose distribution of the completed adapted plan, highlighting the duodenum (orange; light

gray in print versions), stomach (red; dark gray in print versions), and small bowel (green;

white in print versions).
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Qualitative improvements incorporating MPT
Incorporating MPT into the planning routine has resulted in a series of improve-

ments, especially in challenging areas such as the pancreas or abdominal lesions

in general. Here the improved dose conformation and the overall adaptation-

robustness make a real difference. The daily changes in the position of OARS

and target require that the optimizer has room to play with. MPT’s VMAT-like setup

and its avoidance of constraints provides this room.

The advantage of a VMAT-like setup compared to a more conventional IMRT

approach is shown in Fig. 6.2. The star-shaped dose pattern (Fig. 6.2A) carries higher

isodoses away from the target, while MPT’s VMAT-like configuration improves

conformation to the point where the isodose-line of up to 25% of the prescription

dose lies within the isotropic 3cm ring around the target.

MPT offers advantages not only for online adaptive hypofractionated prescrip-

tions, but also for the conventional fractionated ones such as treatments of the rectum

and cervix. In fact, for these particular cases, it may be useful to replan, both online

and offline, on account of target mobility and change in volume. Or in the case of a

particularly sensitive OAR where avoiding any high dose deposition is critical.

Because of the high dose gradients, we can achieve using MPT, we are now also able

to treat lesions with higher doses, even with targets close to a particularly sensitive

OAR. Where ease of use is concerned, during online adaptive treatment planning we

can obtain a new dose distribution with no more than a single iteration of the calcu-

lation algorithm. The reduced number of structures that require recontouring also

speeds up the adaptation process. This has a direct and positive impact on the patient,

who has to spend less time lying on the treatment couch, which in turn improves

patient compliance.

Quantitative improvements incorporating MPT
IncorporatingMPT in the treatment planning approach, a quantification of anyMPT-

related advantages has been performed. A dedicated study has been set to evaluate

the trend of certain parameters, comparing the existing approach (already including

the use VMAT-like approach) with the described approach by MPT. We used a

patient-cohort existing out of SBRT treatments (five fractions each) located in abdo-

men [3], thorax [4], and pelvis [4]. Both planning and dosimetric parameters were

compared. The results of this comparison are shown graphically in Figs. 6.8 and

6.9, as well as in Table 6.3.

Concluding remarks
Driven by future clinical, dosimetric, and technology-based needs and possibilities,

the planning approach for the MR-LINAC will continue to be improved and devel-

oped. Over the past several years, an appreciable improvement in treatment times

(total time) has been achieved. This as a result of, especially, a reduced beam-on time
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(BOT), and a slight reduction of the time spent moving both gantry andMLCs. There

was also a considerable decrease in the number of monitor units required to create the

dose distribution.

From a dosimetric point of view, a decrease in low doses and average and max-

imum doses to organs at risk has been demonstrated, while maintaining target cov-

erage. The dose gradient has increased significantly. This has been achieved through

the combination of a VMAT-like beam configuration with the use of the IDF-margin,

and the use of flexible volumes to prescribe the dose to. This addressed the need for

flexibility and robustness in online adaptive treatments, while also reducing overall

treatment duration.

Whereas MPT is a uniform technique, at our institute it has thus far been

exclusively used for SBRT-prescriptions for relatively small targets. As already

mentioned, treatment planning optimization never ends. Next, improving the treat-

ment planning approach to obtain highly conformal plans for the adaptive and non-

adaptive treatment of large volumes and more conventionally fractionated courses

will be targeted. Here the use of two isocenters is of great interest [7], for example,

on splenomegaly and the large volumes of simultaneous integrated boosts of cervix

and rectum.

MPT, as well as similar planning approaches, allow for a standardization of the

workflow which avoids any kind of operator dependency. This is especially relevant

for online plan adaptation, where the staff member on duty during online plan

FIG. 6.8

Monitor units (purple; dark gray in print versions) and delivery times (green; light gray in print

versions) percentage differences betweenMPT and previous penalties technique. UsingMPT

and VMAT-like approaches resulted in an average reduction in treatment time of 11.6% and a

reduction in monitor units of 18.7%.
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FIG. 6.9

Percentage differences in mean dose to Thorax OARs (orange) and Abdomen OARs (blue) in

panel (A) and in PTV D98% (green), PTV D50% (red), and PTV D2% (purple) in panel (B).

Using MPT a V-MAT like approach resulted in an average reduction of dose to thorax OARs of

15.9% and 17% for abdomen OARs. The dose to PTV remains almost unchanged and the

maximum deviation is for D50% where an average +4.6% is found.

Table 6.3 Percentage differences of the averages of delivery time, number of
monitor units, target (PTV) dosimetric indicators and doses to the organs at risk
differentiated between thoracic (Th.) and abdominal (Abd.).

Mean (%) IQR (%)

Delivery time �11.6 15.8

M.U. �18.7 28.3

PTV D98% 1.2 2.0

PTV D50% 4.6 2.9

PTV D2% 0.1 3.7

Dose to Th. OARs �15.9 19.2

Dose to Abd. OARs �17.0 20.1

Differences are calculated by subtracting the values obtained with the MPT+VMAT like setup from those
obtained with the penalties method. The results show that less M.U., less dose to organs at risk and a
shorter delivery time are obtained. Maximum, minimum and mean PTV doses are slightly increased.



adaptation may not be all that familiar with the considerations that went into making

the base plan. Always using the same planning approach, with the same dummy

structures and cost-function optimization parameters, is of great advantage in min-

imizing errors related to lapses in knowledge transfer. Last but not least, a standard

approach also allows for continuous improvement, including efficiency gains. In

other words, it increases productivity.

Going forward, MR-LINAC treatment planning, as is the case for conventional

radiotherapy, will benefit substantially from the application and integration of artificial

intelligence (AI). At the time of writing, automatic planning [12,13] is not commer-

cially implemented in any MR-LINAC system, even though several approaches are

already in use for offline planning in conventional radiotherapy. As is described in

Chapter 26, the currently available automatic planning system for conventional radio-

therapy, such as Knowledge-based (KB) [14,15], Template-based (TB) [16,17], and

Multicriterial optimization (MCO) [18,19], could be employed in different steps (off-

line and online). Waiting for such clinical (and commercial) implementation, the

employment of the described approach (robust online adaptive planning—ROAP)

is nowadays the optimal one to exploit such technology, even if AI andmore in general

automation will boost and further improve the OART planning.

Another interesting development of note relates to the time required to perform a

sufficiently accurate dose calculation. Speed and accuracy are of utmost importance

for online adaptive dose calculations. Monte Carlo (MC) dose calculations are consid-

ered the gold standard for radiotherapeutic dose calculations. The use of computer

graphics processing units (GPUs) may allow for accurate MC dose calculations within

the clinical time, especially for OART. Furthermore, several studies have recently

evaluated approaches to improve the efficiency ofMC calculations further by employ-

ing deep learning-based denoising to reduce the noise inherent in MC-calculated

results [20]. Another interesting approach is the use of convolutional deep network

models (e.g., U-net or modified U-net) to predict the dose from patient image contours

of the PTV and OAR [21]. The ability to predict dose distributions would be in support

of clinical plan optimization, saving time while maintaining the plan’s high quality.
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CHAPTER

Immobilization and patient
positioning considerations
when using MRI
for radiotherapy treatment
planning

7
Trina Herbert and Erica Scurr

The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Introduction
This chapter contains considerations for imaging patients for radiotherapy treatment

planning (RTP) using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The techniques, patient

positioning recommendations, and immobilization strategies described are all suit-

able for RTP prior to online MR image-guided radiotherapy (MRIgRT). However,

the guidance provided can be utilized for all patients where MR imaging is indicated

for radiotherapy planning purposes.

The suggestions included are by no means exhaustive and are, in part, based on

the authors’ experiences of imaging patients for RTP prior to MRIgRT using Sie-

mens and PhilipsMRI scanners and an Elekta Unity magnetic resonance linear accel-

erator (MR-linac) (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden).

Following on from paragraphs covering general principles, equipment, safety

considerations, workforce training, and protocol development, each body area is out-

lined in isolation and recommendations are made for scanning, patient positioning,

immobilization equipment, and coil considerations, based on which MRI system is

being used for RTP MR image acquisition.

The following information is relevant for pretreatment RTP purposes for each

body area. Further information detailing online MRIgRT techniques using an

MR-linac is covered in site-specific chapters elsewhere in this book.
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Utilizing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for radiotherapy
treatment planning (RTP)
Medical imaging can be used at all stages of a cancer patient’s treatment pathway.

Both computed tomography (CT) and MRI can contribute to diagnosis and staging,

delineation of target tissues, as well as demonstration of normal surrounding tissue

(organs at risk—OAR). MRI additionally provides physiological and functional

information that CT does not, which can be beneficial in determining normal tissue

toxicity, biological function, assessing response to treatment, and determining dis-

ease progression [1–3], which may result in treatment replanning.

The soft tissue imaging clarity supplied by MRI provides a clear benefit when

used in conjunction with CT. The CT images provide a high level of geometric accu-

racy but combining two imaging modalities provides a more complete representation

of the patient’s anatomy. Khoo et al. [4] described examples of utilizingMRI in plan-

ning for radiotherapy (RT) and present the major advantage of MRI over CT as being

the “superior ability to demonstrate and characterize soft tissues that have similar

electron densities” [p. 229], thus providing improvements in delineation of not just

tumors but also the critical surrounding organs. Changes in anatomical and tumor

delineation have been reported in planning for head and neck, brain, and prostate

cancer treatments when utilizing MR images compared to contouring on CT images

alone [5,6]. Including MR images in the radiotherapy planning pathway can there-

fore result in improved confidence in visualization of target structures relative to sur-

rounding normal tissue [7].

Determining precise target volumes, identifying surrounding tissues, and defining

OAR are fundamental in planning radiotherapy [8].MR images can be used to inform

target outlining when viewed side by side with radiotherapy treatment planning CT

(RTP-CT) images. However, it may prove more beneficial to fuse or coregister the

two image sets to better utilize the soft tissue visualization for the discrimination of

tumor boundaries and demonstration of infiltration into surrounding normal tissue

[8,9]. Coregistration can be achieved manually or automatically within the radiother-

apy treatment planning system (TPS). The anatomy imaged usingMRI should match

that capturedonCT toachieve accurate andoptimal image coregistration.Consistency

in immobilization equipment and reproduction of patient setup can improve accuracy

of image coregistration [5,10]. Accurate coregistration minimizes the risk of geo-

graphical misses which, in turn, can lead to better local control [8]. The electron den-

sity (ED) information required for dose generation is then provided by the RTP-CT

images [11].MR-only RTP is also possible utilizing either reference values or estima-

tion of ED [10].MR-only planning can avoid inherent discrepancies in the coregistra-

tion of multiple image sets. Errors resulting from the transference of contours from

MRI to CT images will not exist in an MR-only pathway [11].

MR images can suffer fromgeometric distortion, particularly at the extremes of the

field of view. Developments in techniques and optimization of sequences to include

geometric distortion corrections can reduce the impact of field gradient nonlinearity.

MR imaging is useful when planning patients with metallic implanted devices.

Despite the use of metal artifact reduction software (MARS), CT images suffer from
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streaking artifacts in the presence of a metallic implanted device. This can have

severe detrimental effect on the visualization of surrounding anatomical structures

which renders the image difficult to use for anatomy contouring during the RTP pro-

cess. Metal artifacts onMRI scans appear as signal voids and geometric distortions to

anatomy in the immediate vicinity. However, the anatomy can often still be visual-

ized more clearly than on CT leading to increased accuracy of identifying and visu-

alizing target tissues or organs at risk.

MRI can be particularly beneficial in pediatric imaging where consideration must

be given to minimizing extra radiation dose, especially if repeated imaging is required,

for example, for replanning following radiation-induced tissue changes [12].

General principles and equipment
Reproducibility of patient position in radiotherapy is a long-standing fundamental. It

is essential, therefore, that any radiotherapy department utilizingMRI in their patient

treatment planning pathway must first establish robust imaging workflows that rep-

licate and compliment the RTP-CT process.

Due to the inherent differences in positioning patients for radiology MR imaging

and radiotherapy imaging, departments must consider either buying manufactured

immobilization equipment, modifying existing equipment from the radiotherapy

department or utilizing local workshop mechanical engineers to create replica

equipment from materials compatible with the MR environment, such as Perspex

or nylon.

All equipment utilized for RTP using MRI must be first classified as either MR

Safe or deemed compatible for use in the MRI environment. It must be noted that

while most equipment produced by manufacturers is either MR Safe or compatible,

some items may be classified as MR Conditional. Manufactured immobilization

equipment suitable for MRI will be preclassified and labeled. All other equipment

should be assessed and labeled by an appropriately trained and authorized member

of MRI staff according to the department’s MRI local rules.

When using an MRI scanner for imaging, to replicate the RTP-CT scanner

table and aid reproducibility, a hard, flat tabletop overlay that fits on top of a concave

MRI table should be either purchased from a commercial vendor or manufactured

from a material such as polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [5]. Most manufacturers

of MRI scanners have flat tabletops available for purchase [12]. It should be consid-

ered whether extra phased array surface coils can be fitted underneath the flat table-

top to improve signal gain as described by Hanvey et al. [5].

Immobilization equipment suitable for radiotherapy planning using MRI

(RTP-MRI) can be purchased from a variety of manufacturers but careful consider-

ation must be given to the compatibility with the department’s existing MRI system.

If a hard tabletop is purchased, for example, is it the correct length for the MRI scan-

ner tabletop? Is existing immobilization equipment compatible or will modifications

need to be done? If the equipment is to be indexed to the tabletop, are the indexing

bars compatible with the equipment, e.g., two pins vs three pins, and are they MR
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Safe?Does the department have access tomechanical engineers if adjustments need to

bemade or if equipment needs to be replicated or created?Each individual department

will have differing needs depending on the equipment they have, the equipment they

need, the available budget, and resources they have access to.

Magnetic resonance linear accelerator (MR-linac) treatments are longer than con-

ventional image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) sessions on linear accelerators using

cone beam CT. This is due to lengthier scan acquisitions and daily replanning of

treatment as part of the MR image-guided radiotherapy (MRIgRT) process. The first

patients treated on the 1.5-T Unity MR-linac (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden)

received spinal metastasis MRIgRT lasting on average 41min [13]. Dunlop et al.

[14] reported treatment sessions times of 45min for the delivery of prostate cancer

MRIgRT [14]. The length of the RTP-MRI session is a good representation for the

patient of what to expect from their online MRIgRT visits. It is imperative that the

immobilization used is representative of their radiotherapy setup and that the patient

is comfortable enough to maintain their position for the duration of the RTP-MRI

session and subsequent MRIgRT treatment sessions.

When introducing an MR-linac into a radiotherapy department, consideration

must be made regarding immobilization equipment and patient setup for all body

areas and treatment indications. Patient positioning may need to be different from

the current departmental practice. During implementation, equipment and position

testing could be carried out by recruiting healthy volunteers to reproduce treatment

positioning using different immobilization equipment and asking for feedback

regarding comfort, tolerability, etc. This could also be useful to determine the fea-

sibility of equipment use in relation to MR-linac bore size. To establish patient’s per-

spectives on comfort, tolerability, and compliance, a validated questionnaire, such as

that described by Barnes et al., could be used [15].

The bore size and ancillary equipment required when treating patients on an MR-

linac systemmay be a limiting factor for patients of large body habitus. It is advisable,

therefore, to check prior to commencing theRTP-CT scan that the patient will fit com-

fortably in the MR-linac for their treatment. The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation

Trust pretreatment team achieve this by utilizing a bespoke ‘hoop’ that mimics the

profile of the Elekta Unity MR-linac (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) including

the anterior coil in the retracted position (see Fig. 7.1). This hoop was created by

the mechanical engineering team of The Institute of Cancer Research (ICR), London,

and enables a judgment to bemadewhether to continuewith theRTP-CT scan forMR-

linac treatment or to rebook the patient for a conventional linac if they do not fit.

MRI systems
MRI planning for MRIgRT can be carried out using a number of system configura-

tions. The body site-specific setup sections below will describe positioning and

equipment for each system option.

Diagnostic MRI scanner: For RTP purposes, it is advisable to use a large bore

(�70cm) MRI system. A large bore may provide extra space to allow patients to
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be scanned in radiotherapy positions [2]. Consideration must be given to the immo-

bilization equipment and tabletop used as this may reduce the available space within

the bore [10]. Some pelvic setups could be achieved usingMRI systems with a 60-cm

bore (see Fig. 7.2). Patients can be immobilized usingMR Safe or Conditional equip-

ment purchased directly from manufacturers or using modified radiotherapy equip-

ment or replicated equipment produced by mechanical engineers.

In MRI systems where the table is curved, a hard, flat tabletop overlay should be

placed on top. It should be considered that this positions the patient further from the

spine coils embedded within the MRI table which may result in a reduction of signal

[12,16].

The requirement of anterior coils and coil bridges in conjunction with RT immo-

bilization equipment for MRIgRT may introduce limitations compared to radiother-

apy positioning on a conventional linac [17] (see Coil bridges section). The 70-cm

bore size of these systems may require modification of the standard patient position-

ing for RT, for example, arms down vs arms up. Decisions relating to changes in

patient positioning for MRIgRT should be made collaboratively with radiotherapy

physicists, radiation therapy technologists, and clinical oncologists. Any require-

ment to modify patient positioning should be considered regarding all MRI systems

used for RTP-MRI, including the MR-linac.

Alignment lasers can be fitted within the diagnostic MRI room, although these

are not essential [6]. Depending on the department, the RTP-MRI session could

be staffed by radiation technologists, radiation therapy technologists, or a combina-

tion of both (see Workforce and training section).

Diagnostic MRI scanner with RTP package/MR-simulator: Diagnostic radiology
or radiotherapy departments may consider purchasing an MRI system that is

equipped with an RTP package. These systems include specialized radiotherapy soft-

ware and immobilization equipment that could be integrated into the radiotherapy

FIG. 7.1

“Unity Coil Profile” created by the mechanical engineering team of the ICR, London.
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department planning workflow [10]. The variety of coils provided enable efficient

patient setup and maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These systems are equipped

with a flat tabletop with indexing capabilities that is positioned close to the posterior

coil, thereby reducing the loss of signal described previously. Manufacturer-

designed immobilization equipment and coil bridges are also available for purchase.

Depending on the department, the imaging session could be staffed by radiation tech-

nologists, radiation therapy technologists, or a combination of both (see Workforce

and training section).

MR-linac (used as an MR-simulator): In radiotherapy departments where MR-

linac systems are installed, patients could have RTP-MRI scans using this machine

as an imaging-only system. This option will be dependent on machine capacity so

arrangements should be in place for using an alternative MRI system if the MR-linac

is not available.

FIG. 7.2

Small bore (60cm) Philips Achieva 3 T scanner used for pelvic RTP.
(Picture courtesy of Veronica Morgan, Diagnostic Operational Lead Private Care, The Royal Marsden

NHS Foundation Trust.)
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One advantage of this is that the patient can undergo their imaging in the same

position and use the same immobilization equipment as for their MRIgRT setup on

the MR-linac. Another advantage of using the MR-linac for RTP is that the patient

will be introduced to this system prior to commencing their MRIgRT. This may alle-

viate anxiety in a nervous patient. The imaging session on the MR-linac would be

staffed by radiation therapy technologists trained to work on the MR-linac (see

Workforce and training section).

MRI scanning protocols
The requirements for MR images acquired for radiotherapy planning purposes will

vary from those with a diagnostic intent. Where possible, true axial projections

should be acquired which can be transferred directly to the treatment planning sys-

tem (TPS). However, three-dimensional images can be acquired in whichever plane

has the shortest acquisition time for the greatest anatomical coverage. These images

can then be reformatted in the axial plane as required by the treatment planning sys-

tems for commercially available MR-linac systems.

When using a diagnostic MRI scanner, MR-Simulator (MR-Sim), or anMR-linac

as a simulator, it is important to create concise MRI protocols, the development of

which should be done in collaboration with radiologists, radiotherapists/oncologists,

MRI and radiotherapy physicists, and MRI and radiation therapy technologists to

achieve optimized protocols suitable for RTP [10]. Appropriate sequences should

be agreed upon for each RTP intent. There are many MR imaging sequences avail-

able which suppress or enhance specific tissues, for example, water or fat. Choosing

particular sequences can demonstrate a range of tissue properties beneficial for visu-

alizing the detail required to provide advantages when delineating the target, for

example, distinct zones within the prostate and, in some cases, intraprostatic lesions

[12]. If multiple sequences are required, for example, added research sequences, pri-

ority should be given to those being used specifically for RTP to optimize bladder

filling and in case the patient cannot tolerate the wholeMRI session [10]. The use of a

contrast agent in the RTP-MRI session to highlight tumor boundaries is common.

This can be especially beneficial in patients allergic to contrast agents used for

RTP-CT.

MRI sequences can be optimized to best suit the need of each treatment intent.

Coverage can be increased to be comparable to CT images, however this can have a

time penalty. Increased slice averages and slice thickness can improve SNR which

may compensate for the reduction of SNR caused by compromised coil arrangements

and the addition of a flat tabletop. The latter has been suggested to reduce SNR by

40% [18].

It may be advisable to include metal artifact reduction sequences to mitigate

against distortion and signal loss caused by the presence of metal prostheses. Min-

imizing paramagnetic susceptibility artifacts while maintaining visibility of sur-

rounding soft tissue including target and organs at risk is beneficial in RTP-MRI
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[18]. However, the flexibility of using MRI as an RTP imaging modality can be

demonstrated when imaging patients with implanted fiducial markers. When using

a gradient echo-based sequence for these patients, magnetic field distortions can be

emphasized, thereby making fiducial markers more visible on the RTP-MR

image, especially at higher field strengths. This can improve coregistration, partic-

ularly in small field of view (FoV) acquisitions where bony anatomy inclusion may

be minimal.

When setting up scanning protocols on any system for RTP-MRI purposes, it may

be beneficial to first recruit volunteers for imaging sessions to establish:

• Immobilization equipment: Type or style of immobilization equipment required.

• Positioning of immobilization equipment: For best image quality, it is important

to consider where equipment is best placed to maximize signal gain from

embedded coils. The position of the equipment and coils should be reproducible

and straightforward for ease of setup.

• Optimization of surface coils: Coil selection and positioning should be assessed.

The aim is for the coil(s) to be as close to the anatomy as possible to achieve best

signal gain. The choice of coils will depend on the immobilization setup and coil

availability in each department.

• Optimization of MRI sequences: Liaise with each clinical team requesting the

inclusion of RTP-MRI in their patient’s treatment planning pathway. Identify

specific requests regarding anatomical coverage, positioning fields of view

(FoV), sequence types required, etc. Where possible, match the sequence

parameters to that of the MR-linac system.

• Patient comfort: Consider the length of time of the RTP-MRI session. Will the

position the patient has to maintain be sustainable? If not, discuss with

radiotherapy physicists and radiation therapy technologists whether the patient’s

position for MRIgRT can be modified.

Once the scanning protocol has been optimized, it should be locked, password pro-

tected to prevent changes, and backed up to maintain consistency of image quality

[10]. The protocols should be unambiguously labeled to facilitate streamlined

RTP-MRI sessions.

The MR-linac may also be utilized for pretreatment imaging. The patient can be

immobilized using vendor supplied equipment or using the department standard

immobilization equipment. If using standard department equipment it should be

assessed for MRI safety and modified if not yet MR Safe or Conditional (see General

principles and equipment section).

During the RTP-MRI session, assessment can be made relating to optimal target

visualization, OAR, and external patient contour visibility in order to choose the

most appropriate sequence for the MRIgRT workflow. Images acquired can be

exported to the MR-linac treatment planning system for fusion, contouring, and ini-

tial plan calculation. Botman et al. reported favorable deformable rigid registration to

facilitate contouring and recontouring when using MR-linac derived RTP images

compared to diagnostic scanner MR images [19].
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For patients undergoing treatment planning for thoracic and abdominal

cancer treatment, imaging on the MR-Linac provides the opportunity to assess the

patient’s suitability for imaging and treatment in breath-hold as part of a gating

technique.

Workforce and training
Radiotherapy planning imaging usingMRI (RTP-MRI) can take place in a diagnostic

radiology department, an MR-Simulator, or an MR-linac. The technologists acquir-

ing the images will be dependent on each department’s workforce setup and the MRI

system being utilized.

Imaging within the radiology department may be carried out by radiation tech-

nologists, radiation therapy technologists, or a combination of both. It is important

for members of each profession to understand the specific requirements of RTP-MRI

sessions. Collaboration between both professions is essential when establishing and

maintaining a service.

Radiation therapy technologists may not routinely have knowledge ofMRI safety

and, therefore, would require specific safety training to work within the MRI envi-

ronment [3]. While working in the MRI environment, as well as experiencing the

safest way to practice, radiation therapy technologists can be trained to acquire

MR images, gain experience in troubleshooting to achieve best quality images,

and learn the fundamentals of postprocessing certain sequences along with efficiency

in image acquisition [18].

The knowledge and experience of radiation therapy technologists is beneficial

in setting patients up in their treatment position, especially using radiotherapy

immobilization equipment [6,10]. Radiation technologists may be unfamiliar with

the requirements for accurate patient positioning or the correct use of radiotherapy

immobilization equipment. It is important, therefore, for them to undergo training

regarding the rationale for, and fundamentals of, accurate reproducible positioning

of radiotherapy patients. Training of radiation technologists may be conducted

under the guidance of radiation therapy technologists. When positioning patients

for scanning, speed and efficiency are crucial to offset the length of the scanning

session. In some departments, it may be possible for radiation technologists to

spend some time training on a radiotherapy CT scanner alongside radiation therapy

technologists to better understand patient positioning for radiotherapy. This knowl-

edge would then be transferrable back to the RTP-MRI sessions [18].

Communication between radiology imaging and radiotherapy departments is

key. The patient setup instructions should be transferred electronically or on paper

between each department to ensure setup accuracy and correct equipment selection.

This can include any special instructions which may deviate from the standard guide-

lines such as a change in bladder filling instructions that may be patient-specific. Any
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setup deviations required for a patient should be discussed with the radiotherapy CT

technologists prior to acquiring RTP-MRI scans.

Whichever system is being utilized for RTP-MRI, it is recommended that depart-

ments produce a set of “Guidelines for MRI in Radiotherapy” (see Table 7.1) to

ensure consistent image quality. This should be readily available, clear, and unam-

biguous for use by radiation technologists independently of the presence of radiation

therapy technologists. Guidelines for RTP-MRI using an MR-linac would also be

beneficial for radiation therapy technologists to ensure consistency of technique

when using the MR-linac as an MR-Simulator.

The guidelines should contain written instructions for each scanning indication

and could be divided into body site. The guidelines could also include any specific

scanning criteria related to research trials the patient may be recruited into. Specific

information on the following should be included in the guidelines:

Table 7.1 Suggested inclusions in “Guidelines for MRI in Radiotherapy.”

Criteria Details

Treatment/imaging site Each area requires specific instructions

Patient preparation If required:

• Bladder filling instructions
• Rectal preparation
• Contrast information
• Antispasmodic drug information
• Undressing instructions (e.g., remove underwear for
scan)

Patient positioning and
immobilization equipment

As per diagnostic examination setup (e.g., brain)
OR
As per radiotherapy treatment setup:

• Flat tabletop overlay
• Orientation
• Position of table
• Site-specific immobilzation equipment
• Site-specific alignment, e.g., use tattoos to align
• Hand/arm positionPictures can be used for
reference

Coils • Number and type of coils
• Coil supports
• Extra padding/sandbag requirements
• Coverage required

Protocols • Site-specific scanning protocols for RTP-MRI
• Research trial-specific scanning protocols

Scanning instructions • Do not angle scans
• Include required site-specific anatomy
• Include external contour (if required)

Data transfer • Information regarding where to send images for RT
planning

• Information regarding communicating to
radiotherapy dosimetry or radiotherapy physics team
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Patient communication
Consistency and accuracy in radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP) relies on high-

quality imaging. Quality inMR imaging can be adversely affected by noncompliance

in patients. Patient movement can cause motion artifacts in the image resulting in

inferior quality and blurry images. It is important, therefore, to ensure that any

patient undergoing an RTP-MRI session is comfortable, calm, and compliant for

the duration of the imaging.

Radiotherapy patients undergoing MRI planning scans may have already under-

gone their RTP-CT scan. If so, they will have had experience of being scanned whilst

immobilized in their treatment position and should be reminded of the importance of

being still throughout the image acquisition. Those who have not yet had their

RTP-CT may require extra explanation and coaching regarding the rationale behind

their positioning and possible slight discomfort, particularly if they have experienced

diagnostic MRI scans before without the use of immobilization equipment and hard

tabletop. The importance of keeping still and maintaining their position throughout

should be explained to them. This will continue to be important as they progress

through their MR-linac treatment course and this should be made clear to them. This

coaching of patients is crucial to promote patient understanding of the process and to

ensure compliance.

During the scanning session, communication with the patient is fundamental.

Tetar et al. reported that patients found continual communication, reassurance,

and progress updates from the radiation therapy technologists treating them “very

helpful” ([20], p. 9), so this should be applied for RTP-MRI. For each treatment site

headphones should be incorporated, where possible. It is important to inform patients

in advance how noisy the scanning may be. Headphones in combination with ear

plugs reduces acoustic noise to a safe level [21]. The use of headphones has the added

benefits of maintenance of communication between the scanning technologist and

the patient throughout the scanning session. Streaming of the patient’s choice of

music, audiobook, or other media which can be heard between sequences is also

possible. The combination of the latter two uses for the headphones could impact

positively patient compliance and experience and be continued into their MRIgRT

sessions. A study by Barnes et al. reported favorable patient responses to music being

played during MR-linac treatment [15].

The patient call bell is another important aspect in the setup for all MRI scanning.

The call bell, or buzzer, is a round, ball-shaped device that can be pressed by the

patient to attract attention during the scanning session. It should not be described

as an ‘emergency bell’ as patients should feel comfortable and confident enough

to know they can press it at any point during the session. It is a means of alerting

the technologist that the patient needs to communicate with them. In a worst-case

scenario, if the patient is panicked and struggling then this is their way of commu-

nicating to the technologist that they want to come out of the scanner. It may, how-

ever, be pressed for other, less-emergent requests, for example, if they want the

music changed or volume adjusted. Before leaving the room, the technologists
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should ask the patient to test the call bell [19]. This should promote confidence and

reduce potential anxiety once they know that the call bell works, is easy to use, and

that assistance and reassurance are readily accessible. Immediately on entering the

control area, before commencing imaging, the technologist should use the intercom

the check the patient can hear them and that they can hear the patient.

Coil bridges
For accurate calculation of radiotherapy dose, the undistorted external contour of the

patient is required. Care should be taken, therefore, to ensure that the contour is not

affected by the positioning of the MRI coil so that it accurately matches that of the

RTP-CT. The coil should not be positioned directly onto the patient.

An anterior coil bridge can be used to suspend the coil over the patient. The coil

height can be adjusted so that it is close to the patient, for best signal gain, but not

touching the patient, thereby not distorting the body contour. Coil bridges are pro-

vided with commercially available systems, can be purchased from manufacturers,

or can be created by in-house mechanical engineers (see Fig. 7.3A–F). Consideration
should be given to the reduction of signal availability as a result of suspending sur-

face or flex coils from a bridge system. Introducing distance between the patient and

the coil reduces signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which may be detrimental to image

quality [12]. Careful, consistent coil positioning and optimization of RTP-MRI

sequences mitigate this (see MRI scanning protocols section).

If coil bridges are unavailable or the distortion of the body contour is unavoidable

then a small field of view (FoV) MR image surrounding the target should also be

acquired. When coregistered with the RTP-CT, the bony anatomy within the small

FoV image should be sufficient for image matching and the RTP-CT body contour

should be used for calculation purposes [22].

For smaller anatomical areas, such as the neck or distal extremity, flex coils can

be used. For support, these can be curved around a semicircular support such as in

Fig. 7.3E and F created by the mechanical engineering team from The Institute of

Cancer Research (ICR), London.

Commercially available MR-linac systems incorporate anterior coils that are sus-

pended above the patient and adjustable to each treatment indication. The Elekta

Unity, for example (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden), possesses a four-element

receive coil which is ‘radiation transparent’ ([13], p. L43).

Safe and efficient patient setup
Whether the RTP-MRI session is occurring on a diagnostic radiology MRI scanner,

MR-Simulator, or MR-linac, the equipment required for immobilization should be

available and prepared in advance to achieve efficiency during the session. If coils

are required to be in bridges, these should bemounted prior to the session commencing.
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FIG. 7.3

(A) Commercially available coil bridge. (B) Commercially available coil bridge from Siemens

Healthineers. (C and D) Coil bridge for Siemens Aera MRI created by the mechanical

engineering team from The Institute of Cancer Research (ICR), London. (E and F)

Semicircular flex coil bridge created by themechanical engineering team from The Institute of

Cancer Research (ICR), London.
((A) Courtesy of Philips.)
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If extra pads or supports are required for stability of positioned coils, they should be

readily available. Any patient-specific immobilization such as a vacuum bag or ther-

moplastic mask should be made available in advance of the patient entering the room.

Insulating pads should be carefully positioned for patient safety to prevent skin to

bore, skin to cable, or skin to skin contact without compromising or altering the

patient’s position or contour.

The anatomical pathology should be positioned at the magnet isocenter for imag-

ing [9]. The patient’s alignment marks may not always reflect this position so the

technologist imaging should use their anatomical knowledge to center the patient.

Any lasers used to align the patient should be switched off for image acquisition

to reduce the risk of artifact production [10].

Site-specific considerations
In the following sections, each area of the body is considered separately. Practical

recommendations are made for scanning, patient positioning, immobilization equip-

ment, and coil considerations based on whichMRI system is being used for RTP-MR

image acquisition. The recommendations are not exhaustive and further information

will be supplied later in this book regarding the specific online MRIgRT workflows

for each body site.

It should be considered that when positioning patients for MR-linac treatment,

emphasis should be on patient comfort andMRI safety considerations. Reproducibil-

ity of RTP setup is less crucial for online MRIgRT than for conventional linear accel-

erators as the assessment of daily MR images and the replanning during MRIgRT

adapts daily treatment in response to any discrepancy in patient positioning, anatomy

size or shape, and target location [13].

Brain
It has been widespread practice since the early 1990s in RTP for patients undergoing

brain radiotherapy to have radiotherapy planning MR images (RTP-MRI) acquired

[6]. Utilizing MRI in conjunction with CT enhances the anatomical information

available. Tissue contrast is superior on the MR images and abnormalities are more

apparent. Coregistering the images from the two modalities provides extremely

detailed information for RTP.

System: Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—patients can be imaged using the

scanner head coil. The advantage of this is that the multichannel head coil specifi-

cally conforms to the shape of the skull and the coils are positioned for maximum

signal gain. This approach may also be more comfortable and tolerable for

patients [6].
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When positioning the patient, care should be taken to ensure the patient’s head is

as straight as can be achieved to reduce discrepancies when coregistering with the

RTP-CT image. Replication of head angulation and neck flexion should be achieved

where possible particularly for tumors in the base of skull or brainstem [9,10].

RTP-CT images or photographs of patient position could be used for reference or

agreed anatomical baselines could be established and reproduced following discus-

sion between the radiotherapy planning team and radiation technologists. Positional

information should be documented in the “Guidelines for MRI in Radiotherapy” for

the department. Accurate, careful positioning will aid when the images are trans-

ferred to the radiotherapy TPS for coregistration with the RTP-CT images. For hear-

ing protection, ear plugs and headphones should be fitted before positioning the

head coil.

Coil arrangement: Use the scanner head coil. Scanning the patient in their radio-
therapy mask is possible and would provide consistency in position between image

sets [6] however, it is important to consider that scanning the patient in their radio-

therapy mask could result in nonideal coil configuration with an adverse effect on

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and image quality. For example, it may be necessary

to wrap 2�4-channel flex coils around the patient’s mask to acquire the required

signal for image quality to visualize anatomy. This may be difficult to achieve given

the shape, size and flexibility of the coils for the system.

System:MR-linac—patients can be scanned in their treatment mask (see Fig. 7.4)

localized using the MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment, MR Safe

FIG. 7.4

Brain imaging and treatment setup on Elekta Unity MR-linac (Elekta AB, Stockholm,

Sweden).
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or Conditional equipment used for setup in the RT department or a replicated board.

This has the potential to be beneficial for anatomical position consistency and could

reduce registration errors when coregistering with RTP-CT images. A mattress and

knee pad can be added for extra comfort. For hearing protection, ear plugs should be

inserted before the treatment mask is positioned. Positioning ear plugs in the

patient’s ear canals prior to making the mask will ensure that they can be fitted cor-

rectly during MR-linac treatment. Headphones should then be place over the mask

before positioning the anterior coil.

For the treatment of the brain on the MR-linac, each department must decide on

the hearing protection used. If headphones are to be used, an assessment of the dosi-

metric impact of the headphones on the treatment plan should be undertaken and

beam angles can be chosen to avoid entry through the headphones, if required. If

headphones are not in place, it must be established that ear plugs have been correctly

positioned for optimal hearing protection. Communication may then be reliant on in-

room speakers so at the start of each session, the technologists must establish that

they can be heard by the patient via the intercom system.

Head and neck
Utilizing MRI in the RTP pathway for patients having extracranial radiotherapy to

the head and neck region has several benefits. Tumor tissue when viewed on CT

imaging may appear no different to the surrounding normal tissue, for example, base

of tongue tumors. MRI delivers improved soft tissue contrast and can demonstrate

tumor infiltration [7]. Artifacts from dental implants which are highly visible and

detrimental to CT image quality can be greatly reduced when imaged with MRI, thus

improving visibility of surrounding soft tissue.

Patients undergoing RTP-MRI for the treatment of the extracranial head and neck

region should be positioned in an identical way to their RTP-CT scan. The patient’s

treatment mask should be used for the imaging session. This is important to ensure

accurate reproducibility of position and will result in images that, once transferred to

the TPS, will coregister with minimal displacement errors.

Patient preparation: The setup time for scanning head and neck patients in treat-

ment masks in MRI is lengthy. It is important that the procedure is fully explained to

the patient beforehand to ensure they are completely aware of what the session will

involve.

For hearing protection, ear plugs should be inserted before treatment mask is

positioned. Positioning ear plugs in the patient’s ear canals prior to making the mask

will ensure that they can be fitted correctly during MR-linac treatment. Headphones

should then be place over the mask before positioning the coils for RTP-MRI.

Encouraging patients to reduce swallowing and to refrain from coughing during

scan acquisition could prevent motion artifacts affecting image quality [6].

Communication with patients undergoing head and neck RTP-MRI is of extra

importance as they are scanned in their mask. This may only be the second or
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third time they have been immobilized in their mask. Removing patients from the

bore in an emergency situation or reacting to a claustrophobic incident will be chal-

lenging for the technologist to deal with due to the extra coils that may have been

employed, the headphones, the mask, and the position within the bore. It is important

to coach and encourage patients during setup, to ensure their comfort and compliance

before leaving the room and to emphasize to them the importance of commu-

nication with the technologist and the use of the call bell before they feel too

concerned [10].

System:Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—Radiotherapy positioning equipment

should be utilized for patient setup. It should be established that the treatment mask

and attachments are MR Safe or Conditional. A commercially manufactured MR

Safe or Conditional head and neck immobilization board with accessories should

be purchased. If this is not feasible, local workshop mechanical engineers can rep-

licate the baseplate from an MR Safe material, such as Perspex or polycarbonate.

Elevating blocks can also be replicated using materials such as Delrin—an acetal

resin. Head cushions are generally made from a foammaterial so may be used safely,

however manufacturers of immobilization equipment are constantly developing new

patient positioning devices, so the details of each device should be checked before

use. Any accessory equipment, such as foam head cushions and shoulder wedges,

should be readily available in the MRI department so that exact replication of the

RTP setup can be achieved.

Coil arrangement: The first thing to consider when scanning head and neck

patients is where they will be positioned in relation the posterior spine coil within

the MRI system table. Positioning patients too far superiorly on the table will result

in inadequate signal and poor image quality. Image quality will already be affected

by the presence of the immobilization board that the treatment mask is attached to as

it leads to extra distance from the coil posterior to the patient’s anatomy.

Coils should be positioned as close to the anatomy as possible for maximum sig-

nal gain and minimal disruption to the patient’s external body contour. Coverage

needs to be adequate to ensure signal from all areas of interest. Depending on the

equipment available, either a single coil, long enough to cover the whole scan area,

or a combination of flex coils and multiple array surface coils could be used. Alter-

natively, flex coils could be positioned laterally around the patient’s neck, or an ante-

rior and posterior configuration could be used where space allows, placed superiorly

to avoid the shoulders [9]. If using a combination of flex and body coils, attention

should be paid to ensure the coils overlap to reduce loss of signal. Fastening the coils

to each other or around the support bridge with Velcro straps provides stability. Uti-

lizing sandbags and foam cushions for support contributes to the stability of the posi-

tion of the coils used. Each arrangement should cover as much of the patient’s neck

as possible.

Fig. 7.5A and B demonstrates two of the possible flex coil arrangements.

Fig. 7.5A is a single 18-channel array, curved and supported by a semicircular bridge

(see Figs. 7.3E and F), positioned to encompass the whole scanning length. Fig. 7.5B

utilizes a single large 4-channel flex coil, curved and supported by a semicircular
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bridge combined with a large 18-channel body array, the inferior edge of which is

supported by a coil bridge (see Fig. 7.3C and D). The body array should cover

the lower neck and shoulders.

System: MR-linac—Patients can be scanned in their treatment mask using the

MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment, MR Safe or Conditional

equipment used for setup in the RT department, or a replicated board (see

Fig. 7.5C). A mattress and knee pad can be added for extra comfort. For hearing pro-

tection, ear plugs should be inserted before treatment mask is positioned. Positioning

ear plugs in the patient’s ear canals prior to making the mask will ensure that they can

be fitted correctly duringMR-linac treatment. Headphones should then be place over

the mask before positioning the anterior coil.

For the treatment of the head and neck region on the MR-linac, each department

must decide on the hearing protection used. If headphones are to be used, an assess-

ment of the dosimetric impact of the headphones on the treatment plan should be

FIG. 7.5

(A) Single anterior coil for use in head and neck imaging. (B) Combination of flex coil and body

array. (C) Head and neck imaging and treatment setup on Elekta Unity MR-linac.
((C) Picture courtesy of Alex Dunlop, Radiotherapy physicist (Head of Adaptive Techniques), The Royal

Marsden NHS Foundation Trust.)
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undertaken and beam angles can be chosen to avoid entry through the headphones, if

required. If headphones are not in place, it must be established that ear plugs have

been correctly positioned for optimal hearing protection. Communication may be

reliant on in-room speakers so at the start of each session, the technologists must

establish that they can be heard by the patient via the intercom system.

To overcome the electron stream effect (ESE) (see Breast section), 1-cm wax

bolus can be used to reduce the contribution of dose resulting from ESE [23]. This

can be positioned over the patient’s chest as required (see Fig. 7.5C) for MRIgRT but

does not need to be present for RTP-MRI. Due to the electron stream effect (ESE),

the length of the coil and scanning area should encompass the upper thorax when

patients are imaged in their treatment position (see Fig. 7.5C) to provide adequate

information for dosimetric calculation.

Thorax and abdomen
Tumors in the thoracic and abdominal regions are challenging to treat with radiother-

apy due to the effect of breathing motion on the target and surrounding organs at risk.

MRI has the potential advantage of providing clear images of tumors in this region,

which could also allow for margin reduction and accurate, high dose-deposition [24],

however MR images may suffer with motion artifacts in these regions. The effect of

motion on MRI can be addressed in a number of ways. The availability of optimized

image sequences utilizing breath-hold, cardiac gating, four-dimensional MRI, and

ultrafast sequences make MRI a viable option for areas of the body affected by

breathing, cardiac or stomach and bowel motion [2]. Motion may also be suppressed

by utilizing externally applied equipment, such as MR Safe or Conditional compres-

sion belts. TheMR-linac can offer a solution in real time for motion within the thorax

and abdomen in the form of gating and tracking. OnlineMRIgRT provides the oppor-

tunity for visualizing and responding to anatomic motion [25].

At the time of writing, the ViewRay MRIdian MR-linac (ViewRay Inc., Oak-

wood Village, OH, USA) provides automated respiratory-gating treatment delivery.

This solution involves a breath-hold technique utilizing cine MR imaging, in some

cases a sagittal plane only [20], coupled with a visual feedback system that allows the

patient to have an active role in monitoring their breathing pattern to facilitate

respiratory-gated MRIgRT [19,20]. A gating solution is in development by Elekta

for the UnityMR-linac (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) but not available at the time

of writing. Where feasible, for patients undergoing MRIgRT with gating, RTP-MR

images should be acquired with their treatment position and conditions replicated to

assess tolerability. The same applies for patients having MRIgRT utilizing a com-

pression belt or similar. Further details of thorax and abdomen MRIgRT techniques

will be discussed later in this book.

Patient preparation: Patient comfort is essential for RTP-MRI of the thorax and

abdomen. Most conventional thorax or abdomen radiotherapy setups require the

patients to have their arms raised above their head for them to be clear of the radiation
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treatment fields. MRI scanning session times should be kept to a minimum as main-

taining the treatment position could become quite uncomfortable if held for an exces-

sive length of time. Due to the position of the coils (see Fig. 7.6A–C), it may be

difficult to allow the patient to rest their arms down during the session if they become

uncomfortable or fatigued. One solution is to change the setup position to arms by the

patient’s sides [17]. This approach will require discussion and agreement between

the multidisciplinary teams for tumors within this region.

System:Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—Radiotherapy immobilization equip-

ment should be utilized for patient setup. It should be established that the equipment

and attachments are MR Safe or Conditional and are compatible with the bore size of

the system. A flat tabletop is required.

Where possible the equipment should be indexed or, at least, attached to the table-

top. This is advantageous for reproducibility and also aids in ensuring the patient is

positioned centrally and straight for imaging. If the means for indexing is not present,

the position of the equipment could be confirmed by in-room lasers, where available.

FIG. 7.6

(A) and (B) The coil arrangements for abdomen imaging. (C) Picture to demonstrate the coil

arrangements for imaging thorax with inclusion of superior tumors.
((A) Modified from Speight R, Dubec M, Eccles CL, George B, Henry A, Herbert T, Johnstone RI, Liney GP,

McCallum H, Schmidt M. IPEM topical report: guidance on the use of MRI for external beam radiotherapy

treatment planning PhysMed Biol 2021:66. https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560/abdc30.#Institute of Physics

and Engineering in Medicine. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.)
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Accurate patient alignment can be achieved by utilizing lasers [5] and tattoos from

the RTP-CT session. The use of lasers is not essential [9]. Where lasers are not avail-

able, the patient should be straightened and leveled ‘by eye’ in order to replicate their

radiotherapy treatment position. The use of rulers to level the patient’s lateral tattoos

is also useful where no lasers are present. The integrated MRI centering laser may be

useful in some circumstances.

Coil arrangement:Adding a flat tabletop onto the MRI scanner table could result

in reduced signal from the posterior coils within the table. It is important, therefore,

to achieve significant signal gain from the anterior coil. The length of the coil should

encompass any specific anatomical requirements requested by the oncology team.

A body array mounted in a bridge is, therefore, commonly used covering either

the thorax or the abdomen (see Fig. 7.6A–C).
To achieve coverage for superior tumors in the thorax, the addition of a flex coil

around the neck, overlapped with the body array, should be considered for adequate

coverage (see Fig. 7.6C).

System:MR-linac—Patients can be scanned in their treatment position using the

MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment or MR Safe or Conditional

equipment used for setup in the RT department. It has been reported that patient setup

without lasers is feasible and that ensuring patient comfort and accurate equipment

localization is sufficient for MRIgRT [26].

Breast
MRI can be utilized in the treatment of breast cancer in a few ways. It is initially an

important diagnosis and staging tool. Used as additional imaging, the enhanced soft

tissue visualization can be beneficial for tumor delineation and inform radiotherapy

planning (RTP) for patients undergoing treatment on a conventional linear acceler-

ator as a form of MRI-guided treatment. MRI-guided radiotherapy (MRIgRT) can

also be used in the treatment of patients with breast cancer on an MR-linac [27].

MR-linac treatments have been demonstrated to produce an electron stream

effect (ESE). This occurs where electrons outside the body which would ordinarily

scatter randomly are, instead, streamed along the magnetic field. This has the poten-

tial to deposit dose outside of the planned radiotherapy field often toward the head or

ipsilateral arm but can occur inferiorly to the treatment field also [23]. The potential

for this effect must be considered during patient positioning and the treatment plan-

ning process. It should be considered that the introduction of a 1-cm thick bolus

material to the MR-linac patient setup can greatly reduce the contribution of dose

resulting from ESE [28] during MRIgRT. One MR-linac department have developed

a bolus holder in conjunction with the mechanical engineering team of The Institute

of Cancer Research (ICR), London, to suspend the bolus material with minimal

impact to the patient (see Fig. 7.7B). This solution is in use for patients undergoing

partial breast MRIgRT using the Elekta Unity MR-linac (Elekta AB, Stockholm,

Sweden) at The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust, UK.
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System: Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—In many radiotherapy departments,

patients undergoing conventional breast radiotherapy are positioned on an angled

board with arms supported above their head. When considering including MRI in

the RTP pathway, imaging may be challenging if the treatment position is to be rep-

licated using the same equipment.

The immobilization and support board used in radiotherapy may not be suitable

for use in a diagnostic MRI scanner or for MRIgRT as the board and component parts

may not be composed ofMR Safe material. Also, the diameter of the bore (60–70cm)

is a limiting factor if the treatment position means the patient will be on an inclined

board [27]. Commercially produced boards are available for purchase from RT

immobilization manufacturers, which are suitable for theMRI environment and have

a variety of adjustable settings. Departments may have to consider adapting current

patient positioning if RTP-MRI is to become more widespread utilizing a commer-

cial solution. The options of low incline or no incline could be considered (see

Fig. 7.7A and B) such as the WingSTEP M Low MR Conditional board from Elekta

AB, Stockholm, Sweden, which can be used for MRIgRT.

In some departments a prone positioning technique is employed for MR imaging

of patients with breast cancer. It may be possible to utilize the prone breast imaging

MRI coil setup for these patients if the treatment immobilization equipment positions

the patient in a comparable way. Departments considering a prone position for

MRIgRT on anMR-linac would need to consider the use of a commercially available

MRI Conditional prone immobilization board. This could also be used for the

patient’s RTP-MRI session for accurate planning.

FIG. 7.7

(A) Positioning on Unity MR-linac for breast radiotherapy at The Royal Marsden NHS

Foundation Trust. (B) Positioning on Unity MR-linac for breast radiotherapy at The Royal

Marsden NHS Foundation Trust at with anterior coil.
(Courtesy of Dr. Helen McNair, Lead Research Radiographer, Cuccia F, Alongi F, Belka C, Boldrini L, H €orner-

Rieber J, McNair, H, Rigo M, Schoenmakers M, Niyazi M, Slagter J, Votta C, Corradini S. Patient positioning and

immobilization procedures for hybrid MR-Linac systems. Radiat Oncol 2021;16(1):183. https://doi.org/10.

1186/s13014-021-01910-6.)
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Coil arrangement:Whichever positioning board is used, the conjunction of a flat

or inclined board along with a flat tabletop on the MRI scanner table will result in

reduced signal from the coils embedded within the table. It is important, therefore, to

achieve significant signal gain from the anterior coil. A body array mounted in a

bridge may, therefore, be utilized. Due to the electron streaming effect (ESE)

described above, the length of the coil and scanning area should encompass the upper

abdomen and chin when patients are imaged in their treatment position to provide

adequate information for dosimetric calculation [27].

For patients positioned on a prone board, it is advisable to position a receiver coil

on the back of the patient, with insulation, to acquire images including the patient

contour for calculation purposes [27]. This may only be achieved if space allows,

and care should be taken not to adversely disrupt the patient’s external contour.

System:MR-linac—Patients can be scanned in their treatment position using the

MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment (see Fig. 7.7A) or a purchased

commercial MR Safe or Conditional board. Due to the electron streaming effect

(ESE) described above, the length of the coil and scanning area should encompass

the upper abdomen and chin when patients are imaged in their treatment position (see

Fig. 7.7B) to provide adequate information for dosimetric calculation. It is not nec-

essary for the bolus holder or bolus material to be present during any RTP-MRI

sessions.

Patient comfort and tolerability should be assessed before deciding which immo-

bilization system to use for MRIgRT. Validated questionnaires such as those

described in Ref. [15] or in-house designed patient satisfaction questionnaires such

as the PROQ reported in Ref. [20] could be employed.

Pelvis
Patient preparation: For pelvic radiotherapy patients having RTP-MRI, bowel and

bladder preparation should be carried out so that size and condition replicate that for

RTP-CT and subsequent radiotherapy treatments [10]. Although, for patients having

MRIgRT, any deviation on treatment can be managed in the online setting with

image review and daily recontouring.

For patients having RTP-MRI, consideration should be given to the longer length

of scanning session in MRI compared to CT and instructions should be modified

accordingly. An example is shown in Table 7.2. The extended length of treatment

session time for MR-linac treatment is comparable to RTP-MRI scanning session

lengths and, therefore, similar preparation could be employed prior to RTP-MRI.

This is important for ensuring the comfort of the patient. If their bladder is overfull,

this could lead to discomfort and movement which would have a detrimental effect

on image quality. Matching the bladder size to that of the RTP-CT scan will also be

beneficial when coregistering the two planning images. If the bladder size is accu-

rately replicated, the quality of the coregistration should be unaffected. If the bladder

size is too large, it could have an impact on the position and shape of the prostate and,
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in turn, result in an adverse effect at the image coregistration stage [12]. Imaging

protocols should be timed and structured to optimize replication of bladder

filling [10].

Information regarding bladder-filling protocols will vary between departments.

This information should be documented in the “Guidelines forMRI in Radiotherapy”

document for each department.

Once the patient has completed their treatment-specific preparation, e.g., bladder

or bowel preparation, they should be positioned according to their radiotherapy

setup. They should be changed into a gown, including removal of underwear. This

avoids restrictive material affecting the patient’s contour.

System: Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—The required immobilization equip-

ment, including foot and knee supports, should be a replica or equivalent to that used

for treatment setup in order to ensure pelvic and leg position is replicated. This will

be beneficial to ensure accuracy during image coregistration (see Fig. 7.8).

Table 7.2 Example of bladder preparation amounts and times for pelvic
patients undergoing MR-linac treatment and RTP-CT.

MR-linac prostate 2 Cups (approx. 350mL) CT—45min
Treatment—30min

MR-linac
Cervix/endometrium

2 Cups (approx. 350mL) CT—45min
Treatment 30min

MR-linac rectum 3 Cups (approx. 525mL) CT—45min
Treatment 30min

FIG. 7.8

Positioning for pelvic imaging.
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A hard, flat tabletop overlay should be placed over the concave MRI table. It

should be considered that this positions the patient further from the spine coils within

the MRI table which may result in a reduction of signal.

Radiotherapy immobilization head pads should be used where available or, alter-

natively, a pillow could be used as the crucial replication will be the pelvic position.

To prevent radiofrequency burns, the patient’s hands should be placed, separately, on

the chest away from the scan volume avoiding conduction loops that may result from

the more natural position of clasped hands [10]. MR Safe or Conditional immobili-

zation equipment for pelvic treatment can be purchased directly frommanufacturers.

It is also possible to adapt existing radiotherapy equipment to render it MR Safe by

replacing metal screws with nylon screws. This can be achieved by utilizing local

workshop mechanical engineers.

Where possible the equipment should be indexed or, at least, attached to the bed.

This is advantageous for reproducibility and aids in ensuring the patient is positioned

centrally and straight for imaging. If the means for indexing is not present, the posi-

tion of the equipment could be confirmed by in-room lasers, where available. Accu-

rate patient alignment can be achieved by utilizing lasers [5] and tattoos from the

RTP-CT session. The use of lasers is not essential [9]. Where lasers are not available,

the patient should be straightened and leveled “by eye” to replicate their radiotherapy

treatment position. The use of rulers to level the patient’s tattoo height is also useful

where no lasers are present. The integrated MRI centering laser may be useful in

some circumstances.

Coil arrangement: Adding a flat tabletop onto the MRI scanner table could result

in reduced signal from the posterior coils within the table. It is important, therefore,

to achieve significant signal gain from the anterior coil. The length of the coil should

encompass any specific anatomical requirements requested by the oncology team.

A body array mounted in a bridge is commonly used (see Fig. 7.8 and Coil bridges
section). The coil should be positioned as close to the anatomy as possible for max-

imum signal gain and minimal disruption to the patient’s external body contour.

System:MR-linac—Patients can be scanned in their treatment position using the

MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment or MR Safe or Conditional

equipment used for setup in the RT department. It has been reported that patient setup

without lasers is feasible and that ensuring patient comfort and accurate equipment

localization is sufficient for MRIgRT [26]. If available, a handle should be given to

patients to keep their hands separated. If no such equipment is available, the patient’s

hands should be placed, separately, on the chest away from the scan volume avoiding

conduction loops that may result from the more natural position of clasped

hands [10].

Spine
System:Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—The immobilization used will be depen-

dent on each department’s procedure. For upper spine tumors, scanning patients in

their immobilization mask is indicated (see Head and neck section). As with head
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and neck patient setup, where feasible the flexion of the spine at RTP-CT should be

replicated for the RTP-MRI session [9]. This can be achieved by positioning the

patient in their radiotherapy treatment position using MR Safe or Conditional immo-

bilization equipment and a flat tabletop.

In the case of lower thoracic spine tumors, positioning for thorax or abdomen

treatment may be indicated (see Thorax and abdomen section). For radiotherapy

of the lumbar and sacral area, the same immobilization as for pelvic treatment could

be used (see Pelvis section). A vacuum-formed bag could be useful for positioning.

Coil arrangement: Adding a flat tabletop onto the MRI scanner table could result

in reduced signal from the posterior coils within the table. It is important, therefore,

to achieve significant signal gain from the anterior coil. The length of the coil should

encompass any specific anatomical requirements requested by the oncology team.

For cervical and upper thoracic imaging, the coil arrangement outlined for the head

and neck area can be utilized. For lower thoracic spine, the coil arrangement outlined

for the thorax and abdomen area can be utilized. For lumbar and sacral spine setups,

guidance given for pelvic imaging can be followed.

System:MR-linac—Depending on the area of spine to be treated, patients can be

scanned in their treatment mask or positioned using MR-linac vendor-provided

immobilization equipment or MR Safe or Conditional equipment used for setup

in the RT department. It has been reported that patient setup without lasers is feasible

and that ensuring patient comfort and accurate equipment localization is sufficient

for MRIgRT [26].

Limbs
Immobilization for patients undergoing radiotherapy to a limb, for example, sarcoma

treatment, is technically challenging due to the variety of potential treatment sites

and extent of coverage required. This variation of treatment area and size means that

it is difficult to provide one solution for immobilization that applies to all scenarios

[29]. The study by Simoes et al. demonstrated that a wide range of radiotherapy

departments employed a variety of immobilization methods with one center stating

that immobilization considerations depends on patients’ needs [29]. Comfort and sta-

bility are paramount for both RTP imaging and subsequent MRIgRT. Each depart-

ment must decide on a range of suitable standard setups that can be adapted to

individual patient requirements. It is advisable to aim for uncomplicated, reproduc-

ible setups using equipment that is suitable for use in the MRI environment, such as

preformed vacuum bags or thermoplastic molded material attached to an MR Safe

frame with MR Safe clips.

Patient Preparation:Where possible, the patient should be offset into the center of

theMRI scanner bore for optimal imaging quality during the RTP-MRI session. This,

however, may not be achievable if they are immobilized into a frame. If possible, any

frame purchased or manufactured should have flexible lateral positioning incorpo-

rated to enable offsets. However, the patient setup should not vary so much from that
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used for the RTP-CT imaging that it becomes detrimental when coregistering images

for RTP. The limb rotation and straightness should be reproduced.

When positioning patients for RTP-MRI to the limb, care should be taken to

ensure that the contralateral side of the patient is sufficiently protected from the

bore of the MRI system and coils, using insulation pads to prevent radiofrequency

burns.

System: Diagnostic MRI scanner/MR-Sim—Where possible, the patient should

be positioned using the immobilization equipment for their radiotherapy treatment.

The support equipment should be narrow enough to fit through the CT andMRI scan-

ner bores. The patient should be positioned comfortably enough to maintain their

position for both scanning and treatment. The position of the whole patient should,

therefore, be considered, not just the target limb area.

Coil arrangement: This will vary greatly on the body site being imaged. Large

multiple array surface coils mounted in coil bridges or smaller flex coils wrapped

around semicircular supports (see Coil bridges section) could be beneficial and will

depend on the size of the limb being imaged. Once an appropriate arrangement of

coils for each indication has been established, this information should be documen-

ted in the “Guidelines for MRI in Radiotherapy” for the department with clear pic-

tures for reference.

System: MR-linac—Patients can be scanned in their treatment mask, vacuum

bag, or positioned using the MR-linac vendor-provided immobilization equipment

or MR Safe or Conditional equipment used for setup in the RT department, where

suitable. The support equipment should be narrow enough to fit through the MR-

linac bore. The patient should be positioned comfortably enough to maintain their

position for both scanning and treatment. The position of the whole patient should,

therefore, be considered not just the target limb area.

Concluding remarks
This chapter contains considerations for imaging patients for radiotherapy treatment

planning (RTP) using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The techniques, patient

positioning recommendations, and immobilization strategies described are all suit-

able for RTP prior to online MR image-guided radiotherapy (MRIgRT). However,

the guidance provided can be utilized for all radiotherapy patients where MR imag-

ing is indicated for radiotherapy planning purposes.
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Introduction
With the clinical introduction of online MR-guided radiotherapy (oMRgRT), adap-

tive RT is currently undergoing tremendous development. Traditionally, plan adap-

tation has primarily been used in an offline setting. Here, RT plans are adapted due to

possible changes in patient anatomy or pathology during the treatment course, which

is usually identified in images used for patient positioning such as cone beam com-

puted tomography (CBCT). While the patient continues treatment with the current

RT plan, resimulation imaging is performed and a new RT plan is developed; hence,

the term “offline adaptation.” The entire process of offline plan adaptation usually

takes at least a couple of days. However, while offline resimulation may be sufficient

for slowly changing normal or tumor tissue (e.g., tumor shrinkage over days or

weeks), patients with targets in the abdomen or pelvis may experience pronounced

changes in anatomy on a timescale of minutes, e.g., bladder filling, which renders

such approaches inadequate [1]. Therefore, plan adaptation has historically also been

used in an online setting based on a concept termed plan-of-the-day [2]. Here, a

library of RT plans has been developed upfront based on expected anatomical

variations. At the treatment of the day, the most appropriate plan is chosen based

on an examination of the anatomy visualized by onboard imaging techniques. Such

concepts may potentially lead to lower normal tissue complication rates compared to

standard RT [3,4], but require resources in the pretreatment plan preparation, higher

quality assurance and risk management in the daily plan selection and still represent

only an approximation. Furthermore, the plan-of-the-day concept is limited to targets

where anatomical changes can be predicted upfront such as for bladder or rectum

filling and visualized on CBCT.

In contrast, online adaptive radiotherapy (ART) replanning has the potential to

achieve superior normal tissue sparing due to adaptation of the target volumes to the

“anatomy-of-the-day” and may allow for reduced planning target volume (PTV)
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margins [5,6]. Although conceptually compelling, online ART replanning is much

more demanding than plan-of-the-day in terms of onboard image quality, electron

density handling, and the computer power needed for deformable contour propaga-

tion and online plan optimization. Therefore, CBCT-guided online ART replanning

has only recently been introduced in a commercial setting [7]. While such CBCT-

based systems have great potential for expanding online ART to large patient cohorts

where CT imaging for visualization is sufficient, the current driving force in the clin-

ical introduction of online ART has been the recent development of commercially

available hybridMR/RT-delivery systems [8–11]. As described in the previous chap-
ters, there are currently two such systems commercially available: the 0.35T MRI-

dian MR-linac from ViewRay [9] and the 1.5-T Unity MR-linac from Elekta [11].

Many reports on the clinical use of MR-guided, online, ART replanning on these

two systems are now available [12–21].
The current chapter focuses on the workflow steps needed during treatment plan-

ning and treatment delivery in MR-guided ART using these two systems. Although

many of the workflow steps are generic for MR-guided ART, there are also many

differences between the two systems. Furthermore, the systems have many function-

alities, and evidence-based recommendations for their use have not been published

so far. The only currently available international guideline mainly focuses on the

implementation of such hybrid systems [22]. Therefore, some of the descriptions

of the workflow steps described in the current chapter may be biased toward the

usage in the clinical setting of the authors and maybe performed differently in other

institutions.

Reference treatment planning workflow steps
Reference treatment planning in MR-guided ART is, in many aspects, similar to the

steps needed in a standard RT setting. These include patient immobilization, pre-

treatment imaging, image fusion, target, and organs at risk (OAR) delineation, han-

dling of electron densities (ED), and generation of the treatment plan. Each step is

described in further detail below except for patient immobilization, for which the

readers are referred to Chapter 9 in the current book.

Pretreatment imaging, fusion, and structure delineation
Reference treatment planning for MR-guided ART is linked to a reference image

similar to standard RT planning. The modality of the reference image may be CT

orMR. The choice of this modality will affect the online treatment workflow, includ-

ing the structure propagation steps, as described later in the chapter. Using an MRI-

based reference image with contrast properties similar to the images acquired for

daily plan adaptation may be advantageous [23]. The pretreatment MR images

may be acquired at the MR-linac system; but, this is not mandatory.
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Additional pretreatment imaging based on CT, MR, or PET may be fused to the

reference image for accurate target and OAR structure delineation. Image fusion and

structure delineation may be performed in any commissioned software system capa-

ble of exporting the DICOM RT structure set linked to the reference image and does

not have to be performed in the integrated treatment planning system (TPS) of the

MR-linac. This may relieve the burden of implementing this new technique in a

clinic with extensive experience using traditional TPS systems for image fusion

and structure delineation and reduce the need for additional workstations with the

MR-linac-specific TPS. However, detailed checks for a correct transfer need to be

implemented in the case an external system is used.

Besides delineating OAR and targets for treatment planning, additional assisting

structures are usually defined to guide the dose planning process, i.e., defining

regions that should receive additional or limiting dose to sculpt the three-

dimensional (3D) dose distribution optimally. Such regions could, for example,

be the part of a target structure closest to a dose-limiting OAR. To guide the opti-

mization algorithm, the target objective (see below) cannot be as high in this region

as for the rest of the target structure. This is a standard procedure in most RT treat-

ment planning systems. However, when planning for MR-guided ART, such assist-

ing structures need to be easy to recreate, optimally in an automated fashion, if the

target or OAR has a different shape, size, or distance between each other in the image

acquired for plan adaptation. Structures that will be automatically adapted during the

ART workflow are termed Margin structures and must be defined in the MR-linac-

specific TPS. Such margin structures also include the planning target volume (PTV)

or planning risk volumes (PRVs).

Electron density handling
The ability to simulate the localized radiation dose deposited in a patient during treat-

ment is related to the three-dimensional ED information provided in the reference

image. If the modality of the reference image is a CT, ED information is readily

available, and reference dose planning is straightforward and is handled similar to

standard RT dose planning. However, the MR images acquired for plan adaptation

at the MR-linac will not contain information about ED and this has to be provided by

other means. Furthermore, if the modality of the reference image is MR, ED infor-

mation has to be provided also during reference planning.

Both systems provide two general options for ED handling and can be partially

combined. For Option 1, no CT is required, but the ED information in MR images is

coupled to structures. A bulk ED value can be assigned to each structure, and the ED

value of a voxel in the dose calculation grid is controlled by a user-defined hierarchy

among the structures. The bulk ED values and hierarchy may be transferred from one

image set to the next using structure propagation based on rigid or deformable image

registration (DIR). Hence, ED values assigned to MR images are based on the ED

value and layer hierarchy of the structures in the originating image.
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Option 2 requires a CT that can either be used directly for reference planning or

can be deformably registered to the reference MR. In the MRidian system, the ED

from the (deformed) CT can then be used for the dose calculation of the reference

plan. Through deformable registration, this CT can also be registered with the

MR used for the online adaption and used for the adaptive dose calculation. For

the Unity system, no underlying CT information may be coupled to the reference

MR image; but instead, the bulk ED value of structures coupled to the CT may

be transferred to the MR using deformable image registration. Changes in densities,

for example, due to rectum filling, can still be manually overridden based on struc-

tures. The ED information may also be provided by a synthetic CT generated by an

MR scanner [24,25]. This allows for a completely MR-only-based workflow without

any additionally acquired CT imaging during treatment or simulation. An example of

populating a reference MR image with ED information from a synthetic CT, for the

preparation of an MR-only-based MR-linac workflow is displayed in Fig. 8.1.

In all cases, a thorough evaluation of the ED is necessary for each fraction of

online adaptive treatment.

Reference dose planning
Reference dose plan generation is performed in the integrated TPS software of the

MR-linac. Dose calculation is performed by a Monte Carlo algorithm, which

takes the static magnetic field into account. 3D conformal RT or step-and-shoot

A B

C D

FIG. 8.1

(A) Synthetic CT generated on Philips Ingenia 1.5-T MR scanner including external, bone,

and prostate structures. Mean ED in these structures is transferred to a reference MR image

(B) generating an ED map (C). (D) Overlay of ED map and reference MR image.
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intensity-modulated RT (IMRT) plans may be generated. Volumetric-modulated arc

therapy (VMAT) is not currently available on the clinical systems, but is being inves-

tigated for the Unity system [26]. Only coplanar beam arrangements are allowed, and

beam angles are restricted from a small angular segment due technical limitations in

both systems [27]. Avoidance of beams traversing the supporting structures at the

table edges is also encouraged. Furthermore, the collimator rotation angle is locked,

which adds an additional limitation during MR-linac reference planning.

Inverse plan optimization is implemented using a two-step process, where the ini-

tial fluence map optimization is followed by leaf sequencing and subsequent segment

shape and weight optimization. During optimization, the algorithm computes the

penalty for violating individual constraints or objectives’ setup for target or OAR

structures. For the Unity system, class solutions for patient groups may be loaded

using templates and treatment plans are subsequently adjusted to the individual

patient by manual adjustment of the constraints and objectives. While automatic ref-

erence planning is not yet part of the commercial solution, this approach has been

implemented and tested in a clinical setup at a Unity system [28].

Despite the abovementioned limitations of the systems, recent studies suggest

that the reference plan quality generated for MR-linac-based treatment may be sim-

ilar to plans generated for standard linac treatment [29–36]. However, during the

planning process, it is important to remember that the reference plan is never actually

delivered in an online ART scenario. As described below, the reference plan is the

starting point when optimizing the adaptive plan, and the reference plan, therefore,

needs to be robust against the changes in anatomy and pathology that may occur dur-

ing the treatment course.

Treatment delivery
The treatment delivery workflow steps at a given session of oMRgRT include patient

positioning at the treatment couch, online MR imaging and image registration, con-

tour propagation and editing, online plan adaptation, evaluation and QA, verification

imaging, cine imaging for motion management, and possibly beam gating. An over-

view of these steps is shown in Fig. 8.2. Each step will be described in detail in the

following.

FIG. 8.2

Schematic flow chart depicting the different workflow steps for online adaptive MR-guided

radiotherapy. Coloring refers to the different professional responsibilities, with shaded colors

reflecting simultaneous multiprofessional involvement.
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Patient handling
Every day before entering the MR treatment room, the patient has to be screened for

MR contraindications. After being dressed in clothes that cover the body without any

metal, patients are allowed to enter the MR treatment room. As described in the pre-

vious chapter, patient positioning needs to be adjusted to the bore size and duration of

the treatment, and mirror the patient setup used for preplanning.

The target region should be centered longitudinally with respect to the anterior

and posterior coils for optimal signal quality. The coils need to cover the treatment

area fully but should not be in direct contact with the skin. For optimal image quality

and to reduce distortion artifacts, the target region should also be centered as much as

possible with respect to the imaging isocenter of the bore. Similar to the diagnostic

MRI scanning procedure, immediate communicaion is possible with the patient

through an intercom device and additionally an emergency button is placed in the

hands of the patient through which the treatment staff can be alerted.

Further in-depth details can be found in Chapter 9 and elsewhere where patient

positioning and immobilization procedures for both types of MR linac are

described [37].

Online MR imaging and image registration
Following patient positioning at the MR linac, a daily session MR image set of the

target region is acquired.

At the MRIdian MR-linac, the modality of this session image set is currently lim-

ited to a 3D, balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) sequence, resulting in a

T2/T1-weighted contrast. Different FOV sizes can be chosen with an in-plane res-

olution of 1.5mm�1.5mm, and longitudinal resolution can be set to either

1.5mm with a scan duration of approximately 90s or 3mm with a scan duration

of approximately 23s allowing for imaging in breath-hold. In addition, T1- and

T2-weighted images can be acquired.

At the UnityMR-linac, a range of 3DMR imaging protocols with various types of

contrast, scan times, resolutions, and image quality have been validated and released

for clinical use. These include exam cards for the brain, H&N, thorax, abdomen, and

pelvis targets with T1- or T2-weighted contrast, but also diffusion-weighted imaging

(DWI) and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) imaging is available. The

scan times of these image acquisitions is longer than 2min and cannot be used for

breath-holds.

For targets moving due to respiratory motion, a navigated T2-weighted imaging

protocol is available. However, the navigated signal is not coupled to the beam deliv-

ery, which may therefore result in the risk of a systematic offset between the target

position and radiation dose. Recently, T1- and balanced-weighted 3D Vane

sequences with motion artifact suppression as well as T1, T2, and balanced-weighted

breath-hold scans have become available for clinical use. Furthermore, several insti-

tutions use their own MR imaging sequences for online plan adaptation at the Unity
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systems [17,20,38] including 4D MR imaging [39,40]. However, it is important to

mention that these sequences have not been validated by the vendor, and are used

at the institutions’ responsibility.

The acquired MR session image set is automatically imported into the TPS of the

MR-linac, where an automated rigid translation image registration with the reference

image set is taking place. The registration may subsequently be changed manually to

focus on specific target volumes or OARs. The registration parameters are used for

couch shifts (MRIdian system) or virtual couch shifts (Unity system), the latter cor-

recting for setup errors if adaptive RT is not deemed necessary in the given situation

(see later).

Plan adaptation process
After image registration is complete, users of the MR-linac systems are left with a

range of options on how to proceed.

Physical or virtual couch shift
On the MRIdian system, the couch may be translated slightly in 3D to accommodate

for setup errors [9]. Hence, after reviewing the original contours propagated from the

planning image to the session MR image, the user may decide to treat the patient

using the original plan after applying a couch shift. However, deciding whether treat-

ment with the original plan is sufficient compared to adapting the plan based only on

a visual review may not be reliable [41]. Therefore, the user may request a predicted

plan, where the original plan is recalculated based on the anatomy of the day after

deforming the original contours to the session image as described in details later on

[9,12]. After reviewing the predicted plan in terms of target coverage and OAR dose

constraints, the user may decide to treat the patient using the original plan or to pro-

ceed with performing a plan adaptation, as described in the next section.

On the Unity MR-linac system, the couch cannot be translated to accommodate

setup errors. Therefore, such errors cannot be accounted for when treating the patient

using the original plan. Instead, the system allows for a virtual couch shift—a process

called adapt-to-position (ATP) in the Unity workflow. During ATP, the isocenter

position in the reference plan is shifted based on the image registration parameters

described above. The reference plan is then reoptimized to reproduce or possibly

improve the target coverage in the reference plan as described in detail by Winkel

et al. [42]. The replanning process is thus performed on the original reference image

set using the original contours, and the tools available to control the adaptation pro-

cess are very limited. The ATP plan optimization is very swift, but will often result in

the violation of one or more dose constraints [42–44]. When the ATP plan is insuf-

ficient either due to anatomical changes or due to a lack of sufficient planning tools

needed to adjust the planning process, a full adaptive replanning based on contours

deformed to the anatomy of the daymay be used instead. This process is called adapt-

to-shape (ATS) in the Unity workflow [42].
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Deformable image registration, contour propagation, and editing
During the image registration step, the MR-linac TPS will automatically perform a

deformable image registration between the reference and session image set in the

background. The deformation vector field produced in this process is used to prop-

agate contours from the reference image to the session image. Thus, when choosing

to use an ATS workflow at the Unity system or to review a predicted plan at theMRI-

dian system, propagated contours displaying the anatomy of the day will be readily

available. However, the geometric accuracy of the deformable image registration is

in many cases insufficient and manual editing of the contours is often needed [45].

The accuracy may depend on the modality of the images, and it has been shown that

using an intramodal deformable image registration may lead to more accurate results

than when CT is used as a reference image [23]. In cases where a change in shape due

to contour propagation is not intended, a rigid contour propagation may be preferred

over the deformation-based. This is relevant mostly for target structures to detect and

assess volume changes during the course of radiotherapy. In these cases, the regis-

tration parameters obtained from the rigid image registration step mentioned earlier

are used to propagate the contours to the session MR image. It is therefore important

to focus the registration on these structures or nearby anatomical landmarks.

As manual editing of the propagated contours is often needed, it has been sug-

gested to limit this process to the region near the target volume to avoid spending

excessive time on this task [46]. This procedure has been widely adopted in the

MR-linac community, especially for hypofractionated treatments, where dose con-

straints to OAR are often near-maximum doses, which are expected to reside close to

the targets [13,20,47–50]. As contour editing is one of the most time-consuming

activities during MR-guided adaptive RT, much work is currently being invested

in speeding up this workflow step. This includes the identifications of clinical sce-

narios where MR-guided radiotherapy benefits with regard to OAR sparing and tar-

get coverage [48,51] and the use of artificial intelligence-based automatic

segmentation [52–54]. Another option is splitting up the contour editing task to sev-
eral workstations where different structures are edited simultaneously by different

users [40].

Electron density handling
On theMRIdian system, if a CT image was used at the preplanning stage, the EDmap

originating from the CT can be generated by either a rigid or a deformable registra-

tion with respect to the session MR. Generally, a deformable registration might be

preferred. This needs to be carefully checked before proceeding to the dose-

calculation step. Override structures for volumes where the deformation did not work

properly might be needed, for example, due to different gas fillings in the bowel. On

the Unity system, and in cases where an underlying CT image was not used for the

preplan on the MRIdian system, the structures needed for the bulk ED overrides will

be propagated to the session MR and should be checked for correctness. These will

then be used for the assignment of ED values according to their priorities.
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Online dose replanning and adaptive plan evaluation
Once contour editing including a review of the electron density is finalized, replan-

ning based on the anatomy and pathology of the day may be commenced. The start-

ing point of the online dose replanning is the list of constraints and objectives set up

in the reference plan of the given patient. If the reference plan has been made robustly

toward changes in anatomy and pathology, the need for changes in these constraints

during plan adaptation should be limited.

A range of different adaptation approaches is available. The most advanced

adaptationworkflow includes a full plan reoptimization similar to reference planning,

using a two-step process, where an initial fluence map optimization is followed by

leaf sequencing and subsequent segment shape and weight optimization. Although

this process is time-consuming, a full plan adaptation may be needed, especially if

the target is close to critical organs at risk [43,48,55,56]. In many cases, the plan

quality of the full plan adaptation is comparable to the reference plans [49,57,58].

Less advanced adaptation approaches are also available, including a full replanning,

but without including the initial fluence map optimization. In this approach, the

shapes and weights of the original segments are changed during optimization.

However, on the Unity system, this often leads to inferior plan quality [42,43].

For theMRIdian system, where setup errors may be accounted for by couch trans-

lations, two different options exist apart from treating with the original plan. One

would be in only reoptimizing the segments’ weights, without changing their shape.

If this process does not lead to a satisfying dose distribution, a full optimization may

be performed including possible changes in the priorities of targets and OAR. In

many cases, a simple beam-segment weight optimization may be favorable since this

approach is faster than a full plan reoptimization and may in many cases lead to suf-

ficient plan quality [59].

Verification imaging

As shown by Schaule et al. [1] for prostate cases, timing is crucial for the adoption

process and by the time the adapted plan is ready to be used, the volume to be treated

might have shifted. Thus, imaging immediately before the treatment might be advis-

able. In the MRIdian workflow, only 2-D cine imaging is currently implemented.

However, it is possible to exit the foreseen workflow and use the adapted plan with

prior imaging. In case the treatment volume should have shifted, this can be corrected

for by translational couch movements. On the Unity system, 3D verification imaging

is available during a standard workflow. This may be used to detect intrafractional

movement of targets [50,60] and OAR [20] during the plan adaptation process. To

account for such changes, the recently adapted plan may be readapted to the verifi-

cation image before treatment delivery.

Cine imaging for motion monitoring and gating
Both of the currently available systems offer 2-D online cine imaging [9,61]. On

the MRIdian system, this can be used for automated gating where the system tracks

the tumor (or another predefined volume) and deactivates the beam, once a certain
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user-defined percentage of the volume is outside a gating window. The window will

be defined by the tracked volume with an added user-defined margin. Van S€ornsen
de Koste et al. showed that a 3-mm predefined gating margin resulted in good cov-

erage of GTVs for moving tumors in lungs, adrenal glands, and pancreas [62]. Cur-

rently, an automatic gating solution is being developed but has not been clinically

released for the Unity system.

Quality assurance of daily replanning
Most aspects of quality assurance (QA) are already described in Chapter 10. How-

ever, we would like to address some aspects specific to online adaptive replanning

and MR guidance and are not fully covered by classical dosimetric plan QA. For

oMRgRT, all steps of treatment planning are performed time-constrained and under

pressure, as the patient is in treatment position on the table. Therefore, normal pro-

cess times do not apply and special care has to be taken, as errors might occur and be

overseen more easily.

Target volume delineation: As the shape of the GTV or CTV is generally not

expected to change drastically, it is advisable to check for consistency with the orig-

inal or previously treated plans. This could, for example, be done by comparing the

size of these volumes and respective relative changes. In case of a significant change,

the volume should be reviewed again and the reasons and plausibility for such a

change should be checked and reproducibly documented.

Dose calculation and plan QA: Another critical point is the electron density. A

possible check to avoid gross errors might be a comparison of the equivalent path

length with the original plan (only in case gantry angles have not been changed).

Larger deviations should lead to a second inspection of the electron density trying

to identify the reason for this change.

Workflow timing
The overall treatment time of an oMRgRT workflow is considerably longer com-

pared to conventional portal imaging or CBCT-based IGRT workflow. The overall

treatment time has been reported to vary between 26 and 120min depending on the

treatment system, the anatomical site, and whether or not adaptive replanning was

performed. Patient setup with coil placement and imaging acquisition throughout

the treatment fraction require significantly more time. Even in a nonadaptive setting,

treatment delivery time of a minimum of 20min per fraction is observed [17,63], as

currently beam delivery is only possible by step-and-shoot IMRT.

Contour adaptation with replanning and gated beam delivery further increases the

overall treatment duration. Depending on the anatomical site OAR recontouring and

air/tissue overrides are the most time-consuming steps in adaptive recontouring

which can account for 15.2min on average over different published studies. Recon-

touring times of up to 69min are observed [20] and are longer in the abdomen com-

pared to the thorax [63].
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Replanning not only includes the calculation and optimization of the dose distri-

bution, but also QA for the newly generated adaptive plan, which has been reported

to take up to 8min [20].

With the current hard- and software limitations mainly the adaptive recontouring

and replanning aspects can be addressed to reduce the overall treatment time by

selecting patients who optimally benefit from adaptive replanning [48,51,64] and

by optimizing treatment planning time without sacrificing plan quality [49].

Concluding remarks
Adaptive radiotherapy (RT) is a concept of repeated replanning according to changes

in the tumor shape or normal anatomy during a course of fractionated RT. It is mostly

applied in an offline fashion, meaning that replanning takes place while the patient is

still being treated with the current plan. New imaging technologies, faster contour-

ing, and dose-calculation methods have opened the possibility to perform such tasks

while the patient is on the treatment couch and thus the replanning can be performed

online to the anatomy-of-the-day. This new concept has been initially introduced

with the implementation of hybrid magnetic resonance (MR) linear accelerators.

In this chapter, we focus on the different workflow steps, which include reference

treatment planning and delivery including image acquisition, segmentation, dose

calculation, and image verification. Finally, we touch on quality assurance aspects

specific to adaptive replanning and workflow timing aspects.
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A quality assurance (QA) program for an MR-linac aims to ensure an efficient and

accurate irradiation of the patients. Since an MR-linac combines a linear accelerator

and an MR scanner, the quality assurance program will naturally build upon existing

quality control programs for conventional linacs and MR scanners [1–4]. However,
because of the hybrid nature of an MR-linac an adaptation of previous quality assur-

ance procedures for conventional linacs is required in combination with new proce-

dures for the imaging component. To date, two MR-linacs are clinically available

and routinely used for patient treatments, the Unity (Elekta) and the MRIdian (View-

ray Inc.), both of them enabling online plan adaptation of the original treatment plan

[5–10]. Since the treatment adaptation is performed while the patient is on the couch,

the introduction of an MR-linac calls for a swift and robust quality assurance proce-

dure to evaluate the adapted treatment plan.

This chapter aims to provide an overview of some of the QA-related MR-linacs

experience collected during the past years, with a main focus on the radiative com-

ponent. The first part describes the changes needed to adapt the quality assurance

procedures from a conventional linac to an MR-linac. The second part focuses on

the solutions implemented for patient-specific QA of the adaptive treatment planning

process. The MR-linac technology is still relatively new, and the needed level of

quality assurance will likely change as the technology matures. Therefore, the cur-

rent chapter does not aim to define a complete quality assurance program but high-

lights the differences relative to conventional radiotherapy and summarizes the

currently established recommendations. The first vendor-specific quality assurance

programs have recently been published [11–14], and these should, in combination

with the vendor documentation, be included as basic information before defining

a local quality assurance program.

The following QA description aims as a stepwise QA process such that each step

only depends on the successful completion of the previous steps. A quality assurance
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program implemented locally will likely deviate from the later description, depend-

ing on the local conditions and specific vendor. Furthermore, more advanced phan-

toms that evaluate multiple items simultaneously within the same procedure might

be used. The current description aims to provide an overview of the essential parts of

the QA program for an MR-linac and suggest technically simple methods to

validate these.

Geometric machine QA of MR-linac
For the linac part, some of the differences compared to a conventional linac are the

ring gantry limiting the space for QA equipment, the lack of field light, fixed head

position preventing rotation of MLC and/or jaws, lack of lasers indicating the iso-

center directly, and obviously the presence of a magnetic field. For the MR scanner,

the quality assurance program does not deviate substantially from those used on a

conventional MR scanner dedicated to radiotherapy [4]. The main difference is

the presence of the linac with substantial ferromagnetic materials, which may impact

the homogeneity of the magnetic field and image quality, even dependent on the gan-

try position, and whether the linac is irradiating.

Impact of magnetic field
The ring gantry is not unique for the MR-linac since it is also used by, e.g., Halcyon

(Varian Medical) and TomoTherapy (AccuRay); however, the presence of the mag-

netic field is unique, and it can have a large impact on the QA of the machine. Due to

the magnetic field, the electrons released as a result of the irradiation experience a

Lorentz force, which will perturb the dose profiles. The magnetic field is directed

along the bore for both the MRIdian (ViewRay Inc.) and Unity (Elekta). Since

the Lorentz force is perpendicular to both the electron motion and the magnetic field,

the impact of the magnetic field is minimal for profiles measured along the bore but

may be significant for profiles across the bore. Similarly, ion-chambers will behave

differently within a magnetic field due to the change of the electromagnetic forces

within the ion-chamber. Only those detectors where the impact of the magnetic field

has been evaluated are recommended for MR-linac dosimetry. In the case of the

Unity MR-linac characterized by the 1.5-T magnetic field strength, profiles across

the bore will be skewed and slightly offset from the center [15], whereas this effect

is much less in the MRIdian system operating at a lower field strength (0.35T) and

might often be ignored. For details of the magnetic field impact on the dosimetry

detectors and related protocols for an MR-linac, the reader is referred to Chapters

5 and 6.

The limited space in the bore of anMR-linac requires a dedicatedMR compatible

water phantom, and as aforementioned, the magnetic field will impact the behavior

of ion-chambers. Therefore, many QA measurements on an MR-linac rely either on

film dosimetry or an onboard electronic portal imaging device (EPID) placed outside
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the magnetic field. To date, the Unity system is the only MR-linac equipped with an

EPID. Because the EPID is located outside the magnetic field, it will directly reflect

the fluence profile, and EPID images will not be influenced by the magnetic field.

However, for films used within the magnetic field, the absorbed dose will be mea-

sured and not the primary photon fluence, which can deviate somewhat, especially if

the film is surrounded by air. In the presence of high-field strengths, the use of films

sandwiched between two sheets, e.g., of 1mm of copper has been proposed to sub-

stantially reduce the practical range of the released electrons, thereby resulting in a

measurement resembling the photon fluence [16].

Iso-centers
There are two different isocenters on an MR-linac: the radiation isocenter and the

imaging isocenter. But, due to the difficult access to these two isocenters, some

MR-linacs (e.g., MRIdian) define a third isocenter outside the bore. For the MRIdian

MR-linac, the external isocenter is marked by external room lasers and is placed

155cm from the radiation isocenter measured along the direction of the bore. On

a MRIdian system, QA equipment positions can be reproduced by alignment with

the external lasers followed by a 155-cm motion of the table. No external isocenter

is explicitly defined on a Unity system, and there is no external room laser. However,

QA equipment can be placed relative to fixed positions on the treatment couch. Since

the treatment couch is indexed relative to the isocenter, the equipment will be in the

same position relative to the radiation center each time the table is driven to a given

couch position. Therefore, because of the setup of QA equipment outside the gantry

bore, it is important to validate the correctness of the table motion to ensure the cor-

rect position of the equipment within the bore. However, the importance of

table motions is less important if it is possible to validate the correct positioning

of the equipment by an onboard EPID.

Rotational check of MLC/Jaw and EPID
Both MRIdian and Unity have fixed MLC/Jaw rotations. For Unity, the MLC moves

along the bore direction (Y-direction, IEC 61217) while the MRIdian MLC moves

across the bore (X-direction, IEC 61217). For both systems, the fixed collimator

position should for a square field with gantry direction 90 degrees or 270 degrees

ideally result in a horizontal anterior and posterior field limit. A potential rotational

deviation from the ideal MLC/Jaw position can be validated by imaging a water-

phantom filled with water to approximately the isocenter level. The intersection

between the water and air should then be parallel to the side edges of a horizontal

moving MLC leaf or vertically moving jaws. Similarly, it is possible to validate

the rotation alignment of an onboard EPID by checking that the water-air interface

in the EPIPD image is parallel to a pixel row of the panel. Validation of the orthog-

onality of the EPID surface and the beam direction can be performed by measuring

the pixel distance using a phantom with known hole sizes, such as the Las Vegas
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phantom [17]. The test is based on measuring that the pixel size in both directions is

the same and consistent with the known hole size [14].

Mechanical QA of the treatment couch
As stated above, the QA procedures depend on the motion of the couch, in particular,

if an onboard EPID is not available. Thus, it is recommended to check that the couch

within the bore is horizontal using a spirit level. Two successive irradiation of a 2D

detector (film or array) placed on the treatment couch can be used to validate the

table motion. Between the two irradiations, the detector is moved a known distance,

and the couch travel into the bore is adjusted such that the intended detector position

relative to the radiation field is the same for each irradiation—i.e., table travel com-

pensates for the translation of the detector. If the two irradiation profiles are similar,

the table motion correctly compensates for the translation of the detector and thereby

validates the table motion. Alternatively, this measurement can use a radiopaque

phantom and measure the couch position using an onboard EPID.

Vertical beam direction
For gantry at 0 degrees, the radiation isocenter is located along the line where the

primary photons are moving vertically. The vertical beam direction for the nominal

gantry angle of 0 degree scan be validated by irradiating two radiopaque markers

placed vertically above each other—potentially placed on a string. If the markers

are placed precisely on the vertical beam axis, they will be visualized as a single point

on a film or EPID. Alternatively, phantoms containing several off-center markers

might be used to increase the sensitivity of the measurement (see Fig. 9.1). If an EPID

FIG. 9.1

Simple fantom to measure the vertical beam direction containing five strings with two

copper spheres on each string. On the right is an Epid image of the phantom. The two center

spheres are not on top of each ofter and are displaced relative to the red crossing point

showing that the center string is offset relative to the vertical beam direction.
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is used, the single point of the two vertical markers will be the projection of the radi-

ation isocenter to the EPID and is often referred to as the zero pixel, which helps

validate the positioning of the QA phantoms. If the nominal zero gantry angle devi-

ates from the true gantry angle, the measured vertical beam direction line might not

include the radiation isocenter (see Fig. 9.2). Such a deviation can be observed within

star-shot (see below) or alternative methods and is needed to validate the vertical

beam procedure.

Size of the radiation iso-center
The size of the radiation iso-center is often evaluated using symmetric profiles to

acquire a star-shot image. On a conventional linac, the symmetric profile is obtained

using double irradiation separated by a 180 degrees MLC rotation. Since MLC rota-

tion is not possible on theMR-linac, it is important to set the field size across the bore

to be symmetric relative to the vertical beam direction line measured in the previous

step; this might lead to a nominal asymmetric field since calibration of MLC/jaw

might not be done at this stage. It is important to sandwich the start-shot film between

copper plates, in particular at the field strength of the Unity system. The start-shot

should be vertically oriented such that the center beamlines for varying gantry angles

are approximately in the plane of the film (see Fig. 9.3). The center lines of each

beam direction should be marked on the film (if copper rings are utilized, the center

should be validated within the copper-covered area). The crossing of all the center

lines should ideally be a point or a tiny circle. If the region is too large and circular in

shape, it could indicate that the field set to be symmetric around the vertical line is

FIG. 9.2

Vertical beam direction and isocenter position. For a correct calibrated gantry in 0

degrees, the vertical beam direction will pass through the isocenter on the blue dotted line

(dark gray in print versions) (part A). For a miscalibrated gantry angle (part B), the red dotted

vertical beam direction (light gray in print versions) will not pass through the isocenter located

at the blue dotted line (dark gray in print versions).
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not symmetric around the gantry rotation line along the bore direction. This could

result from an incorrect nominal gantry angle used to determine vertical beam direc-

tion, as described earlier. To validate that further, it is possible to mark the edges of

the fields by lines. If these lines for the two sides independently produce two “con-

centric circles” of different sizes, that is likely due to miscalibration of the nominal

gantry angle. If the star-shot is not acceptable, the nominal gantry angle should be

optimized, and the procedure defining vertical beam direction and star-shot repeated.

The width of the field used in the star-shot across the bore can either be defined by the

MLC/jaw traveling across the bore direction or using the side edges of theMLC trav-

eling along the bore direction.

FIG. 9.3

Starshot. On the upper left a film is sandwiched between copper rings. On the upper right a

film before analysis is shown—note the “rotational” offset of the beam edges within and

outside the copper regions. On the lower left is a typical start-shot film after analysis. On the

lower right is an example of a film with a field offset by 1mm—note that star-shaped pattern.
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Gantry angle validation
The two previous sections have validated the size of the radiation center and the zero

gantry angle. The range of the other gantry angles can be evaluated using the phan-

tom from the vertical beam evaluation. If that phantom is irradiated from both zero

and 180° and both images show the central markers as one point, these two gantry

directions are parallel, as intended. If a machined surface is accessible at the gantry,

other gantry angles might be evaluated bymeasuring the rotation angle using an elec-

tronic spirit level placed at the machined surface.

Radiation iso-center
After the star-shot has validated the size of the radiation iso-center, the precise size/

position can be established using a Winston-Lutz test [18], which will include a

potential MLC/Jaw sag. On a conventional accelerator, a Winston-Lutz test is per-

formed by measuring the projection of a ceramic ball onto an EPID panel after two

irradiations with a collimator rotation of 180 degrees to ensure an effective symmet-

ric field. Within each image, the position of the ball relative to the field edges is mea-

sured. If the ball is not centerd within the field, the ball position is corrected, and the

procedure is repeated. Head rotation is not possible on the MR-linac, and hence it is

important to ensure that the field size is symmetric in both directions relative to the

vertical axis at zero gantry position. EPID is not available on all MR-linacs; in that

case, a cubic phantom with a ceramic ball in the center and with films taped to the

sides might be used [19]. After irradiation, the treatment couch is moved a fixed dis-

tance out of the bore. If external lasers are available and the ball is centered in the

fields on the films, the external lasers are adjusted using external markers on the

phantom; alternatively, the procedure is reproduced using a corrected phantom posi-

tion. If an onboard EPID is present, more than the four main gantry directions can be

used for the Winston-Lutz test. The projection of the ceramic ball onto the EPID

images will provide the position of the zero pixel as a function of gantry positions,

which might vary slightly due to minor motion sag.

MLC and jaw calibration
MLC and jaw can be calibrated using either film or EPID. If an EPID is used, it is

important to evaluate the voxel size using, for instance, the Las Vegas phantom [17].

The part of the MLC that is visible on the EPID can be validated using a sequence of

nonoverlapping fields with different offsets. If some of the MLC leafs are offset

deliberately, e.g., the four center MLC leafs, the leaf number of a potential miscali-

brated MLC leaf is easy to identify. Automated image detection of the field edges

combined with information about the zero-pixel and pixel dimension makes it pos-

sible to analyze all the leaf positions and compare those to the specified values [20]

(see Fig. 9.4). However, the EPID do not cover the maximal radiation field; thus, the

EPID calibration needs to be combined with film dosimetry. It is possible to combine
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EPID and film calibration by simultaneously acquiring both film and EPID images.

The advantage is that, after being scanned, the film image can be registered to the

EPID images, which then is used to define the pixel size and zero position, reducing

the precision needed in positioning the film very accurately before irradiation. If the

MR-linac does not include an EPID, the calibration can be based entirely on film and

knowledge about the position of the radiation iso-center. If the film is placed at the

radiation iso-center level, the measured distance is directly related to the MLC posi-

tions without any scaling. However, the maximum field size for the Unity is so wide

that it is difficult to cover the full MLC at the iso-center plane—field edges close to

the bore edge. In that case, the films might be positioned above the iso-center plane to

include the full field size, and the field size then needs to be scaled accordingly.

Dosimetric QA of MR-linac
In the early days of the MR-linac, only very few 3D motorized, MR-compatible

water phantoms were available. Some departments made in-house solutions based

on 3D-printed MR-safe components [21]. Today, there do exist commercially avail-

able solutions. But, due to the initial lack of access to 3Dmotorized phantoms and the

need to handle water within the bore surrounded by delicate electronics, water

dosimetry is not as frequent on an MR-linac as for conventional linacs. The initial

commissioning is performed using water phantoms followed by calibration of a more

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
MLC number

50 55 60 65 70 75

FIG. 9.4

Example of film evaluation of MLC position. Note the deliberate pattern in the center part of

the images, which is also visible on the EPID panel. The deliberate pattern enables the

matching of film and EPID and helps identify the specific leaf number during the film analysis.

All edges are automatically identified and visualized by red and blue dots (light and dark gray

in print versions) in the image. Tiny errors (deliberately introduced for the image) are

indicated by the red and blue triangles (light and dark gray in print versions).
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accessible method such as film, solid water, or EPID, which might be used for con-

stancy validation of the machine. The following sections describe both the initial

water measurements and the constancy validation using nonwater based phantoms.

Commissioning/3D water phantom
During commissioning, a 3D water phantom will typically be needed. Due to the size

of the bore, it is not possible to acquire the same set of profiles and depth doses as is

done on a conventional linac. The water phantom will typically be less deep than

usual but wider. Thus, cross profiles can be created with the gantry at 0°while the

range of a PDD measurement will be less than 30cm due to the limited depth of

the water phantom. Therefore, the depth-dose curves need to be measured with

the gantry at 90 degrees or 270 degrees. Local independent validation of the treat-

ment planning system results and the measured profiles might be based on methods

applied for conventional linacs. After acquiring the profiles, it is recommended to

make reference films, 2D profiler measurements, or EPID images that can be used

for constancy validation.

Absolute dosimetry
Absolute dosimetry is typically performed in simple water phantoms, e.g., phantoms

in which the ion chamber on a drive might be repositioned in the depth direction (1D

water phantoms). The water phantom is placed such that the ion chamber is posi-

tioned at the iso-center (see the section on geometry QA). If available, the position

of the ion-chamber might be validated using the EPID. Depending on the dosimetry

protocol, the ion-chamber should be aligned with the center electrode at the radiation

iso-center or displaced such that the effective point of measurement is at the radiation

iso-center. Except for the magnetic field-related correction factor that also depends

on the orientation of the chamber (see Chapter 5), the dose is measured as on con-

ventional linacs. Some vendors recommend that the absolute dosimetry is performed

with the gantry at 270 degrees and not the conventional 0 degree. For Unity, the rec-

ommendation is related to the amount of helium filling of the cryostat, which could

influence the dose measurement at 0 degree. The gantry-dependent output of the

Unity is included in the Monaco planning system using measurements of gantry-

dependent output (see below). The absolute dosimetry will typically also be accom-

panied by measuring the beam quality, e.g., measuring the tissue-phantom ratio

(TPR). With a horizontal measurement geometry, the water phantom needs reposi-

tioning between the two dose measurements, while for a vertical beam direction,

more water needs to be added to the phantom. After the water measurements, it is

recommended to perform dose measurements of output and beam quality using,

e.g., solid water-based phantoms to facilitate constancy validation. If solid water

is utilized, it is important to ensure that air cavities are not present around the

ion-chamber (see Fig. 9.5).
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Gantry-dependent output
The dependence of output as a function of the gantry is likely more important in an

MR-linac than a conventional linac since it is not possible to see the gantry head and

thus parts that might be in the beam path. Furthermore, some gantry angles are asso-

ciated with additional beam absorption due to, e.g., connection between the two parts

of the magnet, variation in cryostat material, and absorption in treatment couch.

Also, the degree of helium filling of the cryostat can, in the case of the Unity, impact

beam fluence as a function of gantry angle. Therefore, it is important to measure

whether the initially observed variation in gantry-dependent output is constant in

time and in agreement with the correction factors supplied to the treatment planning

system. In the case of theMRIdian, only an attenuation correctionmodel of the couch

is important and accounted for in the TPS. Measurement of gantry dependent output

can be performed using an ion-chamber within a water container to avoid surround-

ing air cavities (see Fig. 9.5). The ion-chamber and water container are placed with

the center electrode at the radiation iso-center and with the center axis of the ion

chamber along with the bore directions. The number of gantry angles needed for

the measurement depends on local conditions but should be sufficient to detect

absorbing materials within the table, coil, or other parts of the linac.

Output constancy
As mentioned above, constancy validation can be based either on film, ion-chambers

in solid water, 2D profilers, or EPID. Since the radiation iso-center has been estab-

lished within the previous steps, the constancy is evaluated similarly to the method

used for conventional linacs. One small advantage of using the EPID is that, at the

FIG. 9.5

Ionization chamber placed in a water-filled cylinder for gantry dependent output

measurement. The water-filled cylinder can also be used in solid water measurements to

avoid air gaps around the detector.
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Unity, it is possible to acquire the image at a gantry angle such that the cryostat pipe

connecting the the two halves of the magnet is visible within the image. Evaluation of

the position of the pipe in the image will also evaluate the constancy of the gantry

angle. However, it is a disadvantage that degradation of the panel over time or panel

recalibration will impact the reference values that need to be updated after such

changes.

Autobeam Gating
The MRIdian system enables automatic beam delivery control based on real-time

deformable image registration (DIR) of the MRI cine acquired during treatment.

The gating accuracy relies on how well the DIR algorithm can propagate the

GTV contour to each planar image of the cine MRI. Irradiation takes place when

the GTV contour is located inside the gating boundary [8,22,23]. This feature of

the MR-linac is also subjected to regular QA to ensure its time constancy. The gating

constancy performance of the system can be assessed with a motion phantom sup-

porting film and ion-chamber measurements [e.g., Model 008MMRI Linac Dynamic

Phantom (CIRS, Norfolk, VA) or the QUASARMRI4D Motion Phanom (ModusQA,

Ontario, CA)]. A sinusoidal function of a certain amplitude and period can be fed into

the phantom to measure the system latency when triggering a beam-off/on [8]. Green

et al. suggested performing an annual end-to-end test, where an ionization chamber

and film are placed in the motion phantom to compare the gated and static delivery

with the reference dose on the treatment planning system [8].

QA of MR-linac images and center position
The image quality assurance is related to the MR images and the onboard EPID, if

available. For the EPID, the Las Vegas phantom mentioned in the geometry section

is a convenient way of measuring the performance and constancy of the EPID

images. The QA of the EPID is quite similar to that used for conventional linacs

[17] and will not be covered in more detail in this section. The QA of the MR images

can be divided into visual image quality, geometric accuracy, and MR versus radi-

ation iso-center alignment. For diagnostic scanners, the focus is on extracting the

correct diagnosis from the images, while geometric accuracy is less important.

For an MR-linac, geometric accuracy is essential since all adapted treatment plans

will be based on the geometry imaged by theMR-linac. The main difference between

a standard MR scanner and an MR-linac, in terms of MR image quality, is the pres-

ence of the metal components of the linac that can be rotated around the scanner,

thereby potentially affecting the magnetic properties of the scanner. Therefore,

the QA of the MR images should ideally be repeated for different gantry angles,

if imaging can be performed with varying gantry positions. Also, imaging during

irradiation might need special attention.
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Visual image quality
Quality assurance of the diagnostic image quality, measured as the ability to distin-

guish different tissue types, is similar to that of standard diagnostic scanners

[4,24,25]. At anMR-linac, the images are typically not used for diagnostic evaluation

but to delineate target and critical organs quickly and accurately. Therefore, it is

important to select imaging sequences relevant to image the organs of interest. Thus,

the quality of the images should, to some extent, be evaluated per-patient basis, and

often MR sequencing protocol optimization is performed on volunteers since it is

difficult to make phantoms that reflect the tissue variation seen in vivo. However,

phantoms designed for testing different parts of diagnostic images are available,

e.g., from the America College of Radiology MRI Accreditation Program [24–26].
The vendor will often provide such a QA phantom together with the MR-linac. Some

relevant measures are image uniformity, signal-to-noise, high contrast resolution, low

contrast object detectability, and per cent signal ghosting. It is important to establish

reference values during acceptance, establish action limits in case of deviations, and

monitor the constancy of these measures over time.

Geometric accuracy
Geometric validation is crucial for an MR-linac since all adapted plans depend on a

precise representation of patient geometry. The distortion of the images is generally

evaluated by measuring a phantom with known geometry. The phantoms usually

contain hundreds of markers that are automatically extracted from the images and

compared to the known geometry. The distortion usually depends on the distance

to the iso-center; thus, the mean distortion is typically reported within specific radii,

e.g., 100 and 175mm. Using the same Magphan phantom (model 820) in all institu-

tions, a Danish national trial including eight radiotherapy dedicatedMR scanners and

twoMR-linacs, showed that except for one clinical scanner, all had a maximum devi-

ation of 0.43 and 1.2mm within a diameter of 200 and 350mm, respectively [27].

Water-based phantoms like, e.g., the Magphan avoids problems related to air-tissue

distortion. However, they are pretty heavy, and therefore phantoms consisting of

markers in slices separated by air are often used to evaluate the constancy of the geo-

metric accuracy. On an MR scanner, the number of sequences and the ability to opti-

mize parameters is typically quite restricted to prevent the user from creating a

sequence with large distortions. In that situation, distortion measured for one

sequence is likely representative of all the available sequences. Still, it is recom-

mended to evaluate all the available sequences, and it is imperative to do so if the

ability to make new sequences is available at the MR-linac.

MR versus radiation iso-center alignment
Like a conventional linac with cone-beam CT (CBCT), there is a need to ensure that

the radiation and imaging iso-center are positioned correctly relative to each other.

For a CBCT system, the method is to image a ceramic ball and ensure that both the
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imaging and treatment irradiation have their iso-center at the same spot. For the MR-

linac, the procedure is not necessarily alignment of the isocenters but to measure their

difference and supply that information to the related treatment planning system,

which then makes a positional correction of theMR images [14,28–30]. As described
above, the position of the irradiation iso-center can be determined using phantoms

and might potentially be marked by external lasers with a fixed offset. Based on

the irradiation center information, an MR-visible phantom is positioned such that

internal fiducials are placed with a known geometry relative to the irradiation iso-

center. The phantom positioning might utilize an external laser or, if available,

the onboard EPID. After imaging, the translations from the radiation iso-center to

the center of theMR images are calculated and are supplied to the treatment planning

system. This method can align the two coordinate systems using a single fiducial in

the phantom. However, more fiducials are needed to detect and correct potential rota-

tions between irradiation and imaging coordinate systems, which is needed to ensure

correct dose delivery. Simultaneous determination of irradiation and MR iso-center

might be beneficial, if an onboard EPID is not available, films might be a method to

validate the irradiation position, but also gel dosimetry has been suggested and used

to validate the iso-center alignment [31].

End-to-end QA of MR-linac
All the QA procedures described in previous sections should ideally validate the

entire treatment chain. However, due to the complexity of the treatments, a final

end-to-end test including all the steps involved, i.e., daily imaging, treatment plan

adaptation, and measurement of the planed versus delivered dose distribution, should

be performed. A specific argument for such and end-to-end validation is that the

“misalignment” of the irradiation and image isocenters are provided to the TPS

and corrected during planning, calling for independent validation of the position cor-

rection. Thus, in particular, the position of the delivered irradiation is important in

the end-to-end validation. Different approaches have been used for end-to-end val-

idation, but all of them consist of an MR-visible phantom such that the imaging and

adaptation can be performed followed by a method to measure the dose distribution

based on either film or gel dosimetry [32–35]. Some centers have used commercial

phantoms whereas others have used in-house 3D printed phantoms. Most studies

have reported on the accuracy of the end-to-end test based on a gamma evaluation.

However, one report has focused on using the entire dose distribution to make accu-

rate position offset measurements and provides all analysis software and 3D printing

information online such that anyone having access to a 3D printer can utilize that

method [32]. Whether gamma evaluation or position is the optimal evaluation will

depend on the local needs. However, given that MR-linacs often are used in a ste-

reotactic setting, it might be argued that, in particular, the position is essential to

ensure that high doses are not delivered to nearby critical organs. But, the most cru-

cial part is that all steps of the entire treatment chain are part of the end-to-end eval-

uation such that the online treatment adaption process is included and evaluated to be

within the intended specification.
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Patient-specific QA
The first generation of MR-linacs introduced in the clinics is equipped with IMRT

step-and-shoot, and the plans produced by the treatment planning system (TPS) have

been shown to be of comparable quality to standard IMRT plans for a conventional

linac [36–38]. The process of IMRT involves imaging, treatment planning, and treat-

ment delivery, all of which are subjected to QA procedures to ensure safe and accu-

rate delivery [2,39]. IMRT plans are delivered with multileaf collimators, which

form the fields to shape the dose distribution. A typical IMRT plan may consist

of the superposition of tenths of small fields formed by the multileaf collimator,

and dedicated patient-specific QA procedures for the verification of IMRT plans

are recommended [40,41].

The most widely adopted patient-specific QA procedure is based on the delivery

of the planned dose distribution to an anthropomorphic phantom. Thereafter, the

dose distribution measured on the phantom is compared to dose distribution recom-

puted on the phantom from the treatment plan generated to treat the patient [39]. It is

important to note that, with this strategy, only errors in the treatment process can be

detected, whereas possible errors which might occur during the actual clinical treat-

ment delivery to the patient will not be detected. For that in vivo QA strategies are

needed, which consist in measuring exit fluence behind the patient to reconstruct the

dose subsequently using the 3D image of the patient reflecting the anatomy-of-the-

day [42,43]. Because of the widespread use of IMRT planning nowadays, patient-

specific QA should be time-effective and, wherever possible, be fully automatized

so that it does not convey an excessive workload to the radiation oncology

department.

A particular characteristic of the MR-linacs is the ability to adapt the treatment

plan according to the patient’s anatomy-of-the-day. With adaptive radiotherapy

(ART), an extra challenge is introduced: the necessity to perform patient-specific

QA on a much shorter timescale while the patient is on the couch. In this regard,

the time needed to perform the QA is crucial because any additional delay may

increase the uncertainty in the patient’s position with respect to the image acquired

at the beginning of the treatment fraction. In addition, it is not feasible for online

ART to perform measurements on an anthropomorphic phantom to verify treatment

delivery because the patient must remain in a treatment position on the couch.

A practical implementation of physics quality assurance for adaptive photon

radiotherapy, including MR-linacs, was reported by Cai et al. [44]. They discussed

the necessary QAs for ART and described a practical implementation of QA tools

that might be suitable for each ART step. One of the possible critical failures reported

was poor plan optimization and/or incorrect dose computation, which takes place in

the process of adaptive planning and plan re-optimization. For that, the authors pro-

posed implementing automated software verifying the accuracy of the dose compu-

tation, leaf sequencing, and plan integrity. In this second part of the chapter dedicated

to the QA of the MR-linacs, we will review the patient-specific QA strategies, which
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have been adopted by institutions delivering MR-guided adaptive radiotherapy.

Firstly, an overview of the pretreatment verification strategies implemented, phan-

toms used, and reported results are provided. Secondly, strategies for online QA

while the patient lies on the couch in the treatment position are discussed. Finally,

a third subsection is dedicated to in vivo dosimetry with an electronic portal

device (EPID).

Pretreatment patient-specific QA
Experience with different phantoms and methods has been gathered for both types of

MR-linacs in the past few years. The most commonly used phantoms for pretreat-

ment measurements and verification of the delivered adapted plans have been the

ArcCHECK-MR [28,45–49], the PRESAGE gel [50,51], and the Delta4 [48,52]

phantoms. Other in-house customized phantoms have also been used, such as an

anthropomorphic head phantom combined with gel or film dosimetry [53]. In addi-

tion, gafchromic EBT3 films have also been shown to be suitable for QA in MR-

guided radiotherapy [32,54], although a small effect of the magnetic field on the

dose-response relationship of the EBT3 film was reported by Delfs et al. [55,56].

Therefore, EBT3 films may be used in combination with one of the aforementioned

phantoms [53,57]. A custom QA platform has been designed for the use of the

ArcCHECK-MR in a Unity MR-linac. Herewith, it is possible to position the phan-

tom in a reproducible way in the indexed couch in the absence of external lasers for

the Unity system [46].

Different gamma analysis criteria and dose thresholds (% of the prescribed dose)

have been used depending on the detector and phantom used. In general, a minimum

accuracy of 3%/3mm has been recommended for external beam radiation therapy

[40]. Table 9.1 summarizes the results from different institutions reporting on their

pretreatment and/or online adapted plan patient-specific QA measurements. All

studies have reported high γ-pass rates using either a 3%/3mm or a 2%/2mm crite-

rion for the entire set of delivered treatment plans. A wide variety of clinical indi-

cations were included in the verification measurements, and usually a 10%

threshold of the prescribed dose was used. Desai et al. [48] used in their verification

measurements both the ArcCHECK-MR and the Delta4 phantom for plans delivered

with the MRIdian system at 0.35T. They only found minor discrepancies between

the two devices, but whereas the γ-pass rates at 2%/2mm with the Delta4 appeared

to be moderately correlated with several plan complexity metrics, that was not the

case for the Arc-CHECK-MR phantom.

Online patient-specific QA during adaptive delivery
Both MR-linac platforms, Unity and MRIdian, are designed to be able to adapt the

treatment plan to the anatomy-of-the-day [6,7,10,58]. The daily plan adaptation pro-

cedure carries new challenges and time constraints to the radiotherapy department.
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Table 9.1 Summary of pretreatment QA measurements of treatment plans generated for the MR-linacs.

Authors Phantom Treatment sites
Number
of plans

Dose
threshold

γ-
Criteria

γ-Pass
rates (%)

Yang et al.
[44]

ArcCHECK-MR Head, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis 189
fractions

10% 2%/
2mm

96.8�4.0

3%/
3mm

99.6�0.7

Strand
et al. [45]

ArcCHECK-MR Oligomet, liver, prostate, pancreas,
brain, adrenal, spine and other

68 plans 10% 3%/
2mm

99.1�0.1

Snyder
et al. [27]

ArcCHECK-MR Head and neck 11 plans 10% 3%/
2mm

98.4�1.1

Desai
et al. [47]

ArcCHECK-MR Abdomen, liver, lung, kidney 36 plans 20% 3%/
3mm

98.4�0.8

2%/
2mm

92.4�2.9

Bertelsen
et al. [48]

ArcCHECK Prostate, lymph nodes, ovarian 176
fractions

10% 2%/
2mm

99.2%

Rankine
et al. [49]

PRESAGE Multitarget, prostate, head and neck,
C-shape

4 plans 10% 3%/
3mm

96.6

Costa
et al. [50]

PRESAGE Not specified 2 plans Not
specified

3%/
1.5mm

98.4%

Desai
et al. [47]

Delta4 Abdomen, liver, lung, kidney 36 plans 20% 3%/
3mm

99.7�0.2

2%/
2mm

95.0�3.2

Pappas
et al. [52]

Head and neck
phantom with EBT3
film

Head and neck 1 plan 20% 3%/
3mm

98.2

20% 3%/
2mm

96.3

Gungor
et al. [55]

Homogeneous
phantom with EBT3
film

Lung, abdomen, pelvic 70 plans 0% 3%/
3mm

99.6�0.6

2%/
2mm

96.7�2.9



Therefore, new online ART strategies need to be devised. In addition, time pressure

during the adaptive workflow can lead to potentially hazardous situations. Therefore,

it is recommended, besides performing patient-specific QA of the online plan, to

assess the risks associated with each step in the workflow and implement afterward

mitigation strategies [59]. This can also lead to an adjustment of the machine-QA

measures and review of the routine QA program.

Patient-specific QA of the online adapted plan should proceed fast to avoid

changes in the patient’s anatomy. The first clinical experiences have been mostly

based on a secondary dose calculation of the newly adapted plan with a different

algorithm than the one used in the treatment planning system [44,60–64]. Wang

et al. developed a fast Monte Carlo dose calculation system for online adaptive

QA for a tri-60Co system (first MRIdian prototype) [64]. The Monte Carlo system

was based on the dose planning method (DPM) code with further simplification

of electron transport and incorporation of the magnetic field. They benchmarked

the implemented Monte Carlo engine with a well-established code, i.e., gPENE-

LOPE. High γ-pass rates were obtained for several treatment sites and an average

calculation time of 2.3min per treatment plan was reported [64]. However, this

Monte Carlo system for patient-specific QA of the adapted plan was not adapted

to the MR-linac configuration.

Secondary dose calculation algorithms should also be commissioned before clin-

ical introduction. Two methodologies may be followed: (1) verification of the cal-

culated plans in phantoms in the same way as is done for the algorithms in a treatment

planning system (TPS) and (2) benchmarking the secondary patient-specific QA tool

against another well-established algorithm. Both methods should provide enough

confidence to rely on the results of the secondary engine for patient-specific QA.

If the online patient-specific QA verification algorithm is less accurate than the algo-

rithm used in the TPS, clear guidelines should be adopted to instruct personnel to

interpret the results and learn how to deal with lower than usual γ-pass rates. In gen-
eral, it is recommended that the secondary dose calculation be as accurate as that of

the treatment planning system.

Currently, the Unity MR-linac is not equipped with an additional patient-specific

QA tool of the adapted plan. This has led to early adopters of this technology relying

on secondary algorithms that do not fully incorporate an external magnetic field for

the dose calculation. RadCalc and the use of a collapsed cone algorithm have been

proposed in these cases as patient-specific QA tools of the adapted plans [5,60]. Rad-

Calc supports a secondary point dose and MU verification for the Unity MR-linac,

and the calculations are meant to partially take the presence of the magnetic field into

account through the imported measured profiles. However, that will not include the

effects of the magnetic field in the case of inhomogeneous media. In addition, only

point dose calculations and planes, which are orthogonal to the beam axis, are sup-

ported [60]. A collapsed cone algorithm has also been used clinically for verification

of treatment plans [5], but large differences with the Monte Carlo algorithm used in

the Monaco TPS can arise when dealing with inhomogeneous media.

The MRIdian system is equipped with a proprietary secondary Monte Carlo dose

calculation algorithm, called the AQA tool. After the plan has been adapted online,
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the beam settings, image data set, and contours are exported. These plan data are

subsequently fed into the AQA tool to perform a secondary dose calculation within

1min with the same statistical uncertainty as in the treatment planning system. The

tool is customizable, and the γ-criterion can be chosen according to institutional stan-
dards and uses either a global or a local γ-comparison. After the secondary dose cal-

culation has been performed, a pdf report is shown at the delivery console with a

comparison of the number of MU, segments, MU/fraction, and dose ratio relative

to the original plan. In addition, a γ-analysis between the TPS and AQA results is

shown in the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes. A statistical report of the γ-passing
rates and Dmean, D1%, and D99% dose difference per structure used in the treatment

planning system is also included. Finally, a comparison of the beam fluences

between the adapted and the original plan can be included in the report (Fig. 9.6).

Fig. 9.1 shows an example in the abdominal region of the results of the patient-

specific QA obtained with the AQA tool at the Amsterdam UMC. During the last

year, the γ-passing rate at 3%/2mm and mean 3D γ-value between the TPS dose

and AQA dose were 99.99% and<0.1, respectively, for each of the 925 online SBRT

adapted fractions. MU involved in the SBRT plans ranged from 1453 to 9210. These

results are very similar to those previously reported by Tetar et al. for prostate cancer

patients with an earlier version of the AQA tool for the first-generation tri-60Co sys-

tem. The reported average time needed to perform the online patient-specific QAwas

1.5min [62].

Graves et al. reported on the commissioning and clinical implementation of Rad-

Calc for the Elekta Unity system [60]. The average per-plan point dose deviation

found between RadCalc andMonaco for a set of 18 IMRT plans was 0.0�1.0%. Dose

plane comparisons showed bigger deviations, with a γ-pass rate of 67.3% using a 5%/

5mm criterion. After artificially shifting jaws and multileaf collimator positions to

account for the dosimetric shift due to the magnetic field and normalizing to the dose

plane average, an improvement in the γ-pass rate to 96.5% was reported [60].

EPID dosimetry
Another method to perform online patient-specific QA is to measure exit fluence on

the patient and afterward reconstruct the delivered dose by back projection using the

image with the anatomy-of-the-day. The Unity MR-linac is equipped with an EPID

mounted on the gantry opposite the accelerator head, which enables themeasurement of

exit fluence behind the patient [65]. In preliminary work, Torres-Xirau et al. success-

fully adapted a previous EPID dosimetry back-projection model from a conventional to

the MR-linac at some specific gantry angles for 2D dose distributions [66]. The same

group from the Netherlands Cancer Institute at Amsterdam extended the model for 3D

dose reconstruction and comparison against planned dose distributions [65].

Recently, Olaciregui-Ruiz et al. from the same group reported on the automatic

dosimetric verification of online-adapted plans on the Unity MR-linac using 3D

EPID dosimetry [67]. EPID-reconstructed dose distributions in the patient geometry

were calculated for 1207 online-adapted plans corresponding to 127 clinical IMRT

treatments (74 prostate, 19 rectum, 19 liver, and 15 lymph node metastases). Of the
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FIG. 9.6

Results from the AQA tool implemented in the MRIdian system for an abdominal case. General overview including number of MU and segments

(left pannel), display of the dose distributions from the TPS and AQA together with dose difference (middle pannel), γ-comparison of both dose

distributions with some contour statistics (right pannel).



verified plans 91% exhibited at least an 85% γ-pass rate (3%/2mm/10% threshold)

and less than 5% difference in median dose to the high dose volume [67]. The pre-

sented method also has its limitations, namely a reduced accuracy for treatment sites

where inhomogeneities are present and the ability to only reconstruct the dose accu-

rately for the parts of the beam that reach the detector through its central region

(�8.8cm at the EPID level). Therefore, it cannot be applied to sites involving larger

fields or off-axis fields.

Concluding remarks
MR-linacs have been implemented in the past with the capability to perform online

adaptive radiotherapy. Because of the hybrid nature of an MR-linac, an adaptation of

previous quality assurance (QA) procedures for conventional linacs is required in

combination with new procedures for the imaging component. This chapter aims

to provide an overview of the QA procedures implemented previously for MR-linacs

and identify the most relevant QA aspects to consider for new adopters of this tech-

nology. The first part of the chapter describes the changes needed to adapt the QA

procedures from a conventional linac to an MR-linac. The second part of the chapter

focuses on the solutions implemented for patient-specific QA of the adaptive treat-

ment planning process.
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Changing role of radiation
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Introduction
The treatment of cancer by radiotherapy has traditionally been a field where techno-

logical innovations play a large role [1]. When these technological innovations are

implemented, trained professionals have to be prepared. Various disciplines are

essential and have to be present for the day-to-day treatment of cancer patients by

radiotherapy. An important role in this treatment is fulfilled by radiation therapy

technologists (RTTs).

Challenges related to the varying daily anatomy of patients have led to develop-

ments in the areas of image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) [2,3] and daily online adap-

tive radiotherapy [4]. In these fields, an image of the patient is acquired prior to each

treatment fraction and used to ensure accurate treatment. For IGRT, this image is

used to adapt the positioning of the patient to deliver the dose to the target in line

with the original treatment plan and for daily adaptive radiotherapy the image is used

to reoptimize the treatment plan, taking into account the anatomy of that specific

moment. A recent development is the clinical availability of daily adaptive radiother-

apy systems, both cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)-guided [5], and mag-

netic resonance (MR)-guided [6–9]. These systems have been shown suitable for a

variety of tumor sites [10–15]. Many linear accelerators are already equipped with

onboard CBCTs and therefore the step toward CBCT-guided daily adaptive radio-

therapy can be expected to be smaller than the step toward MR-guided radiotherapy

(MRgRT), both for a department as a whole and for the role of RTTs specifically. In

this chapter, we will focus on the role of RTTs in MRgRT.

Implementing such innovations in a department requires obtaining the knowl-

edge and skills needed to install, implement, and operate these devices. Safe and effi-

cient workflows need to be designed for the entire radiotherapy chain [16], from the

first consultation to the final treatment fraction and the monitoring of treatment

response. Additionally, an appropriate quality assurance program has to be initiated
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to ensure technical and procedural quality of the whole process [17–19]. Tasks and
responsibilities need to be defined and infrastructure for training and (technical) sup-

port has to be set up. Such an implementation is typically done in a multidisciplinary

setting, thereby guaranteeing the input of radiation oncologists (ROs), medical phys-

ics experts (MPEs), RTTs, and technical staff [20]. Such an introduction leads to new

capabilities and new challenges for a radiotherapy department. Consequently, this

also leads to new responsibilities for the professions involved. In the introduction

phase, often the whole multidisciplinary team is present in the control room during

each treatment fraction. This leads to MRgRT treatments being very labor intensive

and resource draining [21–26]. This is in stark contrast to treatments on regular

linacs, where typically only RTTs are present for regular treatment fractions [27–29].
As the technology of MRgRT matures and more experience is gained, both by

individual institutes and by the radiotherapy community in general, the individual

steps of the workflow will be examined and the question will arise “can this step

be done by an RTT?,” in an effort to make such processes more efficient and less

demanding in terms of manpower [30]. This would free up the MPE and RO for their

other responsibilities within the department. A shift of certain responsibilities to

RTTs has already occurred in some institutes [17,31] and will probably continue

in the future. In some countries, there has been a development to enhance and legal-

ize these new RTT roles [32,33]. In this chapter, we will look at the tasks and respon-

sibilities of the RTTs in MRgRT as compared to “regular” CBCT-guided

radiotherapy. A distinction is made between the implementation phase and the sub-

sequent “business as usual” phase. We will examine the shifts that have already

occurred or that might occur, also in view of technological developments. Addition-

ally, we will comment on the infrastructure for training and support that can facilitate

such shifts of the role of RTTs.

Implementation
MRgRT and the capabilities it introduces for the treatment of cancer have been

described as a “paradigm shift” [34]. Implementing such a technique takes consid-

erable effort [21–24,35]. Besides technological challenges, the implementation of

MRgRT requires attention to cost-effectiveness, patient selection, and departmental

logistics, even more so than with the implementation of previous new techniques in

radiotherapy such as the adoption of IMRT and VMAT [21–24,36]. The workflow
has to be addressed and tasks and responsibilities have to be assigned to members of

the treatment team [18,19]. Typically such an implementation is initiated by a small

multidisciplinary team, comprising of the involved professions (including, but not

limited to RTTs, ROs, and MPEs) [17] and in a later phase, this team is expanded

to the size necessary for daily operations. Such a multidisciplinary introduction team

is often present when adopting this technology but can also, in a toned down version,

be present for the introduction of a new treatment strategy and/or the treatment of an

additional tumor site, once MRgRT is integrated into the department. Designing a
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new workflow requires knowledge of all steps in the treatment chain which is why a

multidisciplinary team is extremely valuable [37]. This becomes even more impor-

tant when roles start to shift and possibly overlap. To still be able to work together in

an efficient way, each discipline must be aware of the responsibilities and scope of

the other disciplines. In this, MRgRT can be quite different from other

techniques [38].

Such a multidisciplinary workgroup is up to a daunting task: getting all the appro-

priate knowledge and designing an efficient workflow, complete with all necessary

infrastructure for training and support. Needless to say, this task will need the good-

will of the department to be successful. Resources have to be sufficient to allow for

the rest of the department to miss out on those RTTs that are involved during this

implementation phase [35], especially when there is a scarcity of trained RTTs.

Besides their professional input, which is typically focused on the workflow, it is also

important that RTTs are part of the implementation group in their role as liaisons to

the other RTTs, as these typically make up most of a radiotherapy department [17].

While most institutes begin with the entire multidisciplinary team present, there is a

drive toward a more RTT-led workflow [22,23], with the other professions being

either only present for specific parts of the procedure or “on call,” to make the treat-

ment less labor intensive. Ideally, such a future workflow is already addressed during

the implementation phase, especially when daily adaptation “from scratch” is the

intention. Traditional roles and responsibilities need to be addressed and “rein-

vented” to be prepared for a more RTT-led treatment or “clinician-lite” workflow

[36,37]. This involves defining individual protocols [37] but also the acknowledge-

ment, understanding and agreement of all team members that there will be a change

in responsibilities [38–40]. For the implementation phase, it is very important to have

the necessary experience and the “right person at the right place at the right time.”

For the initial training of the RTTs that are part of an implementation team, there

are several possibilities. There is the option to teach oneself, in an autodidactic fash-

ion. Especially for institutes that are ahead of the curve, or geographically remote,

this might be the best or only possibility. As more and more institutes adopt the tech-

nology however, guidelines that can be used during this implementation phase

become available [37]. This also opens up the possibility for RTTs to visit an institute

that has already implemented the technique. Such visits can be for a short period of

time to witness some treatments and discuss specific challenges, or a longer period of

time, (similar to) an internship, to learn more about the underlying rationale of the

already present workflow. Initial training with respect to MR safety andMR imaging

in general is needed, as well as initial training on the relevant anatomy. In view of the

former, the radiotherapy department might want to hire RTTs with a radiology back-

ground, to strengthen their magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) knowledge. As the

technology is becoming clinically available in more institutes, hiring an RTT that

already has MRgRT experience also becomes a realistic scenario. It may seem that

an experienced RTT (with experience on MRgRT or regular linacs) has the prefer-

ence above a less experienced RTT, but both types of RTT are important to assemble

a strong and flexible team. An experienced RTT can transfer his or her knowledge,
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while a less experienced RTT can be more open to a “shifted paradigm,” less set in

his or her ways and therefore more easily adapt to a shift in responsibilities. A scar-

city of trained RTTs might well demand a certain flexibility with respect to the hiring

strategy of a department. As a side note, while obtaining RTTs with the needed expe-

rience can be a challenge, introducing such a technique and developing it further into

a more RTT-led environment could also act as an added reason for RTTs to work in a

department [32,41,42].

During the implementation phase, the responsibilities typically start with the pro-

fessions that have historically performed these tasks. For example, Quality Assur-

ance (QA) will typically start with MPEs, imaging with RTTs and daily tumor

delineation and dose evaluation with ROs. With experience these roles should be

evaluated, in view of the increasing workload that comes from treating more patients

with MRgRT, and based on the lessons learned during the implementation phase.

“Business as usual”
Once MRgRT is implemented in the department and after initial patients have been

treated, the next phase starts. During this phase, the RTTs working in MRgRT have

some responsibilities that are different from their colleagues working at the regular

linacs, with the extent of these differences varying for the separate steps in the treat-

ment workflow. With more and more experience in the institute and other institutes,

the roles and responsibilities can be expected to shift. In this section we look at the

different aspects of the workflow and focus on the role of the RTT, looking at how

this differs from the regular radiotherapy workflow. Additionally, we examine which

shifts have already taken place and speculate on possible shifts that might occur in

the future. It can be expected that different institutes make different choices, depend-

ing on how MRgRT is implemented.

Image acquisition (prior to treatment and online)
For treatment on regular linacs, a computed tomography (CT) scan (used for dose

calculation and delineation) and optionally an MRI scan, for additional information

used for target definition is acquired for each patient, prior to the first treatment.

When a patient is scheduled for an MRgRT treatment, typically an MRI scan is

acquired, in which the patient is in the same position as the subsequent treatment

fractions, as well as a CT scan, although MR-only workflows can be expected to play

a larger role in the future [43,44]. This MRI scan prior to the treatment could be made

at the radiology department, but the staff needs to take into account that the patient

positioning has to be the same as it will be during MRgRT treatment. The MRI scan

could also be acquired by the RTTs of the radiotherapy department, possibly on the

same system that the MRgRT will be given on. The nature of MRgRT leads to RTTs

with knowledge of MR safety and MR contraindications as well as MR image acqui-

sition and possible artifacts. This knowledge is not needed for the regular linacs,
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where pretreatment MRI images are typically only used by the RO for diagnosis and

delineation and where all onboard imaging is done by CBCT, planar kV-imaging or

MV-imaging. Besides the MRI acquisition techniques, RTTs need to be schooled in

the relevant anatomy that is visible in these images (see also the section “Training”

below). Due to the superior soft tissue contrast as compared to CBCT, more is vis-

ible. In terms of a potential shift of responsibilities, it can be expected that over time

more types of acquisitions will be clinically employed, either online or prior to treat-

ment. Acquisitions, for example, as diffusion weighted imaging or other functional

MRI techniques for monitoring treatment response. The RTTs need to have enough

knowledge of these different imaging modalities to be able to fulfill their role. As

acquiring images is also part of the role of RTTs at the regular linacs, it can be

expected that MRI acquisition will be the responsibility of the RTT, regardless of

which MRI images are acquired. Evaluating and interpreting these images, on the

other hand, is currently mostly done by ROs and will probably stay with this disci-

pline because of the necessary expertise as well as legal aspects.

Delineation (prior to treatment)
The delineation of the tumor and organs at risk prior to the MRgRT treatment will be

done in line with the way the department handles this for regular treatments. For the

tumor this means that it is delineated by the RO. For the organs at risk, there is more

variety in how departments handle this, with either ROs performing this task or hav-

ing delegated this to RTTs.

Treatment planning (prior to treatment)
For each patient, a treatment plan will be made before the first treatment fraction,

based on a planning image (which can either be anMRI or a CT scan) and supporting

images. This can be done the same way it is done in the department for the regular

treatments, with the role of RTTs or MPEs typically depending on the country. In

some countries, the RTT creates the treatment plan, while in other countries, their

role is nonexistent in this step of the treatment chain. The treatment plan will be

the one used for treatment if the MR-guided linac is used for an IGRT workflow.

If, on the other hand, a daily adaptive strategy will be employed, the treatment plan

will be used as a reference. When planning is normally done by MPEs, a shift of

responsibilities might, after some time, be expected, due to several reasons. First

of all, if online optimization is also done by RTTs in the online workflow (see

below), they gain experience and learn from the challenges they encounter in posi-

tioning and treating the patients. In time, they might learn to use this information in

the design of a patient-tailored treatment plan. Second, the use of templates and class

solutions could lead to part of the treatment plans being generated by RTTs. A dis-

tinction can be made between a “standard” and a “complex” plan, for example, a

prostate patient vs a reirradiation. Third, developments in automatic treatment plan-

ning [45] might also lead to reassigning the responsibilities among the different
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professions as perhaps this step becomes more checking and tweaking, than design-

ing a treatment plan from scratch.

Online fraction
Many additional tasks are present during the online adaptive workflow as compared

to the regular linac workflow. A large part of the radiotherapy chain such as imaging,

contouring the organs at risk, target delineation, making the treatment plan, and per-

forming the QA, that for a regular treatment can take weeks, now has to be done

while the patient is on the table. To be able to do this in a safe, efficient way while

ensuring the quality of the treatment, the responsibilities of the treatment team need

to be clear for everyone involved.Whereas some of the abovementioned steps are not

present at a regular linac, some are very similar. For example, in regular radiother-

apy, positioning and image acquisition are typically done by the RTT, which is the

same for MRgRT.

Online fraction: (Re)delineation of OAR and tumor

During the online adaptive workflow, the online made MR-scan is used for recon-

touring the organs at risk and (re)delineating the tumor. Typically, the software will

come up with a suggestion that is often manually adjusted, which is done by the ROs

or/and by the RTTs. There is a distinction between the OARs and the tumor. It is

more common for regular treatments for OAR contouring to be entrusted to RTTs,

while this is not the case for tumor delineation. The same trend is visible for MRgRT

where the task of OAR contouring is the responsibility of the RTTs in several insti-

tutes [31]. Tumor delineation is, of course, a different story. On the pretreatment

imaging, this is done by the RO and it therefore makes sense for the RO to also

do this in the online setting. This can be done by the RO physically present in the

treatment room. There are however current developments, also triggered by the

recent pandemic, so that this can be done remotely. Due to the ever-increasing work-

load in radiotherapy departments, however, this delineation step should also, in time,

be examined to see where possibilities lie for RTTs to alleviate this pressure. Here

the role of MRgRT that is envisaged in the department becomes very important.

There is a difference between using the technique for very high fraction dose stereo-

tactic treatments where the goal is to reduce the margins as much as possible, as com-

pared to using the technique as “the new normal” and applying it for a wide variety of

tumor sites, including longer fractionation schemes with lower fraction dose.

Several factors play an essential role and will be decisive for the RO being pre-

sent at the treatment, physically or from a distance. The first of these, as mentioned

above, is fractionation. The shorter the fractionation scheme and the higher the

fraction dose, the more the online delineation should be treated similar to pretreat-

ment delineation, due to its large influence on the overall treatment. In the extreme

case of a single fraction treatment, the entire treatment is based on a single online

delineation. This becomes like surgery and here the RO will likely be physically

present to delineate the tumor [46]. This is even more the case if the field develops
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into a “one-stop-shop” approach, where the online delineation is the only delinea-

tion, and treatment starts immediately thereafter. In both these “surgery-like” sit-

uations the task of online delineation of the tumor will in all likelihood be

performed by the RO. A shift towards RTTs is not expected, and a department

should ask itself if such a shift would be desirable.

For a long fractionation scheme, the treatment moves away from surgery and

becomes more similar to the ones on regular linacs. Here there might be a role

for the RTT, also because for these long fractionation schemes, the gain for a depart-

ment to shift this task away from the RO and to the RTT is larger in terms of work-

load. In this way, it will allow the RO to perform his or her other tasks during the

treatment fractions.

An important aspect is the matter of redelineation vs delineation. For the first

delineation of the tumor, the RO might have had additional information besides

the planning image, for example, in the form of additional image acquisitions with

different modalities. Furthermore, there was no time limit (or at least more time

available than during the online fraction). Based on this delineation, the treatment

plan is designed. During the online fraction, this additional information might not

be present, and even if it were present, there is less time available to use it to draw

conclusions. This leads to a distinction between redelineating a tumor and delineat-

ing it for the first time. During the online fraction, the goal of (re)delineation could

become: making sure that the primary physician’s intent is also the treatment that the

patient is receiving for that specific fraction. This is the same goal as the RTTs try to

obtain on the regular linac, by making a CBCT image in an IGRT workflow and

using this to move the table. In these cases, sometimes the initial match is based

on the bony or nearby anatomy, always keeping the position of the tumor in mind.

Other times this match is done on the tumor directly and in these cases, the RTTs are

trained to recognize this tumor. Redelineation of the tumor could be seen as taking

this strategy of recognizing the tumor one step further and there are institutes where

the RTTs are trained to redelineate the tumor for several tumor sites [31].

Online redelineation by RTTs will be tumor site and patient-specific. One can

imagine that the redelineation of a tumor that either is very easily defined due to

its visibility in the online MRI images or one that has very little changes in shape

can more easily be entrusted to RTTs than, say, a complex reirradiation with a tumor

that is very hard to distinguish [31]. Additionally, if the treatment targets an entire

organ, for example, as is often the case for patients with prostate cancer, the transi-

tion toward redelineation by RTT might be a smaller step as this could build upon

previous experience. Introducing a workflow where these responsibilities are redis-

tributed should go hand in hand with reevaluating the interobserver variation (is the

difference between the online redelineation by the RTT and this redelineation done

by an RO sufficiently small?) and the possible effect on applied margins. This could

lead to a subset of the RTTs working in the MRgRT field performing this task, as not

all RTTs might have sufficient experience or have completed the necessary training.

In all cases when (re)delineating of OARs or tumor becomes the task of the RTT,

an adequate way of getting the expert opinion of an RO should be present for those
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cases where the RTT needs support and a system should be in place to monitor and

uphold the quality of these delineations.

Online treatment plan

MRgRT can be used for an IGRT workflow, i.e., to deliver the pretreatment gener-

ated treatment plan, by taking advantage of the enhanced soft tissue contrast as com-

pared to CBCT. However, one of the major advantages of this technique is the

possibility to generate a treatment plan that is reoptimized to the anatomy of the

day. A regular treatment plan is generated with a sufficient amount of time for pre-

treatment, typically days. Online, this has to be done with the patient on the

table decreasing the time to (tens of) minutes [47,48]. A whole new treatment plan

can be made, with different objectives, specifically to create an optimal dose distri-

bution for that day. However, the longer the online treatment planning process takes,

the less likely the anatomy in the acquired online image is to accurately represent the

anatomy of the patient during irradiation. Therefore institutes have developed strat-

egies to speed up the online optimization process, for example, employing class solu-

tions and reoptimizing with the same objectives as the reference plan [14]. More

strategies will become available, especially considering developments in the field

of automatic treatment planning. The online reoptimization of treatment plans is a

relatively recent introduction and therefore the roles of all disciplines have to be

redefined. Similar to other parts of the workflow it makes sense to first entrust this

to the profession that also makes the treatment plans for the regular treatments, typ-

ically either an MPE or RTT. However, due to the workload, a transition to the RTT,

as the professional who is always present during the treatments and getting more and

more experienced, could make a lot of sense. Of course, if this is the case, adequate

training and an infrastructure for support when needed have to be present in the

department. For a regular treatment plan, the RO is the one signing it off, thereby

formalizing the physicians’ intent. Online, a department might choose for an RO

to be present for plan evaluation. An alternate approach could be to define a range

of acceptable tumor coverages and OAR doses for which the RTT is allowed to con-

tinue treatment and if the coverage or OAR dose is outside this range, an RO (either

the treating physician or the physician-on-call) has to be consulted.

Plan QA

Besides the clinical quality of the plan in terms of target coverage and dose to the

organs, QA for regular treatment is also performed, to evaluate if the differences

between the dose that will be delivered and what is shown in the treatment planning

software are small enough. Such patient-specific QA is historically done by theMPE,

but in many institutes, the shift in responsibilities can be observed forMRgRT, where

now the RTTs perform the secondary dose calculation. Typically, a traffic light sys-

tem is present, where theMPE-on-call is consulted if certain thresholds are breached.

With more MRgRT experience it can be expected that more institutes will assign this

task to the RTT. In the future, this might be further automated with the tasks not
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having to be done by the RTT at all. For dose calculation, electron density (ED) is

needed. There are several strategies to obtain the ED for the online MRI image, for

example, deformable image registration of the planning CT, employing libraries or

by autosegmentation coupled to density overrides. Regardless of the method that is

employed, in many institutes, this ED is checked by an MPE or RTT before dose

delivery, as a mistake here can lead to incorrect dose calculation and potentially

over- or underdosage. This check could be implemented in a similar way as the

patient-specific plan QA.

Intrafraction monitoring

One of the promises of MRgRT is being able to visualize the tumor during irradia-

tion. During treatment, the tumor might move (e.g., due to respiration). Some

MRgRT systems are able to employ gating, i.e., switching off radiation if the target

goes outside a certain boundary. This relies on software delineating and tracking the

tumor during the treatment. Improvements can be seen in such software systems over

the last years, but such systems are not perfect. It is therefore important that a human

observer is still present, and able to stop the treatment when necessary. This is also

the case when imaging is possible but gating is not. This is typically the responsibility

of the RTT. On the one hand, it is a task that is very similar to IGRT, i.e., recognizing

a tumor and having it at the right location has now been done for years in many radio-

therapy departments. On the other hand, during IGRT this is done before the irradi-

ation starts and is therefore less time sensitive. For MRgRT the intrafraction

monitoring is done while the patient is being treated on the table. If a reaction is

needed, this has to be done swiftly and will probably lead to a delay. Additional time

needs to be spent, as part of the treatment process has to be redone at that moment, for

example, repositioning, or at a later time if the fraction is not continued that day. In

the latter case, an additional fraction might be necessary. This makes it very impor-

tant that the RTT is adequately trained and feels sufficiently secure to be able to take

the necessary actions. Besides gating, there are developments toward intrafraction

replanning and tumor tracking by the multileaf collimators. This will probably lead

to further redistribution of responsibilities.

Training
With the implementation of a new technique, it goes without saying that there is

always some form of training needed for those involved, whether it is the RTT,

the MPE, or the RO. Several authors have stated that one of the most important fac-

tors to the proper implementation of a new, high-end, technique is the investment in

human resources, not only in acquiring staff but also in education and training

[28,49–51]. MRgRT treatments are different compared to other techniques due to

there being a multidisciplinary team on site every day, so it is of even more impor-

tance that (1) there is enough staff available at the department so as not to jeopardize
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the other parts of the patient care, (2) there is clear logistic coordination between the

disciplines, and (3) there is sufficient appropriate training [21,25,26]. Each member

of the treatment team has to get acquainted with new (still to develop) protocols, a

different workflow, a new treatment and planning system and sometimes also obtain

new skills for looking at and interpreting images. In the case of MRgRT, apart from

the institutes that already historically had an MRI onsite, additional training is nec-

essary on MR safety and MR imaging, the latter primarily for RTTs [17]. A base of

knowledge to get started with the system can be obtained by training sessions in

whatever shape or form spread out over several weeks. Depending on the experience

already present, such training can start with a time investment of several days and be

expanded upon as needed.

Even after the implementation phase, as the technique is firmly embedded in the

department, there still needs to be an ongoing training program, for example, for the

introduction of new tumor sites, upgrades of the system and the expansion of the ini-

tial team. But also refresher courses are to be given periodically to prevent the users

from only remembering and conducting their tasks on “auto-pilot.” An even more

important part of training occurs when responsibilities shift, to a more RTT-led

online image-guided adaptive workflow [29]. Apart from the cooperation and agree-

ment of all disciplines involved, there has to be a training program specifically for the

role development of the RTTs to prepare them for their possible new responsibilities

[32,41,52]. These responsibilities not only include competence skills but also the

confidence to exhibit those skills and to see yourself as an equal partner among

the other disciplines [29].

As already noted in the paragraph on implementation, there are several ways to

initiate a training program, which will be mentioned further in this section. Many

authors already touched upon this subject either from experience or theoretically

[20,36,40,53]. Others described the development of a new profession to accommo-

date the shift to an RTT-led environment with more responsibilities, also necessary

from a legislative and regulatory point of view [32,33,54]. The first institutes to

implement a new technique usually need to develop their own training program

or have to find a way to incorporate different modalities of training into one program

most suited for their purpose. For example, training sessions by the vendor to get

acquainted with the new system, calling in MRI experts to give lectures about

MR workings and safety, multidisciplinary sessions to develop procedures and, just

as importantly, getting to know each other in the new interrelated roles. All these

issues should be addressed and dealt with [28,37,40,55,56]. As MRI experience is

not common in most radiotherapy departments, it is an aspect that needs proper atten-

tion. Especially multidisciplinary contouring training with MRI for GTV and OARs

is best given in conjunction with a radiologist to ensure reproducibility of delineation

and redelineation [24,57,58]. If a department decides to delegate some of the delin-

eation tasks toward the RTTs, additional training must be developed and/or given to

maintain the same standard of delineation and redelineation as with ROs [59,60].

Training can be developed and given in several forms depending on the financial

and human resources available in the institute:
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• Developing a training and competency program for RTTs in the assessment of

MRI images led, evaluated, and audited by ROs and ongoing redevelopment

of the aforementioned program [20].

• Lectures and practical sessions on anatomy and organ motion recognition aided

by workbooks to support experience [20].

• A training program to be given and assessed by ROs, starting with offline

verification and decision-making and onward to online verification and

decision-making by RTT only [20,60].

• If available, making use of virtual reality learning centers for training and

competency assessment [53].

• Discourses on MR and MR safety by, for example, an MPE or RTT from the

Radiology department or as part of a specific course on MRI, or training by

application specialists from the vendor [17]. The courses on MRI being more

important at sites where this imaging modality is not commonly used [22,61,62].

Training and lectures on MR safety should address access restrictions, potential

hazards and risks, acoustic noise that patients have to sustain, general patient

safety when lying in the MRI, magnet quench and emergency guidelines for staff

in case of a (patient) evacuation [37].

• Training on MRI acquisition, either by external specialists or by collaborating

with MRI technologists from the radiology department. The greatest benefit of

course will be achieved if the RTTs to be trained already have sufficient

radiotherapy image acquisition and treatment planning experience, the latter

being an advantage with patient positioning [22,26,63].

• One-on-one clinical supervision and teaching from ROs and MPEs concerning

clinical oncology, physics, patient assessment, and care [52,64].

• Self-learning and training through graduate programs, journals, and conference

attendance [30,32]. If RTTs act as speakers and/or active participants in

discussions at (international) conferences and meetings, this will further

strengthen their knowledge and enhanced role.

• Training on planning and dosimetry, either by the vendor or by MPEs who

already are familiar with the new planning system. Scheduled

multidisciplinary meetings with ROs, MPEs and RTTs to discuss ongoing issues

on planning, delivery, and logistics as well as new developments, initiatives, and

projects [21,65].

The formal aspect of training is just one part. An equally important aspect is the

informal learning obtained by activities such as site-based quality assurance rounds,

aforementioned (multidisciplinary) teammeetings, interdisciplinary surveys and dis-

cussions [36,40], and of course clinical experience [55]. RTTs will become more and

more self-confident about their role in the process if they get enough time to get

acquainted with the new system and its workings and also get enough clinical expe-

rience. This will be of great value if a department decides to shift toward a more

RTT-led process. Note that there needs to be a good multidisciplinary setting to

get this to succeed [66,67]. Possible misconceptions and disagreements about roles
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need to be resolved. Cooperation from all disciplines is necessary, especially from

MPEs and ROs to acknowledge a shift in each other’s role and support RTTs in their

“new” profession [40,55,56].

The initial group of RTTs present during implementation gets the majority of the

training in the pre-MRgRT stage and afterward it can cascade down to the members

who will join the team in a later stage [29]. Throughout the implementation stage and

continuing in the daily process of MRgRT it is important to keep up with new devel-

opments, clarity about roles, and possible role shifts. The latter being of utmost

importance for RTT who, in case of a shift toward an RTT-led environment, will

have to be aware of their new role and the responsibilities that go with it. They will

then need to “step up to the plate” with ROs and MPEs less and less present on site,

with competence and confidence as an equal partner in their new role among the

other disciplines [29].

Conditions and infrastructure
When introducing a new technique, conditions and infrastructure have to be inves-

tigated. The necessary conditions with regard to finance, the prognosis of the number

of suitable patients, suitability of the treatment rooms and sufficient human resources

must already be investigated and approved before purchase and implementation.

During the implementation phase, an initial set of conditions is needed. Some con-

ditions will be static, for example, conditions about MR safety, a contraindication list

for patients undergoing an MRI, a questionnaire on the tolerance of MRgRT [68],

multidisciplinary consultations, training for new team members, MRI image acqui-

sition and interpretation, QA and quality control (QC) [22,62]. Other conditions will

suffice in the beginning but have to be adjusted as time goes by, for example, ongoing

training and refresher courses, changing logistics with the introduction of new tumor

sites and if the workflow or roles change. A special mention in case of role changes is

the legal part of the profession of RTT. This may differ in various countries and since

roles in MRgRT with multidisciplinary teams on site are not as straightforward as in

other radiotherapy techniques, special attention has to be paid to the legal aspects

[30,32,33]. Also, an incentive which will possibly lead to an evaluation of roles,

either practical or legal, is the use of a multidisciplinary team on site. Because of

the challenging logistics and coordination this requires, not in the least due to the

scarcity of personnel, extended or overlapping roles need to be explored to reduce

the necessary manpower on site. However, this has to be done while keeping an

eye on the consequences this will bring either in the scope of quality of practice

or legally [22,23]. Conditions on MR safety, image acquisition, registration and

interpretation, anatomy and pathology, QA and QC, redelineation for adaptive radio-

therapy and delivery techniques such as tracking and gating, need to be embedded in

the proper training methods and vice versa [22,62]. When upgrades of the system

occur, the department should be flexible enough to respond quickly to these changes

in terms of additional training and change in workflow. Especially an upgrade
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leading to more available MRI sequences will require the need of more education on

image interpretation, for both ROs and RTTs, to ensure image quality and diminish

interobserver variability [21,69]. All these changes should be evaluated and pro-

cessed in the already existing infrastructure. In the shifting of roles, the workflow

has to be adapted to remain efficient. Awareness has to be among all parties about

these shifts and the implications for all. And, in case of a shift, an acknowledgement

that RTTs can perform delegated tasks, lead program efficiencies and alleviate the

work pressure for ROs and MPEs through a more RTT-led workflow [70]. This

reduction in staff numbers present on site has to go hand in hand with clear guidelines

about which delegated tasks can be performed by RTTs, thresholds for decision mak-

ing and thresholds for action levels, all to be set up through multidisciplinary team-

work [36,37].

As already discussed in the paragraph on training, RTTs have to be up to the job,

through training but also through being willing and able to take responsibility for

their new role. An important factor which can enforce this mindset, is clear and open

communication on a multidisciplinary level, treating every discipline on the same

level of equivalence [39,67]. Although the roles would change by putting the RO

and MPE to a more standby or “on call” position and the RTT performing more del-

egated tasks, this shift in roles should not be seen as a shift in “power balance or

relationships” [66]. MRgRT by its nature still needs collaborating teams communi-

cating in an open and respectful way with each other to achieve their shared goals:

patient safety, delivering an efficient and optimal patient treatment and the best pos-

sible quality of care [36,41,71]. Because of the nature of their job, the RTTs are the

ones most experienced if it comes to the day-to-day activities of patient treatment on

the linac. In the case where ROs andMPEs are unfamiliar with online planning tools,

contouring could be a more time-consuming task when it is done by them instead of

by experienced RTTs [20].

By moving toward a more RTT-led environment, special attention needs to be

given to making a smooth and efficient workflow possible. There have to be clear

protocols about when and who to call in case an RO or MPE is needed. Traffic light

conditions will have to be set up about when to call another discipline onsite and on-

call lists for ROs and MPEs need to be set up. Response time by ROs an MPEs will

need to be adequate and fitting to the adaptive nature of MRgRT and the extended

treatment times compared to other radiotherapy techniques [20,29]. Patient-related

conditions will not differ that much from other techniques, with some exceptions:

patient treatment time is substantially longer and communication is more difficult

due to the acoustic noise of the MRI and the patient having to lie in a small confined

area. Therefore, patients need to be reassured at regular intervals, and kept up to

speed about which step in the treatment is at hand and the duration of the treatment.

Also, possible delays, either technical or patient-related readjustments, need to be

communicated to the patient to make them feel safe and looked after [17]. The work-

ing environment needs to be as free as possible from distractions to help keep a focus

on the patient. This also is more important in an MRgRT environment where every-

thing is performed online with many disciplines onsite [29]. It is also important, even
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after the introduction phase, to keep in touch with the vendor and with the MPEs and

RTTs from the Radiology department who helped in the implementation stage. This

ensures that short communication lines remain present, thus having a positive effect

on the smooth introduction of further developments. While often such contact is fos-

tered by the MPE, the role of the RTT here can be important, especially in the case of

a shift to a more RTT-led environment where RTTs are the ones with the most hands-

on experience [22].

Concluding remarks
With the introduction of MRgRT into radiotherapy departments, new capabilities

and new challenges came. The role of RTTs, working in MR-guided radiotherapy,

has also shifted as compared to regular radiotherapy. Some of the responsibilities

traditionally assigned to other professions are reassigned to them, due to the

labor-intensive workflow creating possible bottlenecks in workload for ROs and

MPEs. As the technology matures and more experience is obtained, both for the indi-

vidual institutes as well as for the radiotherapy community in general, this shift of

responsibilities can be expected to increase further. To facilitate such shifts, depart-

ments should ensure the presence of an appropriate infrastructure in terms of training

and support and, additionally, adapt such infrastructure to the changing needs of the

department.
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Introduction
MRI is the standard imagingmodality used to assess brain and spinal tumors given its

excellent anatomic soft tissue visualization and numerous additional methods that

can be used to investigate physiology (e.g., diffusion, perfusion, spectroscopy)

[1,2]. Typically, brain tumors are assessed with MRI only at certain time points, such

as before the start of radiation therapy to assist with treatment planning, and again

approximately 1 month after the completion of radiation therapy to assess the

tumor’s response to therapy [3]. MR Linac devices have unique benefits for central

nervous system (CNS) tumors, including allowing for more frequent imaging of

tumors, such as during treatment.

In the brain, magnetic resonance image-guided radiation therapy (MRIgRT) pro-

vides daily imaging of evolving tumors which cannot be visualized using cone-beam

CT guidance due to poor soft tissue contrast and greater temporal information of the

tumors than discrete stand-alone MRIs. For example, significant anatomic changes

during radiotherapy were observed in patients with glioblastoma during the standard

6-week course of MRIgRT [4]. These anatomic changes can act as a rationale for

radiation therapy (RT) adaptation during initial treatment, which is not currently

standard for glioblastoma. For stereotactic body RT of the spine, MRIgRT acquires

clear isotropic images of tumor in relation to the spinal cord, cerebral spinal fluid,

and nearby moving organs at risk such as the bowel. This visualization allows for

treatment setup reassurance and the possibility of adaptive radiotherapy based on

moving anatomy in difficult cases [4].

Despite the potential of MR Linac devices to treat brain tumors, a recent review

[5] highlighted that few sites used MRIgRT to treat brain tumor patients [6]. This is

because MRIgRT has been almost exclusively applied to treat tumors in moving

organs located in the torso, such as in the lungs [7], breast [8], pancreas [9,10], liver

[11], prostate [12], and pelvis [13]. Tumor and healthy tissue in these regions can
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move significantly between or during treatments due to physiological motion such as

respiration [7,14,15], digestion [16], and other involuntary movements [17]. Addi-

tionally, target geometry may change during treatment from tumor growth or shrink-

age or patient weight loss or gain. These are examples of adaptive RT, where the

adaptation is based solely on anatomical changes.

Another major benefit of MRI is its ability to capture additional information beyond

anatomical changes dependingon theMRIcontrastmechanismsbeingassessed. It is pos-

sible to obtain MR relaxometry, diffusion, perfusion, and spectroscopy during RT using

MRLinac devices [4]. These techniques are known to correlatewith physiologic changes

in the tumor such as cellularity, necrosis, andmetabolism, and serve as early biomarkers

of chemotherapy and RT response correlating with patient survival. For example,

changes in regional water mobility are detectable by diffusion weighted imaging

(DWI) and are associated with increased tumor growth, cellularity, and necrosis

[18,19]. Increased blood volume and flux can be estimated from perfusionMRI and cor-

relate to tumor oxygen consumption [20]. Tumor extension and aggressiveness are also

associated with a metabolic profile and can be estimated by magnetic resonance spec-

troscopy (MRS) [21]. Among others, these techniques are collectively termed as multi-

parametric MRI (mpMRI). Since changes in mpMRI during RT correlate with eventual

tumor response [22–24], there is the potential to adapt RT to mpMRI findings. We have

termed this adaptation based on physiologic changes, such as those seen on mpMRI,

physiologic adaptive RT (PART) [25]. For example, if mpMRI demonstrates that a

tumor is increasingly cellular, metabolic, and angiogenic during treatment (i.e., resistant

to standard therapies), should RT dose-escalation or other additional therapies be con-

sidered? Frequent imaging withMR Linac devices can assist in answering this question.

While physiologic tumor investigations during RT have previously been limited

by the feasibility and cost of obtaining frequent standalone MRIs, MR Linac systems

have obviated these limitations [4]. MR Linac devices allow the possibility of obtain-

ing mpMRI with high temporal frequency throughout treatment to elucidate trends in

tumor physiology that can be leveraged to make adaptive treatment decisions based

on tumor physiology. Future studies are needed to explore which changes in MR-

based physiologic metrics and at which timepoints best predict patient outcomes.

This will allow for early treatment intensification for tumors identified having the

worst physiologic responses during RT in effort to improve patient survival. With

this in mind, this chapter will discuss the potential use of MR Linac devices for ana-

tomic and physiologic adaptive radiotherapy for treating brain and spine tumors with

an emphasis on glioblastoma, the most common primary CNS malignancy [3].

Multiparametric MRI for MR Linac neuroimaging
Existing data suggests that there are physiologic changes that occur in glioblastomas

during RT. Different MRI contrasts such as T1-weighted [26], T2-weighted [27],

perfusion [28], DWI [29], and proton MRS [30] have been investigated for early

detection of glioblastoma response to treatment. Many of these techniques have been

implemented or are in development on MR Linac devices. An example of mpMRI

from an MR Linac device is shown in Fig. 11.1.
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FIG. 11.1

Serial MRI of a patient with glioblastoma acquired during MRIgRT on the 0.35 T MRIdian (ViewRay, Cleveland, OH) MR Linac system. Imaging was obtained at simulation

(week 0) and daily on MRIdian through the course of treatment, though shown weekly for simplicity (gray arrows with treatment week number). This workflow for

glioma patients includes 20 min for daily patient setup and intensity-modulated RT which includes whole brain highly T2-weighted balanced steady-state free precession

(bSSFP) (1.5� 1.5� 1.5mm, 128 s) for positioning, 3D couch shifts applied by the radiation therapist analogous to non-MRI guided RT systems, and cineMRI during RT

for position verification through treatment. RT is then followed by 15 min per day of additional mpMRI imaging with the patient in the same position for a total daily time

of about 35 min. Shown is mpMRI from the MR Linac (blue rectangle) of a 58-year-old woman with partially resected glioblastoma (IDH-1 R132H wildtype, MGMT

nonhypermethylated) of the left temporal lobe with unresected portions extending into the left basal ganglia and corona radiata as shown. From top to bottom, bSSFP, T1,

R2*, and T2 maps, and DWI are presented. DWI data was not available on this particular MRIdian system until the third week of treatment when it was added to

the acquisition protocol every other day. At the bottom of figure (gray rectangle), comparison images are shown from a 3 T Skyra (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) clinical

scanner during the simulation and at week 5 (RT fraction 21) of treatment. From the left to the right are T1 post-contrast, T2 FLAIR and DWI, respectively. This patient

had progressive growth throughout treatment that was particularly prominent on fraction 21/week 5 T1 post-contrast scan (enhancing gross tumor volume margin growth

of 8 mm) and R2* mapping.
Credit: Figure adapted from Maziero D, Straza MW, Ford JC, Bovi JA, Diwanji T, Stoyanova R, et al. MR-Guided Radiotherapy for Brain and Spine Tumors. Front Oncol 2021;11:626100.



Anatomic MRI
T1 post-contrast and T2-FLAIR images are typically used for determining tumor

response to treatment, most commonly by applying criteria specified by Response

Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) [31]. There is tumor growth after chemor-

adiation treatment on T1 gadolinium contrast-enhanced MRI (6 weeks post-

treatment) in up to 49% of patients with glioblastoma [32,33]. Patients with the true

progression of nonresponding tumor continue to have a disease that progresses on

serial MRIs and often die within 9 months [34–36]. Some patients with growth on

MRI after chemoradiation have tumors that stabilize or spontaneously regress with-

out treatment modification, a condition called pseudoprogression [34–36]. Psuedo-
progression reflects a favorable response to therapy with tumor neovascularization

and/or necrosis and improved median survival of 38 months [32,37]. Unfortunately,

there is no technique that reliably distinguishes true progression and pseudoprogres-

sion during treatment. Instead, RANO criteria suggest follow-up imaging over the

next 3–6 months and clinical monitoring to assess whether changes spontaneously

resolve without modification of therapy or continue to progress.

A recent analysis of 14 patients treated withMRIgRT identified T2-weighted vol-

ume increases >25% in 4 patients who had been scanned daily during RT treatment

delivery [38]. Most growth occurred late in treatment for three of the four patients, a

previously unreported finding that could hold prognostic significance. Another study

observedmeaningful tumor dynamic changes during chemoradiation therapy by ana-

lyzing T1 post-contrast and T2-FLAIR images of 62 patients with glioblastoma [39].

Since the amount of gadolinium enhancement is the primary metric used to eval-

uate glioblastoma evolution by criteria like RANO, a challenge to the MR Linac

community is when and how often to administer gadolinium contrast during RT.

The frequency of gadolinium administration and gadolinium deposition with

repeated contrast administrations is a significant concern among patients [40]. These

concerns, although valid, have not been shown to have significant clinical conse-

quences, and repeated gadolinium-based contrasts are considered safe in patients

with normal renal function [41]. One alternative to gadolinium may be alternative

measures of tumor size and response. Some possible mpMRI candidates are

given below.

Relaxometry
Relaxometry refers to intrinsic tissue properties of spin-lattice (T1) and spin-spin

(T2) relaxation. Quantitative multiparametric mapping (qMPM) is a technique to

obtaining multiple of these relaxometry MRI parameters such as R1 (1/T1), R2*
(1/T2*), R2 (1/T2), and proton density (PD) in a short amount of time [42]. A pre-

vious study showed that R1 and R2 maps reflect tumor invasion [43]. R2* reflects

hypoxia and prognosis in several tumor types [44,45]. Other studies have shown

promising results for using qMPM to detect glioblastoma true progression and psue-

doprogression [46,47]. As qMPM may help to measure glioblastoma response,
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recent studies showed the feasibility of applying the Strategically Acquired Gradient

Echo (STAGE) [48] and MR fingerprinting for MR Linac qMPM [49,50].

Diffusion
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) measures the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient

(ADC), an estimate of the Brownian motion of water molecules within an imaging

voxel [51]. Water molecules in the intracellular space have restricted motion (low

ADC), while water molecules in the extracellular space have relatively unrestricted

diffusion (high ADC). Thus, low ADC correlates with tumors that are more cellular

[52,53] and aggressive [18,54]. Change in tumor ADC on post-treatment MRI is

capable of differentiating true progression from pseudoprogression and radiation

necrosis [19,55]. Glioblastoma with true progression has increasing cellular density

and decreasing water mobility, lowering ADC, while successful treatment causes a

reduction in tumor cellularity and increases water mobility, raising ADC [22,56].

One study investigated ADC as an early marker for responsiveness to the treat-

ment of glioblastoma. The authors analyzed ADC values from voxels within the

T2/FLAIR volume from 52 patients and found that elevated minimum and mean

ADC values are significantly correlated to Progression Free Survival (PFS) and

Overall Survival (OS) [56]. Additional metrics derived from DWI such as fraction,

linear, planar, and spherical anisotropy have also been reported to distinguish true

progression from pseudoprogression [55]. Although challenging at low magnetic

fields, acquisition of DWI and estimation of ADC maps have been shown to be pos-

sible on MR Linac systems [57] (Fig. 11.1) [4].

Perfusion
There are two commonmethods for gadolinium-based perfusionMRI: Dynamic Sus-

ceptibility Contrast (DSC) [58] and Dynamic Contrast Enhancement (DCE) [59].

DSC is based on detecting T2* signal loss due to susceptibility effects from the intra-

venous injection of a gadolinium contrast agent [60]. This method is used for esti-

mating hemodynamic-related parameters of relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and

relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) [61,62], which are reported as the

most sensitive parameters for differentiating glioblastoma true progression from

pseudoprogression after RT [63]. Multiple studies have shown that true progression

is associated with higher values of rCBV on post-RT MRI in comparison to pseudo-

progression [23,64,65].

DCE parameters, on the other hand, are obtained from signal increases during the

dynamic acquisition of T1-weighted images during a gadolinium bolus passage [66].

The Ktrans, which is a measure of capillary permeability, has consistently been

reported to be higher for recurrent gliomas compared to radiation necrosis and pseu-

doprogression [67–69]. Since gadolinium’s effect on T1 (relaxivity) is similar at low

and high field [70], preliminary results have shown the feasibility of obtaining DCE

data and calculating Ktrans maps using a 0.35 TMR Linac system [71] (Fig. 11.2) [4].
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FIG. 11.2

DCE MRI of a patient with glioblastoma multiforme from data obtained a week before

treatment (Pre RT), the fifth week of treatment (Mid RT), and 1 month after treatment

completion (Post RT) using a 0.35 T MR Linac system. The dynamic contrast-enhanced

(DCE) images (A) with a spatial resolution of 3�3�5 mm3 and temporal resolution of 9.75 s

were acquired during the administration of a 0.1 mmol/kg bolus of gadoteridol with a 2 mL/s

rate followed by a 30 mL saline solution administered at the same rate. The post-contrast 3D

T1 (B) were obtained following the DCE acquisition with a resolution of

1.5�1.5�2.5 mm3 and an acquisition time of 7 min and 30 s. The average time courses (C),

baseline corrected, of the enhanced volumes are shown for Pre RT (red), Mid RT (blue) and

Post RT (black) images. The red, blue, and black dashed boxes show the averaged Ktrans for

the contrast-enhanced volumes from Pre RT, Mid RT, and Post RT, respectively.
Credit: Author created, not previously published.
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Other techniques such as intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM), a noninvasive per-

fusion surrogate, could be used instead [72]. Although IVIM has been shown to

be feasible at 0.5 T, since it was originally developed at 0.5 T [73], its feasibility

at 0.35 T is yet to be evaluated.

Spectroscopy and metabolic imaging
MR spectroscopy (MRS) is a noninvasive method capable of estimating the concen-

tration of tumor-related metabolites such as Choline (Cho) and N-acetyl-aspartate

(NAA) [74]. A high Cho/NAA ratio is a biomarker of glioblastoma tumor presence

and can delineate tumor infiltration and changes during RT correlate with patient

outcomes [24,75–77]. Spectroscopy for Cho/NAA is best performed at 3 T, which

no current MR Linac system offers. However, lower field MRI can be used to mea-

sure tumor glutamine/glutamate (Glx) to study tumor metabolism. Glx is overex-

pressed in glioblastoma and changes are linked to tumor response to therapy

[78,79]. Lower field improves detection of Glx because the chemical shift between

C3 and C4 protons decreases at low field and the ratio of δ/J approaches zero, leading
to a single resonance [80,81].

Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MRI acquires metabolic informa-

tion such as amide proton transfer (AST), the exchange of protons in amide bonds

such as those found in proteins and peptides [82,83]. AST CEST has been shown to

predict response to therapy in glioblastoma patients [84–86], distinguish between

CNS tumor types and grades [87–90], separate radiation necrosis from tumor, and

differentiate pseudoprogression from true progression [91,92]. CEST MRI for

CNS tumors is feasible on 1.5 T MR Linac systems [93], which can provide addi-

tional information for adaptive RT.

MRI analysis and radiomics
Given the large numbers of images generated byMRIgRT (i.e., mpMRI of�6 image

contrasts for 30 RT treatments¼180 images per patient during treatment alone),

computer-assisted techniques for automatically discovering changes and finding

the patterns that predict outcomes are necessary. There are two important topics

to consider on this front: automatic tumor lesion identification and extraction of

radiomics and quantitative mpMRI features.

For automatic tumor lesion identification: manually outlining tumor lesions,

resection cavity, and surrounding tumor edema on �180 images per patient is

extremely time-consuming and tedious. A convolutional neural network (CNN) is

a type of deep learning framework commonly applied to automatically segment

structures within images. CNNs have the capability to identify and classify regions

of interest (ROI) in images [94]. There are various types of CNNs that rely on dif-

ferent mathematical algorithms. One distinguishing factor is whether a CNN is two-

dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D). A 2D CNN processes each image sep-

arately; for example, a series of photographs of roadways where the CNN segments
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ROI and classifies them (car, van, bus, etc.) [95]. This works well for photographs

and can be adapted to work for medical imaging, with each axial slice of the image

acting as its own discrete 2D image. A 3D CNN processes all images in a 3D set

together, so it can follow tubes and other 3D shapes through space from slice to slice

[96]. 3D CNNs are more complex but ideal for tumor segmentation, although either a

2D or 3D CNN can be utilized for the segmentation of CNS tumors. Several CNNs

have performed well in identifying glioblastoma tumor lesions [97–99].
For extraction of radiomics and quantitative mpMRI features: radiomics analyzes

imaging features within an ROI to correlate features and outcomes in an automated

fashion [100], which is ideal to predict outcomes within high-volume MRIgRT data.

Although not in the CNS, radiomics analysis of imaging features on a 0.35-T MR

Linac system was shown to correlate with outcome in pancreatic cancer [101]. There

are a few previously published series of radiomics and MRI spectroscopy applica-

tions in glioblastoma patients [102–105]. Radiomics feature trends seen either in lon-

gitudinal imaging studies (“delta radiomics”) over the course of therapy or by

combining multiple image types may also add response information [100,106]. Over

the past decade, there have been many radiomics studies in glioma, but the lack of

reproducibility due to the variability in image acquisitions between vendors has lim-

ited clinical translation [107].Whether these challenges can be overcome by utilizing

radiomics on MR Linac systems remains to be seen.

Radiomic texture features examine different patterns of the MRI voxel intensity

within the tumor region and rely on four main matrices to calculate individual fea-

tures. (1) The gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) depends on how often a pat-

tern of 2 voxels with certain patterns of intensity occur next to each other [108,109].

(2) The gray-level run-length matrix (GLRLM) depends on tendrils of voxels of the

same intensity in a preset direction [109]. (3) The gray-level size zone matrix

(GLSZM) depends on islands of voxels of the same intensity [109,110]. (4) The

neighborhood gray-tone difference matrix (NGTDM) depends on the summation

of the differences between islands’ voxels of the same intensity and the average value

of their surrounding neighbor voxels [109,111]. From each matrix, multiple calcu-

lations can be made, such as different row and column summations, divisions, etc.

These calculations output a single texture feature as a numerical value. The individ-

ual texture features can then be graphed and analyzed to look for statistically signif-

icant differences between groups (i.e., true progression and psuedoprogression).

In a preliminary study [112], 39 texture features were analyzed in 8 glioblastoma

patients with either true progression (n¼5) or psuedoprogression (n¼3) during

MRIgRT as weekly averages from daily T2-weighted images. Of the 39 features,

several became more significant with time comparing true progression and

psuedoprogression. A particular texture feature, gray-level size zone matrix small

zone low gray-level emphasis (GLSZM-SZLGE), showed an increasing difference

between true progression and psuedoprogression over time, with significance at

week 6 (*P<.05, Mann-Whitney U) [112], showing the promise of utilizing radio-

mics on MR Linac systems for CNS tumors.
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There are other additional MRI analysis techniques besides radiomics. Paramet-

ric response mapping (PRM) is a voxel-wise approach used to quantify image

changes over time. In glioblastoma, PRM of mpMRI during RT on standalone scan-

ners has been shown to correlate more strongly with response than ROI-based ana-

lyses [113]. PRM of mpMRI in standaloneMRI studies has been previously shown to

classify glioblastoma true progression or pseudoprogression at a single timepoint

early during RT [114], predict glioblastoma overall survival at 5 timepoints (4 during

RT and 1 post-RT) [20], and classify glioma grade 3 and 4 responders and nonre-

sponders (based on time-dependent survival probability) at 2 timepoints (pre-RT

and mid-RT) [115]. Because mpMRI is feasible on MR RT devices, so is PRM,

and may offer better insights with more timepoints than standalone MRI. Another

technique, MR fingerprinting, which rapidly acquires mpMRI data in the transient

state by varying pulse sequence parameters like flip angle and repetition time, is also

feasible on MR Linac systems [50,116].

Benefits of low-field MR Linac
Some MRI Linac systems utilize low-field MRI, which has pros and cons; here, we

will focus on the benefits. Low-field MRI gives reduced energy deposition for

sequences that cannot run at a high field, shorter T1 relaxation for more rapid rep-

etition times, longer T2 and T2* relaxation for longer readout times, reduced suscep-

tibility and distortion-related artifacts, and longer radiofrequency wavelengths

leading to enhanced B0/B1 field homogeneity [117]. Another recent concern is the

cost and availability of helium refill/reliquification to cool MRI systems [118].

Low-fieldMRI utilizes less, and sometimes no helium depending on the type of mag-

net. Additionally, low-field images can be similar in quality and resolution to stan-

dard clinical scanners (1.5–3 T), as shown in Fig. 11.3.

Another significant challenge of frequent MRI during therapy is accessing stan-

dalone scanners due to scanner availability and location, patient logistics, and cost.

By treating on an MR Linac device, daily MRI can be achieved with treatment setup

scans, and daily mpMRI can be integrated into the treatment delivery workflow with

minimal additional time or logistics.

Clinical applications for MR Linac therapy in the CNS
As summarized above, MR Linac allows for daily MRI of tumors that cannot be seen

with cone-beam CT (CBCT) and also allows for daily mpMRI, which shows eval-

uations of tumor response. Here we propose specific applications of MR Linac for

adapting RT in the three common CNS situations: glioblastoma, brain metastases,

and spinal metastases.
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Glioblastoma
Glioblastoma is the most common primary brain cancer with�250,000 new diagno-

ses per year globally and median survival of�18 months [119–121]. First-line treat-
ment for glioblastoma includes biopsy or resection followed by 6 weeks of RT with

concurrent temozolomide chemotherapy and 6–12 months of continued temozolo-

mide [122]. The current clinical imaging standard is applied by obtainingMRI before

RT for planning and then 1 month after RT—an interval of �3 months. A common

dilemma is that the MRI 1 month after RT shows a growth of unclear significance in

42%–49% of patients [32,33]. WithMRIgRT, it has been demonstrated that glioblas-

toma growth is also observable daily during RT [38].

Standard MRI soon after RT is unable to differentiate true progression and pseu-

doprogression. For patients with true progression, second-line treatments such as

additional RT, clinical trials, repeat resection, and/or additional chemotherapy are

FIG. 11.3

Comparison of T1 0.35 T (top left) with 3.0 T (bottom left) and T2 0.35 T (top right) with

3.0 T (bottom right) of a 29-year-old woman with a centrally located glioblastoma (IDH-1 and

IDH-2 mutations negative, MGMT nonhypermethylated, H3K27M mutation negative). The

0.35 T images were taken late during week 4 of RT, and the 3.0 T images were taken early

during week 5 of RT (4 days apart). Another MRIgRT advantage is that thermoplastic mask

immobilization negates patient motion, facilitating averaging and partial k-space acquisitions.

In the worst case where optimization cannot make up for a �9-fold loss in image signal

due to 0.35 T vs 3.0 T, the signal can be regained through increases in scan time or a small

1.7-fold resolution loss (signal: resolution is a cubic relationship), which should be of no

impact for studies of typically large tumors.
Credit: Author created, not previously published.
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available [123–127]. However, unnecessary intervention can be harmful. Early reo-

peration is risky and unnecessary for misdiagnosed pseudoprogression [128], while

inappropriate second-line chemotherapy is associated with worse quality of life

[129]. Meanwhile, true progression is associated with performance status decline

or death, commonly before 6 months, which is within the time period before pseu-

doprogression resolves. If second-line therapies are withheld due to diagnostic

uncertainty it can lead to those second-line therapies becoming ineffective or futile

[130]. Additionally, immediate dose escalation of glioblastoma progressing during

RT is likely to be more effective compared to RT in the future because repair and

repopulation occur causing gaps in RT to be less effective [131,132]. Therefore,

it is critical to identify glioblastoma patients with true progression early during treat-

ment to implement aggressive second-line therapy. Through daily mpMRI, and auto-

mated imaging analysis described earlier in this chapter, MR Linac devices can assist

in fulfilling this unmet need.

To study the evolution of glioblastoma during RT, the University of Miami group

has been conducting a noninterventional study of glioblastoma patients treated on the

0.35 T MR Linac device. Eligible patients have any degree of resection and undergo

temozolomide chemotherapy concurrent with 6 weeks of radiation therapy on MR

Linac. Patients receive a pre-treatment MR Linac scan, daily MR Linac scans,

and one post-treatment MR Linac scan, and have 3 T MRIs pre-treatment, once

mid-treatment (week 4–5), and post-treatment. The detailed imaging workflow is

given in Fig. 11.4.

The primary goal of this study is to collect data about the evolution of glioblas-

toma during RT to give early prognostic information and create a pipeline for daily

mpMRI acquisition. The plan is for future trials of adaptive RT for glioblastoma

based on this information on the commercial 0.35 T device. On the 1.5 T MR Linac,

a single institution interventional trial (NCT04726397) from the Sunnybrook group

in Toronto is underway using weekly gadolinium administration for glioblastoma

patients. This study replans the radiation weekly with a reduced 5 mm clinical target

volume (CTV) with the objective of minimizing normal brain treated with RT in

glioblastoma to reduce treatment side effects. Among other things, this study seeks

to verify that there will not be an increased rate of treatment failure using this adap-

tive schema, as 2 cm CTV planned only once before the start of treatment is consid-

ered to be the standard margin for glioblastoma [133].

Brain metastases
Brain metastases are the most commonly diagnosed CNS malignancy [134]. Inci-

dence of brain metastases varies significantly by primary cancer site with lung,

breast, and melanoma as the most common causes [134]. The anatomic and physi-

ologic adaptive radiotherapy discussed earlier in this chapter might also be applied to

short courses of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS, 1–5 fractions typically in less than

2 weeks) commonly used to treat brain metastases or postoperative resection

cavities [135].
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Adaptation could improve treatment accuracy because it is known that significant

volume changes can occur if RT begins soon after resection [136]. One study showed

that 9 out of 22 patients required treatment adjustments based on repeat MRI within

7 days after planningMRI and 7 out of 9 patients required adjustments between 8 and

14 days after planning MRI [137]. For intact brain metastases receiving SRS, tumors

can also change in size [138]. This suggests that anatomic adaptation might be help-

ful for single fraction SRS if there is any delay in planning MRI or for fractionated

SRS courses given over 1 week or more. While these short courses give a limited

FIG. 11.4

Sample multiparametric (mp) MRI protocol for an MR Linac device. This protocol is for

glioblastoma patients being treated on a 0.35 T MR Linac system at the University of Miami.

Consenting patients receive additional imaging before, during, and after radiation therapy

(RT). There are 2 MR Linac research protocols: (A) STAGE Relaxometry (T1, T2, and T2*
images), and (B) Diffusion and Perfusion imaging (ADC and IVIM). Before treatment, patients

receive protocols A and B, and DCE perfusion on MR Linac, and mpMRI plus whole brain

spectroscopy on 3 T MRI. Daily for 6 weeks of RT, patients receive (all on MR Linac) a heavily

T2-weighted balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) scan as part of a typical

treatment setup, plus protocols A or B on alternating days to minimize the patient time in the

scanner. At a single timepoint between fractions 16–21 (weeks 4–5 of treatment), patients

receive DCE perfusion on MR Linac, and mpMRI plus whole brain spectroscopy on 3 T MRI.

About 3 weeks after treatment ends, patients again receive protocols A and B, and DCE

perfusion on MR Linac, and mpMRI plus whole brain spectroscopy on 3 T MRI.
Credit: Author created, not previously published.
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amount of time for physiologic adaptation, studies have shown that mpMRI changes

correlate with response to treatment as early as 1 day and 1 week after treatment for

animal models [139] and brain metastasis patients [140,141], respectively. There-

fore, daily monitoring with MRIgRTmay allow for plan adaptation or early response

prediction in SRS cases.

However, significant challenges for implementing SRS on MR Linac devices

exist. SRS requires highly conformal RT planning and delivery, accurate patient

setup and position confirmation, and management of intrafraction motion. Different

SRS platforms handle these issues in various ways [142]. For MR Linac precision

planning and delivery, studies have shown the feasibility of generating SRS plans

for brain metastases that satisfy clinical requirements [143,144], but comparison

studies still suggest that plan quality with only coplanar beams on an MR Linac

is limited compared to other Linac SRS systems [145].

Regarding precision setup, MR Linac systems currently lack a six degree of free-

dom couch for fine rotation corrections and an SRS dedicated immobilization system

that most commercial SRS systems utilize to assist with patient positioning. This can

potentially be overcome with adaptive treatment planning to create a new plan based

on the setup anatomy of the day, assuming confidence in the masking system and

intrafraction immobilization verification imaging is adequate. In an adaptive RT sce-

nario, it is currently unclear whether gadolinium would be necessary to visualize the

target, or if the target or resection cavity could be sufficiently visualized using non-

contrast MRI. Also, resolution for SRS planning MRI and CBCT for patient setup is

typically in the submillimetric range. Our experience with current setup imaging on

the 0.35 T MR Linac system is a resolution of about 1.5 mm isotropic (bSSFP or

slightly above this in research mode for T1 post-contrast), which might allow for

planning target volume (PTV) margins in the 2 mm range. Future improvements

in the MRI hardware and/or software could allow for higher resolution and PTV

reduction.

For intrafraction motion and real-time confirmation of the patient position, cur-

rent MR Linac systems do not assess multiaxis movements in real time. For example,

the commercial 0.35 T MR Linac system includes cine imaging in the sagittal plane

only, which would be unsuitable to detect fine movements out of the imaging plane

or fine rotations. The 1.5 TMRLinac system currently does not include any real-time

imaging. An ideal solution would utilize volumetric or multiplanar imaging for posi-

tion verification with high temporal resolution and with an accuracy of less than

1 mm or 1°degree. Of note, such an approach could acquire image volumes in the

several seconds scale similar to other systems that use periodic x-rays or CBCT

for position verification. All of these possibilities are under investigation with the

goal of enabling MR Linac adaptive RT for radiosurgery of brain metastases.

Spinal metastases
Spinal metastases occur in up to 40% of all cancer patients [135]. In the treatment of

localized spinal metastases, single fraction or multifraction SRS can offer
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advantages over conventional fractionation including better response rates for radio-

resistant histologies and more durable pain control [146–148]. For CBCT Linac RT

platforms, quality spine SRS planning depends on accurate coregistration of CT sim-

ulation with diagnostic MRI for target and organs at risk (OAR) segmentation [149].

RT planning and delivery can be adversely impacted by diagnostic MRI artifacts

caused by implanted hardware [150], diagnostic MRI protocols at odds with RT plan-

ning requirements [151], differences in a patient setup that affect spine curvature,

and changes in tumor or OAR size/position undetectable by CBCT image guidance.

In contrast, hybrid MRIgRT systems can provide planning and setup images resistant

to metallic artifact [152], MRI simulation in the preferred RT treatment position

[153], and the option to adapt planning when target or OAR changes in size or shift

location, allowing for safer dose escalation [154].

Growing evidence suggests that durable local tumor control and alleviation of

pain caused by epidural metastases not touching the spinal cord (SC) itself [1a or

1b on the metastatic epidural spinal cord compression (MESCC) or Bilsky scale]

can be achieved using SRS without decompressive surgery [155–157]. Noninvasive
SRS is a convenient and low-risk intervention for such patients, whereas surgery is an

effective treatment to alleviate the symptoms of high-grade MESCC (Bilsky scale

�1c) [158,159]. Patients can have radiographic evidence of cord abutment or com-

pression but present asymptomatically, without significant neurologic compromise.

In the 2005 Patchell study, the authors suggested that patients diagnosed with

MESCCwho are ambulatory might respond to radiation alone, with surgery reserved

for those who progress [158]. Today, such patients are routinely sent for “separation

surgery” to distance tumor from SC prior to SRS out of concern for SC myelopathy

caused by therapeutic, ablative dose levels at the tumor/SC interface [160]. Interest-

ingly, a recent phase I study evaluated the use of CBCT-Linac based SRS alone to

treat five cases of inoperable high-grade MESCC (Bilsky scale 1c-3) using relaxed

SC constraints and reported no myelopathies [155].

For ambulatory patients with oligometastatic, oligoprogressive, and/or radio-

resistant MESCC (Bilsky scale � 1c) for whom upfront surgery is an option, the

question of whether image-guided single fraction or multifraction SRS alone is a safe

and viable alternative to the surgical paradigm remains unanswered. Conventional

RT platforms are challenged to address that question because the CBCT-based

image-guided RT used by most centers is unable to visualize the SC during treat-

ment. Positional uncertainties of both target and SC, prompting planning target vol-

ume and planning OAR volume expansions, limit opportunities for safe dose

escalation to the tumor/SC interface [161].

In contrast, MR Linac systems can account for both SC and tumor size and posi-

tion in real time before and during RT [154]. They can also adapt to changes in size or

position on a daily basis to minimize the risk of radiation-related toxicity [153]. In

the near future, superior MRI visualization and adaptation are positioned to test

whether radiosurgical doses to the entire tumor, including at the tumor/SC interface,

can safely control high-grade MESCC as an alternative to surgery for patients who

present without significant neurologic compromise.
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Concluding remarks
MRI is the standard imagingmodality used to assess brain and spinal tumors given its

excellent anatomic soft tissue visualization and numerous additional methods that

can be used to investigate physiology (e.g., diffusion, perfusion, spectroscopy). Typ-

ically, brain tumors are assessed with MRI only at certain time points, such as before

the start of radiation therapy (RT) to assist with treatment planning, and again

approximately 1 month after the completion of RT to assess the tumor’s response

to therapy. MR linac devices have unique benefits for central nervous system

(CNS) tumors, including allowing for more frequent imaging of tumors, such as dur-

ing treatment. In the brain, MRI-guided radiation therapy (MRIgRT) provides daily

imaging of evolving tumors, which cannot be visualized using cone-beam CT guid-

ance due to poor soft tissue contrast and greater temporal information of the tumors

than discrete stand-alone MRIs. For the spine, MRIgRT acquires clear isotropic

images of tumors in relation to the spinal cord, cerebral spinal fluid, and nearby mov-

ing organs at risk. This visualization allows for treatment setup reassurance and the

possibility of adaptive radiotherapy based on moving anatomy in difficult cases.

Another major benefit of MRI is its ability to capture additional information beyond

anatomical changes depending on the MRI contrast mechanisms being assessed. It is

possible to obtain MR relaxometry, diffusion, perfusion, and spectroscopy (multi-

parametric MRI) during RT using MR linac devices. These techniques are known

to correlate with physiologic changes in the tumor such as cellularity, necrosis,

and metabolism, and serve as early biomarkers of chemotherapy and RT response

correlating with patient survival. This chapter discusses the potential use ofMR linac

devices for anatomic and physiologic adaptive radiotherapy for treating brain and

spine tumors.
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Introduction
Esophageal carcinoma remains a lethal disease, the sixth most common cause of

cancer-related death, due to aggressive invasion at the site of the tumor, and a high

rate of distant metastasis; it therefore requires a multidisciplinary approach and

timely coordinated chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and/or esophagectomy [1].

Concurrent chemoradiotherapy is the recommended standard for locally advanced

disease as a neoadjuvant for surgically eligible patients or as definitive for INOPER-

ABLE or locally advanced patients, besides being a major palliative tool. [2–4]. This
chapter focuses on the potential benefits and the feasibility of MR-guided radiother-

apy (MRgRT) in the management of locally advanced esophageal cancer, due to

better soft tissue visualization, evaluation of interfraction and intrafraction changes,

and consideration of adaptive treatment based on response to treatment.

Staging
Squamous cell cancer (SCC) occurs mostly mid-esophagus or above and AC mostly

at the distal esophagus or gastroesophageal junction (EGJ), over 30 years the higher

rates of SCC has been switch to AC where it becomes the most common pathology

[5]. Endoscopic evaluation of esophagus is vital to define the localization. Assess-

ment of cancer location based on distance from the incisions made during esophago-

scopy and with computed tomography is critical, and its definition has changed from

the position of the upper edge of the cancer in the seventh edition to its epicenter in

the eighth edition. This is critical to know in treatment planning for the upper border

and lower border of esophagus and EGJ cancers: cancers involving the EGJ that have

their epicenter within the proximal 2cm of the cardia (Siewert types I/II) are to be
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staged as esophageal cancers, and those more than 2cm distal from the EGJ (Siewert

type III), despite involving the EGJ, are to be staged as stomach cancer [6]. The

genetic signature of the EGJ, which may be a subsequent focus of the ninth edition,

might be more targeted in identifying the origin rather than its gross location. The

length of the primary tumor, a critical factor in target delineation, is not yet included

in the current staging manual. The eighth edition has the same T1–T3 classifications,
and the T4 classification of resectable T4a and unresectable T4b as in the seventh

edition except for the addition of direct peritoneal invasion categorized as T4a

[6]. The N category has not changed in the revised manual (N1: one or two, N2: three

to six, N3: seven or more) [6]. The eighth edition indicated new postneoadjuvant

pathologic (yp ypTNM) staging after surgery, and separate classifications for the

clinical (cTNM), and pathologic (pTNM) stage groups [6].

Evidence-based treatment approaches for locoregional
disease
Combined modality therapy has been documented to increase survival significantly

in patients with esophageal or EGJ cancer with locoregional advanced disease in

comparison to resection alone [7–9]. As the most preferred approach for localized

resectable disease is preoperative chemoradiation [10], alternative options for ade-

nocarcinoma of the thoracic esophagus or EGJ are perioperative or preoperative che-

motherapy [11–13]. The main goal is to provide the longest overall and disease-free

survival, via R0 surgical resection and complete pathological response following

neoadjuvant treatment or via definitive chemoradiotherapy with complete clinical

response.

Cervical or thoracic tumors less than 5cm from the cricopharyngeus should be

recommended for definitive chemoradiation. All patients with potentially resectable

clinically localized thoracic esophageal and EGJ cancers should be evaluated in a

multidisciplinary setting for esophagectomy; if performed, it should be in experi-

enced hands with an adequate nodal dissection of at least 15 lymph nodes (� 30

if possible) [14,15]. The primary goal of surgery of localized esophageal cancer,

whether or not neoadjuvant therapy is administered, should be R0 resection, as only

this provides significant long-term survival, and even microscopically positive mar-

gins are considered a disappointing prognostic factor [16]. Preoperative chemora-

diotherapy (CRT) is the endorsed treatment in thorasic and abdominal T1b, N+

and T2-T4a, N0-N+ esophageal cancer cases [4,10,17–20], whereas cervical esoph-
ageal tumors less than 5cm from the cricopharyngeus are recommended for defin-

itive CRT, in addition to T4b patients and patients who decline surgery [9,21]. The

INT 0123/RTOG 94-05 trial assessing radiation dose escalation (64.8Gy vs.

50.4Gy) with concurrent CF (cisplatin-fluorouracil) regimen documented no signif-

icant difference in overall survival and locoregional failure [22]. Definitive CRT has

been established in locally advanced esophageal cancer [23–25], with higher overall
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response rate to docetaxel and cisplatin for SCC [23], and favorable response with

FOLFOX4 in comparison to CF. [25]

Though preoperative CRT followed by surgery has been the most common con-

sensus in resectable esophageal cancer, debate is continuing due to the challenging

results of phase 3 CROSS and FFCD 9901 trials [10,26]. CROSS, the largest trial in

esophageal cancer (368 T2–3,N0–1,M0 esophageal or EGJ cancer; 75% adenocar-

cinoma and 23% SCC), revealed significantly improved overall survival (OS)

(median survival, 49 vs. 24months; 1-, 2, 3-, and 5-year OS rates 82%, 67%,

58%, and 47% vs. 70%, 50%, 44%, and 34%, respectively) and disease-free survival

(DFS) with preoperative CRT (concurrent carboplatin and paclitaxel) in comparison

to surgery alone, in addition to a higher R0 resection rate (92% vs. 69%), a higher

pathologic complete response rate in SCC than in adenocarcinoma (49% vs. 23%;

P¼ .008), and lower rates of locoregional recurrence (14% vs. 34%; P� .001)

[10,20]. Long-term follow-up of CROSS confirmed the overall survival benefits

for neoadjuvant CRT with resectable esophageal or esophagogastric junctional can-

cer for both squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma subtypes, to be regarded

as a standard of care [2]. On the other hand, the FFCD 9901 trial displayed detrimen-

tal rates of postoperative mortality (11.1% vs. 4%; P¼ .049) in localized stage I or II

esophageal cancer with preoperative CRT with concurrent CF in comparison to sur-

gery alone and no improvement in OS and R0 resection rates [26,27]. The prospec-

tive randomized CALGB 9781 trial, though only having enrolled 56 patients, also

concluded with an intent-to-treat analysis that trimodality therapy (CRT with CF)

versus surgery alone for stage I–III esophageal cancer showed a significant survival
advantage favoring the trimodality approach [4]. The metaanalyses strengthened the

trimodality approach as neoadjuvant CRT plus surgery, with documentation of sig-

nificant reduction in mortality and locoregional recurrence at 3years, [17,18] while

the hazard risk (HR) for all-cause mortality for neoadjuvant CRT to surgery alone

was 0.78 (P< .0001) with 0.80 (P¼ .004) for SCC and 0.75 (P¼ .02) for adenocar-

cinoma and neoadjuvant chemotherapy was 0.87 (P¼ .005) with 0.92 (P¼ .18) for

SCC and 0.83 (P¼ .01) for adenocarcinoma [19]. POET with poor accrual as a phase

III trial comparing neoadjuvant chemotherapy or CRT enrolled only 126 patients

with Siewert I and II/III adenocarcinoma of the EGJ [28]; this showed neoadjuvant

CRT higher pathological complete responses (15.6% vs. 2.0%), lower local failure

rates (59.0% vs. 76.5%; P¼ .06), and extended absolute survival rates (3-year OS,

47.7% vs. 27.7%) without statistical significance. Efforts are also being made to

improve disease-free survival following surgery with residual disease even though

neoadjuvant treatment is delivered, such as the CheckMate 577; this double-blind,

placebo-controlled, phase III randomized controlled trial in patients with stage II/

III esophageal carcinoma evaluated the efficacy of the addition of the checkpoint

inhibitor nivolumab following neoadjuvant CRT and surgery with residual viable

disease in the surgical resection specimen after an R0 resection [29]. Kelly et al.

enrolled 794 patients with esophageal or EGJ carcinoma (71% adenocancer and

29% squamous cell cancer) and reported significantly improved disease-free sur-

vival (DFS), which was the primary outcome, for patients receiving neoadjuvant
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CRT plus surgery then adjuvant nivolumab in comparison to those receiving CRT

plus surgery then adjuvant placebo (hazard ratio: 0.69; 96.4% confidence interval

(CI): 0.56–0.86; P: .001) [29].
Esophagectomy after preoperative CRT is recommended except for close surveil-

lance in selected cases with clinical complete response [30], while esophagectomy is

next after definitive CRTwith persistent disease [30,31]. Preoperative chemotherapy

has been an option [32–35]. Definitive CRT is a recommended approach (RT, 50–
50.4Gy plus fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy) for patients medically unfit for

surgery but fit for chemotherapy or CRT [36–39], although the tolerable single

modality could be preferred based on the performance status of the patients which

is a score that estimates the patient’s ability to perform certain activities of daily liv-

ing (ADLs) without the help of others [40–43], and palliative radiotherapy is a worth-
while option for patients medically unfit for surgery, chemotherapy, or

chemoradiation [40,44–46]. Ai et al. enrolled 321 patients with esophageal squa-

mous cell carcinoma (ESCC), who were treated with CRT (61.2Gy delivered in

34 fractions) and consolidation chemotherapy from 11 centers in a randomized clin-

ical trial, to compare the efficacy and adverse events of fluorouracil (six cycles of

weekly paclitaxel plus fluorouracil in concurrent chemoradiotherapy followed by

two cycles of monthly paclitaxel plus fluorouracil in consolidation chemotherapy),

cisplatin (two cycles of concurrent chemoradiotherapy followed by two cycles of

consolidation chemotherapy with monthly paclitaxel plus cisplatin), and carboplatin

(six cycles of weekly paclitaxel plus carboplatin in concurrent chemoradiotherapy

followed by two cycles of monthly paclitaxel plus carboplatin in consolidation che-

motherapy) in definitive chemoradiotherapy in patients with ESCC [47]. Paclitaxel

plus fluorouracil did not show OS superiority (3-year OS rates: 57.2% fluorouracil;

60.1% cisplatin; 56.5% carboplatin) over paclitaxel plus cisplatin or paclitaxel plus

carboplatin regimens at a median follow-up time of surviving patients of 46.0months

(36.6–53.0months), and higher rates of hematologic and gastrointestinal toxic

effects were reported in the cisplatin group compared with the fluorouracil or carbo-

platin groups [47].

Selection for nonoperative management
Two randomized trials enrolling squamous cell histology evaluated the need for sur-

gery after definitive CRT, but failed to define any survival advantage of adding sur-

gery to definitive chemoradiotherapy [48,49]. A German trial [48] compared

induction chemotherapy followed by CRT (40Gy) followed by surgery to the same

induction chemotherapy followed by CRT (dose escalation to 65Gy) without sur-

gery; it was found that surgery improved local tumor control, but not survival.

The 2-year progression-free survival (PFS) rate in the trimodality arm was 64.3%,

while it was 40.7% in the CRT arm (P¼ .003). The French FFCD 9102 study enrolled

259 (89% SCC) T3N0-1M0 thoracic esophageal cancer patients for surgery or contin-

uation of chemoradiation (conventional, 20Gy or split-course 15Gy) after neoadjuvant
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CRT (conventional, 46Gy in 4.5weeks or split-course, 15Gy, days 1–5 and 22–26)
[49]; the study documented improved local tumor control (2-year local control, trimod-

ality: 66.4% vs. CRT: 57%; P¼ .003) but not survival. SCOPE1, a UK multicenter

phase 2–3 trial (adenocarcinoma 65; squamous 188; undifferentiated 5)

examined intensification of treatment with or without an EGFR antagonist, cetuximab,

along with definitive CRT of 50Gy in 25 fractions with four cycles of cisplatin/cape-

citabine [50]; the addition of cetuximab to CRT resulted in more treatment failures at

24weeks and shorter median survival. Overall, CRT alone in squamous cell pathology

with careful follow-up and salvage surgery appears to be a rational approach following

a clinical complete response; however, adenocarcinoma pathology has limited data to

avoid surgery if surgically resectable [51].

Analysis of 276 esophageal cancer patients of the MD Anderson Cohort treated

by CRT without surgery within 6months of CRT exhibited the most local recur-

rences in 2years (91%) or 3years (98%), revealing one third (36% of 64 LR, 8%

of all patients) of only local recurrent patients could be salvaged by surgery (a

median overall survival of 58.6months vs. 9.5months without salvage) [30].

Trimodality treatment has a potential to provide almost one third of patients with

a pathological complete response (pCR) [2], and patients who can be staged clini-

cally as complete response after neoadjuvant CRT could be candidates for close

follow-up omitting surgery to possibly avoid the risks of esophagectomy (up to

5% mortality, etc.) [10,52,53]; however, current staging modalities are not capable

of reliably identifying complete responders yet [53]. As is known for unresectable

esophageal cancer, most local failures after definitive CRT occur in the gross tumor

volume (GTV); [54] similarly, approximately 20% of patients receiving neoadjuvant

CRT are unfortunately deemed nonresponders with more than 50% residual live

tumor in final pathology. Identification of nonresponders to neoadjuvant CRT in

an earlier time interval, ideally during the radiotherapy course, might lead into dif-

ferent strategies including treatment intensification of radiotherapy or chemother-

apy, or neoadjuvant treatment termination for early surgery. Recent metaanalyses

pointed out the insufficiency of single modalities for detecting residual disease after

neoadjuvant CRT in examining the diagnostic accuracy of clinically routine studies

of endoscopic biopsies, endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), and positron emission

tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) [53]. Detection of pathological com-

plete response (pCR) for CT, PET/CT, EUS, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

was reported with pooled sensitivities of 0.35, 0.62, 0.01, and 0.80, and specificities

of 0.83, 0.73, 0.99, and 0.83, respectively [55].

The potential and challenges of integrating MRI into radiotherapy, especially

diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI), have been under dis-

cussion along with the challenges of geometric accuracy and the robustness of quan-

titative parameter extraction. DWI has shown promise for outcome prediction and

response assessment of radiotherapy [56]. Overall, MRI sequences analyzing tissue

cellular density, extracellular-space tortuosity, and the integrity of cellular mem-

branes are considered functional imaging modalities, including DWI and apparent

diffusion coefficient (ADC) models.
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Pretreatment ADC values measured by DWI were shown to predict the CRT

effect for esophageal squamous cell cancer patients when calculated before CRT

in 80 patients; a high-ADC group responded better to CRT than did a low-ADC

group (P< .01), and the survival rate in the high-ADC group was significantly better

than that in the low-ADC group (P¼ .04) [57].

ADC values measured by DWI predicted the early response to chemoradiother-

apy of advanced esophageal squamous cell carcinoma [58]; ADC measurements

were performed in 27 patients with primary cT4 esophageal carcinoma undergoing

chemoradiotherapy before treatment and at 20Gy and 40Gy revealed that the ADC

at 20Gy was significantly higher in responders compared to nonresponders (1.13 vs.

0.93; P¼ .005). An ADC cut-off value for the increased rate of the ADC at the time

of 20Gy (DeltaADC20) of 15% predicted the responders with a sensitivity, positive

predictive value, and accuracy of 71%, 100%, and 85%, respectively. In another sim-

ilar study, 33 patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) receiving

CRT were analyzed with intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging

(IVIM-DWI) at three time points (before CRT, at 20Gy, and immediately after CRT)

[59]; diffusion-related IVIM-DWI parameters were potentially helpful in predicting

the early treatment effect of CRT.

Another prospective single-arm trial with 39 patients with esophageal cancer

implemented MR-DWI to evaluate the changes of ADC value before and after

CRT; the trial revealed higher ADC values after CRT in comparison to values before

treatment, with a positive correlation between the increase of ADC values and the

prognosis of patients [60].

DW-MRI scanning in an exploratory study of 20 esophageal cancer patients

receiving neoadjuvant CRT was performed before treatment, after 8–13 fractions,

and before surgery for the prediction of pathologic response to neoadjuvant chemor-

adiotherapy in esophageal cancer [61]. A pathological complete response after neoa-

juvant CRT was found in four of 20 patients (20%), and eight patients (40%) showed

a good response. The change in ADC during the first 2–3weeks of neoadjuvant CRT
(DeltaADC) was found to be predictive of residual cancer at a threshold of 29% (sen-

sitivity of 100%, specificity of 75%, positive predictive value (PPV) of 94%, and

negative predictive value (NPV) of 100%), and for poor pathologic response at a

threshold of 21% (sensitivity of 82%, specificity of 100%, PPV of 100%, and

NPV of 80%) it was highly predictive of histopathologic response. Optimal timing

for prediction of pathologic CR to neoadjuvant CRT in 24 esophageal cancer patients

with 142 DW-MRI measurements were analyzed based on pCR observed in seven

patients (29%) [62]. The relative change in tumor ADC (DeltaADC(%)) during

the first 2weeks of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (nCRT) is the most predictive

for pathologic complete response to nCRT in esophageal cancer patients.

DW-MRI during the second week of neoadjuvant CRT was found to be most predic-

tive for pathologic CR, and a related model was able to discriminate between path-

ologic CR and nonresponders in 87% of cases.

Twenty esophageal cancer patients who treated with chemoradiation followed by

surgery were analyzed prospectively with MRI and FDG-PET/CT scans at baseline,
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interim (2weeks after chemoradiation start), and first follow-up [63]. Relative

changes in tumor volume ADC (DeltaADC) mean and 25th and 10th percentiles

from baseline to interim were able to discriminate completely (area under the

curve¼1, P< .0011) between pCR and nonpCR (thresholds¼27.7%, 29.2%, and

32.1%, respectively), while the relative change in total lesion glycolysis (TLG) from

baseline to interim was significantly different among pCR and nonpCR groups

(P¼ .0117), with an optimal threshold of 59% decrease in TLG providing optimal

sensitivity (specificity) of 1.000 (0.867). Multimodal imaging of pathologic response

to CRT demonstrated that changes in ADC summary measures were negatively cor-

related with that of TLG (Spearman, �0.495, P¼ .027), and ADC and TLG during

treatment might serve as early imaging biomarkers for discriminating pathologic

response to CRT. A prospective multicenter study of 69 esophageal cancer patients

evaluated the utility of relative changes in (18)F-FDG PET/CT and DW-MRI param-

eters during and after neoadjuvant CRT to predict pathologic response where pCR

was found to be 26.1% [64]. Changes on (18)F-FDG PET/CT after nCRT and early

changes on DW-MRI during nCRT in this study also help to identify pCR to nCRT in

esophageal cancer.

Dynamic gadolinium contrast enhanced (DCE) T1-weighted MRI provides addi-

tional complementary information related with tumor characteristics via tumor vas-

culature permeability and extravascular extracellular volume in esophageal

carcinoma, and predicts the response to neoadjuvant CRT [65,66]. Combining

DW-MRI and DCE-MRI results in a higher predictive value. DCE-MRI can predict

an early response in primary esophageal carcinoma following 3weeks of concurrent

chemoradiotherapy [67].

The preSANO trial, which was a prospective, diagnostic cohort study at six Neth-

erlands centers, aimed to establish the accuracy of detection of residual disease after

neoadjuvant CRT for resectable esophageal cancer; it enrolled and analyzed 207

patients who were prescribed neoadjuvant CRT (five weekly cycles of carboplatin

(area under the curve 2mg/mL per min) plus paclitaxel (50mg/m(2) of body-surface

area) combined with 41.4Gy. Aside from early surgeries for nonresponders at 4–
6weeks after completion of neoadjuvant CRT, a second clinical response evaluation

was done (PET/CT, esophagogastroduodenoscopy with biopsies, endoscopic ultra-

sonography with measurement of maximum tumor thickness, and fine-needle aspi-

ration (FNA) of suspicious lymph nodes) before surgery 12–14weeks after

completion. Missed TRG3 or TRG4 tumors were 31% by endoscopy with regular

biopsies and FNA, 10% with bite-on-bite biopsies and FNA, 28% with endoscopic

ultrasonography with maximum tumor thickness measurement, and 15% with PET/

CT; these results revealed the need for additional modalities to provide a response

evaluation. MRI has recently been incorporated in a PRIDE study which is a prospec-

tive, single-arm, observational multicenter study with a goal of enrolling 200 patients

to develop a multimodal prediction model with MRI and (18)F-FDG PET/CT scans

at fixed intervals before, during, and after neoadjuvant CRT, in addition to analysis

of the presence of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) at three time points (before, dur-

ing, and after nCRT), as well as FNA biopsies via endoscopy and endoscopic
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ultrasonography (EUS) [68]. The results of trials seeking active surveillance and sur-

gery as needed after neoadjuant CRT will be crucial such as the SANO, phase-III

multicenter, stepped-wedge cluster randomized controlled trial, which hypothesizes

that active surveillance can lead to noninferior survival, improved quality of life, and

a reduction in costs, compared to standard esophagectomy after neoadjuvant CRT in

comparison to standard esophagectomy [69].

Rationale for MR-guided radiotherapy in esophageal cancer
Image-guided radiotherapy (RT) is the backbone of current modern radiotherapy; it

is also crucial for esophageal cancer RT due to the breathing motion of the target and

neighboring organs, the intrafraction and interfraction movement of the tumor, and

the movement per regression along the treatment course. If there is no MR-guided

RT approach, using four-dimensional CT simulation and taking motion into account

is strictly recommended in RT planning to decrease deviations from the planned dose

distribution (Fig. 12.1) [70–72].
Magnetic resonance linear accelerator systems (MR-linacs) sounds to enable the

ability to adapt the previously planned radiotherapy based on daily changes of all

possible factors including position, extension, and size of not only the tumor but also

the adjacent organs at risk [61,62].

Improved soft-tissue contrast of embedded MRI in MR-linacs allows setup visu-

alization for treatment alignment of the patient and real-time visualization during the

beam delivery [73].

MR-guided RT can sustain advanced online motion-compensation and therefore

enhance targeting accuracy to decrease planning target volume margins in order to

Blue : GTV breath hold
Yellow : GTV PET CT fusion
Red : iGTV

FIG. 12.1

Delineation of internal GTV (iGTV), breath-hold GTV, and PET/CT fusion GTV.
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reduce organs at risk doses to the lowest level possible, to avoid treatment-related

toxicity. The ability of plan adaptation per fraction and intrafraction, modification

of dose painting when required, and using functional MRI to read the regression

and resistance in the target to formulate dose de-escalation or escalation will be cru-

cial to evaluate the benefits of MR-guided RT in future in comparison to the current

era of RT in esophageal cancer. Figs. 12.2 and 12.3 show two cases of good candi-

dates for MR-guided RT.

FIG. 12.2

Cervical-hypopharyngeal case treated with conventional image-guided volumetric-

modulated arc radiotherapy who would be a candidate to gain advantage from adaptive MR-

guided RT; tumor shrinkage during treatment course would possibly allow sparing of laryngeal

structures. (A) MRI and PET/CT images demonstrating the tumor. (B) Axial, sagittal, and

coronal images of conventional treatment plan without adaptive approach.
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Interfraction tumor shape adaptation
In the current era, treatment planning in esophageal cancer is based on a “worst case

scenario” integrated tumor volume approach, adding up the respiratory motion of

tumor and organ at risk (OAR) following 4DCT simulation [72]. The setup verifica-

tion by on-board cone beam CT taken in 30–60s cannot discriminate and refine the

details of the primary tumor and involved nodes; it is only used to direct fusion and

matching of the anatomical field borders.

Especially for tumors located in the mid- to distal esophagus and gastroesopha-

geal junction (EGJ), day-to-day changes can be expected, and while online MRI

guidance can help to match the tumor-bearing area to possibly reduce clinical target

volume (CTV) to planned target volume (PTV) margins, daily changes in CTV can

be corrected based on the soft tissue resolution and recalculated for adaptive plan-

ning to increase the dose delivery accuracy to the desired target. This theoretical

improvement of geometric coverage of the CTV in addition to online adaptation

of the target dose delivery can improve not only the cancer-related outcome but also

the functional OAR sparing.

It is evident that there is an expected tumor volume regression during the neoad-

juvant treatment course in CRT, such as detailed for the CROSS regimen (carbopla-

tin plus paclitaxel plus 23�1.8Gy) in 29 individual patients with six sequential MRI

FIG. 12.3

Mid-thoracic esophageal case treated with conventional image-guided volumetric-

modulated arc radiotherapy who would be a candidate to gain advantage from gated and

adaptive MR-guided RT; tumor shrinkage during treatment course would possibly allow

sparing of lung and cardiac structures. Axial, sagittal, and coronal images of conventional

treatment plan without adaptive approach.
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scans acquired (admission and one per week) during nCRT [74]. Tumor volume

regression was shown to start after the first week, with a significant decrease in tumor

volumes every subsequent week; there was a stepwise decrease from 100% to 91% at

the second week, 81% at the third, 77% at the fourth, and 72% at the fifth week [74].

This considerable decrease in tumor volume during treatment rationalizes the

hypothesis of possible benefits of MR-guided adaptive radiotherapy.

The tumor regression can easily result in deformation of the target location and

related adhering OARs, specifically the heart [75]; therefore, adaptive planning is

required based on the changes. As the adaptive plan avoids the OAR moving into

the initial GTV/CTV, an undesired radiation dose to the heart can be averted to pre-

vent cardiac toxicity. If this adaptation and replanning can be provided via a daily

MR-guided linac, the tumor regression can be acknowledged and corrected daily

through an online adaptive workflow generated based on the imaging of the day

[76–78].

Intrafraction tumor motion
Voncken et al. attempted to quantify accurately the esophageal tumor position var-

iability in order to optimize image-guided correction strategies in their prospective

cohort study (NCT02139488) of esophageal cancer patients receiving chemora-

diotherapy (41.4–50.4Gy in 23–28 fractions combined with carboplatin plus pacli-

taxel) based on gold fiducial markers inserted into the esophageal tumors during

diagnostic endoscopic ultrasound, simulation performed via four-dimensional

(4D) planning computed tomography (CT), and daily guidance ensured via 4D cone

beam (CB) CT scans [79]. As each CBCT was registered to the planning CT for

alignment using different regions of interest including the carina, diaphragm,

CTV, and fiducial markers, these fiducial markers were used as the true tumor posi-

tion to calculate a PTV margin accounting for residual uncertainties, including the

average respiratory motion. Working on dataset of 56 patients with tumors located in

the proximal (n: 1), mid- (n: 7), or distal esophagus (n: 25), or at the EGJ (n: 23), the

average peak-to-peak respiratory tumor motion was left-right (LR) 0.20, cranio-

caudal (CC) 0.92, and anterior-posterior (AP) 0.34cm on the planning CT. A regis-

tration based on the CTV resulted in the smallest PTV margins (LR 0.8, CC 1.1, and

AP 0.7cm), while registration for the bone revealed LR 1.0, CC 1.3, and AP 0.7cm.

The authors concluded that there is a substantial and anisotropic position variability

and it is necessary to to use nonuniform margins, specifically the cranio-caudal PTV

margins [79].

Intrafraction tumor motion was highly variable between esophageal cancer

patients with more movement of lower tumors in the CC and AP directions, and

tumor position proved to be the most stable in the end-exhale phase of the respiratory

cycle, based on the cine-magnetic resonance imaging of 36 patients with tumors

located in the upper (8), middle (7), and lower (21) esophagus [80]. The mean

(SD) peak-to-peak displacements in the CC, AP, and LR directions were 13.3
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(5.2) mm, 4.9 (2.5) mm, and 2.7 (1.2) mm, respectively. In order to cover 95% of

excursions from the mean position (c95), the mean (SD) c95 values were 10.1

(3.8) mm, 3.7 (1.9) mm, and 2.0 (0.9) mm in the CC, AP, and LR dimensions, respec-

tively. In another trial, which evaluated the association between esophageal tumor

motion and tumor location using cine MRI including 33 patients, tumors showed

greater motion in the lower esophagus than in the upper or middle esophagus in

AP and CC directions, (allP< .05), while the motion of middle and lower esophageal

tumors in the CC direction was greater than in the LR or AP direction (all P< .05)

[81]. In order to provide 95% geometric coverage for the motion, upper esophageal

tumors requiredmargins of 3.75, 3.72, and 5.38mm,middle tumors of 8.50, 6.62, and

11.96mm, and lower tumors of 9.17, 9.68, and 12.98mm in LR, AP, and CC direc-

tions, respectively. As the respiratory motion of esophageal tumors is documented,

only motion management techniques such as respiratory gating are required to

decrease CTV to PTV margins to equal or less than 3mm [82].

Boekhoff et al. recently shared their University Medical Center Utrecht experi-

ence in the clinical implementation and feasibility of long-course fractionated

MR-guided CRT in the R-IDEAL trial for patients with esophageal cancer, through

a process of daily MR images for online contour adaptation and replanning with an

isotropic CTV to PTV margin of 6mm [83]. The dose to the organs at risk was

reported to be significantly reduced (26% and 12% reduction in mean lung and heart

dose, respectively) in comparison to conventional treatment in their nine patients

treated: eight with 41.4Gy in 23 fractions and one with 50.4Gy in 28 fractions.

Treatment-related toxicity
Treatment-related toxicity is a major problem in neoadjuvant or definitive CRT

patients, and is difficult to manage in the early and late phases. Aside from higher

rates of hematologic and gastrointestinal toxic effects [47], postoperative pulmonary

complications, [84–87] and long-term cardiac problems [88–94] need to be pre-

vented if possible at the time of the planning for CRT, through a meticulous dosi-

metric evaluation.

As Beukema et al. pointed out the symptomatic cardiac toxicity rates of as high as

10.8% in their literature search of patients receiving CRT for esophageal cancer and

defined cardiac toxicity a relevant issue in the treatment of esophageal cancer [95],

and the significant risk factor for cardiac events increasing the rate of grade 3 or more

cardiac events compared with patients treated with surgery alone was reported to be

the level of the heart’s exposure to radiation in many studies [88–94], the smaller the

CTV to PTVmargins, the higher would be the sparing of the OAR, not even counting

the additional benefits of the adaptive strategy based on regression of the tumor.

Burke et al. aimed to evaluate prospectively the early effects of radiation on cardiac

structure and function following neoadjuvant CRT for 10 analyzable patients with

distal esophageal cancer; they obtained cardiac MRI at baseline and 3–5months

following completion of CRT [92]. Standardized myocardial segmentation was used
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to detect regions on posttreatment CMR with new T2 signal or late gadolinium

enhancement (LGE). Besides pretreatment and posttreatment cardiac function with

quantitative end points including left ventricle end-systolic volume (LSESV) were

assessed, as well as serum biomarkers of cardiac damage including troponin I,

CRP, and BNP. With a median time of 3.9months from completion of CRT to

follow-up CMR, three out of 10 patients (30%) developed new structural findings

of myocardial fibrosis and/or reversible ischemia involving the basal and mid-

inferior and inferoseptal walls, with the significant increase of LVESV from baseline

following radiation without differences in other quantitative end points or serum bio-

markers. Given the early onset of this subclinical heart damage as early as 3months

following neoadjuvant CRT for distal esophageal cancer, clinicians should be

searching for strategies to identify patients at risk for clinically significant heart tox-

icity and finding ways to decrease the cardiac exposure radiotherapy dose when

possible [92].

Following retrospective, single-institutional comparative analysis of outcomes

after definitive CRT using proton beam therapy (PBT) versus intensity-modulated

radiation therapy (IMRT) for esophageal cancer [96], a randomized phase IIB trial

of PBT versus IMRT in 107 evaluable patients (61 IMRT, 46 PBT) by Lin et al. with

lower doses to OAR verified a lower total toxicity burden (TTB) in the PBT arm at

median follow-up of 44.1months, with pronounced numeric differences revealing

2.3 times higher mean TTB for IMRT and 7.6 times higher mean postoperative com-

plication score for IMRT, while the 3-year progression-free survival (PFS) rate

(50.8% vs. 51.2%) and 3-year overall survival rate (44.5% vs. 44.5%) were similar

[97]. It is important to remember that PBT needs to take into account the respiratory

motion in planning; there is still a risk of high dose coverage of proximal OARs,

although low dose painting on OARs of photon IMRT-volumetric-modulated arc

therapy (VMAT) treatments is avoided. Therefore, PBT without gating might not

be the appropriate solution to decrease high dose volumes in adhering OARs, and

efforts for MR-guided PBT still have some way to go [98,99].

As margins are increasing to cover the esophageal tumor and the nodal CTV ade-

quately based on free-breathing and 4DCT treatment planning, sparing OARs

becomes complicated specifically in lower esophagus or EGJ tumors. Therefore,

Lee et al. performed a dosimetric study to clarify whether tighter margins enabled

by maximum-inhalation breath hold (MIBH)-gated IMRT on an MR-linac could

decrease radiation doses to the heart and cardiac substructures in their dataset of

10 patients with locally advanced EGJ adenocarcinoma, who were prescribed

50.4Gy in 28 fractions to PTV [82]. The simulation required both free-breathing

4DCT and MIBH MRI simulation scans, while MR-linac IMRT plans were created

with a 3mmCTV to PTV isotropic margin in comparison to 4DCTVMAT plans with

LR 11, CC 13, and AP 9mm CTV to PTV anisotropic margins, according to EGJ-

specific PTV expansion recommendations by Voncken et al. [79]. The major goal

was to evaluate the doses to the heart and cardiac substructures, and these doses were

compared in the two datasets of MR-linac IMRT and 4DCT VMAT plans. As

expected, the mean PTV of MR-linac IMRT plans was significantly smaller than that
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of the 4DCT VMAT plans (689cm(3) vs. 1275cm(3), P< .01). Overall, the mean

dose to the heart and all cardiac substructures was significantly lower in the MR-

linac IMRT plans: heart 20.9Gy vs. 27.8Gy; left atrium 29.6Gy vs. 39.4Gy; right

atrium 20.5Gy vs. 25.6Gy; left ventricle 21.6Gy vs. 29.6Gy; and right ventricle

18.7Gy vs. 25.2Gy (all P values <.05) [82]. This advantage of MIBH-gated MR-

linac IMRT in the treatment of locally advanced EGJ adenocarcinoma appears to

be crucial, as it is expected to translate into reduced rates of cardiac toxicity.

The significant relationship between the percentage of lung receiving radiother-

apy in neoadjuvant CRT of esophageal carcinoma and the occurrence of postoper-

ative pulmonary complications was documented by Lee et al. They revealed a

security window of dose volume histogram parameters of the percentage of lung vol-

ume receiving at least 10Gy and 15Gy (V10, V15) for the incidence of pneumonia and

acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS): V10�40% (pulmonary complications:

V10>40% 35% vs. V10�40%, 8%, P¼ .014) and V15�30% (pulmonary complica-

tions: V15>40% 33% vs. V15�40%, 10%, P¼ .036) [87]. Tonison et al. pointed out

the risk of grade 2 or higher radiation pneumonitis for around 6.6% of patients under-

going IMRT for esophageal cancer, and emphasized the requirement of efforts to

keep the lung V20 below 23% [86]. Wang et al., in their nomogram to predict radi-

ation pneumonitis in patients with esophageal cancer receiving radiation therapy

based on retrospective analysis of 416 patients in two participating institutes, under-

lined that the ratio of the PTV to the total lung volume and the mean lung dose are

crucial in the development of severe acute radiation pneumonitis [100]. MR-guided

radiotherapy could help to decrease the percentage of lung volume irradiated in the

MIBH-gated approach, and to decrease the total PTV due to the CTV to PTV margin

and an adaptive decrease in the PTV during tumor regression.

Targeted selected dose escalation
The recent Netherlands randomized study on dose escalation in definitive chemor-

adiation for patients with locally advanced esophageal cancer (ARTDECO) by Hul-

shof et al. enrolled 260 patients with a median follow-up of 50months; it was

concluded that radiation dose escalation up to 61.6Gy to the primary tumor did

not result in a significant increase in local control over 50.4Gy for both AC and

SCC [101], such as the randomized intergroup 0123/RTOG 94-05 trial, which could

not reveal a dose escalation benefit to 64.8Gy for local control or overall survival

[102]. Aside from distant metastasis, it is interesting that treatment fails mostly

locoregionally within the GTV, suggesting a potential benefit of dose escalation

[54,103–106], while randomized trials could not define a subgroup that benefits from

dose escalation. The inconsistent results of dose escalation might be directly related

to the lack of eligible patients to proceed with dose escalation, and simultaneous inte-

grated boost radiotherapy, [107–109] which was found feasible in previous reports,

might find a place in MR-guided adaptive radiotherapy based on functional MRI

findings related with remaining residual live tumor to increase the adaptive dose
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during radiotherapy. In addition, the safety data of dose escalation in esophageal can-

cer based on (18)FDG-PET/CT up to 70Gy using the SIB technique [110] with well-

tolerated acute toxicities also highlights protocols to research on how to combine

with MR-guided RT.

Target volume determination and delineation guidelines
Clinical target volume delineation involves an ongoing effort to standardize contour-

ing [111], and current recommendations in IMRT and VMAT protocols are based

on 4DCT simulations [112]. Nodal spread needs to be taken into consideration in

elective nodal targeting, depending on location as paraesophageal nodes being the

first-echelon for all sites and regional nodes being supraclavicular and cervical

for cervical esophagus, mediastinal paratracheal and subcarinal for thoracic, left

gastric and celiac axis for distal esophagus locations.

Simulation
Simulation and treatment require the patient to have an empty stomach, and to be nil

per os for at least 3h. The setup procedure requires comfortable immobilization in a

supine position with the neck in minor extension, supported by a custom-made cush-

ion. Before MRgRT, a four-dimensional-CT (4DCT) scan with �3mm slices is the

recommended way of simulation, preferably with intravenous contrast [113,114]; in

cases where 4DCT is not available, measures to estimate internal motion of the target

and critical structures are necessary, such as inspiration and CT scans or slow helical

CT scan, specifically for tumor involvement of the gastric cardia/body, encompass-

ing �3–5cm distal to the EGJ and distal esophageal tumors which might cause size-

able interfractional and intrafractional motion differences in tumor position [115].

Current MRgRT simulation removes the need for 4DCT, and the simulation in

MR-linac starts with evaluation of the treatment position, ability of duration of breath

hold (inspiration or expiration), and decision of treatment flow for preferably gating/

breath hold or for free breathing [116]. Table 12.1 gives details of site-specific

coverage and treatment planning overview.

Gross tumor volume (GTV): The gross tumor at the primary site considers

size before any neoadjuvant treatment, including any extension through the wall,

esophagus wall thicker than 0.5cm, or any involved lymph nodes (nodes with a

necrotic center or PET positive) based on endoscopic findings, endoscopic ultraso-

nography, CT, MRI, PET/CT, and clinical information. Delineation is based on the

technique preferred, such as free breathing treatment, internal GTV (iGTV), or gated

treatment (gGTV), deep inspiratory breath hold (DIBH), or deep expiratory breath

hold (DEBH).

Role of MRI in delineation:MRI has high sensitivity but low specificity for the

detection of esophageal carcinoma (pooled accuracy for T0 vs. T1 or higher:
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Table 12.1 Site-specific coverage and treatment planning overview.

Tumor
location

Internal GTV or
gated GTV to
CTV margin

ITVa/CTV to
PTV margin Elective nodal coverage

Neoadjuvant
dose Definitive dose

Cervical
esophagus/
above
carina

3cm
craniocaudally,
8mm
circumferentially

4DCT/motion
management
and daily IGRT:
0.5cm
MR-guided RT:
�0.5cm
(adaptive as
needed)

Supraclavicular and periesophageal 41.4–50.4Gy
in 1.8–2.0Gy/
fraction
MR-guided
RT: adaptive
as needed

50.4–66/70
(cervical
esophagus) Gy in
1.8–
2.0Gy/fraction
MR-guided RT:
adaptive as
needed

Below
carina/
distal
esophagus
and EGJ

3cm cranially/
3–5cm caudally,
8mm
circumferentially

4DCT/motion
management
and daily IGRT:
0.5cm
MR-guided RT:
�0.5cm
(adaptive as
needed)

Periesophageal and celiac �
perigastric, splenic hilum, left gastric,
porta hepatis, SMAb due to extension
into stomach

41.4–50.4Gy
in 1.8–
2.0Gy/fraction
MR-guided
RT: adaptive
as needed

aITV, internal target volume.
bSMA, superior mesenteric artery.



sensitivity 92% and specificity 67%, T2 or lower vs. T3 or higher: sensitivity 86%

and specificity 86%, N0 vs. N1 or higher: sensitivity 71% and specificity 72%),

showing promise for determining neoadjuvant therapy response and locally

advanced disease for potential trimodality therapy [117].

MRI has been a noninvasive technique with increasingly superior soft tissue

contrast and encouraging imaging of cancer physiology via T2-weighted (T2W)

and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) [118]. MRI is a candidate to find more space

in terms of planning, evaluation, and follow-up in esophageal cancer based on

improving MRI technology and resolution with faster pulse sequences, cardiac

and respiratory gating, and surface coils [119–121].
The interobserver variability of target delineation of the esophageal tumor is

evident within all modalities used. A surgical series of 42 patients with esophageal

SCC evaluated breath-hold CT and DW-MRI before esophagectomy, and revealed

that DWI scans fused with CT images can improve accuracy to delineate GTV, as the

difference in length between DWI and pathology was as low as 0.5mm in contrast to

the difference of 3.6mm between CT and pathology [122]. MRI-based target delin-

eation is feasible with continuing interobserver variability comparable to that with

FDG-PET/CT, especially for cranio-caudal direction of esophageal tumors, which

can be reduced with the addition of DW-MRI to T2W-MRI for caudal delineation

variation of EGJ tumors [123]. DWI displays esophageal SCC lengths most precisely

when compared with CT or regular MRI.

• Internal GTV (iGTV), if free breathing treatment without gated approach:

GTV based on 4DCT data using the maximum intensity projection (MIP) with

modifications based on visual verification of contours in individual respiratory

phases (Fig. 12.1) [113].

• Gated GTV (gGTV), if gated at DIBH or DEBH: GTV based on gated

respiratory phase at simulation. The exact spreading pattern should be

examined for radial and local coverage as pericardium invasion (T4a), pleural

invasion (T4a), diaphragm invasion (T4a), direct peritoneal invasion (T4a),

tracheal invasion (T4b), lung invasion (T4b), great vessels/heart invasion (T4b),

and liver/pancreas/spleen invasion (T4b), and for nodal coverage being regional

or distant as cervical esophagus (lower cervical, supraclavicular, proximal third

(paraesophageal, supraclavicular), middle third (paraesophageal), and distal third

(paraesophageal, perigastric lesser curvature, celiac axis).

• Clinical target volume (CTV): Due to submucosal “skip” metastasis at a

considerable distance from the principal tumor and probable multicentric

occurrence [124], CTV delineation is recommended to have generous proximal

and distal safety margins. Though initial series revealed marginal failure treating

the entire esophagus [125–127], the RTOG 85-01 trial demonstrated severe

toxicity by treating the entire esophagus with concurrent chemotherapy [128].

Consequently, the RTOG 94-05 trial endorsed a 5-cm craniocaudal and a 2-cm
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radial margin from the GTV [102], within the pathological evidence suggesting

<3cm (<5cm distally in EGJ) microscopic spread within the esophagus in about

94% of cases [129]. The most common current practice for CTV is based on the

submucosal spread longitudinally, with a 3cm expansion on the GTV

craniocaudally (5cm caudally at EGJ) and 8mm expansion radially along the

esophagus, being shaved off at natural anatomical barriers.

• Elective nodal CTV: Elective CTV involves nodal regions at risk even if

clinically negative. Recommended elective nodal areas, as follows: Cervical

esophageal cancer: the lower cervical, supraclavicular, and superior mediastinal

nodes; mid-upper-thoracic esophageal cancer: the paraesophageal and

mediastinal lymph nodes (supraclavicular lymph nodes for tumors above the

carina); distal esophageal and GE junction cancer: the paraesophageal and the

celiac lymph nodes.

• Planning target volume (PTV): When internal organ motion is being handled

with 4DCT simulation/free respiratory alternatives or with breath-hold (DIBH or

DEBH) gating, PTV is just to compensate for the variability and uncertainties of

treatment setup.

• Daily image guidance radiotherapy (IGRT:KiloVoltage (KV), cone beamCT,

MR guided, etc.) could decrease PTV margins. If the institution has not

performed a study to define the appropriate magnitude of PTV, a minimum of

5mm in all directions is used to define each PTV. MR-guided gated radiotherapy

might help to decrease the CTV to PTV margin.

Treatment planning
The organ at risk (OAR) delineation has been standardized by RTOG/NRG atlases

except for the larynx, which also needs to be delineated [130], while the normal tis-

sue constraints can be guided based on the quantitative analysis of normal tissue

effects in the clinic (QUANTEC) with normal tissue complication probability

(NTCP) models (Table 12.2) [131]. Table 12.2 gives details for normal tissue con-

straints for treatment planning. Treatment planning assessment: Our recommenda-

tion is to deliver 100% of the prescribed dose to GTV, and 95% of the prescribed

dose to PTV. Large hot spots need to be avoided; no more than 20% of PTV is at

or above 107% of the prescribed dose and no more than 5% of PTV is at or above

114% of the prescribed dose, and the hot spots need to be arranged in the

GTV. Figs. 12.4 and 12.5 demonstrate mid-thoracic and EGJ cases treated with

MR-guided RT.
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FIG. 12.4

Mid-thoracic esophageal case, simulated and treated by MR-guided RT, demonstrating the

delineation on MRI and PET/CT fusion, as well as the delivered plan.

(Continued)

Table 12.2 This table represents the normal tissue constraint guidelines for
esophageal cancer radiotherapy [112,131].

Organ Constraints

Larynx Mean dose �44Gy

Dmax (maximal dose)<66Gy

V50�27% [132]

Spinal cord Dmax<45Gy

Dmax<40Gy if 3Gy/fraction

Even the tumor is so close to spinal cord, Dmax

Lung Mean dose �20Gy
Mean dose <8Gy if postpneumonectomy

RT alone RT with concurrent
chemotherapy

If neoadjuvant before
surgery [87]

V20�40% V20�35% V20�30%

V10�45% V10�40%

V5�65% V5�55%

V20<10% and V5<60% if postpneumonectomy

Heart Mean dose <26Gy

V30�45%

Esophagus Mean dose <34Gy

Dmax�80Gy

V70<20%

V50<50%

Kidney 20Gy<32% of bilateral kidney

Liver Mean dose <30Gy

V30<40%

Dmax, maximal dose; GTV, gross tumor volume; RT, radiotherapy.



FIG. 12.4,CONT’D

(Continued)
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FIG. 12.4,CONT’D
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FIG. 12.5

Gastroesophageal junction case, simulated and treated by MR-guided RT, demonstrating the delineation on MRI and PET/CT fusion, as well as

the delivered plan.

(Continued)



FIG. 12.5,CONT’D



Concluding remarks
Esophageal carcinoma remains a lethal disease due to aggressive invasion at the site

of the tumor, and a high rate of distant metastasis; it therefore requires a multidisci-

plinary approach and timely coordinated chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and/or

esophagectomy. Concurrent chemoradiotherapy is the recommended standard for

locally advanced disease as a neoadjuvant for surgically eligible patients or as

definitive for INOPERABLE or locally advanced patients, besides being a major

palliative tool. This chapter focuses on the potential benefits and the feasibility of

MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) in the management of esophageal cancer, firstly

based on its better soft tissue contrast imaging and ability to visualize cancer

physiology at staging, during, and after radiotherapy, which assists in delineating

the gross tumor volume (GTV), and secondly the need to adapt treatment with

response to treatment. Integrated MRgRT sounds to support the ideal goal of overall

reduction in acute or late radiotherapy-induced cardiac and pulmonary toxicity, as

well as related postoperative complications, by improved sparing organ at risk

sparing with superior daily GTV visualization, respiratory tracking/gating, online

adaptive planning, and more precise targeting. Integrated MRgRT might also assist

in individualizing recommendations based on responses to chemoradiotherapy, via

diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) or dynamic contrast enhancement, leading to

organ preservation or timely resection based on degree of response.
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Lung tumors 13
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Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide [1]. Over the

years, there have been advances in screening and treatments especially with the

advent of next-generation and novel therapeutic agents that have improved patient

outcome [2,3]. Regarding screening, low-dose computed tomography (CT) has been

implemented in the United States for patients at high risk for lung cancer [4] and is

widely considered in Europe [5,6].

The modern evolution in radiotherapy is highly dependent on the continuous

introduction of novel technologies that improve the therapeutic index [7]. In the man-

agement of lung cancers, in particular locally advanced (LA) disease, an adaptive

radiotherapy (ART) workflow can further improve modulation of the tumor/normal

tissue differential response [8–13]. There have been advancements in the technical

aspects of radiation oncology, which have improved the therapeutic index including

intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT),

modern brachytherapy techniques, and stereotactic radiotherapy techniques.

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) or stereotactic ablative radiotherapy

(SAbR) is the standard treatment for early-stage medically inoperable NSCLC

[3,14]. There is increasing evidence of its efficacy in the operable setting [15,16].

In inoperable stage IIB(N1)/III NSCLC, there is level I evidence for chemoradiation

(CRT) followed by consolidation immunotherapy with durvalumab, which resulted

in markedly improved survival outcome [17,18] and persisted in a recent 5-year

update of the PACIFIC trial [19] and in the real-world setting [20].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has not been routinely used in lung cancer

diagnosis and radiotherapy due to the inherent challenges posed by the anatomy

and physiology of the thorax and lung including low proton density, air-tissue inter-

face artifacts and geometric distortions, cardiac and respiratory motion artifacts,

interaction of secondary electrons with the magnetic field, isocenter uncertainty,

and dose calculation on MRI data [21–23]. However, despite the abovementioned

shortcomings, there are advantages of its application compared to CT or PET/CT

including superior soft-tissue contrast, functional imaging without radiotracer use,
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reduced margins for radiation treatments, real-time imaging during radiotherapy

delivery, and adaptive replanning concepts [21]. In fact, lesions in close proximity

to organs at risk (OARs), such as the chest wall, vertebral bodies, and mediastinum

can be accurately staged with MRI [24]. Additionally, in the radiotherapy setting,

due to its excellent contrast resolution and potential for image subtraction, MR imag-

ing can potentially discern tumor recurrence from a background of posttreatment

changes [25]. Elaborating on the use of functional MRI in lung cancer, e.g.,

diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) which correlates with cellularity has been shown

to be more precise for target volume delineation in the presence of varying degrees of

atelectasis while demonstrating higher reproducibility compared to CT and PET/CT

[26]. On follow-up, DWI demonstrated equivalence to CT for tumor volume deter-

mination [27]. In addition, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) sequences provide

additional information on tumor vascularity [28]. In a study by Lee et al., a correla-

tion between maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax) on pretreatment
18F-FDG PET in 24 NSCLC patients and the standard deviation and median absolute

deviation of DCE-MRImetrics was observed [29]. However, both sequences are bur-

dened by suboptimal spatial resolution and further research in this field is pertinent.

Furthermore, a German collaborative group investigating PET-MRI in lung malig-

nancies demonstrated equipoise of 18F-FDG-PET/CT and 18F-FDG-PET/MRI in the

detection and characterization of lung lesions�10mm [30,31] and T- and N-staging

in patients with NSCLC [32].

MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) lends itself well to the treatment of tumors

with significant motion or proximity to OARs, such as intrathoracic malignancies

(Figs. 13.1–13.3). Several groups have reported on their experience treating lung

FIG. 13.1

MRgSBRT plan for delivery of 5�10Gy prescribed to the 80% PTV encompassing isodose in

a central lung tumor case (IASLC definition). An isotropic margin of 5mm was used for the

expansion of the GTV (magenta) to generate the PTV (red).
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FIG. 13.2

Computed tomography scan (axial) andMRgSBRT plan for delivery of 50Gy in five fractions to

the PTV (red). An isotropic margin of 5mmwas used for the expansion of the breath-hold GTV

(orange) to generate the PTV. Note previous left-sided pneumonectomy.
Images courtesy of Acibadem Mehmet Ali Aydinlar University School of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey.

FIG. 13.3

Single fraction MRgSBRT plan for simultaneous delivery of 28Gy prescribed to the 80% PTV

encompassing isodose. The PTVs were generated by adding isotropic margins of 5mm to the

breath-hold GTVs (cranial lesion—magenta; caudal lesion—dark red).
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tumors on the two currently commercially available MR-LINAC systems: the View-

Ray Inc. MRIdian platform (Oakwood Village, Ohio, USA) and the Elekta Unity

device (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The Washington University group pub-

lished their initial experiences treating patients between 2014 and 2018 at first on

the ViewRay 0.35T MRI scanner with a tri-source 60Co system [33,34]. The inves-

tigators proceeded by initiating a phase I trial evaluating stereotactic MR-guided

online adaptive radiation therapy (SMART) for ultra-central tumors. In five patients

treated with 50Gy/5 fractions and planning goals of PTV V95%�95% with strict

OAR constraint adherence, 4/5 patients received�1 adapted fraction and 10/25 frac-

tions were adapted with most plans reoptimized to meet OAR constraints. Initial out-

come was excellent with 6-month local control at 100% and no grade�3 (sub)acute

toxicity reported [35]. In silico analyses at the same institution supported the role of

online adaptive MR-guided SBRT ensuring dose escalation to the PTV and/or simul-

taneous OAR sparing compared to nonadaptive strategies [36–38]. Other groups also
performed comparative planning studies and generated clinically acceptable IMRT

plans using the tri-60Co ViewRay system for lung SAbR [39,40]. In a follow-up com-

parative in silico analysis of lower lobe tumors, the SeoulNational University hospital

group generated superior plans with reduced doses to the bronchi, rib, ipsilateral lung,

and whole body for ViewRayMRIdian plans vs standard LINAC-based VMAT plans

although significantly higher doses to the skin and spinal cord were observed [41].

Other institutions have also published on their experiences treating lung malig-

nancies [42–51]. The Amsterdam University Medical Center as the premier Euro-

pean site with the ViewRay MRIdian platform published on their experience

treating NSCLC. Firstly, data on the GTV area coverage was published demonstrat-

ing at least 95% geometric GTV coverage during gated online adaptive MRgSBRT

delivery in lung, adrenal, and pancreatic tumors [44]. Subsequently, the role of online

plan adaptation in peripheral and central tumors was investigated. In peripheral

tumors, MR-guidance resulted in significantly smaller target volumes (range:

31.9%–75% PTVs in 14/23 patients compared to an ITV-based approach) and

median PTV coverage improved from 92.1% in nonadapted to 95% in reoptimized

plans [45]. In central tumors, online plan adaptation significantly improved PTV

coverage in 61% of fractions—median PTV V100% improved from 91.2% in the pre-

dicted to 95% in the reoptimized plans. In addition, online plan adaptation signifi-

cantly reduced the number of OAR planning constraint violations [46]. The authors

have also investigated clinical outcomes in their cohort of high-risk lung tumors con-

sisting of 50 consecutive patients with central tumors, previous thoracic irradiation

and interstitial lung disease treated between 2016 and 2018. The results were encour-

aging with 12-month local control, overall survival, and disease-free survival rates of

95.6%, 88%, and 63.6%, respectively, and no >3 toxicity observed [47]. Moreover,

the group investigated MR-guided single-fraction SBRT demonstrating feasibility,

however, highlighting shortcomings in MR-tracking for gated beam delivery of

smaller tumors [48]. The University of Heidelberg also published their data on

MR-guided SBRT for lung tumors. They analyzed 21 patients with 13/23 central
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tumors. Plan adaptation was performed in 93.3% of the fractions and resulted in an

improved median PTV coverage from 90.6% to 95% and reduction in PTV overdose

and OAR constraint violations [49]. Subsequently, the investigators initiated a

phase I dose escalation study—MAGELLAN (NCT04925583) aiming to identify

the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) for ultra-central tumors with the planned enroll-

ment of 38 patients. The primary endpoint is dose-limiting toxicity (DLT). Another

Danish multicenter phase II nonrandomized trial is also evaluating the feasibility and

safety of SBRT in central tumors—STRICTSTARLUNG (NCT05354596). As part

of the study, central tumors (located within 0.5–2.5cm in all directions of the

PBT—trachea, main bronchi, intermediate bronchus, and five lobar bronchi or the

esophagus as well as <0.5cm from the spinal cord, heart, and aorta) are treated

on a conventional LINAC with daily CBCT image-guidance and plan adapta-

tion—STRICT-LUNG. Another aspect of the trial will evaluate feasibility and safety

of daily adaptive MR-guided SBRT in ultra-central lung tumors defined as tumors

located within 0–0.5cm of the trachea, main bronchi, or intermediate bronchus—

STAR-LUNG. The investigators recently published a pretrial quality assurance

(QA) report with the aim of quantifying the dosimetric impact of contouring varia-

tions demonstrating discrepancies in OAR delineations between centers and thus

potential OAR overdosage emphasizing the need for extensive QA when initiating

SBRT dose-escalation studies [52]. Further, The Dana-Farber Cancer Institute also

initiated a master prospective phase I–II trials evaluating feasibility and efficacy of

SMART in patients with all types of malignancies including lung cancer

(NCT04115254).

The growing body of evidence on onlineMRgRT in lung cancer is complemented

by recent analyses at the University of Munich which confirmed the dosimetric ben-

efits of online ART in 50 patients including 10 lung cases with 84.4% of all fractions

adapted and improved PTV coverage achieved with plan adaptation [50]. Further,

expanding on their previous experience in the management of node-positive NSCLC

patients with poor prognostic factors and severely compromised pulmonary function

on a conventional LINAC [53,54], a technical note on the first patient enrolled to a

prospective observational study treated with online MR-guided moderately hypo-

fractionated radiotherapy was recently published proposing a clinical pathway for

the management of these high-risk patients and isotoxic dose escalation strategies

with reduced PTV margins in this distinct cohort of patients [51].

In locally advanced disease, several studies have been initiated exploring

feasibility of MRgRT. A two-phase prospective German multicenter study—

PUMA (NCT05237453)—was recently initiated by the Universities of Heidelberg,

T€ubingen, and Munich, designed in the first phase to demonstrate feasibility of

MR-guided online ART. In the second phase, the investigators plan on conducting

a phase I/II trial comparing MR-guided online ART of LA-NSCLC to CBCT-based

(A)RT on the ETHOS treatment machine (Varian, Palo Alto, California, USA).

Another prospective single-arm phase II study initiated at The Washington

University (NCT03916419) is investigating the safety and efficacy of MR-guided
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hypofractionated ART (60Gy/15 fractions) with concurrent CRT (weekly carbopla-

tin/paclitaxel) and consolidation durvalumab for up to 12months in inoperable stage

IIB/III NSCLC.

Similarly, simulation analyses for treatments on the Elekta Unity device have

been published. MRgSBRT treatments were simulated for nine patients. Accounting

for the 1.5-T magnetic field, design and delivery of clinically acceptable plans was

feasible [55]. Interestingly, the same group at The Royal Marsden NHS Founda-

tion Trust investigated the feasibility and potential benefits of radiotherapy for

LA-NSCLC. In all, 10 LA-NSCLC patients were retrospectively replanned

6 times and generation of treatment plans on the Unity platform was feasible

[56]. Furthermore, a prospective multiinstitutional registry study—MOMENTUM

(NCT04075305)—was initiated in February 2019 to foster evidence-based clinical

implementation of the Unity platform and systematically evaluate long-term out-

comes with the paramount goal of improving tumor control, survival, and patient

quality of life [57]. In a recent joint publication, treatments of patients with

(ultra-)central and locally advanced disease on the Unity MRL are described [22].

Radiotherapy was delivered without gating per Adapt To Position (ATP) or/and

Adapt To Shape (ATS) workflows and was well tolerated [58].

MR-guided radiotherapy of lung malignancies is an active area of research with

several groups and consortia initiating prospective trials in order to systematically

evaluate the use of this promising yet resource- and cost-intensive technology. With

the growing body of evidence, it is essential to identify patients most likely to benefit

from such treatments. The results of further prospective trials are eagerly awaited.

In parallel, manyfold technical developments in the scope of MRgRT are being

pursued which will further promote the treatment of lung cancer. These include,

among others, the development of artificial intelligence approaches forMR-only syn-

thetic CT generation and fully automated image segmentation [59], the extension of

real-time imaging capabilities from 2D to 3D for improved tumor localization during

beamdelivery [60–63], the implementationofmultileaf-collimator tracking including

motion prediction algorithms [64–66], and real-time online adaptive MRgRT [67].

Concluding remarks
The modern evolution in radiotherapy is highly dependent on the continuous introduc-

tion of novel technologies that facilitate modulation of the tumor and normal tissue dif-

ferential response. Magnetic resonance-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) is one of

such developments. Lung malignancies are associated with significant motion and/

or proximity to organs at risk. MRgRT lends itself well to the management of such

tumors and can potentially improve tumor control, survival, and patients’ quality of life.

In this chapter, we present the potential benefits and challenges of magnetic resonance

imaging in lung cancer, explore the current evidence onMRgRT, which have primarily

focused on dosimetric benefits in early and locally advanced stage lung cancer and

inform on currently initiated trials assessing its safety and efficacy.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, and the leading cause of cancer

deaths among women globally, while it comes second to lung cancer in the United

States [1]. Radiation therapy is widely used as part of the care plan of breast cancer

patients, which results in less likelihood of local recurrence and likely improve sur-

vival. It has been reported that following breast-conserving surgery, radiotherapy

reduced the 10-year risk of any first recurrence from 35% to 19.3% and reduced

the 15-year risk of breast cancer death from 25.2% to 21.4%, overall [2]. Multiple

studies have investigated the elimination of adjuvant radiation therapy in early-stage

breast cancer; however, it has been persistently shown that adjuvant radiation ther-

apy provides local control benefit [3–6]. A phase II trial conducted by the British

Association of Surgical Oncology (BASO) has shown that the incidence of local

recurrence following conservative surgery for early-stage breast cancer patients

who did not undergo adjuvant therapy was 2.2% in comparison to 0.8% for either

adjuvant radiotherapy or tamoxifen and 0.2% for both treatments [3].

Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) has been studied in a number of

clinical trials as an alternative to whole-breast irradiation in women with early-stage

breast cancer. The rationale for using APBI is to reduce the volume of the tissue irra-

diated and to decrease treatment time while maintaining efficacy. Multiple radiation

therapy fractionations and modalities have been investigated in order to reach opti-

mal APBI [7–28]. Both the American Society of Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) and

the European Society of Radiation Oncology have published consensus APBI guide-

lines [29,30]. In this chapter, we discuss the utilization of external beam radiation

therapy in APBI treatment for breast cancer with a focus on onboard MRI-guided

radiotherapy.
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External beam radiotherapy
External beam radiotherapy (EBRT)-based APBI does not require special training or

additional equipment in comparison to brachytherapy (BT) or intraoperative radiother-

apy (IORT). Most patients enrolled in APBI clinical trials are treated with EBRT,

resulting in a relatively larger clinical experience compared to other APBI approaches.

There have been several prospective randomized clinical trials that aimed to identify

the optimal dose and fractionation for EBRT-basedAPBI. The outcomes of these trials

have been inconsistent due to the heterogeneous pool of patients enrolled in these stud-

ies. There has been a variability in fractionation, target volume delineation, and EBRT

techniques, for example, three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) vs

intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) [7–11]. Some of these clinical trials dic-

tated larger treatment volumes and older 3D-CRT planning, which resulted in unfavor-

able radiation-induced toxicity profile and suboptimal cosmetic outcomes compared to

conventional breast irradiation therapy [7,8].

The RAPID study [7,8] is a randomized prospective noninferiority clinical trial that

enrolled patients from Canada, Australia and New Zealand, comparing whole-breast

irradiation (WBI)withAPBIutilizing 3D-CRT techniques.The study enrolled40-year-

old or higher early-stage breast cancer patients with either invasive ductal carcinoma

in situ (DCIS) or node-negative and were treated with breast conserving surgery.

WBI was delivered either daily with 42.56Gy in 16 fractions over 21days, or with

50Gy in 25 fractions over 35days. Per institutional policy, it was allowed to deliver

an additional 10Gy in 4–5 fractions as a radiation boost to the primary site. APBI

was delivered with 38.5Gy in 10 fractions twice daily over 5–8days. Boost radiation
was not permitted in the APBI arm. The study enrolled 2135 patients, randomized

1:1 to receive APBI or WBI. The 8-year ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR)

was 2.8% in the WBI group and 3% in the APBI group [hazard ratio (HR) 1.27%,

90% CI 0.84–1.91]. While acute grade �2 radiation-induced adverse events favored

APBI (28%APBIvs45%WBI,P< .0001), the late grade�2 radiation-inducedadverse

events weremore common in APBI (32%) compared toWBI (13%,P< .0001). Fair or

poor cosmesis was also more prevalent in APBI group at 3years (absolute difference,

11.3%, 95%CI 7.5–15.0), 5years (absolute difference, 16.5%, 95%CI 12.5–20.4), and
7years (absolute difference, 17.7%, 95% CI 12.9–22.3) [7,8].

Meattini et al. [9,10] reported 10-year results of the “FLORENCE study,” a ran-

domized phase III single-institution prospective clinical trial that was conducted at

the University of Florence, Italy, between March 2005 and June 2013. The study

compared whole-breast conventional fractionated tangents fields’ radiation therapy

to EBRT-based APBI utilizing IMRT. The investigators screened 5148 women older

than 40years with early-stage breast cancer; 3702 patients were not eligible for the

study and 926 patients declined participation in the study. A total of 520 patients

were randomized to either WBI (260 patients) or APBI (260 patients) in a 1:1 ratio.

Exclusion criteria included extensive intraductal carcinoma, multifocal breast can-

cer, and surgical margins less than 5mm (notably larger margins than current stan-

dard of care). APBI was delivered utilizing IMRT technique, 30Gy in 5 fractions of
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6Gy every other day. The clinical target volume (CTV) was created by 1cm expan-

sion of the lumpectomy cavity and the surgical clips, and the planning target volume

(PTV) was created by a 1cm of the CTV. At a median follow-up of 10.7years, there

was no statistical significant difference in IBTR (2.5% in the WHI group vs 3.7% in

the APBI group) (HR 1.56; 95% CI 0.55–4.37; P¼ .40), the 10-year overall survival

(OS) was identical in both groups at 91.9%, the 10-year breast cancer-specific sur-

vival (BCSS) was 96.7% in the WBI and 97.8% in the APBI arm, and the 10-year

distant metastases (DM) was 3.2% in the WBI and 2.8% in the APBI arm. In this

study, utilizing IMRT, the cosmetic outcomes favored APBI, which resulted in

significantly less radiation therapy-induced acute and late toxicity and improved

cosmetic outcome as evaluated by both physician and patients [9,10].

NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413 is a prospective randomized, phase 3, equivalence

trial conducted in 154 clinical centers in the United States, Canada, Ireland, and

Israel, enrolling 4216 patients between March 21, 2005, and April 16, 2013. The

study enrolled a large but heterogenous patients population including stages 0, I,

or II, up to three positive axillary nodes positive, all histologies and multifocal breast

cancers, who had lumpectomy with negative surgical margins, which was defined as

no detectable cancer cells on inked margins. Patients were randomized to WBRT or

APBI. WBRT was delivered 25 daily fractions of 50Gy over 5weeks, with or with-

out a boost to the tumor bed, and APBI was delivered 34Gy in 10 fractions using BT

or 38.5Gy in 10 fractions using EBRT, over 5 treatment days within an 8-day period.

APBI was delivered utilizing EBRT (73%, 1536 patients), single entry BT (21%, 451

patients), and multicatheter brachytherapy (6%, 120 patients). Of note, 80% of

WBRT patients received an optional 1-week sequential surgical-cavity boost to at

least 60Gy. At a median follow-up of 10.2years, IBTR was 4% and 3% in APBI

and WBRT groups respectively (HR 1.22, 90% CI 0.94–1.58). The 10-year cumu-

lative incidence of IBTR was 4.6% (95% CI 3.7–5.7) in the APBI group vs 3.9%

(3.1–5.0) in the WBRT group. Breast cancer-specific mortality was 2% in both

groups. There was no difference in the second cancers, treatment-induced adverse

events in both groups, and no treatment-related death was reported. Regarding the

treatment-induced adverse events; grade 1 in 845 (40%), grade 2 in 921 (44%),

and grade 3 in 201 (10%) patients in the APBI group, compared with grade 1 in

626 (31%), grade 2 in 1193 (59%), and grade 3 in 143 (7%) in the WBRT group.

The study failed to demonstrate statistical noninferiority; however, the absolute

IBTR difference (0.7%) is arguably not of significant clinical significance, and pos-

sibly contributed by the wide range of inclusion criteria, suboptimal selection of

patients for APBI, as the study allowed multifocal disease (9% of enrolled patients),

up to three node-positive diseases (10%), grade 3 disease (26%), and premenopausal

women (39%). This is the only large, randomized trail comparing APBI to WBRT to

fail meeting the noninferiority/equivalence end point [11].

Because cosmetic outcomes of APBI compared to WBRT is an important deter-

minant for treatment method selection, the authors of NSABP-39 performed a sub-

group analysis to address the quality of life and cosmesis. The authors found that

patient-rated cosmetic outcomes based on global cosmetic score and satisfaction
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were equivalent for APBI andWBRT groups. However, APBI resulted in worse cos-

metic outcome on MD rating. Upon further stratification, the authors found that

patients in the APBI group who received chemotherapy and, interestingly, patients

in the WBRT group who did not receive chemotherapy had worse cosmetic out-

comes. The cosmetic outcomes of NSABP 39 differ from the aforementioned RAPID

trial which also employed APBI utilizing EBRT. Again, the RAPID trial found late

skin toxicity to be 18% worse than conventional WBRT at 7years. This absolute dif-

ference of cosmetic outcomes may be primarily due to an increase in fair cosmesis,

because poor cosmesis was uncommon. Ultimately, the optimal dosing and fraction-

ation of EBRT-based APBI remains to be determined to minimize acute and late

toxicities and to achieve the best cosmetic outcomes [7,8,11].

MRI-guided APBI
Magnetic resonance image-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) is an emerging image-

guided approach that results in daily optimal visualization and localization of target

volumes, which minimizes setup uncertainties and enables radiation oncologists to

utilize tighter planning target volumes. Onboard MRgRT has been mostly utilized

for APBI treatment due to the field size limitations when introducing nodal involve-

ment. Whole-breast irradiation is feasible with treatment field sizes compatible with

the machine maximum field size limitations.

The main advantage of using MRgRT for APBI patients is accurate registration/

localization to the lumpectomy cavity. Noel et al. showed the advantage of using

onboard low-field MRI vs onboard CT for anatomy visualization in radiotherapy

[31]. The 0.35-T onboardMRI image clearly shows the lumpectomy cavity with high

contrast vs the onboard CBCT image with low contrast and smaller field of

view (FOV).

A clinical investigation study conducted by Acharya et al. [12] investigated

MRgRT for APBI by evaluating delivered dose and intrafractional cavity motion

using an MRI linac with tracking capabilities for 30 women with stage 0–I breast
cancer who underwent breast-conserving surgery. The study showed that the intra-

fractional motion of the surgical cavity was small (<3mm), however, there was a

substantial variation (up to 6mm) from patient to patient in the anterior-posterior

direction. The mean difference between the planned and the delivered V95% dose

was less than 1%. The tracking advantage for breast cancer patients is the assessment

of any large gross motion caused by the patient rather than intrafractional motion.

Washington University (St. Louis, MO) developed a sterotactic MRI-guided

radiotherapy APBI (MRgS-APBI) program for two prospective nonrandomized

phase I/II clinical trials [32]. The single institution trial (ClinicalTrials.gov

#NCT020760) [14] is a prospective single-arm phase 1/II trial to evaluate clinical,

cosmetic, and quality-of-life results of single-fraction high-gradient partial-breast

irradiation (SFHGPBI) for hormone sensitive stage 0–I breast cancer. A total of

50 patients were enrolled in the study and received a single fraction of EBRT of
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15–20Gy to the partial mastectomy surgical bed and 5–7Gy to a 1cm margin of

breast tissue around the surgical bed. The three-fraction trial Tri-APBI

(ClinicalTirals.gov #NCT03612648) is an IRB approved, nonrandomized phase

I/II prospective trail using either EBRT with MRgRT (8.5Gy�3 fractions) or

high-dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy (total dose of 22.5Gy) using a SAVI applicator

for stage 0 or 1 postlumpectomy breast cancer patients.

Omari et al. [13] described the process to successfully implement a MRgAPBI

program. In the following subsections, the simulation process, planning, and treat-

ment delivery for APBI patients are described.

CT and MRI simulation
APBI patients undergo both CT and MRI simulation. The CT image is utilized for

electron density information which is used for dose calculation purposes and to

verify anatomical geometric integrity. Commercial MRgRT linear accelerator tech-

nologies described in previous chapters have different capabilities. It is important

to understand such capabilities to design the appropriate immobilization

devices. A common way of simulating the patients is using a moldable cradle with

the patient in the supine headfirst position. The ipsilateral arm should be placed supe-

riorly to optimize beam selection for treatment planning and the contralateral arm

can be placed to the side for patient comfort. The MRIdian system by ViewRay

Inc. has flexible coils and cannot be placed directly onto the patient due to the defor-

mation it may cause. One solution can be using acrylic brackets, [32] which can be

registered using an index bar into the moldable cradle at the level of the patient’s

breast. This bracket is used to suspend the coils on top, as shown in Fig. 14.1. Another

solution is to use a foam tube which can be placed on the patient’s midline at the chest

level which can aid in reducing the pressure from the coils, as shown in Fig. 14.2. The

Unity system uses a bridge coil which arches above the patient and no additional

intervention is required. One should take caution of any potential collisions between

the bridge and the patient especially for larger patients.

Free-breathing and 4DCT scans are acquired during CT simulation with a large

FOV. The free-breathing scan is used for planning and the 4DCT aims in evaluating

the extent of the breathing motion for clinical decision-making. Following CT sim-

ulation, the patient is transferred for MRI simulation. Either the MRI linear acceler-

ator or a dedicated MRI simulator can be used. Multiple sequences can be acquired

for planning (e.g., T1, T2, and a mixed T1/T2). Extent of breathing motion can be

assessed using online MRI images and spare the patients the 4DCT scan.

Treatment planning
For treatment planning, it is common to use the MRI images as the primary set of

images utilized for radiation planning. The CT can be used as the primary data

set; however, it is not recommended. Having the MRI as the primary set allows

us to localize the target volume more accurately daily with the aid of the MR
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FIG. 14.1

Immobilization for large breasted women who will undergo MRI simulation for MRgAPBI. An

in-house registration bar with two pegs is used to register the vac loc to the table and an in-

house made bracket is utilized to keep the upper torso coils away from the breast to avoid any

deformation the coils may cause to the breast.

FIG. 14.2

Immobilization for small breasted women who will undergo MRI simulation for MRgAPBI. The

Vac loc is used to conform to the patient’s body and the lower MRI torso coils. The blue foam

tube is used to separate the breasts and to keep the upper torso coils away from the breast to

avoid any deformation the coils may cause to the breast.
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simulation images. For APBI patients, the clinical target volume (CTV) is created by

encompassing the lumpectomy cavity, surgical clips, and adding 1cm margin. The

CTV does not extend into the chest wall muscles and is cropped 5mm from the skin.

In our institution, we do not add any expansion of CTV to create PTV when MRgRT

is utilized. However, MRgRT allows for margin reduction due to the localization

accuracy and real-time tracking. Although historically 2–2.5 expansion from the

lumpectomy cavity were utilized for APBI, many institutions treating APBI with

MRI guidance use 1–1.5cm margin from the lumpectomy cavity with no further

expansion from CTV to PTV [12,13,32]. Fig. 14.3 shows an illustration of the

PTV used for APBI utilizing conventional EBRT vs MRgRT.

Treatment delivery
The target volume should be localized daily to the lumpectomy cavity. Patients can

be treated under gated or nongated delivery with free breathing. For gated treatments,

the lumpectomy cavity should be used as the tracking target and the tracking margin

or mask can be selected as a smaller version of the PTV to account for

latency. A typical tracking structure/mask is the PTV minus 2–3mm. For nongated

delivery, patients with minimal motion as assessed during simulation can be treated

under MRI guidance with small margins.

One concern when treating targets closer to the skin surface is the electron stream

effect (ESE) caused by the magnetic field. This effect may cause skin irradiation out-

side of the treatment during APBI. This effect has been studied for both a low-field

(0.35T) and a high-field (1.5T) MR linear accelerator [33,34]. The ESE for APBI

patients can be observed as an out-of-field dose underneath the chin of the patient.

These studies show that the ESE is low. This dose can be further minimized by add-

ing a 1-cm bolus to the area receiving the out-of-field dose.

FIG. 14.3

Illustrative demonstration of planning target volumes used for accelerated partial breast

irradiation utilizing conventional external beam radiation therapy versus magnetic resonance

imaging guided radiation therapy.
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While treatment is going on, the size of the lumpectomy cavity can be assessed,

and adaptive treatment can be considered. If significant changes in the lumpectomy

cavity is observed, the question is raised on whether real-time adaptive radiation

therapy utilizing MRI guidance (MRgART) to redefine the PTV prior to every treat-

ment. Fig. 14.4 shows an illustration of possible changes in the lumpectomy cavity

size throughout the course of treatment.

Published treatment outcomes
Washington University (St. Louis, MO) [12] reported their early results with 30

women treated with MRI-guided APBI utilizing tighter margins of 1-cm universal

expansion around the lumpectomy cavity to create the clinical target volume

(CTV), with no further expansion to create planning target volume (PTV). Median

PTV volume was reduced by 52%when no PTVmargin was used as compared with a

1-cm PTV margin used conventionally. The authors noted minimal intrafractional

motion, and the mean difference between planned and delivered dose was less than

1% [12]. The same group recently reported a phase I/II study utilizing MRI-guided

APBI that enrolled 50 low-risk, hormone-sensitive breast cancer patients to receive

single-fraction, high-gradient partial-breast irradiation 2–8weeks after lumpectomy

for node-negative, invasive, or in situ breast cancer. The authors reported, at a

median follow-up of 25months, no grade 3+ treatment-induced adverse events.

Good-to-excellent posttreatment cosmesis was present in 100% and 98% per physi-

cians and patients, respectively. One noninvasive in-breast recurrence in a separate

untreated quadrant and 1 isolated axillary recurrence, both salvaged successfully.

None of the patient had distant recurrences or cancer-related deaths [14].

FIG. 14.4

Hypothetical illustrative demonstration of possible changes in the lumpectomy cavity size

throughout the course of accelerated partial breast irradiation.
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Loyola University Chicago presented their early experience, reporting 19 patients

with invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) and 32% had ductal carcinoma in situ. Mean

tumor size was 9mm (range 4–16mm); 53%, 37%, and 10% patients had grade 1,

2, and 3 disease, respectively. All patients had ER/PR positive disease, all IDC patients

had HER2 negative disease, and a median Ki67 of 5% (range 1%–60%). All patients

had lymph node-negative disease.Moreover, 32% of patients received 30Gy in 5 daily

fractions every other day, and 68% received 38.5Gy in 10 fractions, 2 fractions per

day.All patients’ plansmet the dose constraints including the ratio of volume receiving

at least 95% of the prescription dose to the whole-breast PTV (<15%). All patients had

a 1-cm expansion from the lumpectomy cavity to clinical target volume (CTV). CTV

expansion to PTV ranged from 0 to 3mm. Acute treatment-induced adverse events

included grade 1 dermatitis (16%), grade 1 breast pain (11%), and grade 1 fatigue

(11%). All acute adverse events were resolved within 3months. No patients experi-

enced late adverse events. At a median follow-up of 18months (range 6–24months),

no patient had local-regional recurrence or distant metastases. At 2weeks posttreat-

ment, 6%, 65%, and 29% of women described their breast appearance as “Fair,”

“Good,” and “Excellent,” respectively. At their last follow-up, 41% and 59% of

women described their breast appearance as “Good” and “Excellent,” respectively.

Concluding remarks
MRI-guided APBI is a promising tool to minimize normal tissue exposure to radi-

ation, optimize target volume definition, and improve treatment delivery. MRgRT

may results in better cosmesis compared to conventional APBI, however, prospec-

tive clinical studies is recommended.
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Introduction
The liver is one of the organs most frequently affected by tumors because of its ana-

tomical situation, its function, and its vascularization. Liver cancers can be primary

tumors (cholangiocarcinoma or hepatocellular carcinoma) or metastases. Surgery is

the cornerstone of treatment for these lesions but is not always feasible. Stereotactic

body radiotherapy (SBRT) is an interesting alternative despite a lack of consensus on

technique, dose, fractionation, motion management, or contouring. SBRT usually

delivers high radiation doses to a limited tumor volume in five or fewer fractions,

while sparing healthy liver and nearby radiosensitive tissues. Historically, liver radi-

ation therapy was limited by the occurrence of radiation-induced liver disease

(RILD), which has become an exceptional toxicity thanks to improved radiotherapy

techniques, use of multimodal imaging, better knowledge in tumor radiobiology, and

advances in image guidance. One of the most important challenges for the treatment

of this location remains respiratory motion management.

Stereotactic body radiotherapy for liver tumor before
MRI-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) era
Liver metastases
Liver metastases are frequently associated with many different primary cancers

including colorectal, breast, lung, and pancreatic tumors. Oncological outcomes

are highly dependent on tumor type and multimodal treatment strategies used

but prognosis remains a concern. The reference local treatment remains resection
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but is not always possible. Alternative nonsurgical approaches include radio-

frequency ablation (RFA) [1], SBRT, cryotherapy [2], radioembolization by

yttrium microspheres [3], and microwave ablation (MWA) [4]. RFA is the most

studied alternative but is limited in cases of proximity to bile ducts or hepatic ves-

sels, due to the invasive nature of the procedure and the associated anesthesia, or in

cases of large tumors (over 3cm). In these cases, SBRT has emerged as a favorable,

noninvasive, alternative treatment, providing a high rate of local control in pro-

spective and retrospective studies (cf. Supplementary Table 1 in the online version

at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00015-7). The local control results

are close to the results of the surgical series [5]. There seems to be a dose effect for

local control [6] and a correlation between local control and overall survival [7].

Unfortunately, there are no randomized phase 3 data comparing SBRTwith RFA or

MWA, but the retrospective comparative data seem to show at least similar local

control results [8,9]. Recently, five large studies with more than 200 patients trea-

ted with SBRT confirmed excellent long-term local control and very good toler-

ance [10–14] (cf. Supplementary Table 2 in the online version at https://doi.org/

10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00015-7).

Hepatocellular carcinoma
The incidence of HCC is increasing and currently represents the seventh most com-

mon cancer and the third leading cause of death worldwide. Cirrhosis is the most

common risk factor [15]. Orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT), surgical resection,

and RFA are the preferred curative options for early-stage cancers. OLT treats both

HCC and underlying cirrhosis and has the best outcomes (75% overall survival at

4 years) [16]. However, graft shortage is an important limitation, and resection is

performed when possible. Unfortunately, less than 30% of patients are eligible,

due to macrovascular invasion, extrahepatic extension, poor liver function, comor-

bidities, or significant portal hypertension. RFA is the mainstay treatment if surgical

resection is not feasible [17,18] and achieves excellent outcomes appearing similar to

surgical resection [19]. For patients awaiting OLT or not candidates for a curative

option, trans-arterial chemoembolization (TACE) is indicated since it improves

prognosis compared to best supportive care [20]. SBRT has gradually found its place

over the last 20 years and is gradually integrating international recommendations.

According to NCCN and ESMO guidelines, SBRT may be considered as an alterna-

tive option to RFA or TACE for unresectable patients, or integrated into the multi-

modality management, although AASLD and EASL place SBRT as a low evidence

option. Additionally, SBRT could be useful as a bridge therapy to OLT [21]. Even if

randomized control trials are lacking, data from prospective and retrospective studies

usually report more than 90% of 1-year in field local control and 38%–97% of 1-year

overall survival with limited toxicities (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 in the online

version at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00015-7). In a recent meta-

analysis, data from 32 studies involving 1950 HCC show a pooled 1-, 2-, and 3-year

local control rate at 85.7%, 83.6%, and 83.9%, respectively. Pooled rates of hepatic
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and gastrointestinal grade �3 complications were 4.7% and 3.9%, respectively [22].

There are no prospective randomized comparative studies between SBRT, RFA, sur-

gical resection, or TACE. A recent meta-analysis and systematic review showed a

higher 2-year local control rate for SBRT than RFA [23]. Typical selection criteria

include a number of lesions� 3, tumor size� 5–6cm, Child Pugh score�B8, and no

extrahepatic spread [24]. SBRT indications should be validated in multidisciplinary

tumor boards specialized in HCC management.

Cholangiocarcinomas
Cholangiocarcinoma (CC) is a rare malignancy accounting for 3% of gastrointestinal

cancers [25]. Cholangiocarcinomas are anatomically divided into intrahepatic cholan-

giocarcinomas (IHCC) or extrahepatic cholangiocarcinomas (EHCC), themselves

divided into perihilar (Klastin tumors, PHCC) or distant cholangiocarcinomas

(DCC). According to NCCN guidelines, surgical resection is the standard of care

and the only potentially curative treatment. However, at diagnosis, only 35% of local-

ized or locally advanced tumors are resectable [26]. Even after resection, local relapse

is common with R1 resection and node invasion appearing as major prognostic factors

[27]. CC are often locally advanced ormetastatic tumors at diagnosis, yielding surgical

R0 resection unrealistic, thus external beam radiotherapy [28] or chemotherapy

are the preferred options. Improving local control in CC is a crucial challenge for sur-

vival because mortality is often associated with consequences of local tumor growth

such as biliary duct stenosis or blood vessel invasion. One retrospective study showed

that biological equivalence dose (BED) > 80.5 Gray is associated with better local

control (78% vs 45%, P ¼ .04) and overall survival at 3 years (73% vs 38%,

P ¼ .017) with respect to lower doses [29]. SBRT has the potential to achieve such

dose escalation, despite a poor level of evidence. Studies are mainly retrospective

and heterogeneous, yielding 1-year local control and overall survival varying from

50% to 100% and 45% to 100%, respectively. Toxicity appears manageable, although

particular attention should be paid to the protection of nearby digestive structures

(Supplementary Table 5 in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-

323-91689-9.00015-7).

MRI-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) for primary and secondary
hepatic malignancies
Advantages of MRgRT for hepatic tumors
Several issues make the treatment of liver tumors challenging.

Visualization of liver lesions
Liver lesions, especially primary liver lesions, are poorly visualized on noncontrast-

enhanced CT scans. Therefore, CT scans used for treatment simulation are done with

the injection of contrast agents allowing for better tumor volume delineation.
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To further improve the accuracy of delineation, it is recommended that patients ben-

efit from an MR scan (�- PET/CT scan) in the treatment position. The different

imaging modalities are then registered for delineation of tumor volume. Although

multimodal imaging improves tumor visualization, uncertainty during the registra-

tion process may induce inaccuracy that will need to be compensated for. Moreover,

contrast agents cannot be injected at each treatment fraction due to their cumulative

toxicity, and daily image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) relies on noncontrast-

enhanced images (mainly kV and CBCT). Fiduciary implants are thus necessary

for most patients, as a surrogate marker of the tumor that can be visualized.

The recent development of MR linacs could be the ideal answer to solve this

problem. Indeed, the two MR-linac systems available in clinical practice use daily

MR images (0.35 T for the MRIdian system, 1.5 T for the Unity) for simulation,

tumor visualization and patient repositioning [30,31]. Both systems use a balanced

T2/T1 or “True-FISP” sequence for simulation and daily treatment images. The

True-FISP sequence is a steady-state coherent sequence with T2/T1 image contrast.

The usual aspects of liver lesions with this sequence are iso-hyperintense signal for

hepatocarcinomas, hypointense signal for metastases and iso-hypointense signal for

cholangiocarcinomas [32]. For the simulation imaging process, this sequence can be

enhanced with the injection of MRI contrast agents such as gadoxetic acid (nonhe-

patospecific agent) or gadobenic acid (hepatospecific agent) which will improve the

difference of contrast between healthy and tumoral liver tissue. Injection of those

agents is not recommended for daily fractions since we do not have good safety data

for their repeated application and because the time window of visualization is essen-

tially vascular and fleeting. Simulation images can be completed by special

sequences for better delineation of tumor volume: T1-weighted images without

and with injection of contrast agents, T2-weighted or even diffusion-weighted

images, although the acquisition time of these sequences is longer and the added

value in clinical practice limited so far. The direct delineation of lesions on simula-

tion MR images removes the problem of contouring inaccuracy due to images reg-

istration and allows reducing PTVmargins. Even without T1 with contrast-enhanced

images, the daily True-FISP treatment images enable good patient repositioning. In

the cases where lesion is poorly visualized, a surrogate (vessel like vena cava of

hepatic vein, bile ducts, etc.) can be used. These surrogates are usually hardly visible

on kV or CBCT images. Fig. 15.1 shows an example of difference of liver tumor

visualization between CT-scan and MR-linac images.

Motion management
Despite the excellent results, liver SBRT is reserved for teams experienced in this

type of treatment, due to the complexity of the technique and in order to preserve

the excellent tolerance results although the liver is an organ sensitive to irradiation

and to avoid the risk of RILD which can be a life-threatening complication [33,34].

Moreover, liver lesions can be surrounded by digestive organs at risk (OAR) which

can lead to severe complications if dosimetric constraints are not respected. The liver

is a mobile organ during irradiation, the hepatic tumors undergoing translations and
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deformations induced mainly by respiratory movements. These motions can reach

2.4mm on the lateral axis, 4.4mm on the anteroposterior axis, and 14.7mm on

the craniocaudal axis [35,36]. In order to take into account and compensate for these

movements, different motion management strategies have been developed in “con-

ventional” SBRT [37]. Briefly, the first basic strategy, not currently recommended, is

to treat with large margins to encompass the motion but without real knowledge of

the movement. The second is to create an internal target volume (ITV), taking into

account the position of tumor at each respiratory phase. The third is to achieve a

decreased ITV by gated techniques such as respiratory blockage or abdominal com-

pression. The fourth is to decide to treat only in certain phases of the respiratory cycle

in order to decrease the ITV. The last is to identify a time-weighted averaged position

and to treat this volume.

With the new MR-Linac integrated tracking systems, it is possible to associate a

treatment with a given phase of the respiratory cycle. A contoured target is tracked

and automatic triggering of the irradiation beam occurs when this target is within

expected limits (e.g., 3mm). The MRIdian system currently enables automated gat-

ing on a predefined target volume with the continuous cine-MRI acquisition with

four to eight frames per second in a sagittal plane [30,38,39]. With this system,

the beam will turn off when the predefined tracking target is outside the predefined

boundaries (usually defined as a 3–5mm isotropic expansion from tracking target,

similar to PTV margins). Direct soft tissue visualization enables to ensure that

healthy organs do not enter the treatment volume during irradiation because of diges-

tive organs filling or peristalsis. The tracking target structure can be the lesion if well

contrasted, or a surrogate more visible marker such as a vessel next to the lesion. In

some cases, a whole liver slice will be used as a tracking structure. The system uses

an artificial intelligence tracking algorithm to deform the contour of the tracking

structure on each live cine-MRI frame and comparing to the static tracking structure.

In a near future, cine-MR acquisitions will be available in 3D, allowing for motion

analysis and monitoring in axial, coronal, and sagittal plans at the same time [40].

Usually, the treatment is done with the breath-hold technique in order to decrease

the treatment duration but is also feasible with free breathing in case of breath-hold

FIG. 15.1

Example of the improvement in liver tumor visualization thanks to MR images: Left: CT scan,

Right: 0.35-T True-FISP sequence.
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difficulties. We recommend expiration breath-hold when possible, as expiration is

the respiratory cycle phase where the position of the liver is the most reproducible

[41,42], and is the longest phase as well in the case of free-breathing treatment. Video

1 in the online version at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00015-7

shows an example of liver lesion tracking during a fraction of liver MRgRT.

Adaptive procedure
In addition to taking into account intrafraction movement with motion management

techniques, SBRT techniques must be able to compensate for interfraction move-

ment, especially when the critical OARs are close to the target volume. Indeed,

for medial liver lesions, the stomach, duodenum, small intestine, and large intestine

could be in close contact with the tumor. Moreover, the anatomical contour of these

organs evolves with time, especially because of the difference in the filling of these

organs according to the patient’s diet. The SBRT dose constraints (mainly con-

straints for Dmax or near max) are respected on the initial dosimetry but generate

unacceptable values when this dosimetry is applied to the daily anatomy of the frac-

tion. That is why the concept of adaptive radiotherapy is rapidly evolving consider-

ing the increasing utility of SBRT in many localizations, especially for liver tumors.

TheMR-linac offers the possibility of a daily online adaptation of the dosimetric plan

thanks to an integrated TPS [43].When the dose prediction applied to the daily image

highlights an underdosing of the target volumes or a dose exceeding the constraints to

the digestive OARs, the TPSwill create a new ballistic option in a fewminutes, either

by modifying the beam weights of the initial dosimetry or by recreating a complete

treatment plan with new beams. This approach allows considering an increase in the

prescription dose in a safe manner, to reverse the radioresistance of certain tumors.

For example, dose escalation has demonstrated its benefit in liver metastases [44].

However, an adaptive strategy is not required for the treatment of all liver tumors.

This strategy is suitable for peripheral tumors located within 2cm of a sensitive struc-

ture, mainly the digestive organs. Other lesions surrounded by healthy liver tissue

can be treated with nonadaptive MRgRT technique because the contribution of

the adaptive approach is probably marginal in these cases.

Briefly, the classical adaptive procedure is as follows: a 3D MR scan is acquired

and the patient is repositioned on the liver tumor volume (similar imaging protocol as

the one used for simulation). After rigid registration of the GTV, OAR contours are

propagated on the daily MR image using deformable image registration. If the OAR

contours are not considered optimal, online modifications are made by the physician.

The initial plan is then applied to the image of the day with the corrected contours and

evaluated by the physician and the physicist. If all dose constraints are met, no adap-

tation is required. If a decrease in tumor coverage and/or inacceptable OAR dose is

observed, the initial plan is optimized on the integrated TPS. Quality assurance of the

newly optimized plan is then performed by recalculating the plan with a secondary

Monte Carlo algorithm before irradiation. Fig. 15.2 shows an example of the benefit

of adaptation for a given fraction of liver lesions treated with MRgRT.
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Aspects of liver tumors on MR-linac images
The appearance of liver lesions depends on the type of lesion and the physical char-

acteristics of the MRI. Indeed, it is possible to observe variations between different

MRIs of the field strength (in Tesla) or the sequences that can be selected (T1, T2,

T1-weighted, T2-weighted, Diffusion-weighted etc.) and depend on TR (time of rep-

etition) and TE (time of echo). The images will also be affected by the presence of

artefacts induced by respiratory motion or digestive peristalsis. A good correlation

was identified between contours obtained from diagnosticMRI andMR-linac, and an

atlas has been proposed for delineation of upper abdominal organs at risk [45].

Boldrini et al. recently reviewed the different aspects of liver lesions onMR-linac

images [32]. Hepatocarcinomas (HCC): In diagnostic MR imaging, the classical

sequence used is the T1-weighted sequence with dynamic imaging using contrast

agents. HCC is defined as a supracentimetric lesion with a variable signal on T1-

weighted imaging (hyperintense to hypointense), increased enhancement in the arte-

rial phase and a washout with a thick, enhancing capsule on portal venous and

delayed interstitial phases [46]. On the True-FISP sequence, HCC is characterized

by the same radiological aspects (hyperintense to hypointense without enhancement,

and hyperaterial with washout after enhancement). Fig. 15.3 shows an example of

HCC on MR-linac images using 0.35-T True-FISP sequence.

Cholangiocarcinomas: On diagnostic MR imaging, cholangiocarcinomas are

hypointense on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2-weighted images.

FIG. 15.2

Example of the benefit of adaptation for a liver tumor treated with MRgRT. PTV is in blue

colorwash. The green line represents the 47.5 Gy (95% of the prescription dose) isodose. The

pink line represents the 40 Gy isodose. The red line represents the 30 Gy isodose. The dark

blue line represents the 25 Gy isodose. The light blue line represents the 20 Gy isodose. The

heart is purple, the small intestine is orange, the large bowel is the brown, stomach is blue.

Left: predicted plan: the dosimetry is applied to the image of the day and results in a

significant under dosage of the PTV. Right: the result of an adapted plan with better PTV

coverage.
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On enhanced dynamic MR images, they show moderate peripheral enhancement

with progressive filling in the tumor [47]. On True-FISP sequence, they are

usually hypointense with centripetal enhancement after contrast agent injection.

Fig. 15.4 shows an example of cholangiocarcinoma on MR-linac images using

0.35-T True-FISP sequence.

Metastases: The aspect of secondary lesions depends on the primary site. Most of

them are hypo- to isointense on T1 and iso- to hyperintense on T2-weighted

images. Most lesions appear hypovascular after contrast agents injection with

typically perilesional enhancement, but some typical lesions (neuroendocrine

tumors, renal carcinomas, melanomas, thyroid carcinomas, some breast

carcinomas) appear hypervascular with early enhancement and washout with

peripheral rim enhancement [48]. On the True-FISP sequence, they appear as

hypo- to isointense with the same enhanced features after contrast agent injection.

Fig. 15.5 shows an example of liver metastasis on MR-linac images using 0.35-T

True-FISP sequence.

Liver MRgRT—physics and treatment
Patients undergoing liver radiotherapy on the MR-linac (MRL) follow the same gen-

eral procedure as with other mobile localizations treated on that machine type.

FIG. 15.4

Example of cholangiocarcinoma on MR-linac images using 0.35-T True-FISP sequence.

Left: acquisition without contrast injection, middle: acquisition with gadolinium injection

at arterial phase, right: acquisition with gadolinium injection at portal phase.

FIG. 15.3

Example of hepatocarcinoma on MR-linac images using 0.35-T True-FISP sequence.

Left: acquisition without contrast injection, middle: acquisition with gadolinium injection

at arterial phase, right: acquisition with gadolinium injection at portal phase.
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Patient immobilization and simulation
In order to ensure correct immobilization as well as reproducible positioning of the

patient, it is usual to create personalized contention such as molded mattresses or

vacuum bags, in addition to more classical knee and foot support. The contentions

are usually created during the simulation process with antennas in place, using

dummy antennas on the CT scanner.

Whenpossible, patients are scannedand treatedwith their right armabove their head

(Fig. 15.6). This will allow to usemore treatment beam angles and improve OARs dose

volume histograms (DVH), as explained and illustrated in the following section. How-

ever, some patients cannot endure such a position for the duration of the session, which

can sometimes lastmore than an hour. In these cases, compromiseswill bemade during

treatment planning to allow treatment with both arms down (Fig. 15.7).

As the liver is an organ subject to respiratory movements, classical 3D acquisition

leads to motion artifacts/blurring in both CT and MR imaging. MRgRT simulation

acquisitions are thus made in either breath-hold or using 4D image reconstruction

algorithms. Furthermore, when treating on the MRIdian specifically, automatic gat-

ing can be used to reduce irradiation to a limited phase of the respiratory cycle and

FIG. 15.5

Example of liver metastasis on MR-linac images using 0.35-T True-FISP sequence. Left:

acquisition without contrast injection, middle: acquisition with gadolinium injection at arterial

phase, right: acquisition with gadolinium injection at portal phase.

FIG. 15.6

Example of a patient simulation with the right arm above the head.
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thus the target volume. Since the exhalation phase is most reproducible [49], most

users tend to acquire both CT and MR simulation images in a blocked exhale phase.

Contouring/margins
OARs and treatment volumes (GTV, CTV) are contoured on the simulation MR

images, using other available modalities to help identify the target. Minimal CTV

or GTV to PTV margins are 5mm, based on both the geometrical accuracy of the

MRL and on the expected movement of the targeted volume. Treatment in

breath-hold technique and automatic gating allows reducing treatment margins

and thus reduces healthy tissue irradiation, as compared to an ITV strategy.

Treatment planning
Technique

Liver MRgRT treatments are planned using step-and-shoot IMRT technique. The

treatment plans are calculated on the simulation MR images, using the elastically

registered CT scan for medium density determination. Both Unity and MRIdian

exhibit a 70-cm radius bore, limiting the possibilities in terms of isocenter placement,

as illustrated in Fig. 15.8. One should specifically be careful when some of the patient

anatomies are not visible on the MR images (e.g., arm(s) above the head, corpulent

patients…) as it may lead to unpredicted collisions. Liver lesions are mostly located

laterally, thus often leading to the isocenter being outside of the PTV. TheMLC span

is however sufficient to cover off-centered lesions with 24.4 and 57.4cm maximum

crossplane field sizes for the ViewRay and Elekta machines, respectively.

Ballistic

Both Unity andMRIdian use step-and-shoot IMRT beams, whose number and angles

can only be chosen manually. Bijman et al. showed that the dose of OARs can be

reduced and PTV coverage can be increased by using adapted beam angles or a high

FIG. 15.7

Example of a patient simulation with both arms down.
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number of equiangular beams [50]. Furthermore, using a high number of beams can

reduce the treatment time, as fewer MLC shapes will be delivered per gantry angle

and MLC movement will often occur during gantry rotation.

The treatment couch of both MRLs is far from being radiotransparent. The beams

should avoid couch edges as it could lead to calculation uncertainty depending on the

lateral patient positioning. The MR-linacs also exhibit “forbidden” gantry angles

ranges (8–18° for the Unity, 30–33° for the MRIdian) due to mechanical or practical

issues. Finally, it is common for liver irradiation to use homolateral beams, thus most

often from the right side of the patient, to avoid unnecessary tissue irradiation.With 0.5

rotations per minute (RPM), MRIdian treatment times are further reduced by using

homolateral ballistics. As stated above, some patients cannot sustain keeping their

arms up during the treatment, thus further limiting the gantry positions available for

treatment. This will often lead to lower conformity of the dose distribution (cf. next

section). Fig. 15.9 illustrates typical MRgRT treatment ballistics used on theMRIdian.

Optimization

To create the modulated IMRT ballistics, both the Unity and MRIdian TPSs include

inverse optimization algorithms. The tools available in each TPS for inverse plan-

ning are somewhat different but aim at the same goal and the resulting dose distri-

bution should be similar. Inverse planning requires the user to input dose objectives

to given structures such as the prescription dose to the PTV and dose limits to the

OARs. In some cases, it will be useful to create optimization structures such as rings

or skin. These can be used to avoid median to high dose levels to spread in the

FIG. 15.8

Typical isocenter placement for treatment of a lateral liver lesion (PTV in blue) on theMRIdian.

The green lines represent the possible position of isocenter, depending on the couch

position (white rectangle) and the patient skin contour within the bore (represented by the

blue circle). The isocenter is represented by the red cross. For this corpulent patient, the

green area is particularly small, and his left arm will most likely be in contact with the bore.

The yellow lines represent one of the segments at 29°: the central axis (through isocenter)

and off-centered MLC openings (two other lines).
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vicinity of the target volume, or high doses reaching the skin, as can be the case when

few gantry angles are available. Final dose distribution is computed using a fast

Monte Carlo calculation in both TPS (GPUMCD for Monaco [51], KMC for the

MRIdian TPS [52]) including the effect of the 0.35 T or 1.5 TMRs on charged

particles.

Most liver lesions are easy to treat: they are usually far from other organs at risk

and often adopt small round shapes. Thus few segments (<70) are needed to deliver a

uniform dose to the PTV while maintaining correct conformity of dose distribution.

For these patients, adapting the treatment does not seem necessary. On the other

hand, some patients exhibit more challenging treatments, with lesions close to diges-

tive OARs (small intestine, stomach…) and/or with large volumes. In these cases,

more segments will be necessary, and treatments will be adapted to account for daily

anatomical changes.

The number of beams and the available range of gantry angles has a direct impact

on the dosimetric results of the treatment plan, as illustrated in Fig. 15.10. With both

arms down, the isodoses will often adopt an “hourglass” shape, leading to a higher

entry dose and most often higher dose for the healthy liver and other OARs.

Dose constraints

Most treatment centers use dose constraint sets based on international literature,

along with their own experience. Table 15.1 presents some of the dose constraints

used at the ICM (Montpellier) for liver SBRT as an example. These constraints

are used during the initial treatment plan creation, and will also be used in case of

daily adaptation.

Treatment delivery

This paragraph describes the details of a treatment fraction as it takes place on the

MRIdian. Liver MRgRT patients are installed on the treatment couch and centered

using external lasers. After displacement into the bore, a first fast acquisition allows

to check and adjust the global positioning. The treatment beams are checked in

FIG. 15.9

Typical treatment ballistic used on the MRIdian for lateral liver lesion, with the patient’s right

arm down (left) or up (right).
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FIG. 15.10

Typical dose distribution calculated for lateral liver lesions, with the patient’s right arm down (left) or up (right). The PTV is represented in blue, the

prescription is 50 Gy.



particular with regard to the position of the arms. Then, an acquisition is performed

under the same conditions as during the simulation. It is most often an acquisition in

blocked breathing of 17–25s. The quality of the acquired image and its comparability

with the simulation imaging is checked. Image registration is performed. The track-

ing volume is defined on a sagittal section of this 3D acquisition. It can be the lesion

if well visualized or a surrogate marker such as a vessel next to the lesion. If no sat-

isfactory structure is found in the vicinity of the tumor, liver tracking on a sagittal

slice passing through the center of the PTV is also possible and usually gives satis-

factory results. A cine-MR test acquisition is then performed to ensure that the track-

ing is performed correctly according to the patient’s respiratory cycle, the tracking

volume and the parameters used for the automated gating. If the treated tumor

requires an adaptive procedure, then this is performed as previously described.

The delivery of the treatment can then begin, with the different segments and beams

following each other as they are delivered, if the tracking volume is correctly posi-

tioned during continuous cine-MR acquisition with automatic gating. The total dura-

tion of a nonadaptive fraction is usually 40–60min, depending on the patient’s

breathing and the dosimetry performed.

Published studies on MRgRT for liver tumors
Table 15.2 summarizes the main published studies on MRgRT for hepatic malignan-

cies. There is significant heterogeneity between and within the different published

studies. Indeed, some studies have included the treatment of nonhepatic abdominal

Table 15.1 Dose constraints used to creat liver SBRT plan onMRLs. Values can
vary depending on treatment centers.

Organ Dose constraint

Liver—GTV V<15Gy > 700 cc
Dmean <18 Gy (primitive tumor)
Dmean <20 Gy (metastasis)

Marks 2010 [53]

Kidneys V<17.5Gy >200 cc Timmerman [54]

Homolateral kidney V<14.5Gy >130 cc

Spinal cord Dmax <25 Gy (30 Gy) AAPM [55]

Heart Dmax <35 Gy/38 Gy Quantec/AAPM [55]

Stomach Dmax <32 Gy
V28Gy <10 cc

AAPM [55]
AAPM [55]

Duodenum Dmax <32 Gy
V18Gy <5 cc

Timmerman [54]
AAPM [55]

Small intestine Dmax <32 Gy
V19.5Gy <5 cc

AAPM [55]

Colon Dmax <32 Gy
V25Gy <5 cc

AAPM [55]

Ribs Dmax <43 Gy
D1cc <35 Gy

AAPM [55]
AAPM [55]
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Table 15.2 Main published studies of MRgRT for hepatic malignancies.

Study
Number of
patients Dose

Number of
fractions

Local
control Survival Toxicities

Henke et al.
[56]

10 non-
hepatic
lesions
4 HCC
6 SL

50 Gy 5 3-months
LC¼95%
6-months
LC¼89.1%

1-year
OS¼75%

No grade > 2 acute toxicities
One grade 2 late gastric ulcer

Feldman
et al. [57]

26 HCC
2 CC
1 SL

45–50 Gy 5 1-year
LC¼96.5%

1-year
OS¼86%

One grade 1 nausea
One grade 2 bloody diarrhea

Rosenberg
et al. [58]

18 SL
6 HCC
2 CC

Median dose
50 Gy
(30–60 Gy)

5 21.2-months
LC¼80.4%

1-year
OS¼69%
2-year
OS¼60%

Two grade 3 late GI toxicities
1 Grade 3 hilar structure

Hal et al.
[59]

4 non-
hepatic
lesions
4 SL
2 HCC

Median dose
45 (25–60)

3–5 7.2-months
LC¼100%

7.2-months
OS¼100%

Two grade 2 acute skin
toxicities
One late grade 3 GI toxicity
(infection in treated region)

Luterstein
et al. [60]

17 CC Median dose
40 Gy

5 1-year
LC¼85.6%
2-year
LC¼73.3%

1-year
OS¼76%
2-year
OS¼46.1%

One acute grade 3 duodenal
ulcer
One late grade 2 gastritis

Boldrini
et al. [61]

10 HCC Median dose
50 Gy (50–55 Gy)

5 6.5-months
LC¼90%

N/A Two grade 1-2 acute
toxicities

Weykamp
et al. [62]

18 SL
2 HCC

45–63.75 Gy 3–10 1-year
LC¼88.1%

1-year
OS¼84%

Grade 1 GI¼30%
Grade 2 GI¼5%
No grade >2

Rogowksi
et al. [63]

8 SL
2 SL
1 GIST at
hepatic
hilum

35–45 Gy 3–5 5-months
LC¼100%

5-months
OS¼91%

No grade >1 toxicities

Ugurluer
et al. [64]

21 SL Median dose 50
Gy (40–60 Gy)

3–8 1-year
LC¼100%

1-year
OS¼93.3%

No grade >2 toxicities

HCC¼hepatocarcinomas, SL¼secondary lesion, CC¼cholangiocarcinoma, OS¼overall survival, LC¼ local control, GI¼gastrointestinal.



lesions, and among the hepatic lesions, primary tumors and metastases are often

mixed. In addition, the number of patients in the studies is limited. However, the

results in terms of local control and toxicity seem good and globally similar to

the non-MRI guided liver SBRT studies, despite a probable recruitment bias for

patients with lesions that are more poorly placed and therefore at greater risk of

complications.

Appendix: Supplementary material
Supplementary material related to this chapter can be found on the accompanying

CD or online at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00015-7.

Concluding remarks
Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT) is an interesting treatment for liver tumors

despite a lack of consensus on technique, dose, fractionation, motionmanagement, or

contouring. MRI-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) is a new modality of radiotherapy

delivery that is of particular interest for liver tumor treatment. In this chapter, we first

describe SBRT state of the art for liver tumor before the MRgRT era. A focus on the

advantages ofMRgRT for this tumor site is then developed. The main advantages are

improved visualization of the tumor and ideal motion management, thanks to target

tracking and the possibility to perform the adaptive procedure when required. The

specific aspects of liver MRgRT simulation, contouring, planning, and delivery

are detailed afterward. Finally, the current results and published studies of MRgRT

for liver tumors are summarized.
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer is only the 12th most common cancer, but it is the seventh leading

cause of cancer death in both sexes and accounts for almost as many deaths (466,000)

as cases (496,000) because of its poor prognosis [1]. Both incidence and mortality

rates either have been stable or have slightly increased in most recent decades, likely

reflecting the increasing prevalence of obesity, diabetes, and alcohol consumption,

although improvements in diagnostic and cancer registration practices may also be in

play in some countries [2]. Pancreatic cancer has one of the lowest 5-year overall

survival rates, being <10% [3]. Management of pancreatic cancer is a challenging

endeavor and a multidisciplinary evaluation involving surgical oncology, medical

oncology, radiation oncology, interventional radiology, and pathology is compulsory

for the optimal approach. Surgical resection offers the only potentially curative

option for pancreatic cancer, but only 15%–20% of cases are eligible for resection

at the time of initial diagnosis [4]. Resectability usually depends on the relation of

tumor with adjacent vasculature and the clinical presentation can be grouped into

four scenarios: (1) the up-front resectable; (2) the borderline resectable pancreatic

cancer (BRPC), (3) the locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC), and (4) the met-

astatic cancer which has spread to distant organs. Curative resection still forms the

core of successful therapy for patients with pancreatic cancer [5]. The standard sur-

gical treatment for pancreatic cancer of the head or uncinate is pancreaticoduode-

nectomy, first described by Whipple et al. in 1935, and for pancreatic tail lesions,

distal pancreatectomy is employed with an en bloc splenectomy [6]. R0 resection

is the eventual goal with surgery.

The main radiation therapy settings for pancreatic cancer are neoadjuvant, defin-

itive, and adjuvant therapies as well as palliative options. The neoadjuvant treatment

for pancreatic cancer can be used for BRCP to increase the possibility of R0 resection

or for LAPC to convert unresectable tumors to resectable status. In LAPC, R0/R1
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resections can be attained in up to 40% of patients who undergo surgery after neoad-

juvant treatment and for these patients survival rates are comparable to those

observed for initially resectable pancreatic cancer [7]. The neoadjuvant treatment

usually includes chemotherapy, concurrent chemoradiotherapy, and stereotactic

body radiotherapy (SBRT). Definitive treatment is used for LAPC patients who

are not likely to be converted to resectable situation. Adjuvant treatment such as che-

motherapy or chemoradiotherapy is used after surgical approach for R1/R2 or uncer-

tain resections due to high failure rates and is needed to address both local and

systemic relapses.

General management
Resectable pancreatic cancer
Surgery, as part of a multimodality treatment approach for patients with resectable

pancreatic cancer, represents the only potentially curative treatment strategy [8].

Resectability should be evaluated with a multidisciplinary approach considering

all factors about the patient (e.g., comorbidity) and tumor itself (e.g., size, biology).

Unfortunately, pancreatic cancer has higher rates of local recurrence and margin-

positive resections than any other solid tumor managed with curative surgical resec-

tion. Despite curative-intent resection, over 60% of patients develop relapse within

2 years of surgery. Considering the poor results of surgery alone in pancreatic car-

cinoma, many efforts involving adjuvant chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or both have

been made to improve the 5-year survival of these patients.

A randomized study conducted by Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group (GITSG)

assigned 43 patients to no adjuvant or combined chemoradiotherapy after surgery

and the median survival for the chemoradiotherapy group was longer [9]. Both over-

all survival and disease-free survival were significantly longer in the treated group as

compared with the control group, with median survival in the former being twice that

in the latter. But there are conflicting results in the literature and not all randomized

studies could show the efficacy of adjuvant treatment [10]. The European Study

Group for Pancreatic Cancer (ESPAC) investigated the possible benefits of adjuvant

chemoradiotherapy and maintenance chemotherapy with a multicenter trial

(ESPAC-1 trial) and showed a significant survival benefit for adjuvant chemother-

apy but adjuvant chemoradiotherapy not only failed to benefit patients but also

reduced survival when it was given before chemotherapy [11]. However, ESPAC-

1 trial had some limitations; the accrual was low, there were protocol violations

mostly due to the patient’s decision, the radiation doses were very low with an

unusual regimen (2 � 20 Gy split course), and modern radiation technologies were

not used. CONKO-001 trial was also a randomized prospective trial that compared

adjuvant gemcitabine (6 cycles) with surgery alone in patients with a CA 19-9

marker level of less than 2.5 times normal (<90 U/mL) and the overall survival

was increased with chemotherapy although not significant [12]. A randomized phase
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III trial by Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG 9704) reported that the addi-

tion of gemcitabine to adjuvant fluorouracil-based chemoradiation was associated

with a survival benefit for patients with resected pancreatic cancer, although this

improvement was not statistically significant, the radiation dose was 50.4 Gy with

modern techniques [13]. A comparison between RTOG 9704 and CONKO-001 trials

showed that CA 19-9 expression was an important selection factor for patients under-

going adjuvant therapy for pancreatic cancer; postresection CA 19-9 level of <90

U/mL predicts dramatically improved survival independent of other factors [14].

RTOG 9704 was the first trial to evaluate whether radiation field design influenced

outcomes and failure to adhere to specified radiation therapy guidelines was associ-

ated with reduced survival and, in fact, it was observed that nearly 50% of the radio-

therapy plans deviated from protocol guidelines. An unplanned analysis of NRG/

RTOG 9704 also indicated that survival outcomes were best among those patients

for whom the radiotherapy followed protocol guidelines were used upon post man-

agement review [15]. It is suggested that consensus panel guidelines to delineate the

clinical target volumes should be used [16]. The EORTC 40013 trial was initiated to

assess a modern gemcitabine-based chemoradiotherapy regimen in the adjuvant set-

ting of pancreatic cancer and aimed to assess the feasibility and toxicity of the che-

moradiotherapy treatment compared with standard gemcitabine alone [17]. This

phase II trial showed that adjuvant gemcitabine, followed by gemcitabine-based

modern chemoradiotherapy regimen (50.4 Gy) was feasible and only slightly more

toxic than gemcitabine alone but did not reveal disease-free or overall survival ben-

efits. There are also retrospective series evaluating the impact of chemoradiotherapy

after surgery and one of the largest series by Morganti et al. reviewed 955 consec-

utive patients and reported that overall survival was better in patients who received

adjuvant chemoradiotherapy [18]. Median overall survival after adjuvant chemora-

diotherapy was 39.9 vs 24.8 months after no adjuvant chemoradiotherapy (P< .001)

and 27.8 months after chemotherapy alone (P< .001). Since the combination of fluo-

rouracil, leucovorin, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin (FOLFIRINOX) has resulted in lon-

ger overall survival than gemcitabine in patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer, a

phase 3 trial explored the efficacy of FOLFIRINOX, as compared with gemcitabine,

as adjuvant therapy after complete resection of pancreatic cancer. Adjuvant chemo-

therapy with a modified FOLFIRINOX regimen led to significantly longer disease-

free survival and overall survival than adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine at

the expense of a higher incidence of toxic effects [19]. The Radiation Therapy Oncol-

ogy Group (RTOG), in cooperation with the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG)

and EORTC, opened a two-step randomized Phase III trial aimed to determine

whether adjuvant radiation with fluoropyrimidine sensitization improved survival

following gemcitabine-based adjuvant chemotherapy for patients with resected pan-

creatic head adenocarcinoma (RTOG 0848 trial-NCT01013649) in 2009. The addi-

tion of adjuvant erlotinib to gemcitabine did not provide a signal for increased OS in

this trial’s first step [20]. The RTOG 0848 trial’s accrual is continuing to answer the

Phase III radiation question (50.4 Gy, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy or

intensity-modulated radiotherapy).
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SBRT is typically used for the treatment of unresectable tumors but in the adju-

vant setting, SBRT might have an advantage in treating tumor beds if the patient has

a close or positive margin. A prospective trial involving 50 patients who received

adjuvant pancreatic SBRT for close/positive margins showed 2-year local and

regional control of 77% and 73%, respectively and acute grade 3+ toxicity was

4.1%, and no late grade 3+ toxicity or changes in patient-reported quality of life were

evident [21]. In a study evaluating patterns of failure after adjuvant pancreatic SBRT

for close/positive margins including 76 patients, most of the local failures were out-

side the PTV but within the contemporary target volumes for conventional radiation

therapy [22].

The feasibility and clinical utility of neoadjuvant and adjuvant (perioperative)

chemotherapy [modified FOLFIRINOX (mFOLFIRINOX; oxaliplatin, irinotecan,

and fluorouracil) and gemcitabine/nab-paclitaxel] for patients with resectable pan-

creatic cancer were evaluated in a prospective clinical trial and the survival and over-

all response rates (mFOLFIRINOX arm 9% and gemcitabine/nab-paclitaxel arm

21%) were not improved [23] (A summary of selected studies in resectable pancre-

atic cancer can be found in Table 16.1).

Borderline resectable pancreatic cancer (BRPC)
Pancreatic cancer patients with BRPC have tumors that can technically be resected;

however, owing to vascular involvement, there is an increased risk of a margin pos-

itivity and this is associated with poor prognosis. There are different definitions of

BRPC in the literature, but borderline resectable tumors are best conceptualized as

those that involve the mesenteric vasculature to a limited extent, and for which resec-

tion, while possible, would likely be compromised by positive surgical margins in the

absence of preoperative therapy [24]. BRCP constitutes approximately 10% of pan-

creatic cancer patients and since it is a challenging stage, multidisciplinary evalua-

tion is necessary.

There are a few retrospective studies evaluating treatment for BRPC. An early

study including 160 patients evaluated 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions or 30 Gy in 10 frac-

tions with concurrent 5-FU, paclitaxel, gemcitabine or capecitabine and surgical

margins were negative in 94% of patients undergoing surgery [25]. Another study

assessing 5-FU or gemcitabine-based chemoradiotherapy reported higher rates of

R0 resection and N0 disease in patients receiving preoperative treatment [26].

Patients who received preoperative therapy had a significantly longer median overall

survival rate of 23 months compared with 15 months for patients without preoper-

ative therapy (p¼0.001). Preoperative chemoradiation was associated with a higher

R0 resection rate and negative lymph nodes. Patients receiving 50.4 Gy in 28 frac-

tions or 50 Gy in 20 fractions with concurrent capecitabine were compared in a smal-

ler series and pathologic complete response rates were increased in patients

undergoing surgery after neoadjuvant treatment [27]. High rates of R0 resection

could be achieved by preoperative gemcitabine-based chemoradiotherapy for
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Table 16.1 Summary of selected studies in resectable pancreatic cancer.

Study
Patient
number Treatment

PFS
(months)

Median OS
(months)

Acute grade
3+ toxicity (%)

Kalser et al., 1985
(GITSG) [9]

22
21

Observation
40.0 Gy RT (split course) + bolus
5-FU

9
11

11
20

0
0

Neoptolemos et al., 2004
(ESPAC-1) [11]

69
73
72
75

Observation
40.0 Gy split-course RT + bolus
5-FU/LV
40.0 Gy split-course RT + bolus
5-FU ! 5-FU/LV
Bolus 5-FU/LV

16.9
13.9
19.9
21.6

7.6 (chemotherapy
alone)
10.3
(chemoradiotherapy)

Regine et al., 2008
(RTOG 9704) [13]

230
221

GEM! CI 5-FU + 50.4 Gy RT!
GEM
5-FU! CI 5-FU + 50.4 Gy RT!
5-FU

20.6
16.9

79
62

Laethem et al., 2010 [17] 45
45

GEM
GEM ! GEM + 50.4 Gy RT

10.9
11.8

24.4
24.3

0
11

Morganti et al., 2014 [18] 467
623
579

Adjuvant chemotherapy
Adjuvant radiotherapy (Median
50.4 Gy)
Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy

29.5
36.9
39.5



resectable and BRPC but the 5-year cumulative incidence of peritoneal and distant

recurrence was significantly higher in the patients with BRPC (43% and 76%) than in

the patients with the resectable disease (17% and 43%) [28].

A multiinstitutional phase II study evaluating preoperative treatment with

full-dose gemcitabine, oxaliplatin, and radiation therapy (30 Gy in 2 Gy/fractions)

in patients with localized pancreatic cancer confirmed that preoperative therapy

was feasible and resulted in a high percentage of R0 resections [29]. A multiinstitu-

tional, single-arm, pilot Alliance Trial A021101 was performed to evaluate the effi-

cacy and toxicity of neoadjuvant FOLFIRINOX followed by radiation therapy (50.4

Gy in 28 fractions) with capecitabine for patients with BRPC and 93% of patients

achieved an R0 resection with a 13% rate of pathologic complete response [30].

The successful completion of this collaborative study demonstrates the feasibility

of conducting quality-controlled trials for this disease stage in the multiinstitutional

setting. The PREOPANC trial was initiated by the Dutch Pancreatic Cancer Group

(DPCG) and the aim was to investigate whether preoperative chemoradiotherapy

provides better overall survival than immediate surgery in patients with resectable

or BRPC. This multicenter, randomized trial on preoperative chemoradiotherapy

vs immediate surgery in patients with resectable or BRPC did not demonstrate an

overall survival advantage but disease-free survival, locoregional failure-free inter-

val, R0 resection rate, and pathologic parameters were reported to be superior with

preoperative chemoradiotherapy [31]. Overall survival was better in a predefined

subgroup after preoperative chemoradiotherapy for BRPC and no significant differ-

ence for resectable tumors and this suggests a benefit for borderline resectable dis-

ease and a lack of benefit for resectable disease. Retrospective studies of

chemoradiotherapy in the neoadjuvant setting have similarly shown improved locor-

egional control without an effect on overall survival and patients are now treated with

several months of chemotherapy and then restaged before proceeding to chemora-

diotherapy, a process which selects out for patients with early distant metastasis

and who may be less likely to achieve potential clinical benefit from local control

afforded by radiation.

Meta-analyses have shown higher radical resection rates and better survival out-

comes using a neoadjuvant approach in BRPC. A systematic review and meta-

analysis of response and resection percentages analyzing 18 studies have shown that

the resection, R0 resection rates and survival estimates in the group of BRPC tumor

patients after neoadjuvant therapy are similar to the resectable tumor patients and

reported patients with BRPC should be included in neoadjuvant protocols and sub-

sequently be reevaluated for resection [32]. Studies with BRPC patients who

received FOLFIRINOX as first-line neoadjuvant treatment were included in a

meta-analysis and showed a favorable median OS, resection rate, and R0-resection

rate [33]. In the phase 2 Alliance A021501 trial, the addition of radiation therapy to

(SBRT, 33–40 Gy in 5 fractions or hypofractionated image-guided RT, 25 Gy in 5

fractions) neoadjuvant mFOLFIRINOX failed to improve OS [34] (A summary of

selected studies in BRPC can be found in Table 16.2).
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Table 16.2 Summary of selected studies in BRPC.

Study
Patient
number Treatment

Resection
rate (%)

R0 resection
rate (%)

OS in resected
patients (months)

OS in unresected
patients (months)

Katz et al.,
2008 [25]

125 CCRT 41 94 40 13

Chun et al.,
2010 [26]

74 Preop CRT 100 59 23 15

Stokes et al.,
2011 [27]

34 CCRT 46 75 23 12

Kim et al., 2013
[29]

39 CCRT 77 84 25.4 10.9

Katz et al.,
2016 [30]

22 CCRT 68 93 21.7

Versteijne et al.,
2020 [31]

119 Preop CRT 61 71 16 14.3



Locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC)
LAPC is the most common stage at diagnosis (30%–40%) and patients have a pan-

creatic tumor that is nonmetastatic but unresectable. A tumor is considered to be

unresectable if it has one of the following features: extensive peripancreatic lymph

node involvement and/or distant metastases (typically to the liver or peritoneum);

encasement or occlusion of the superior mesenteric vein (SMV) or SMV/portal vein

confluence; or direct involvement of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA), celiac

axis, inferior vena cava, or aorta [35]. The optimal treatment approach and the sched-

uling is still uncertain for LAPC patients; induction chemotherapy followed by che-

moradiotherapy or SBRT, chemoradiotherapy followed by chemotherapy or single-

or multiagent chemotherapy alone are the most preferred treatment options.

Table 16.3 summarizes selected studies in LAPC.

One of the first randomized trials by GITSG comparing high-dose (60 Gy) radio-

therapy alone, to moderate-dose (40 Gy) radiation + 5-FU, and high-dose radiation

plus 5-FU in LAPC patients reported that survival is improved with 5-FU containing

regimens and the other significant prognostic variables were performance status and

pretreatment CEA levels [36]. Another trial by GITSG randomized LAPC patients to

multidrug chemotherapy [streptozocin, mitomycin, and 5-fluorouracil (SMF)] vs

Table 16.3 Summary of selected studies in LAPC.

Study
Patient
number Treatment

Median
survival
(months)

Disease free
survival
(months)

Moertel
et al., 1981
[36]

83
86
25

40 Gy RT + bolus
5-FU
60 Gy RT + bolus
5-FU
60 Gy RT

8.3
11.3
6

6
8
3

Huguet
et al., 2007
[39]

72
56

55 Gy RT with 10 Gy
boost +
chemotherapy
Chemotherapy

15
11.7

10.8
7.4

Chauffert
et al., 2008
[40]

59
60

60 Gy RT + 5 FU
Gemcitabine

8.6
13

6
7

Loehrer
et al., 2011
[41]

34
37

50.4 Gy RT +
Gemcitabine
Gemcitabine

11.1
9.2

6
6.7

Mukherjee
et al., 2013
[42]

35
35

50.4 Gy RT +
Gemcitabine
50.4 Gy RT +
Capecitabine

13.4
15.2

10.4
12

Hammel
et al., 2016
[45]

133
136

54.0 Gy RT +
Capecitabine
Gemcitabine +
Capecitabine

15.3
16.5

12.5
11.8
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radiation combined with 5-fluorouracil followed by the same three-drug SMF com-

bination. An improved median and overall survival for the combined-modality ther-

apy compared with chemotherapy alone was demonstrated [37]. Whether the

addition of 5-FU and mitomycin-C to radiotherapy improves outcomes in LAPC

patients was studied by ECOG and median disease-free survival (DFS) or overall

survival (OS) was not significantly improved with increased hematologic and non-

hematologic toxicity rates [38]. The Groupe Coop�erateur Multidisciplinaire en

Oncologie (GERCOR) evaluated the impact of chemoradiotherapy after disease

control with chemotherapy in LAPC in phase II-III studies and concluded that after

the control of disease by initial chemotherapy, chemoradiotherapy could sig-

nificantly improve survival in patients with LAPC compared with chemotherapy

alone [39]. The Francophone de Canc�erologie Digestive-Soci�et�e Francophone de

Radioth�erapie Oncologique (FFCD-SFRO) trial compared gemcitabine alone with

induction chemoradiotherapy (60 Gy) followed by chemotherapy and overall sur-

vival was higher in chemotherapy alone group most probably due to the toxicity

of high dose radiotherapy regimen [40]. The role of radiation therapy with concurrent

gemcitabine compared with gemcitabine alone in patients with LAPC was evaluated

in an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) trial and this study demon-

strated improved overall survival with the addition of radiation therapy to gemcita-

bine with acceptable toxicity [41]. The SCALOP (Selective Chemoradiation in

Advanced LOcalized Pancreatic Cancer) trial was designed to assess the activity,

safety, and feasibility of induction chemotherapy followed by chemoradiotherapy

and to identify the relative benefits and toxicities of gemcitabine and capecitabine

as concurrent chemotherapy agents and results showed that induction chemotherapy

followed by gemcitabine-based or capecitabine-based chemoradiotherapy are both

active and safe regimens but the difference in progression-free survival at 9 months

was not significant [42]. Long-term results of SCALOP trial reported that

capecitabine-based chemoradiotherapy remained the superior regimen and patients

with CA19.9 <46 IU mL�1 after induction chemotherapy are more likely to benefit

from chemoradiotherapy [43]. SCALOP-2 is a randomized phase II trial testing

the role of dose-escalated radiotherapy and/or the addition of the radiosensitizer

nelfinavir, following induction chemotherapy of gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel

[44]. In LAP-07 trial involving patients with LAPC with disease controlled after

4 months of induction chemotherapy, there was no significant difference in overall

survival with chemoradiotherapy compared with chemotherapy alone and there was

no significant difference in overall survival with gemcitabine compared with gem-

citabine plus erlotinib used as maintenance therapy [45]. Chemoradiotherapy was

associated with decreased local progression (32% vs 46%, P¼ .03) and no increase

in grade 3–4 toxicity, except for nausea in LAP-07. A patient-level meta-analysis

found a median overall survival of 24.2 months after FOLFIRINOX in patients

with LAPC and this is superior to the median overall survival reported for gemcita-

bine in LAPC patients of 6–13 months [46]. The data from the LAPACT trial sup-

ported the tolerability and activity of nab-paclitaxel plus gemcitabine for LAPC, and

a potential to convert unresectable, locally advanced disease to surgically resectable

disease [47]
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Metastatic pancreatic cancer
The prognosis for patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer is extremely poor and

relief of biliary and/or duodenal obstruction, malnutrition, and pain may be needed.

Guidelines recommend chemotherapy or enrollment in a clinical trial for metastatic

patients. Gemcitabine has been established as the standard first-line chemotherapeu-

tic drug for the treatment of patients with advanced PDAC [48]. The MPACT trial, a

large, randomized phase III study, demonstrated the superior efficacy of nab-PTX in

combination with GEM vs GEM alone, overall survival, progression-free survival,

and response rate were significantly improved [49]. FOLFIRINOX is another option

for the treatment of patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer and as compared with

gemcitabine, FOLFIRINOX was associated with a survival advantage and had

increased toxicity [50]. Palliative radiation therapy to either the primary or select

metastatic sites for symptom palliation is also recommended by ASTRO guidelines

for selected patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer [51]. Radiation therapy should

be considered a palliative option in patients whose pain is not adequately controlled

by optimal medical management and/or interventional procedures, such as celiac

plexus block. Palliative radiotherapy regimens are highly variable, and the selection

of dose/fractionation schemes and treatment fields/techniques depends on the spe-

cific symptoms, burden and location of disease, history of prior radiotherapy, perfor-

mance status, and overall prognosis. Surgical palliative procedures can also be used

to relieve symptoms, such as duodenal or biliary obstruction. Palliative treatment

options in metastatic patients should be discussed and individualized to each patient,

based on patient preferences, local expertise and availability of services, and factors

such as stage of disease and functional status.

Radiation therapy
The role of radiation therapy in the treatment of pancreatic cancer is evolving with

many ongoing trials and it will be even more important as new systemic therapies are

developed. The standard approach is 3D-conformal radiotherapy or intensity-

modulated radiotherapy. Delivery of radiation therapy in the upper abdominal

tumors is limited by the motion of the gastrointestinal tract due to respiration and

peristalsis. Technical improvements in respiratory motion assessment, respiratory

management, and treatment planning and delivery have allowed for SBRT which

is a focused local therapy that delivers high radiation doses within a few fractions

to cancer, sparing the surrounding critical tissue and has been found to provide prom-

ising local control and quality of life outcomes with acceptable rates of toxicity.

Appropriate dose fractionation schemes and target volumes for conventionally frac-

tionated radiotherapy and SBRT are recommended by guidelines and trials. ASTRO

guideline recommends 4500–5600 cGy in 175–220 cGy fractions for conventional

radiation therapy and 3000–4000 cGy in 600–800 cGy fractions for SBRT [51]. The

impact of adherence to specified radiotherapy protocol guidelines on protocol
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outcomes was evaluated and failure to adhere to specified guidelines was associated

with reduced survival [15]. Use of the NRG Oncology consensus panel guidance for

target volume delineation is recommended by ASTRO [16]. A computed tomogra-

phy (CT) with iv contrast and thin slices is necessary for simulation. Magnetic res-

onance imaging (MRI) can lead to better detection and determination of local tumor

extension in pancreatic cancer compared with CT because of its improved soft-tissue

resolution and holds promise for radiation planning and delivery for pancreatic can-

cer [52]. Pancreatic gross tumor volume and pathologic lymph nodes are contoured

on planning CT, by using diagnostic images. Preoperative images are used to deter-

mine tumor beds in the postoperative setting. The following organs were considered

OARs in the treatment of pancreatic cancer: duodenum, stomach, bowel (both

including small bowel and colon), kidneys, spinal cord, and liver. Elective nodal irra-

diation (ENI) is commonly used for adjuvant cases but is controversial for neoadju-

vant, BRPC, and LAPC cases. Clinical target volume expansions are 0.5–1.5cm for

tumor and lymph nodes, and an additional 0.5- to 2.0-cm expansion is necessary for

planning target volumes to consider tumor/breathing motion and patient setup errors.

Both interfractional and intrafractional variations are important when considering

margin expansions. Respiratory motion is a major source of intrafractional motion.

Breath-hold/gating techniques can result in improved target volume coverage with

decreased dose to organs at risk (OARs). Image-guided radiation therapy is impor-

tant, 4D CT simulation, gating or breath-hold techniques are necessary. Tumor visu-

alization is often done with the aid of radiopaque fiducial markers implanted in or

near the tumor to facilitate daily image guidance for aligning the target structure.

Placement of fiducials was previously made either intraoperatively or percutane-

ously, however, this is mainly replaced by endoscopic ultrasound-guided placement.

Australasian Gastrointestinal Trials Group (AGITG) and Trans-Tasman Radiation

Oncology Group (TROG) published a guideline for standardization of prescription

dose, dose constraints, simulation technique, and clinical target volume delineation

to support the delivery of high-quality SBRT and recommended a dose prescription

of 40 Gy in 5 fractions and treatment delivery during end-expiratory breath-hold with

triple-phase contrast-enhanced computed tomography [53].

Stereotactic radiation therapy (SBRT)
Given the low rates of local control with chemotherapy or chemoradiation, the use of

stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT; perhaps best described as hypofractio-

nated image-guided radiotherapy), comprising treatment with 1–5 fractions, has

become an area of active investigation. The first report for the treatment of patients

with LAPC with SBRT was a Phase I study from Stanford and the recommended

dose to achieve local control without significant acute gastrointestinal toxicity

was 25 Gy using the CyberKnife system [54]. In a phase II study, SBRT was asso-

ciated with poor outcome, unacceptably high toxicity and questionable palliative

effect and reported as it could not be recommended for patients with advanced pan-

creatic carcinoma [55]. Hypofractionated SBRT (24–36Gy in 3 fractions) was
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explored in patients with nonmetastatic, locally advanced, unresectable pancreatic

cancer and found that side effects are acceptable and it has minimal interference with

gemcitabine chemotherapy [56]. SBRT is effective in improving local control of

LAPC, but acute and late toxicity are still challenging. In a study using a prescription

dose of 45 Gy in 6 daily fractions of 7.5 Gy by volumetric modulated arc therapy

technique, none of the patients experienced G � 3 acute toxicity with a satisfactory

local control rate [57]. The dose painting technique is another option, SBRT over 5

consecutive fractions including 7–10Gy/fraction to the region of vessel abutment or

encasement and 5–6Gy/fraction to the remainder of the tumor safely facilitated

margin-negative resection in patients with BRPC pancreatic cancer while maintain-

ing a high rate of local control in unresectable patients [58]. A phase 2 multiinstitu-

tional study was designed to determine whether gemcitabine with fractionated SBRT

(33.0 Gy in 5 fractions) results in acceptable late grade 2–4 gastrointestinal toxicity

when compared with a prior trial of gemcitabine with single-fraction SBRT in

patients with LAPC and acute and late gastrointestinal toxicity were minimal

[59]. The pattern of marginal local failure was evaluated in a phase II trial of neoad-

juvant chemotherapy and SBRT for resectable and BRPC and SBRT were delivered

to the tumor and abutting vessel and a 3 mm PTV margin to 33 Gy (6.6 Gy�5) with

an optional elective PTV to 25 Gy (5 Gy�5) customized to the nodal space and mes-

enteric vessels [60]. Neoadjuvant SBRT was well tolerated, however, LFs were pre-

dominantly observed outside the PTV33 volume that would have been covered with

conventional RT volumes. A prospective observational study of the clinical and

pathological impact of SBRT as a neoadjuvant strategy of chemoradiation in pancre-

atic cancer was conducted with a dose prescription of 40–62Gy in 5–10 fractions and
the local control rate achieved was very high (95.5%) with no grade 3 or higher tox-

icity related to SBRT [61]. A systematic review and pooled analysis of published

trials including 19 studies with 1009 LAPC patients treated with SBRT, reported

a 17-month pooled median OS and 72.3% pooled 1-year with late-grade 3–4 toxicity
rates not exceeding 11% [62]. Locoregional control rates appeared to correlate with

the total SBRT dose and the number of fractions. A meta-analysis to characterize the

efficacy and safety of SBRT (median dose 30 Gy, most common regimen 30 Gy/5

fractions) vs conventionally fractionated radiation therapy with concurrent chemo-

therapy for the definitive treatment of LAPC concluded that SBRT for LAPC might

result in a modest improvement in 2-year overall survival with decreased rates of

acute grade 3/4 toxicity and no change in 1-year overall survival or late toxicity

[63]. Additional data are needed to better understand the dose or fractionation-

response of SBRT for pancreatic cancer (A summary of selected studies of SBRT

for pancreatic cancer can be found in Table 16.4).

Magnetic resonance image-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT)
Multidetector CT currently has a major role in the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer,

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with magnetic resonance cholangiopancreato-

graphy (MRCP) facilitates better detection of tumors at an early stage by allowing
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Table 16.4 Summary of selected studies of SBRT for pancreatic cancer.

Study
Patient
number Treatment

BED10
(Gy)

OS
(months)

Acute toxicity
(Grade 3+) (%)

Late toxicity
(Grade 2+) (%)

Koong et al.,
2004 [54]

6 25 Gy in 1
fraction

87.5 8 33 –

Hoyer et al.,
2005 [55]

22 45 Gy in 3
fractions

112.5 5.4 79 94

Mahadevan et al.,
2010 [56]

36 24–36 Gy in 3
fractions

43.2–79.2 14.3 41 6

Tozzi et al.,
2013 [57]

30 45 Gy in 6
fractions

78.75 11 20 0

Chuong et al.,
2013 [58]

16 25–50 Gy in 5
fractions

37.5–100 15 0 5.3

Herman et al.,
2015 [59]

49 33 Gy in 5
fractions

54.78 13.9 10 10.6

Chen-Zhao et al.,
2020 [61]

45 50 Gy in 5
fractions

100 21.8 0 0



a comprehensive analysis of the morphological changes of the pancreas parenchyma

and pancreatic duct [64]. Improved soft-tissue visualization, afforded by MRI inte-

grated into a radiation therapy linear accelerator-based radiation delivery system

(MR-linac) promises improved image guidance. The availability of high-quality

MR imaging has been demonstrated to facilitate the process of online image-guided

radiation therapy and can also enable the medical decision-making if radiation ther-

apy plan adaptation may be required during a course of treatment and equally com-

pelling is the ability to continuously image the targeted region while the radiation

dose is being delivered, without additional radiation exposure [65]. The daily adap-

tive planning strategies allow improvement targeting accuracy while avoiding crit-

ical structures (Video 1). Online MRgRT is being increasingly used in routine

clinical settings with a considerable ongoing pace of hybrid units installations, to

date, two systems are available, each with its own specifications; the MRIdian

MR-linac system of Viewray (Cleveland, Ohio) that applies a 0.35-T MRI scanner

with a 6-MV flattening filter free (FFF) and the Unity system of Elekta (Sweden)

which uses a 1.5-T MRI scanner with a 7 MV Linac FFF [66]. A step-and-shoot

IMRT dose delivery technique is used with MRgRT in both systems.

One of the first prospective, Phase I study of stereotactic MR-guided online-

adaptive radiotherapy (SMART) and daily online adaptation evaluated the feasibility

and safety of SMART for oligometastatic, and unresectable primary abdominal

malignancies using ablative doses and found that SMART remains clinically deliv-

erable, safe, and dosimetrically advantageous compared to nonadaptive SBRT by

permitting PTV dose escalation and/or concomitant sparing of normal tissues

[67]. The benefit in target coverage and organ-at-risk (OAR) sparing of daily plan

adaptation in 36 consecutive LAPC patients treated with MRgRT to 40 Gy in 5 frac-

tions was analyzed and plan adaptation appeared to be relevant mainly in cases where

the GTV to adjacent OAR distance was �3 mm [68]. MR-guided breath-hold SBRT

in combination with visual feedback were studied for accuracy of gated delivery and

reproducibility of tumor positions and real-time magnetic resonance guidance

resulted in at least 95% geometric GTV coverage in the lung, adrenal, and pancreatic

tumors [69]. An adaptive strategy that required clinicians to only review and adjust

OARs located within 3 cm from the PTV was proposed for plan (re)optimization

which produces robust and fast treatment plans meeting all clinical constraints

and achieving good OAR sparing [70]. SMART allows for superior soft-tissue setup

without the need for implanted fiducial markers, in combination with real-time MR

guidance during delivery. For some patients, CBCT image guidance based on fidu-

cial alignment may cause large dosimetric uncertainties for OARs and target struc-

tures, according to accumulated dose [71]. A multi-institutional, retrospective,

cohort study evaluated clinical outcomes of inoperable pancreatic cancer patients

treated with MRgRT and compared patients treated with and without adaptive

dose-escalated regimens [72]. Forty-four patients with inoperable pancreatic cancer

treated with MRgRT were included and treatments included conventional fraction-

ation (40–55Gy in 25–28 fractions), hypofractionation (50–67.5 Gy in 10–15 frac-

tions), and SBRT (30–35 Gy in 5 fractions; 40–52 Gy in 5 fractions). Patients were
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stratified into high-dose (biologically effective dose [BED10] >70) and standard-

dose groups (BED10 � 70). Patients treated with dose-escalated MRgRT demon-

strated improved 2-year survival (49% vs 30%, P¼ .03). The online adaptive work-

flow of MRgRT were evaluated for the clinical and dosimetric benefits and found

that it increased the safety of stereotactic treatment for LAPC by preventing the

occurrence of high-doses of OARs, without any drawback to daily clinical practice

routine [73]. At the last follow-up, 87.5% of patients were alive, with a median

follow-up time of 13 months and the median time to disease progression was

10.5 months. All patients who received a BED10 > 70 showed overall survival after

1 year. Radiation therapy treatment was well tolerated by all patients and no late tox-

icity has been reported. Patients with LAPC treated using the SMART technique to a

prescription of 50 Gy in 5 fractions (biologically effective dose10 100 Gy) were eval-

uated and found promising outcomes with acceptable toxicity [74]. Out of the 220

total delivered fractions (93%), 204 fractions of SMART were adapted and chosen in

lieu of the prior baseline plan (Fig. 16.1). Median overall and progression-free sur-

vival was 15.7 and 12.4 months, while 1-year and 2-year overall and progression-free

rates were 68.2% and 37.9% and 52.3% and 13.9%, respectively. Median overall and

progression-free survival were comparable with previous non-MRgRT studies. The

most common side effects included grade 1 or 2 fatigue, nausea, abdominal pain, and

anorexia with no grade 3 toxicities. Among those patients with evidence of GI inva-

sion, no grade 3+ toxicities were observed. They concluded that as patients with

medically inoperable or unresectable pancreatic cancer had few treatment options,

FIG. 16.1

Example of the benefit of adaptation for a primary pancreatic tumor treated with MRgRT. PTV

is in cyan line. The red colorwash represents the 45 Gy isodose. The orange colorwash

represents the 36 Gy isodose. The green colorwash represents the 22.5 Gy isodose. The

stomach is in magenta and the bowels are in dark blue. (A) Predicted plan: the dosimetry is

applied to the image of the day and results in significant overdosage of the stomach.

(B) Result of an adapted plan with better protection of the stomach as an organ at risk.
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a 5-fraction SMART approach offered a treatment modality with convenience, lim-

ited toxicity, and significant local control benefit. Another approach to dose escala-

tion for LAPC is using a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB), in which the totality of

the tumor is encompassed by a set dose while a volume that spares bowel structures

receives a higher dose during the same fraction (i.e., dose painting) and from a dosi-

metric and biological point of view, SIB has the practical benefit of saving time over

a sequential boost [75].

A 15-fraction hypofractionated intensity-modulated radiation therapy (67.5 Gy in

15 fractions) and 5-fraction SBRT case (50 Gy in 5 fractions) were presented with

information regarding patient selection, target volumes, organs at risk, dose con-

straints, and specific considerations regarding quality assurance. A single institution

retrospective analysis of 35 consecutive pancreatic cancer patients treated with

SMART (median total dose of 50 Gy) in mid-inspiration breath hold on anMR-linear

accelerator showed that 1-year LC, distant metastasis-free survival, progression-free

survival, cause-specific survival, and overall survival were 87.8%, 63.1%, 52.4%,

77.6%, and 58.9%, respectively [76]. A limited elective nodal irradiation was deliv-

ered to 20 (57.1%) patients and no patient had fiducial markers placed and all were

treated with continuous intrafraction MR visualization and automatic beam trigger-

ing (Fig. 16.2). Acute (2.9%) and late (2.9%) grade 3 toxicities were uncommon.

Abdominal compression is the method of choice in systems without motion manage-

ment options and a study was reported on the feasibility of delivering SBRT dose of

50 Gy in 5 fractions using a compression belt workflow and assessing the impact of

FIG. 16.2

Example of the benefit of adaptation for elective nodal irradiation with MRgRT. PTVelective is

in cyan line. The red colorwash represents the 45 Gy isodose for the primary tumor. The green

colorwash represents the 25 Gy isodose for elective irradiation. Duodenum is in magenta and

the bowels are in dark blue. Fig. 16.1A is predicted plan: the dosimetry is applied to the image

of the day and results in significant overdosage of the duodenum. Fig. 16.1B is the result of an

adapted plan with better protection of the duodenum as an organ at risk.
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potential intrafraction motion on dose-volume histogram parameters on a 1.5 T

MRgRT system [77]. The analysis indicated that abdominal compression was a via-

ble option for treating LAPC patients with ablative doses onMRgRT systems lacking

automatic motion management techniques. However, intrafraction motion manage-

ment was critical and can result in gastrointestinal OARs moving into high dose

PTV area.

The long-term outcomes of 148 patients treated on a 0.35-T MR-Linac across

three institutions between 2018–2020 (the largest reported analysis), with 5-fraction
ablative stereotactic MR-guided adaptive radiation therapy for inoperable pancreas

cancer with a median prescribed biologically effective dose of 100 Gy10 were pre-

sented in a recent oral presentation at ASTRO 2021 meeting [78]. The median pre-

scribed radiotherapy dose was 50 Gy (range 40–50 Gy) in 5 fractions, mostly in

consecutive days (96.6%) with breath-hold technique (95.3%). All patients were

treated with real-time target tracking and automated beam gating without fiducial

markers. An elective target volume was rarely used (25%). Median follow-up was

16 months from diagnosis for all patients (range, 4–39 months). Median, 1-year,

and 2-year local control was not reached, 94.6%, and 83%, respectively. Acute

and late grade 3 toxicity possibly related to SMART occurred in 4.1% and

12.8%, respectively. This data adds to the evidence that ablative radiation dose

may improve long-term outcomes including overall survival.

In the framework of the modern ‘omics,’ radiomics is playing a relevant role, a

variant of this approach, called Delta Radiomics, studying the variation of the radio-

mics parameters during treatment, seems to be able to model the patient treatment

response during therapy, reporting promising results in diseases as gastrointestinal

and pancreatic cancers [79]. A study was to investigate the role of Delta Radiomics

in predicting the 1-year local control in LAPC patients and treated using MRgRT,

identifying new image-based biomarkers obtained by the quantitative analysis of

the onboard MR images acquired during treatment [80]. A total of 35 patients were

enrolled in this retrospective hypothesis-generating study and Delta Radiomics anal-

ysis performed on low-field MR images appeared to be a feasible and promising

image analysis technique for the determination of 1-year local control probability

in patients affected by pancreatic cancer. Another study evaluating the histogram

and texture radiomic features that were extracted from the gross tumor volume

(GTV) in 0.35-T MRgRT scans of 26 LAPC and BRPC patients treated with 50

Gy in 5 fractions showed that feature ratios between first and last fraction scan were

correlated with progression-free survival [81]. The study presented a proof-of-

concept for the use of quantitative image analysis in MRgRT for treatment response

prediction and providing an analysis pipeline that could be utilized in future MRgRT

radiomic studies. A prospective, double-arm, randomized controlled, international

multicenter study testing the added benefit of MR-guided adaptive SBRT of pancre-

atic cancer is investigating the impact on pain control and hypothesizes that patients

will benefit from a local treatment by MR-guided SBRT (5 � 6.6 Gy) in terms of

durable pain control with a simultaneously favorable safe toxicity profile translating

into an improvement of quality of life [82].
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According to a review by Boldrini et al., future perspectives and current weak-

nesses of MRgRT in pancreatic cancer were identified [83]. Firstly, the future tech-

nology delivery improvements (higherMLC/gantry rotation speed and dose rate) and

more robust dose accumulation algorithms may allow several improvements in the

online adaptive workflow, especially decreasing the time for an online adaptive pro-

cedure allowing more effective treatments and imaging advancements, like faster

MR protocols and functional imaging, will strongly support MRgRT for pancreatic

cancer patients opening new perspectives.

Besides the use in preoperative and definitive settings as summarized above,

postoperative disease, localized recurrent disease after radical surgery/systemic

treatment and reirradiation of progressive local-regional disease are areas where

the use of feasibility of MR-Linac should be further evaluated. Two patients diag-

nosed with recurrent pancreatic cancer were treated with 30 Gy in 5 and 6 fractions

with 1.5 T MR-Linac and treatments were feasible and successfully completed with-

out significant acute toxicity [84]. In a recent publication, preliminary results of 11

patients who were reirradiated after median interval of 26.8 months were presented

[85]. Their median reRT dose was 40 Gy (range, 25–54) in 6 fractions; and ultra-

hypofractionation (63.6%) was more commonly used than hyperfractionation

(36.4%). In a 14 month median follow-up from reRT completion, the median and

1-year freedom from local progression was found to be 29 months and 88.9%,

respectively, and the median and 1-year overall survival were found to be

17.5 months and 70.0%, respectively. No grade 3 or higher acute or late

treatment-related toxicities were reported.

Prospective clinical studies are needed to examine this novel radiation therapy

approach. There are several ongoing trials that specifically focus on MR guidance

in pancreatic cancer (NCT03621644, NCT04115254, NCT04075305) and random-

ized trials comparing MR guidance to CT guidance would be helpful to quantify the

magnitude of any benefit [86] (A summary of selected studies of MRgRT for pan-

creatic cancer can be found in Table 16.5).

Concluding remarks
MRgRT represents a new, noninvasive method for delivering SBRT for pancreatic

cancer and ablative doses to larger volumes in close proximity to OARs are possible.

This technology has some advantages with better soft-tissue visualization compared

to cone beam CT, intrafraction assessment of structures, daily online adaptive plan-

ning, real-time continuous tracking without invasive placement of fiducial markers

and beam gating based on target position. Since the treatment is delivered automat-

ically during breath-hold, there is no need for an internal target volume (ITV) and the

planning target volume (PTV) margins can be reduced which causes lesser volumes

of irradiated normal tissues. A safer ablative dose delivery can be allowed by

MRgRT for pancreatic cancer SBRT and safer dose escalation can be possible. Pro-

spective randomized studies comparing standard Linac with MRgRT for superiority

are warranted.
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Table 16.5 Summary of selected studies of MRgRT in pancreatic cancer.

Study
Patient
number

Total dose
and fractions BED10

Median Follow-
up (months) LC OS

Acute grade 3+
toxicity (%)

Henke et al.,
2018 [67]

5 50 Gy in 5 100 15 6-
months
89.1%

1-year 75% 0

Rudra et al.,
2019 [72]

44 40–52 Gy in 5 72–107 17 2-year 49% 0

Placidi et al.,
2020 [73]

8 30–40 Gy in 5 48–72 13 25% 87.5% at
last FU

0

Hassanzadeh
et al., 2020 [74]

44 50 Gy in 5 100 16 1-year
84.3%

Median
15.7 months

4.6

Chuong et al.,
2021 [76]

35 50 Gy in 5 100 10.3 1-year
87.8%

1-year
58.9%

2.9

Chuong et al.,
2021 [78]

148 40–50 Gy in 5 72–100 16 1-year
94.6%

1-year 82% 4.1

Chuong et al.,
2022 [85]

11 40 Gy in 6 44.7 14 1-year
89.9%

1-year 70% 0
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Introduction
Prostate cancer is the most prevalent noncutaneous malignancy in men and the sec-

ondmost common cause of cancer-related mortality. Approximately one out of every

seven to eight men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer over the course of their

lifetime, with 164,000 new cases diagnosed in 2018 [1]. Radiotherapy, with or with-

out androgen deprivation therapy, is an effective and validated modality for treating

prostate cancer in the definitive setting as well as in the adjuvant and salvage settings

following prostatectomy [2]. In parallel with new systemic therapies and improved

surgical techniques, technological innovations in radiotherapy planning and delivery

are associated with improved oncological and patient-reported outcomes. The cor-

nerstone of radiotherapy innovation is a continual interplay of advances in imaging

in concert with novel treatment delivery platforms.

Early radiotherapy for prostate cancer utilized x-rays for imaging and two-

dimensional (2D) treatment planning, which entailed a cursory delineation of the

treatment region on a plain x-ray film using bony anatomy as reference points to

determine the appropriate portals for radiation delivery. While this method estab-

lished the initial efficacy of radiotherapy for prostate cancer, the large treatment

fields necessitated small fraction sizes and lower total doses to minimize toxicities

[3]. The advent of computed tomography (CT) provided superior image resolution

for identifying both tumors and adjacent normal tissues [4]. Integrating CT-based

planning into radiotherapy planning allowed accurate assessment of dose
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distributions to each organ in the treatment field, lending itself to more robust ana-

lyses of normal tissue dose tolerances [5]. CT imaging heralded the current standard

for prostate radiotherapy utilizing 3D and intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT)

planning, in which the delivered dose can be differentially delivered to the target and

adjacent organs at risk [3,6]. These innovations have translated clinically to improve-

ments in radiotherapy-related toxicities [7] as well as enabling safe delivery of higher

doses and quicker treatments. Other developments related to 3D and IMRT-based

planning involve volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and particle therapy.

As opposed to treating with multiple static fields, VMAT continuously delivers radi-

ation with dynamic, multileaf collimation as the gantry rotates around the patient

allowing quicker treatment times. Particle therapy, usually involving proton therapy

or carbon ion therapy, exploits steep dose gradients to reduce excess dose to organs at

risk [8]. While numerous studies have explored dosimetric differences among these

techniques and modalities, the putative clinical benefits of these modalities are cur-

rently under investigation.

An integral part of safely delivering 3D- and IMRT-based radiotherapy is the

integration of image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT). In contrast to 2Dmethods of using

a plain film to plan radiation portals, modern IGRT entails a CT scan (simulation) to

ensure reproducible immobilization for each treatment as well asto delineate target

volumes and organs at risk in 3D. The simulation scans are superimposed onto imag-

ing taken immediately prior to delivery of each fraction utilizing either kilovoltage or

megavoltage CT to evaluate positional changes in organs of interest. This allows for

correction of observed positioning changes using the treatment table, as well as

ensuring a patient’s bladder is adequately filled and rectum sufficiently emptied

to optimize similar relative positions of these structures to the prostate. A clear lim-

itation of this process is that the entire radiation plan is based on the simulation CT

and is not corrected for anatomical changes occurring after this point, which can only

be adjusted using the aforementioned methods or obtaining a new CT simulation and

replanning. Additionally, this fails to account for intrafraction motion, such as blad-

der filling or rectal distention due to bowel gas that may distort structures during

treatment delivery and result in a dose distribution differing from that of the treat-

ment plan. These discrepancies are not recorded using current planning and delivery

software, thus opening the possibility of unaccounted reduced doses to the target and/

or higher doses to organs at risk. A strategy to mitigate these limitations is intrapro-

static fiducial placement and monitoring which serves as a surrogate for the prostate,

but requires an invasive procedure and does not account for the organs at risk, namely

the bladder and bowel.

MR-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) is a radiation delivery platform that inte-

grates a linear accelerator with real-time MR imaging, allowing MR imaging with

treatment planning and delivery. The advantage of this approach is the image-guided

delivery component, based on precise MRI-based detection of the target and normal
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tissues during treatment in real time, ensuring that the treatment volume is accurately

targeted. Motion monitoring can be performed with images acquired up to several

frames per second, allowing live feedback of treatment position and changes in inter-

nal anatomy. Accordingly, MRgRT may have the greatest therapeutic gain where

targets are most displaced by physiologic motion in the chest, abdomen, or pelvis.

MRgRT also provides improved soft-tissue target delineation and visualization over

conventional computed tomography (CT)-guided radiotherapy across various ana-

tomic sites [9]. Putative clinical gains from integrating MRgRT are derived from

improving the dosimetric therapeutic index via reducing radiotherapy planning tar-

get volumes (PTV) and improved sparing of organs at risk (OAR) during treatment

delivery [10–12].

Rationale for MRgRT
CT scanning acquires anatomical cross-sectional images from x-ray attenuation

coefficients determined by a photon’s ability to penetrate tissue of varying density.

CT-based imaging is limited by its ability to distinguish soft tissue. MRI is routinely

employed for prostate cancer diagnosis, staging, and management [13,14], enabling

the identification of malignant portions within the prostate, as well as enhanced dis-

crimination of the adjacent bowel, rectum, and bladder [15]. MRI is used as an

adjunct imagingmodality to CT-based radiotherapy planning to further delineate soft

tissues [16]. Additionally, MRI can aid with sparing the neurovascular structures

associated with erectile dysfunction [17]. However, static imaging acquired prior

to treatment fails to capture changes in target volumes after the initial planning,

as well physiological movement of internal organs [18–20]. In contrast, MRgRT

allows monitoring of both tumor changes and daily positional changes of internal

organs for each treatment to achieve a more accurate estimation of a treatment plan’s

dose distribution (i.e., interfraction adaptive planning), as well as real-time motion

monitoring during treatment (i.e., intrafraction gating) [21]. Adaptive planning uti-

lizes day-of-treatment imaging and recontouring of target volumes and/or organs at

risk based on changes in their size or relative position. This can improve the thera-

peutic index in rapidly changing tumors or in regions where there are dramatic

changes in organ position during each fraction, such as the duodenum for targets

in the pancreatic head or rectum for prostate treatment. Gating refers to synchroniz-

ing the radiation beam with a predetermined parameter. In respiratory gating, radi-

ation is delivered within a specified range of respiratory motion so that the beam is

turned off when there are deviations outside the set inspiratory and expiratory param-

eters. An inherent benefit of MR is that there is no additional radiation exposure as a

consequence of real-time imaging, and thus can be performed continuously during

treatment delivery. InMR-guided therapy where real-time imaging is employed, gat-

ing of the target volume within a user-specified boundary is typically performed, in
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which the beam is only on if the PTV falls within the predefined boundary

(Fig. 17.1). In prostate radiotherapy, image gating is useful to account for organ

movement resulting from bowel gas, stool passage, and bladder filling. Adaptive

planning and gating are complementary techniques, in which adaptive planning cor-

rects for interfraction anatomic variation and gating accounts for real-time, intrafrac-

tion physiologic motion.

Practical considerations
MRgRT platforms
Two US Food and Drug Administration-approved MRgRT platforms are currently

available: ViewRay Technologies Inc. (MRIdian cobalt machine approved in

2012 and theMRIdian linear accelerator approved in 2017) and Elekta AB (approved

FIG. 17.1

Sagittal view of an intact prostate on a 0.35T MRLinac with prostate contour (red) and 2 mm

tracking target contour (blue).
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in 2018). The ViewRay cobalt-based MRIdian is no longer available. The ViewRay

linac utilizes 6-MV photons with a 70-cm bore diameter and a 0.35T MRI [22]. The

Elekta Unity system utilizes 7 MV photons with a 70-cm bore diameter and a 1.5-T

MRI scanner [23,24]. Currently, both MRgRT platforms have adaptive planning

ability allowing for adjustment of interfraction anatomic variation and MRIdian

employs real-time automated gating allowing for intrafraction motion management.

MRgRT logistics and workflow
After a patient is deemed a potential candidate for MRgRT, the first step entails an

MR-safety checklist. This is a vital step to ensure the patient has no MRI incompat-

ible metallic implants or other contraindications to MR-based imaging or treatment.

Treatment of those with implanted cardiac devices must be coordinated with the

patient’s cardiologist and device manufacturer to determine clinical monitoring dur-

ing treatment, frequency of device interrogation procedures before and after the

treatment course as well as the need for device interrogation after each fraction

and/or if the device should be changed to an MRI safe mode during treatment.

Patients can also be screened at this time for claustrophobia to determine if anxio-

lytics will be needed for simulation and treatment. Simulation involves both an MR

and CT scan, taking approximately an hour. Patients are instructed regarding bladder

filling and rectal emptying per standard prostate radiotherapy planning practices.

Additionally, multiple rectal displacement systems exist to minimize the dose to

the rectum and mitigate adverse events and can be incorporated into the MRgRT par-

adigm [25]. Reported benefits of rectal spacers include improved bowel and genito-

urinary quality of life measures [26]. Prior to each and during each fraction, the

patient is scanned on theMR-linac to assess pelvic anatomy, including bladder filling

and rectal distension, with appropriate adjustments as indicated. If only gating is

employed, the parameters for the beam to shut off are designated during planning.

If adaptive radiotherapy is implemented, the target volume and OARs typically

within 3cm of the PTV are recontoured and a new plan is generated while the patient

is on the treatment table.

Treatment delivery differs depending on the MRgRT platform. The ViewRay

MRIdian system utilizes real-time imaging and gating during treatment, i.e., image

acquisition occurs continuously at a rate of 4–8 frames/s while the beam is on,

allowing for real-time gating and verification of target position within a prespeci-

fied boundary. If the target falls outside of the margin, the beam turns off until the

target returns to an acceptable position. In comparison, the Elekta Unity currently

does not incorporate real-time gating. As an alternative to real-time gating, the

Elekta Unity utilizes on table imaging at setup with cine acquisition and more con-

ventional respiratory gating that approximates target displacement based on respi-

ratory motion.
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Definitive radiotherapy
MR-guided definitive radiotherapy for definitive
prostate cancer—Overview
Prostate radiotherapy with or without androgen deprivation is a primary modality for

the definitive management of localized prostate cancer. Technological advances in

treatment techniques and image guidance have greatly improved the accuracy of

radiation delivery, facilitating hypofractionated regimens that utilize higher doses

of radiation per fraction and shorter overall treatment schedules. This has been espe-

cially advantageous in prostate cancer, where dose-escalated radiotherapy improves

biochemical control but hypofractionation was historically limited by treatment-

related toxicities, necessitating protracted radiotherapy schedules extending up to

9weeks [2]. Presently, moderately hypofractionated radiotherapy (<30 fractions)

is now the standard of care for definitive management of all prostate cancer risk

groups and ultrahypofractionated schedules (UHF, �5–7 fractions) are increasingly

utilized [27,28].

Definitive treatment intro
Options for definitive management of localized prostate cancer include radical pros-

tatectomy or radiation therapy with, or without, androgen deprivation depending on

risk stratification [2]. The choice of therapy is largely driven by patient preference

based on the risks and the side-effect profile of a particular treatment. Though poten-

tial treatment-related toxicities differ, no prospective randomized evidence has dem-

onstrated superior oncologic outcomes of one modality over the other [29].

External beam radiation therapy as a treatment for prostate cancer was first

explored in the early 20th century, mainly for palliative purposes, but did not gain real

traction as a definitive option until the advent ofMV linear accelerators and computed

tomography imaging [30]. Gradually, delivery techniques evolved from 3- or 4-field

box techniques that used anatomical landmarks (typically bony anatomy) to approx-

imate target position, to 3D conformal and intensity modulated radiation therapy

(IMRT).Advances in image guidance, such as onboard cone beamCT, have improved

daily setup precision allowing for tighter planning target volumemargins. These tech-

nological advancements coincided with dose-escalation trial data demonstrating

improved biochemical control at higherRTdoses emerging clinical evidence suggest-

ing prostate cancermay bemore susceptible to larger fraction sizes [31], and nowmul-

tiple prospective randomized clinical trials have established moderate

hypofractionation as a standard of care regimen for prostate cancer treatment [32–35].
The encouraging results frommoderate hypofractionation trials naturally spurred

enthusiasm for exploring treatment with contemporary SBRT/UHR regimens.
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Prostate cancer’s intrinsic radiobiology makes it a good candidate for the higher

doses per fraction utilized by these treatment schedules, which also offer a conve-

nient option for patients and a more cost-effective option for patients. Though data

for UHF is not as mature, evidence from multiple institutional experiences and two

randomized studies have established UHF as an acceptable treatment option for low-

and intermediate-risk prostate cancer per professional society guidelines [27,28,36–
38]. Here we will review the implementation of MR-guided radiation for definitive

prostate cancer treatment, the evolving evidence supporting its use, and future

avenues.

Patient selection
Patient selection for prostate SBRT uses similar clinicopathologic criteria—i.e.,

prostate volume, prostate cancer risk stratification, and baseline urinary

symptoms—whether the approach is with standard CT-based or MR-guided radio-

therapy (MRgRT). Considerations specifically for MRgRT candidates may include

the history of metallic implants or pacemakers, patient girth (depending onMR-linac

bore size), and tolerating a longer treatment time on the table. Patient-reported tol-

erability from a high-volume center reported very good tolerance among 150 patients

undergoing MRgRT, with noise (17%) being the most cited complaint, 5% reporting

considerable anxiety, and 5% reporting that treatment duration was unacceptably

long [39]. Treatment times for adaptive fractions average around 30–45min per frac-

tion and largely depend on whether adaptive treatment is pursued and intra-treatment

variables such as bladder fill and rectal distention as well as motion management for

real-time target tracking [40].

Planning and treatment delivery
Patients selected forMRgRTwill have a CT simulation for dose calculation purposes

and MR simulation for treatment planning. Contouring of the relevant OARs and

target volumes are performed on the MR to generate the initial plan. This is similar

to the workflow used by many centers for CT-based prostate SBRT, whereby MR is

obtained for improving soft-tissue resolution to delineate treatment volumes and then

fused to the CT for planning. However, in MRgRT contouring and planning are per-

formed on the MR image sets therefore bypassing the need for image fusion and the

potential errors and uncertainties that can result from coregistration and the conse-

quent need for larger planning margins. The initial plan can either be used for treat-

ment if it conforms well to the daily anatomy at the time of image acquisition or an

adaptive plan is generated to account for interfraction anatomical variations.
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For interfraction alignment, current image guidance for CT-based prostate SBRT

typically uses CBCT and/or fiducial markers for target visualization and alignment.

There are drawbacks to this approach that are obviated byMRgRT. Registration with

fiducial markers may facilitate prostate alignment but does not account for seminal

vesicles or alignment of pelvic nodal fields, which can lead to poor coverage of these

targets that lie outside the prostate [41,42]. Fiducial marker placement is not needed

with MRgRT as onboard MR imaging allows for direct visualization and tracking of

the prostate. MR also has superior soft-tissue resolution compared to CBCT, decreas-

ing uncertainty of prostate boundaries and alignment. Second, there can be signifi-

cant interfraction changes in prostate volumes and seminal vesicle position that

would not be appreciated on CBCT or remedied by rigid registration with fiducial

markers. A dosimetric study of 20 patients treated with MR-guided SBRT noted that

prostate volumes increased by approximately 9% after the first fraction, stabilizing to

around 15% by the fourth fraction [43]. This study also noted that rotational changes

in proximal SVs could lead to significant under coverage, as only 59% of fractions

saw 95% of volume covered by prescription dose. Interestingly, even with increasing

prostate volume and small PTV margins (2mm), target coverage was adequate in

94% of fractions without an adaptive plan, likely as a result of superior soft-tissue

alignment with MR imaging.

Differences in OAR position over the course of treatment are also an important

consideration given the proximity to the bladder and rectum. A study examining

interfraction variation in 20 prostate cancer patients with CT-on-rails demonstrated

that only 2/3 of day-to-day anatomical distortions could be accommodated with

patient repositioning in the original plan whereas 1/3 would still have either inferior

target coverage or inadequate normal tissue sparing necessitating adaptive treatment

[44]. Probably most critical to OAR sparing with MRgRT is the unique ability to

monitor intrafraction treatment delivery. This not only allows tracking of tumor,

ensuring that the beam is on only when the target is within a user-specified boundary,

but also real-time monitoring of bladder fill and rectal distention during treatment.

Institutional studies using the ViewRay system with real-time tracking demonstrate

high variability in bladder fill over the course of treatment that can lead to significant

differences in the predicted vs delivered dose to the bladder wall and also affect tar-

get coverage by displacing the prostate [45,46]. Likewise, bowel gas can cause rectal

wall protrusion into the target region and anterior displacement of the prostate, which

would lead to a higher delivered dose to the rectum and reduced target coverage than

predicted from the initial treatment plan [46,47].

Current clinical evidence
Given that MR-Linac technology was introduced recently in 2014, a majority of

MRgRT studies have been retrospective in nature, reporting on institutional experi-

ences of feasibility, implementation, and dosimetric analyses. To date, two
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prospective trials have reported toxicity results for prostate SBRT using MRgRT. A

single-arm phase II prospective trial reported by Bruynzeel et al. demonstrated favor-

able acute toxicity when compared to the SBRT arm from the PACE-B trial, with

cumulative rates of acute GU toxicity grade �2 of 23.8% vs 27.4% and acute GI

toxicity grade �2 of 5% vs 15.3% with MRgRT vs PACE-B SBRT arm,

respectively [48].

Randomized evidence has recently emerged from an interim analysis of the phase

III MIRAGE trial presented at ASCO GU 2022. MIRAGE is a single institution,

superiority study that is prospectively evaluating whether MRgRT, specifically on

the ViewRay platform, leads to improved toxicity compared to CT-based prostate

SBRT [49]. The rectal spacer was permitted as per the treating physician’s discretion,

with 27% of patients in the MRgRT arm and 37% in the CT-based arm undergoing

spacer placement prior to treatment. The protocol also mandated a 2mm margin in

the MRgRT arm and the CT-guided arm used a 4mm margin in alignment with

accepted clinical practice for CT-based prostate RT. Results from the interim anal-

ysis demonstrated that at 30-days, MRgRT had significantly lower rates of acute

grade �2 GU (22% vs 47.1%) and GI toxicity (0% vs 14%). The higher rates of

reported GU toxicity in this trial in the CT-based arm (relative to other prospective

series) were attributed to the use of a higher prescription dose (40 vs 36.25Gy) than

was delivered in the PACE-B study.

Other considerations
Fraction reduction
Two trials are underway examining further reduction in fraction size in the definitive

setting, one on the ViewRay platform and the other on the Elekta Unity [50,51]. Both

trials will compare 2 vs 5 fractions with toxicity being the primary outcome assess-

ment. Recent data comparing outcomes of 2 vs 5 fraction prostate SBRT from two

single-arm phase II trials demonstrated a favorable toxicity profile associated with a

2-fraction regimen, with significant signals for improved bowel side effects and sex-

ual function [52]. Thus, the results of these ongoing randomized studies will provide

key data for fractionation schedules in prostate SBRT and whether MRgRT can fur-

ther improve toxicity outcomes.

Rectal spacer
Published reports of dosimetric analyses in patients undergoing MRgRT that have

also had a placement of a rectal spacer demonstrate decreased dose to rectum and

bladder while also reducing the number of fractions where dose constraints would

have been violated [25,53]. Posterior displacement of the rectum decreased the need

to push dose anteriorly, therefore reducing the dose to the bladder. Though spacer
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placement may lead to a more dosimetrically favorable plan, it is notable that only

27% of patients in the MIRAGE trial had rectal spacers placed on the MRgRT arm

where grade�2 GI toxicity was 0%. A secondary benefit of spacer placement is that

it may reduce the need for plan adaptation—a labor and resource-intensive process

that can prolong treatment times by twofold. Additional evidence is needed to dis-

cern if spacer further reduces treatment-related toxicity in MRgRT.

Focal boost
Data from the recent prospective, randomized FLAME trial examining the role of a

focal boost to the dominant intraprostatic lesion (DIL) showed improved biochem-

ical disease-free survival (bDFS) with comparable toxicity to patients receiving no

boost [54]. The FLAME trial enrolled predominantly high-risk patients (�85%) and

utilized a conventional fractionation scheme that delivered 77Gy in 35 fractions to

the prostate with a simultaneous integrated boost to the DIL to 95Gy total. This

approach is now being tested with a UHF SBRT approach, appropriately called

the HYPO-FLAME trial, delivering 35Gy in 5 fractions with SIB to the DIL to

50Gy total [55]. Toxicity results have been comparable to the no-boost arm and

now this approach is being examined in a number of trials with MRgRT [55]. With

superior soft-tissue resolution, an improved definition of the DIL will further

decrease target uncertainty.

Salvage reirradiation
In patients who have undergone definitive EBRT and experience subsequent bio-

chemical recurrence, contemporary approaches to salvage reirradiation include

brachytherapy (both LDR and HDR) and SBRT. A major challenge in reirradiation

is sparing cumulative toxicity in previously irradiated adjacent organs at-isk.

Accordingly, brachytherapy has often been a favored modality given the precision

and conformality of radiation dose distribution relative to EBRT. More recently, sal-

vage reirradiation with SBRT has been increasingly utilized and has demonstrated

comparable disease control and acceptable toxicity [56,57]. One prospective registry

study using MRgRT for salvage reirradiation reported lower rates of acute GU tox-

icity when compared to historical rates for brachytherapy and similar rates to CT-

based SBRT reirradiation [58]. Long-term toxicity outcomes and ideally, a direct

comparison in a clinical trial will be needed to determine if MRgRT can offer

reduced side effects without compromising durable local control.

Postoperative radiotherapy
The standard of care for patients with prostate cancer includes radiotherapy with

androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) or prostatectomy [2]. Radical prostatectomy

is the most common treatment modality, with 70% of men <60-years-old, 51% of
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men 60–64-years-old and 39% of men 65–75-years-old electing definitive man-

agement with surgery [59]. Additionally, an increasing number of men with

high-risk prostate cancer are undergoing radical prostatectomy [60]. An option

for patients at high risk of recurrence based on clinicopathological factors follow-

ing radical prostatectomy is to undergo postoperative radiotherapy (PORT) in the

adjuvant setting to eradicate potential subclinical disease and to minimize the risk

of recurrence. Alternatively, patients that develop biochemical recurrence follow-

ing prostatectomy undergo salvage therapy in the form of androgen deprivation

therapy and/or radiotherapy [2,61,62]. High-risk features for recurrence include

extracapsular extension and/or seminal vesicle invasion (pathological pT3 dis-

ease) and positive surgical margins, which are found in approximately 20% and

16% of patients who undergo a prostatectomy, respectively [63]. Three prospec-

tive randomized trials by the Southwest Oncology Group, European Organization

for Research and Treatment of Cancer and Auckland Radiation Oncology demon-

strated PORT to the prostate bed for pT3 disease or positive surgical margins

reduces the risk of recurrence, establishing PORT as the standard of care in this

patient subset [2,63–65]. Additionally, patients with at least a 10-year life expec-

tancy, measurable PSA immediately after or within 18months of prostatectomy,

PSA doubling time<1year, and Gleason score of>8 should be recommended sal-

vage treatment [66,67].

PORT to the prostate bed and/or pelvic lymph nodes can be curative if all residual

disease is completely encompassed by the irradiated volumes. The prostate bed in

particular is the site of highest risk of possessing residual disease and is designated

the clinical target volume (CTV) for PORT. Thus, accurate estimation of the location

of recurrent disease is crucial, but the prostate bed is difficult to delineate after pros-

tatectomy and can be overestimated by utilizing the location of surgical clips [68].

Thus, creating the optimal CTV to encompass all residual local diseases while min-

imizing side effects is controversial. To ensure coverage of all at-risk regions,

national and international guidelines suggest including a significant portion of the

posterior and inferior aspects of the bladder, and the anterior aspect of the rectum,

exposing a significant amount of these organs, as well as the vesicourethral anasto-

mosis to high dose radiation [69–71]. Additionally, PORT is delivered in 36–39 frac-
tions over 7–8weeks. Thus, the putative clinical benefits of PORT are often eclipsed

by the acute side effects and treatment package time, leading to the underutilization

of this high burden, inconvenient therapy [72].

MRgRT is the next step in integrating imaging with modern treatment techniques

to accurately delineate the resection bed and organs at risk. Current target delineation

and verification methods only enable accuracy prior to treatment and do not account

for intrafraction motion, which may be of greater consequence in the postoperative

setting. Accounting for these factors, the potential advantages of MRgRT are

reduced radiation dose to normal tissues and improved target delineation, which

in turn may improve the therapeutic index, promoting the use of more convenient,

cost-effective hypofractionated regimens.
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Imaging considerations for PORT
CT-based imaging provides limited soft-tissue contrast and is not optimal for differ-

entiating local recurrence from postsurgical changes [73]. Additionally, CT-based

identification of nodal metastases is primarily based on appearance, with round,

contrast-enhancing nodes �8–10-mm short-axis being more suspicious for harbor-

ing metastatic disease. However, nodes <5mm can contain metastases, and may be

missed on CT [74]. Thus, CT is limited to detecting localized recurrences in the post-

operative setting, with a systematic review of almost 100 studies reporting a <20%

detection rate for patients with PSA <5ng/mL [75]. National and international

guidelines are awaiting maturing data regarding newer detection modalities, with

the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) and American Urology Asso-

ciation still supporting CT-based methods for evaluating recurrences, however, the

NCCN notes that CT-based detection accuracy is limited for those with a PSA<10–
20ng/mL [76].

Utilizing a combination of various MRI sequences, including T2 and diffusion-

weighted functional imaging, provides high tissue contrast and resolution that enables

improved differentiation between disease recurrence and postoperative changes

[77,78]. However, pelvis MRI also relies on size criteria for a nodal disease, thus suf-

fering from the same limitations as CT-based imaging [77,78], even with diffusion

sequences [79,80]. While CT relies on reactive processes to detect bony metastases,

the higher contrast resolution ofMRI enables differentiation between fat and neoplas-

tic marrow involvement, thus providing a more sensitive method for bone metastasis

detection [81,82]. MRI-based bone metastases detection rates of 8%, 13%–17%,

19%–24%, and 38%–57%were reported for PSA levels of<0.2ng/mL,<0.5ng/mL,

<1.0ng/mL, and <2.0ng/mL, respectively [75,77,78,83]. Thus, MRI provides

improved sensitivity over CT for local recurrence and bone metastases and provides

clarification for conflicting findings onCT and bone scans. National and international

guidelines support their use in these circumstances, but further study is required to

determine the optimal PSA range to employ MRI for each scenario [76].

MR guidance for treatment delivery and planning
PORT planning is based on CT imaging and knowledge of recurrence patterns to

create treatment volumes even in the absence of visible disease [84–86]. Integrating
other imaging modalities, such as prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) PET,

that detect residual or recurrent gross disease with higher sensitivity can impact plan-

ning, whether this means reducing the dose to regions without disease, or escalating

the dose to gross disease. Whether these applications change target volume delinea-

tion, and dose prescription in a manner that translates to improvements in survival is

yet to be determined.

Cao et al. recently presented their findings of a single institutional phase II trial

evaluating the dosimetric benefits of adaptive therapy for post-prostatectomy
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patients receiving SBRT. All patients received treatment on a ViewRay MRIdian.

The prostate bed was delineated as the CTV with a 3-mm isotropic expansion to

create the PTV. The PTV was treated to 30–34Gy in 5 fractions with the goal

of at least 95% of the PTV receiving the prescription dose while meeting normal

tissue constraints. Any gross disease visible on imaging could be treated to 40Gy

using a simultaneous integrated boost. While the CTV remained relatively stable

for each fraction, significant changes were observed in rectum and bladder volume

and shape. The authors concluded that adaptive treatment planning would be ben-

eficial in 78.2% of fractions based on target under coverage (16.4%), exceeding

normal tissue constraints (50.9%), or both (10.9%) [53,87]. Willigenburg et al.

evaluated the feasibility of delivering a single 19Gy dose to a recurrent lesion

within the prostate fossa using the Elekta Unity instead of brachytherapy. A 1-

mm isotropic expansion off the gross disease was used to create the PTV. A dose

of 19Gy was prescribed to �95% of the PTV, with �17Gy to �90% of the PTV

being an acceptable variation to meet constraints. Target dose coverage was

achieved in 14/30 (47%) of high-dose brachytherapy plans and 17/30 (57%) of

MR-linac plans, with comparable median D95% and D90%. Brachytherapy plans

had a larger volume reaching �150% of the prescribed dose with lower urethra

D10%, rectum D1 cm3, and rectum D2 cm3 and similar bladder dose to MR-linac

generated plans [88].

There is a dearth of prospective data evaluating MRgRT compared with conven-

tional radiotherapy platforms. Nevertheless, this is a small but rapidly growing space

as additional centers install MR-linacs, providing more avenues for robust data in the

future. Several trials are currently accruing, including SHORTER (NCT04422132),

comparing urinary and bowel side effects of hypofractionated radiotherapy in 20

treatments to ultrahypofractionated radiotherapy in five treatments, and SCIMITAR

(NCT03541850) and EXCALIBUR (NCT04915508), evaluating the safety and effi-

cacy of treating to 32–34Gy in 5 fractions.

Hypofractionation in PORT
Prior to the advent of MRgRT, an improved understanding of cancer biology and in

parallel with treatment planning and delivery innovations provided a rationale for the

hypofractionated PORT. The sensitivity of a given organ to varying dose sizes of

radiation delivered in a fraction is approximated using the α/β ratio, whereby more

sensitive, rapidly proliferating tissues possess higher ratios (α/β¼10) while resistant,

late responding organs possess lower ratios (α/β¼3Gy). Evolving dogma suggests

prostate cancer cells have slower proliferation rates than initially conceived, with an

α/β ratio of�2–3 [27,89], with some suggesting an α/β as low as 1.5 [31]. Thus, pros-

tate cancer cells may possess similar or even greater radioresistance as adjacent nor-

mal tissues. In this context, conventionally fractionated regimens do not provide a

therapeutic advantage, advocating a paradigm change gaining acceptance among

other disease sites that hypofractionated regimens will provide equivalent cancer
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control without increasing adverse effects. Additionally, prospective phase I and II

trials suggest the higher biological effective doses enabled with hypofractionation,

improve biochemical recurrence-free survival [90].

As clinical trial data on outcomes and toxicity mature, hypofractionated and UHF

regimens are.

increasingly employed in the intact setting and are now supported in the

National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines [2,33,34,91]. This trend is

underscored by following a basic tenet that decreasing dose to neighboring organs

to an extent that minimizes adverse event incidence is of paramount importance to

the feasibility of any radiotherapy schema. This is made feasible through a combi-

nation of improved imaging capabilities in concert with innovative radiotherapy

delivery platforms. The transition from two-dimensional planning techniques to

intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) enables the creation of highly conformal

treatment plans delivering therapeutic doses to areas of gross disease while mini-

mizing dose to organs at risk. However, IMRT is limited by the ability to select

where the dose should be delivered and avoided. Applying multiparametric mag-

netic resonance imaging to conventional computerized tomography (CT) treatment

planning drastically improves the delineation of the target volume, as well as

organs at risk, such as the bladder, rectum, penile bulb, and neurovascular bundles

[92]. While integrating MR imaging into treatment planning aids in planning, it is

important to be cognizant that this represents the relative positions of the prostate,

bladder and rectum at a specific instance in time and thus may not improve the

precision of treatment delivery. Improvements in image-guided radiotherapy enable

positioning verification prior to and/or during treatment, ensuring accurate and pre-

cise dose delivery. This may necessitate having a patient come off the table to

empty their bowel or allow their bladder to fill more so that pretreatment imaging

aligns with treatment planning imaging. However, reproducible filling of the blad-

der with each fraction can pose a challenge, particularly for men struggling with

incontinence or those developing bladder irritation later on in the treatment course,

leading to patient discomfort and increased treatment times.

Integrating the aforementioned treatment techniques and imaging are largely

responsible for the improvements in radiotherapy allowing hypofractionation for

intact prostates. However, these methods also highlight important anatomical

and dosimetric differences between definitive radiotherapy and PORT requiring

further innovation to safely hypofractionate in the latter setting. Removing the pros-

tate causes the bladder to be posteriorly displaced into the prostatic fossa, and dis-

rupts the fascial plane along the anterior rectal wall. This leads to PORT plans

involving higher bladder volumes than in definitive treatments, making it harder

to meet dose constraints for organs at risk. With conflicting outcomes presented

in initial phase I and II studies, a moderately hypofractionated PORT in the adju-

vant and salvage settings is not a standard option outside of clinical trials. Larger

prospective trials are currently ongoing to address efficacy and safety concerns

[63,64,93,94]. Notably, most of the aforementioned postoperative studies
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employing MRgRT are evaluating hypofractionated and/or ultrahypofractionated

regimens.

Limitations
There are several factors limiting the widespread use of MRgRT despite the potential

benefits [95]. The greatest limitation of MRgRT is that robust prospective data will

take time to mature in order to determine whether the aforementioned dosimetric

benefits translate into clinically meaningful improvements in the therapeutic index.

Additionally, adaptive radiotherapy is time-consuming and labor-intensive as radi-

ation oncologists, dosimetrists, and physicists must be present for each fraction to

modify treatment volumes and recalculate the dose distribution. This also requires

a sophisticated understanding of MR-based anatomy, which is heterogeneously

emphasized across residency training programs. This additional time and effort must

be taken in the context of hospital resource utilization and reimbursement policies.

The steps involved for each adaptive treatment require an “on table time” of approx-

imately 30–60min per patient, significantly lowering the overall throughput on the

MRgRT platform. In comparison, an average of four patients per hour are treated on

conventional CT-based linear accelerators [96–100]. These latter two points impose

a significant financial hindrance on implementation in community practices. Nota-

bly, the prostate position does not dramatically change over the course of radiother-

apy, thus adaptive planning may not need to be routinely employed for prostate

cancer radiotherapy thereby minimizing labor and time with each treatment. How-

ever, gated treatment may still be time intensive if there are noted changes in bladder

fill, rectal fill or flatulence. Nevertheless, potential reductions in acute and late

toxicities in terms of patient quality-adjusted life years afforded by this technology

may prove a cost-effective and patient-centric solution with additional research

needed in this area.

Some patients may not be able to tolerate the MR due to claustrophobia. While

some can be managed with anxiolytics, this may require the possibility of an escort

needed following treatment. Additionally, during adaptive planning, some patients

may not be able to stay stationary during the extended time spent recontouring

and planning each fraction due to discomfort from bladder filling. Patient movement

or position changes during or following adaptive replanning may render the respec-

tive replanning ineffective. Other practical considerations include ensuring that

patients with implanted cardiac devices can be safely treated with MRgRT. This

involves contacting the patient’s cardiologist and the device manufacturer. Depend-

ing on the type of device and the patient’s dependence on the device, treatment may

involve having a representative from the manufacturer present to evaluate the device

after each treatment or having the device evaluated before and after the entire treat-

ment, the course is delivered. Patients must also be screened for metallic implants

that may be ferromagnetic, and are subject to the same limitations as conventional
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MRIs. Body habitus must also be assessed as there are table weight and bore size

limitations. Finally, hip prostheses may cause sufficient artifact distortion of the

areas of interest. This can be moderated by utilizing different imaging sequences.

All of these factors present additional factors that impair widespread MRgRT use,

as well as add additional resource utilization in the midst of treatment logistics.

The magnetic field’s impact on particle trajectory and dose distribution must also

be accounted for during planning, which is dependent on the magnetic field strength

[101–103]. Another inherent limitation of MR-linac platforms is the inability to

change couch positions for certain platforms and the delivery of noncoplanar beams.

Future directions
Dose escalation
The tenets of dose escalation in the definitive and PORT settings are described

above. Another concept facilitated by MRgRT is the ability to prescribe a higher

radiation dose to gross disease within a target volume with sufficient accuracy. This

could be employed for gross residual or recurrent disease within the prostatic fossa or

pelvic nodal chain. Similarly, dominant intraprostatic lesions within an intact pros-

tate can be boosted with MR-guidance with the goal of delivering increasing dose

selectively to intraprostatic regions at higher risk of recurrence [54].

Integration with functional imaging
Adaptive planning might be integrated with tumor changes seen on functional imag-

ing in the midst of a treatment course. This allows tailoring dose distribution based on

an individual’s response to therapy, such that rapidly responding regions can be

adjusted to spare normal tissue while resistant regions can be dose escalated.

Integration with artificial intelligence
A major practical limitation with current MRgRT platforms is long treatment times

and high resource utilization of dosimetrists, physicists, and radiation oncologists.

The development and implementation of artificial intelligence may mitigate this

issue through streamlining recontouring, replanning, and quality assurance

tasks [104].

Trial endpoints and expectations
Prospective, multiinstitutional clinical trials are warranted to determine whether the

aforementioned dosimetric benefits conferred by MRgRT translate to clinical ben-

efits. Paramount to this is the conceptualization and implementation of appropriate

clinical endpoints for evaluation in these trials. Radiation oncologists must be well-

versed in pelvic anatomy to accurately understand the nuances in intrafraction

motion during treatment, as well as understand the limitations of this technology.
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Ongoing prospective clinical trials.

Trial
Patients
included Design Primary outcome

Projected
study
completion

MIRAGE
NCT04384770

Low,
intermediate,
and high risk

Randomized 5
fraction SBRT of CT
v. MRI

Incidence of acute grade �2 GU physician-reported toxicity April 1, 2027

SMILE
NCT04845503

Low and
intermediate
risk

Single arm 5 fraction
SBRT on MRL

Any GU or GI grade �2 toxicity within 1 year after the start of RT March 25,
2028

PROSEVEN
NCT04896801

Low and
intermediate
risk

Single arm 5 fraction
SBRT on MRL

Clinician reported grade 2 or more acute GI or GU toxicity up to
3months

July 2029

HERMES
NCT04595019

Intermediate
risk

Randomized 5 vs 2
fraction SBRT on
MRL

Proportion of patients experiencing grade 2+ GU toxicity from the
start of radiotherapy up to 3months posttreatment

April 30, 2028

FORT
NCT04984343

Low and
intermediate
risk

Randomized 5 vs 2
fraction SBRT on
MRL

Noninferiority of patient-reported urinary and bowel side effects at
2years

December
31, 2027

SCIMITAR
NCT03541850

Postoperative Single arm 5 fraction
SBRT on CTL or
MRL

1. Efficacy of 5 fraction SBRT compared with historical control
efficacy rates in patients who received conventionally
fractionated postoperative radiotherapy

2. Toxicity of 5 fraction SBRT via physician-scored and patient-
reported metric

November 1,
2023

EXCALIBUR
NCT04915508

Postoperative Single arm 5 fraction
SBRT on MRL

1. Two-year change in patient-reported GI symptoms based on
the EPIC following 5 fraction SBRT to the prostate bed and/or
pelvic lymph nodes with a comparison to historical control data
for more prolonged radiation regimens

2. Two-year change in patient-reported urinary GU symptoms
based EPIC following SBRT to the prostate bed and/or pelvic

3. Lymph nodes, with a comparison to historical control data for
more prolonged radiation regimens

August 1,
2027

SHORTER
NCT04422132

Postoperative Randomized 20 v. 5
fractions on MRL

Change in the number of patient-reported GU and GI symptoms
using the EPIC

December
31, 2025
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Concluding remarks
Prostate cancer is a common malignancy for which radiation therapy provides an

excellent management option with high rates of control and low toxicity. Historically

radiation therapy has been delivered with CT-based image guidance. Recently, mag-

netic resonance (MR) imaging capabilities have been successfully integrated with

radiation therapy delivery platforms, presenting an appealing, yet complex, method

of guiding, adapting, and delivering radiation therapy. We sought to summarize the

current landscape of optimal strategies of testing and benefits of MR guidance and

radiation treatment delivery in prostate cancer.
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Evolution of the current standard multimodality treatment
of rectal cancer: From blunt resection to total neoadjuvant
therapy
Over the last decades rectal cancer has transformed from a disease with a local recur-

rence rate as high as 40% to a disease with a local control rate of 95% or higher in

most trials [1,2]. This was possible due to improvements in all disciplines involved in

its multimodal treatment. With the introduction of total mesorectal excision (TME)

by Heald, and therefore the removal of the entire mesorectal compartment local,

recurrences dropped considerably to 10% or less [3]. Prior to the introduction of

TME the addition of postoperative radiotherapy led to a further considerable

decrease in local failures [4]. However, two major randomized phase 3 trials, inde-

pendent of each other, were able to show that despite the low rates of local failure

with TME failure rates can further be lowered with the addition of preoperative

radiotherapy [5,6]. At that time a German study has already shown that preoperative

instead of postoperative radiotherapy lowers the incidence of local failures after sur-

gery by a factor of two [7]. The most recent development in multimodality treatment

of rectal cancer was the introduction of total neoadjuvant therapy, which means that

after completion of either short-course or long-course radiotherapy, additional cycles

of systemic treatment are added [8,9]. The rationale for moving these cycles of che-

motherapy from the postoperative setting to postradiotherapy was manifold. First,

this measure permitted treatment of micrometastases at an earlier time point than

during postoperative chemotherapy. Second, higher compliance was anticipated

as many patients do not receive postoperative chemotherapy due to delayed recovery

from surgery or simply refusal of chemotherapy. And finally time for tumor
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regression and response assessment or surgery is prolonged to up to 6-month after the

start of radiotherapy. Both the RAPIDO and PRODIGE-23 were able to show that

with the introduction of consolidative chemotherapy the rate of distant metastases

can significantly be lowered. Total neoadjuvant therapy is therefore now considered

standard of care for patients with high-risk rectal tumors.

Role of magnetic resonance imaging in the staging
of rectal cancer
Magnetic resonance imaging plays a fundamental role in the initial staging of rectal

cancer. In contrast to computed tomography it can reliably identify various risk fac-

tors for both local and distant recurrence and is therefore a valuable tool to select

patients who are likely to benefit from preoperative radiotherapy as well as those

patients who have a very high risk of distant recurrence and could therefore benefit

from a total neoadjuvant treatment described above. These factors are the stage (cT

and cN), the distance of the tumor to the mesorectal fascia, the presence of lateral

pelvic lymph nodes, and extramural vascular invasion [10].

Potential benefit of online MR-guided radiotherapy
in rectal cancer
Almost all pelvic tumors, rectal tumors, and the neighboring organs at risk can show

a huge day-to-day variability in their anatomy. This leads to very large margins

required to account for this inter- and intrafractional motion. Various studies have

quantified the required CTV to PTV margin to be well above 1cm, in particular

in the anterior posterior and superior inferior dimension using a nonadaptive work-

flow [11]. Online adaptive radiotherapy facilitates the daily optimization of the dose

distribution following the anatomy of the day after segmentation of the tumor and the

organs at risk and could therefore lower the dose burden of the organs at risk by the

use of smaller margins [12]. However, due to the relatively moderate dose applied in

the preoperative setting and the increasing use of conformal radiotherapy techniques,

such as intensity modulated radiotherapy, high-grade toxicities after radiotherapy

have become a rare event [13]. It is therefore unlikely that online MR-guided radio-

therapy in this indication even with reduced safety margins will lead to a measurable

benefit. Instead, the greatest potential lies in novel and innovative protocols for dose

escalation with the goal of organ preservation. The excellent soft tissue contrast of an

MR-linac permits indeed the visualization and image-based characterization of rectal

tumors, which is a prerequisite for online adaptive dose-escalated radiotherapy.

Fig. 18.1 shows an example of a rectal tumor shrinking during radiotherapy.
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Organ preservation in case of a clinical complete response
to radiotherapy
The previously described multimodal treatment of rectal cancer has been shown to be

effective in the reduction of both local failures and distant metastases. However side

effects have also increased considerably over time: organ function is often impaired

in terms of defecation, urinary functioning, and also sexual functioning. Further-

more, patients with distal tumors oftentimes need permanent colostomy after sur-

gery. At the same time, it is now well known that carefully selected patients who

have achieved clinical complete response after radiotherapy do not necessarily need

surgery but can instead be followed-up with MRI and endoscopy [14]. In this case,

the patients benefit from a preserved organ function and the avoidance of permanent

colostomy. Several trials have consistently shown that approximately 25% of the

patients who have achieved the clinical complete response (cCR) and omitted sur-

gery develop a so-called “local regrowth” during surveillance. However, most of

these events are intraluminal and can be detected at a very early stage with endoscopy

and be salvaged with negative margins [15]. A major challenge with organ preser-

vation strategies is to increase the number of patients who do actually achieve a cCR

and can omit surgery. Various different approaches have been shown to increase

pathological complete response rates and rectal cancer. Among these strategies

are the intensification of concomitant chemotherapy during radiotherapy, a longer

interval between radiotherapy and surgery, and hyperthermia [16–18]. The addition
of consolidative chemotherapy after radiotherapy has most recently proven to be

effective not only in reducing distant failures but also increasing a pathological com-

plete response (pCR) rate in patients with locally advanced rectal cancer to approx-

imately 30%. While the addition of consolidative chemotherapy after radiotherapy

can be considered standard of care for patients with rectal cancer with a very high risk

for distant failure, it should be discussed critically in patients with low or interme-

diate risk rectal tumors when the goal is a cCR and nonoperative management. The

risk for distant metastases is lower in this setting and treatment modalities that act

only locally such as dose-escalated radiotherapy might be associated with a superior

toxicity profile.

FIG. 18.1

Patient treated for a distal rectal tumor with radiotherapy at a conventional linac plus a weekly

boost fraction on a 1.5T MR-Linac. Tumor shrinkage from week to week can be seen, the

patient ultimately achieved a clinical complete response.
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Various trials have investigated the potential of dose-escalated radiotherapy to

increase complete response rates in rectal cancer. The majority of these trials was

conducted before the introduction of adaptive radiotherapy techniques and also

before organ preservation was considered a viable approach. While a number of ret-

rospective or single arm trials showed promising results in terms of higher pCR rates

after surgery and dose-escalated radiotherapy, randomized study of dose-escalated

radiotherapy unfortunately failed to prove benefit. One of the reasons for this finding

might be the use of a cone beam CT-based treatment application and therefore

required the previously described large GTV to PTV margins. In order to respect

the predefined dose constraints for organs at risk, the actual doses administered to

the tumor were clearly below the prescribed ones.

Data available on online adaptive MR-guided radiotherapy
In one of the first published reports on MR-guided online adaptive radiotherapy in

rectal cancer, Chiloiro and colleagues demonstrated the feasibility of long-course

neoadjuvant treatments on a cohort of 22 patients. The patients were treated on a

0.35-T tri-60-Co delivery unit with a simultaneous integrated boost delivery protocol

foreseeing 55Gy in fractions of 2.2Gy to planning target volume (PTV) 1

(CTV-PTV margin¼5mm), and 45Gy in fractions of 1.8Gy to PTV2 (CTV-PTV

msargin¼7mm). Automatic cine-MRI gating was applied on primary tumor, with

a 5% region of interest (ROI) value in a 3-mm boundary, ensuring target’s appropri-

ate position throughout the treatment. Of these, 27.3% showed no evidence of dis-

ease at restaging or post neoadjuvant therapy pathological exam [19].

Intven and colleagues described the feasibility and initial experience of short-

course preoperative radiotherapy on a 1.5-T MR-linac [20]. A five-field intensity-

modulated step and shoot radiotherapy plan was applied in 43 patients. An adapt-

to-shape workflow with delineation of the mesorectum and the nodal areas for elec-

tive nodal radiation was the basis for daily plan adaptation. The in-room time using

this workflow was 48min per fraction. Despite the longer treatment time, no treat-

ment had to be interrupted on patient request due to discomfort. Initially the authors

used standard CTV to PTV margins of 1cm isotopically around the mesorectum and

8mm around the elective nodal areas. The group noted though after 25 patients that

the safety margin for the mesorectum could be reduced to 4mm in the lateral and

posterior dimension and 6mm in all other directions. These safety margins resulted

in a sufficient coverage of the mesorectum by the PTV in all but one cases when the

mesorectum was dilated by gas passing through the rectum during a single fraction.

In a subsequent study from the same group, Eijkelenkamp specifically investigated

the required planning target volumes for an online adaptive MR-guided dose esca-

lation strategy [21]. For this purpose the primary tumor was delineated on five T2-

weighted MRIs.

Two of these scans were acquired before beam-on, the first for daily delineation

and plan optimization, and the second immediately before treatment for position ver-

ification. Two scans were acquired during beam-on and one after treatment. Based on
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these scans the authors found that the PTV margin to cover the primary tumor can be

reduced to 4mm as long as the procedure takes no longer 15min.

In a similar study, Bonomo and colleagues reported that a 3-mm safety margin

from GTV to PTV leads to 95% GTV coverage over all cases. In the same study the

authors were able to show that tumor shrinkage during radiotherapy can be moni-

tored with the MR component of an MR-linac and that a weekly adaptive boost strat-

egy results in a lower dose burden to the organs at risk compared with an upfront

boost strategy that applies five boost fractions on five consecutive days at the very

beginning of radiochemotherapy [22].

However, as the rectum is a luminal organ which oftentimes collapses, even very

small margins to cover intrafractional motion will lead to the application of high

doses of radiation to the uninvolved rectal mucosa, particularly if a tumor affects

only less than half the circumference. In order to overcome this issue, Gani and

coworkers recently proposed a new workflow for dose-escalated MR-guided adap-

tive radiotherapy [23]. In this workflow, 100cc of ultrasound gel are applied per rec-

tum. The use of rectal ultrasound gel is occasionally used by diagnostic radiologist in

order to increase the contrast of the luminal parts of the tumor. This brings the advan-

tage of improved visibility of the tumor and faster delineation during treatment.

Another advantage is that the uninvolved rectal mucosa can be distanced from the

primary tumor. The authors were able to show that by using this method the dose

to the uninvolved rectal wall can be lowered and that GTV to PTV margins can still

be kept in the range of 4mm. The first patient treated with the proposed protocol was

scheduled to up to 5 weekly boost fractions with a total of 15Gy in addition to a long

course of radiotherapy with 50Gy and concomitant 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy.

The patient achieved a strong response to radiotherapy already during radiotherapy

with the tumor being hardly visible after three boost fractions. The in-room time for

the boost fractions was approximately 23min. The patient subsequently achieved a

clinical complete response and did not undergo surgery. There are currently several

trials in preparation or currently recruiting that assess the effect and toxicity of dose-

escalated online adaptive, MR-guided radiotherapy in rectal cancer with the goal of

organ preservation [24,25].

Concluding remarks
Due to the high intra- and intrafractional anatomical variability of the tumor and the

organs at risk in the superior soft tissue contrast of anMRI compared with cone beam

CT-based techniques, rectal cancer could be a tumor site that benefits from an online

adaptive workflow. This is particularly true when it comes to dose escalation strat-

egies with the goal of organ preservation. The huge amount of imaging data acquired

daily during treatment can be used to generate predictive models as shown by Bol-

drini and colleagues [26]. Moreover, functional imaging data such as diffusion-

weighted imaging could be used to identify subregions for focal dose escalation

in these tumors [27].
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Introduction
Oligometastatic state
In 1995 Hellman and Weichselbaum devoted their attention to a probable stage of

cancer development that was overlooked and left undefined for a long time; the

oligometastatic (OM) state [1].

According to their hypothesis there exists an intermediate stage between localized

tumor and polymetastatic stage, in which a limited number of sites are affected [1].

They theorized that at the intermediate stage tumors, while evolving to a more aggres-

sive state and to their path of metastasizing to many organs and ultimately compromis-

ing the patient’s life, have limited metastasizing capacity [1,2]. Their immaturity

allows them to spread in limited numbers and only to few organs. It implies that when

caught in this stage and if every detectable metastasis is treated with curative intent

aggressively with localized strategies (surgery, ablation) the chances for cure increase

[1,2]. One of the well-known examples of this kind of approach is the resection of liver

metastasis from gastrointestinal organs, especially colorectal cancer [3,4]. Other exam-

ples that supported their hypothesis at that time were improved survival after resection

of lung metastasis from various primaries and adrenalectomy due to metastatic lung

cancer [5,6]. Alongside the clinical data, there are few clues that support the idea

of oligometastasis; the evolving genetic profile from localized tumor to oligometa-

static stage, and then to polymetastatic stage. According to a molecular study, the sub-

set of overexpressed or silenced genes differs for each stage, with a different set of

genes promoting each stage [7]. Although promising, genetic clues or any type of bio-

marker cannot be used to distinguish between oligometastatic state and polymetastatic

state at the moment, leaving imaging to be the main modality to diagnose

oligometastases.

As many types of metastases are not amenable to surgery due to their location,

number, or size, other treatment modalities gained momentum, one of which being

stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) or stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT).
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Definition and classification of oligometastases
While clinical and preclinical data offer a rationale for defining and treating the gen-

uine oligometastatic state, there is an understandable scepticism in accepting other

types of oligometastases, the ones that are achieved after being down staged from

polymetastasis or others occurring after a previously treated oligometastasis.

Another ill-defined issue was the maximum number of metastasis and the number

of affected sites that should be considered as oligometastasis. In order to clarify

and create an understandable classification, in 2020 two consensus recommendations

were compiled: one by European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO)

and European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) [8] and

the other by ESTRO and the American Society for Radiation Oncology

(ASTRO) [9].

As mentioned previously, there are no defined biomarkers that can diagnose

OMD and distinguish it from polymetastatic state. Thus, for the moment OMD is

primarily defined by imaging modalities. Depending on the site of metastasis and

type of disease the optimal imaging modality should be the one that can detect

the smallest of that histology (mostly recommended PET-CT for many cancers,

MRI for brain and spine metastasis, PSMA-PET for prostate cancer, biphasic CT

or dynamic MRI for liver) [9]. When radiotherapy is to be chosen as treatment,

the minimum requirement for delivery and prescribed dose should be met. They

include the use of SBRT or hypofractionated image-guided radiotherapy that can

allow for smaller margins, better protection of organs at risk, and higher delivered

dose. Although doses used in OMD differ, the safely deliverable highest dose that

would result in good local control (e.g., BED10 > 100 Gy or lower in spine or near

bowel metastasis) should be aimed [9].

In the recommendation by ESTRO/ASTRO oligometastasis was defined as

1. 1–5 metastatic lesions (if safely treatable, number can be higher)

2. which must be safely treatable,

3. independent from primary tumor status (controlled or not),

4. independent from primary tumor type, histology, and metastatic site,

5. independent from disease-free interval, treatment-free interval or use of

chemotherapy [9].

The ESTRO/EORTC consensus defined the type of oligometastasis:

1. whether the oligometastatic lesion(s) occurred within 6 months of primary

diagnosis,

2. whether the patient had previous oligometastatic or polymetastatic disease before

the current oligometastatic state

3. whether the patient is under active systemic therapy

4. whether the oligometastatic lesion progressed on the latest imaging
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By answering these questions, they classified oligometastatic lesions as

A. Lesions in patients without previous history of metastatic disease (De novo):

1. Synchronous oligometastatic disease: lesions occurring within 6 months of

primary diagnosis, without any history of previous poly- or oligometastatic

disease.

2. Metachronous oligorecurrence: lesions occurring at least 6 months after

primary diagnosis without any history of previous poly- or oligometastatic

disease.

3. Metachronous oligoprogression: lesions occurring 6 months after primary

diagnosis without any history of previous poly- or oligometastatic disease

in patients under active systemic therapy.

B. Lesions in patients with a previous history of oligometastatic disease (Repeat):

1. Repeat oligorecurrence: lesions occurring after the previous history of

oligometastatic disease in patients not currently under systemic therapy.

2. Repeat oligopersistence: lesions occurring after the previous history of

oligometastatic disease stable under systemic therapy.

3. Repeat oligoprogression: lesions occurring after the previous history of

oligometastatic disease progressing under systemic therapy.

C. Lesions in patients with a previous history of polymetastatic disease (Induced):

1. Induced oligorecurrence: lesions occurring after the previous history of

polymetastatic disease in patients not currently under systemic therapy.

2. Induced oligopersistence: lesions occurring after the previous history of

polymetastatic disease stable under systemic therapy.

3. Induced oligoprogression: lesions occurring after the previous history of

polymetastatic disease progressing under systemic therapy.

The prognosis for each status is probably different and the reasons for treatment in

each scenario vary. Unfortunately, in most studies, the differentiation between these

states is not made and they are all put in the same “basket,” thus, partially explaining

the discrepancies between the progression-free survival (PFS), and overall survival

(OS) of similar trials [10]. Lack of a consensus on OMD definition is not the only

reason; different conceptual planning of the trial such as the inclusion of surgery

or chemoradiotherapy, difference in dose, schedule, fractionation, timing, use of tar-

geted therapy, immunotherapy and follow-up time are all reasons why it is difficult to

draw any indisputable conclusion regarding the treatment of OMD [10]. Despite the

differences, retrospective and a few phases I, I/II, or II prospective trials were able to

demonstrate an overall survival or progression-free survival benefit of defining the

oligometastatic state and treating all oligometastatic lesions [10,11] (Table 19.1).

Even after well characterization of oligometastases, most of the numerous ongo-

ing trials continue to include amixture of all OMD types [18]. Thus, in the near future

we will be able to see robust data from new phase II and III trials regarding OMD in

general, but in order to gain an insight into the clear benefit of treating oligometa-

static lesions pertaining to each group, we will have to wait for secondary or pooled

analysis of each type.
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Table 19.1 Randomized prospective trials in patients with oligometastatic disease treated with radiotherapy.

Study

Patients
number at
each arm

Median
Follow up

Treatment
site and
number

Treatment
regimen

Local
control Median OS Toxicity

Palma
et al.
[11,12]

66 SOC+ RT

33 SOC

51 months Adrenal 7
Bone 45
Liver 16
Lung 55
(Brain, LN) 4

35 Gy in 5 fx
most
common

63%
vs.

46%

50 months
vs.
28 months

29%
Grade 2+
(4.5%
Grade 5)
vs.
9% Grade
2+

Gomez
et al.
[13,14]

25a LAT
24 SOC

38.8
months

Lung 9 LN 2
Brain 9 Bone 9
Liver 2
Adrenal 2
Spleen 1

SBRT, Hypofx NA 41.2 months
vs.17 months

Grade 3
20% vs.
8.3%

Iyengar
et al. [15]

14 SBRT +
Chemo

15 Chemo

9.6 months Lung 17
Adrenal 3
Mediastinal LN
4
Bone 2
Liver 2,
Other 3

21–37.5 Gy in
1–5 fx

No local
recurrence

Not reached in
the SBRT arm

4 Grade 3
in SBRT
vs.
2 Grade 3
and
1 Grade 4
in chemo

Ost et al.
[16]

31 RT or
surgeryb

31 surveilance

3 years LN 17
Non-LN 14
N1 13
M1b 13
Other 5

30 Gy in 3 fx No Grade
2+

Phillips
et al.[17]

36 RT
18 SOC

18.8 months 90 lesions
(Bone and LN)

19.5–48.0 Gy
in 3–5 fx

98.9% PFS not
reached vs.

No Grade
3+

SOC: standart of care, LAT: local ablative therapy, fx: fractions, LN: lymph node, NA: not available, ND: not different.
aOne of 25 patients had both primary and metastases surgically removed.
bSix patients had metastasectomy.



Stereotactic body radiotherapy trials (SBRT): Success
and toxicity
The purpose of SBRT use in oligometastatic patients differ substantially according to

disease, type of OMD treated, location of the metastasis, and performance of the

patient. Depending on the circumstances, increase in PFS; local control, deferral,

or delay of systemic treatment, staying on the same treatment, quality of life, cost,

and toxicity are important endpoints. However, the ultimate benefit that any cancer

treatment needs to have is undoubtfully the ability to increase OS. One of the highest

quality data regarding the OS benefit of treating OMD, i.e., randomized controlled

phase III trials (RCT) is scarce at the moment. There are few such ongoing trials, and

their results are awaited [19,20]. Some of the completed phase I, I/II, and II single

arm or RCT trials are listed in Tables 19.1 and 19.2.

Overall survival benefit
In 2019 and later in 2020 with its longer follow-up results, Palma et al. gave one of

the most exciting evidence of the impact of SBRT on oligometastatic patients (up to 5

metastases) in phase II randomized controlled trial; treatment does increase OS

[11,12]. In the study, they included 99 patients (66 SBRT and 33 control) with var-

ious types of primary disease and although both the dose and the site of disease were

not homogeneous it was able to show that when all metastases are treated with cura-

tive intent the OS increases (median OS 50 months in the treatment group and

28 months in the standard of care group, p¼0.006). Toxicity did not show any dif-

ference between the earlier results and after a follow-up of 51 months, however, there

was an absolute increase of 20% in grade 2 or higher toxicity (29% in the treatment vs

9% in the control) and a grade 5 toxicity rate of 4.5% was noticed in the SBRT

treated group.

In another controlled trial but with a more homogenous and smaller population

(49 patients; 25 allocated to the intervention and 24 to the control arm), Gomez et al.

investigated the effect of local ablative therapies (surgery, SBRT, chemoradiation)

on oligometastatic nonsmall cell lung (NSLC) cancer patients which did not progress

after first-line systemic treatments [13,14]. Their long-term results showed similar-

ities to the ones presented by Palma et al.; both OS and toxicity were higher in the

treatment group (median OS in the treatment group was 41.2 months vs 17 months in

the control group; grade 3 or higher toxicity was 20% in the treatment and 8.3% in the

control group, respectively).

Preceding the aforementioned two studies, in 2018 Iyengar et al. presented the

result of phase II randomized controlled trial in NSLC patients in a study design sim-

ilar to Gomez et al., where patients nonprogressive under inductions chemotherapy

were randomized to either treatment to all metastasis with SBRT (less than 5) and the

primary disease or maintenance chemotherapy only [15]. Although the patient num-

ber was small, they were able to show a significant increase in PFS in the SBRT
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Table 19.2 Prospective trials in patients with oligometastatic disease treated with radiotherapy.

Study

Patients
number
(primary
tumor)

Median
Follow up

Treatment
site and
number

Treatment
regimen

Local
control Median OS Toxicity

Zelefsky
et al. [21]

59 SDRT
58 SBRT

52
months

Bone 103
LN 10
Bone+LN 4

24 Gy in 1 fx vs
27 Gy in 3 fx

3-year
94.2% vs
78%

NA 9.1% Grade 2
+
5.8% Grade
3+

Olson et al.
(SABR-5)
[22]

399 28
months

Lung 33%
Nonspine
bone 28%
Spine 14%
LN 13%
Liver 5%
Adrenal 3%

15–60 Gy in 1–8
fx

NA NA 16.5% Grade
2+
5% Grade 3+
0.5 Grade 4
No Grade 5

Chalkideu
et al. [23]

1422 13 months Lung 411
Spine 132
Bone 169
Adrenal 41
Liver 135 LN
439
Other 77

24–60 Gy in 3–8
fx

1-year
86.9%
2-year
72.3%

1-year
92.3%
2-year
79.2%

6.0% Grade
3+

Mercier
et al. [24]

30
30
30

17.2 months 101 lesions
(nonspine
bone and
LN)

5 � 7 Gy
3 � 10 Gy
1 � 20 Gy

94.5% at
1 year

No Grade 3
8.9% Grade 2

Siva et al.
[25]

90 36.5 months Lung 133 1 � 28 Gy
4 � 12 Gy

ND ND 5% Grade 3+
3% Grade 3+
(1 patient
Grade 5)

Collen
et al. [26]

26 (lung) 16.4 months Primary lung
39
LN 9
Lung 15
Bone 8
Adrenal 6
Brain 6
Other 4

50 Gy in 10 frx NA
(60%
response)

23 months 8% Grade 3+



Table 19.2 Prospective trials in patients with oligometastatic disease treated with radiotherapy—cont’d

Study

Patients
number
(primary
tumor)

Median
Follow up

Treatment
site and
number

Treatment
regimen

Local
control Median OS Toxicity

Salama
et al. [27]

61 20.9 months Lung 41
LN 22
Liver 22
Bone 15
Adrenal 9
Other 4

24–48 Gy in 3
fractions

2-year
52.7%

2-year
56.7%

2 acute Grade
3
6 late Grade 3
1 possible
Grade 5

Trovo et al.
[28]

54 (Breast) 30 months Bone 60
LN 23
Lung 4
Liver 5

44: 30–45 Gy in
3 fx
10: 60 Gy in 25 fx

2-year
97%

2-year 95% No Grade 3+

Kunos
et al. [29]

50
(Gynecologic)

15 months LN 34
Liver 8
Lung 4
Abdomen 2

24 Gy in 3 fx 100% 20.2% 6% Grade 3+

Chmura
et al. [30]

42 Central lung
Liver, lung
Spine, bone

50 Gy in 5 fx
45 Gyin 3 fx
30 Gy in 3 fx

Not reached 8 Grade 3+

Blake-
Cerda et al.
[31]

47 (lung) Lung 45–60 Gy
in 3–5 fx

93.6% Not reached 7.7% Grade 3
pneumonitis

De
Ruysscher
et al. [32]

40 (lung) >5 years Brain 17
Bone 7
Adrenal 4

BED10 >60 Gy 7.7%
local
failure

13.5 months NA

Milano
et al. [33]

48 (breast) 3.5 years
(12.4 for
alive)

Bone only
14
Non-Bone
45

Mostly>50 Gy in
10 fx

100%
bone
73%
other

Not reached

3.2 years

NA

Continued



Table 19.2 Prospective trials in patients with oligometastatic disease treated with radiotherapy—cont’d

Study

Patients
number
(primary
tumor)

Median
Follow up

Treatment
site and
number

Treatment
regimen

Local
control Median OS Toxicity

Arrieta
et al. [34]

37 (lung) 32.5 months Brain
other

NA NA Not reached 9 Grade 3-4

Liu et al.
[35]

34
(esophagus)

18.2 months Lung 23
LN 15
Other 2

BED10> 80 Gy 2-year
92.1%

2-year 58% 1 Grade 3

Deodato
et al. [36]

181 21 months LN 253 12 Gy in 1 fx to
50 Gy in 5 fx

2-year
76%

2-year
78.2%

No Grade 3+

Tang et al.
[37]

30 (RCC) 17.5 months 60–70Gy in 10 fx
or 52.5–67.5 Gy
in 15 fx

10% Grade 3+

Siva et al.
[38]

30 (RCC) 28 months Bone 11
Adrenal 8
Lung 43
LN 12
Soft tissue 9

20 Gy in 1 fx
30 Gy in 10 fx

2-year 74% 13% Grade 3+

H€olscher
et al. [39]

63 (prostate) 37.2 months Bone 16
LN 43
Both 4

30 Gy in 3 fx or
50 Gy in 25 fx

NA NA No Grade 3+

SDRT: single-dose radiotherapy.



group (PFS 9.7 months in SBRT vs 3.5 months in the maintenance group), leading to

the early closure of the study. Toxicity was similar between the groups with 7/29 of

patients suffering grade 3 or higher.

The other two randomized studies recruited prostate oligometastatic patients

exclusively [16,17]. In the first study, Ost et al. reported longer androgen

deprivation-free (ADT-free) survival in the metastasis-directed group as compared

to control and in the second, ORIOLE trial, Philips et al. showed that treatment with

SBRT improved PFS (not reached vs 5.8 months, treating all lesions with prostate-

specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-PET decreased the risk of new lesions at

6 months (16% vs 63%). The novelty of the trial was not only the use of

PSMA-PET as the imaging modality of choice but also the analysis of T-cell clonal

expansion after SBRT. They were able to identify an increase in T-cell clonotypic

expansion after SBRT.

Toxicity
Besides these five randomized trials, the other prospective studies were mostly single

arm, dose escalation, or registry-based, Table 19.2.

Due to heterogeneity in follow-up, dose, and endpoint it is difficult to draw a def-

inite conclusion regarding OS or local control. However, toxicity was reported in

almost all the studies, thus giving us the opportunity to get a picture of the treatment

side effects.

Grade 5 toxicity was noticed in 1.6%–4.5% of patients in three trials

[11,12,25,27]. Grade 3 or higher toxicity was detected in 2.9%–28.6%
[14,15,21,22,35] of SBRT treated patients and grade 2 or higher was noted in

8.9%–29% [11,12,21,22] of patients. Although some trials resulted in no clinically

important toxicity, a higher rate in larger studies with longer follow-up is a good indi-

cator that reminds of the importance of OAR sparing during high-dose SBRT.

MR-guided SBRT for metastatic disease: Dosimetric data
and case reports
MR-Linac or MR-Cobalt systems are relatively new ideas in the long trail of

radiotherapy-related technological advances. Although they consist of already

well-known and tested technologies (Linear accelerator or Cobalt + low 0.35 or

1.5-T MRI machine) the result of their symbiosis would need to be tested before

widespread clinical use.

Bone oligometastasis
In 2020 Llorente et al. reported on the dosimetric data of nine patients treated with

MR-Cobalt to the spine with SBRT (seven with single fraction of 16 Gy and two with

fractions to a dose of 24 and 30 Gy) [40]. They recognized the limitation of Cobalt
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systems and their inability to decrease dose spillage to adjacent soft tissue; however,

they were able to decrease the dose to the spinal cord and cauda equina below the

required constraints.

In the study by Yadav et al. in 2019 the quality of MRgRT MRidian plans was

compared to TrueBeam Stx volumetric modulated (VMAT) plans for 10 vertebrae

SBRT treatments (CTV 27 Gy, GTV 30 Gy in three fractions) in terms of homoge-

neity index (HI), conformity index (CI), minimum, maximum, mean doses, dose to

the spinal cord, and the ratio of volume inside 50% isodose line to the PTV volume

(R50). Besides R50, which was lower in the MRgRT plan indicating a better sparing,

all other parameters showed no significant difference between the plans, indicating

that MRgRT can deliver SBRT plans comparable to TrueBeam VMAT plans [41]. In

another similar study by Redler et al. in 2019 the MRgRT plans and TrueBeam plans

for SBRT of 8 vertebrae were compared in terms of the same variables. According to

their results, MRgRT plans achieved all clinical goals. However, the MRgRT plans

had higher HI, lower CI, better sparing of the spinal cord, and acceptable longer dura-

tion. In the study, film and diode measurements checking for accuracy showed that

MR-Linac can deliver a precise dose [42].

On-table adaptation due to changing interfractional anatomy is another feature of

the MR-Linac systems that needed to be tested. For this reason, Winkel et al. eval-

uated the online adaptive strategies in a patient with spine metastasis [43]. They con-

cluded that different types of strategies are feasible in a 1.5-T machine.

In one case reported by Tate in 2021, the patient was treated for thoracic spine

lesion for the third time with radiotherapy after one course of 44 Gy in 22 fractions,

one course of 8 Gy in one fraction, and two surgical interventions [44]. The advan-

tage of treating the patient with 0.35-T MR-guided radiotherapy was, firstly, a

decrease of artifacts from the metallic instrumentation which had made visualization

and contouring of the spine impossible with other imaging (high-field MRI or CT).

Another advantage of low-field MRI was a decrease in the risk of electron return

effect, a phenomenon that causes the secondary electrons to move and enhance

the dose at the interface of materials with different densities (i.e., soft tissue and

metal). Low-field MRI also causes a reduction in the specific absorption rate

(SAR) compared to high-field MRI, thus minimizing the heat caused by gradient

switching. The patient was able to tolerate a third radiotherapy course of 30 Gy

in 15 fractions to the recurrent lesion while keeping the dose to the spinal cord less

than 8 Gy.

Lymph node oligometastasis
In 2018, Winkel et al. conducted a dosimetric study of simulated online adaptive

replanning in 17 abdominopelvic lymph nodes with a prescribed dose of 35 Gy in

five fractions [45]. They compared the pretreatment plans in two different scenarios,

when PTV is 3 or 8 mm to the predicted and online adapted plans. They found that in

6/17 cases of 3 mm PTV and 8/17 of 8 mm predicted plans there was a violation of

the OAR which was corrected in four (66%) and six cases (75%), respectively.
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In the following year, they reported the clinical implementation of SBRT in five

pelvic lymph nodes and treatment feasibility [46]. They showed that full online adap-

tive treatment based on the anatomy of the day could be deliverable in less than

60 min and that the generated plans passed all quality assurance (QA) tests.

Again in 2019, they tested the feasibility of plan adaptation strategies with 1.5 T

MR-Linac of individual lymph node metastases in the abdominal and pelvic area

treated with SBRT at a dose of 35 Gy in five fractions [47]. Although both adapting

strategies resulted in acceptable GTV coverage, the adapt to shape strategy resulted

in slightly better PTV coverage, as opposed to the adapt to position strategy and the

applied 3 mm PTV was considered adequate.

In 2020, they compared the target coverage of 14 single and 6 multiple abdomi-

nopelvic lymph nodes betweenMR-Linac and CBCT-Linac with and without 6-DOF

(degree of freedom) couch [48]. They found that target coverage GTV was compa-

rable in both platforms, PTV coverage was lower in CBCT-Linac, and this change

was more pronounced in the group with multiple lymph nodes due to interfraction

position change of lymph nodes. They pointed out that with the possibility of target

modification in multiple site radiotherapy, single plan treatment, and smaller PTV

margins can be given safely.

In the following year, they investigated the effect of vacuum cushion on intrafraction

motion during oligometastatic lymph node treatment in the pelvis and abdomen [49].

Since there was no effect of the cushion at the second part of the RT session (when

the actual treatment is delivered) and the intrafraction limitation of movement was

0.7 mm they concluded that it may not be necessary to use in single lymph node SBRT

in MR-Linac.

Again in 2021, the same group investigated the dosimetric feasibility of different

radiotherapy schemes, all with BED10¼ 60 Gy, in 12 patients treated with 35 Gy in

five fractions for lymph nodes in the pelvis or abdomen [50]. Pretreatment plans sat-

isfied all constraints in 10/12 of 35 Gy in five fractions plans, 9/12 of 30 Gy in three

fractions plans, and 6/12 of 20 Gy in one fraction plans. Of the patients that satisfied

the pretreatment criteria the online adapted plans were evaluated, and it was found

that while both fractionated plans met all criteria for all fractions, only 57% of single

fraction adapted plans did not violate the OAR constraints. They concluded that even

when a pretreatment plan satisfies the dosimetric criteria it does not guarantee that

the same will happen in the adapted plans, thus the proximity to OAR should be con-

sidered while deciding on RT schemes, especially single fraction ones.

Another group working with a different MR-guided radiotherapy platform, the

MR-Cobalt system, had conducted similar dosimetric studies regarding the advan-

tages of treating oligometastases with adaptedMR-guided radiotherapy in the central

thorax (5 lesions) and abdomen (5 lesions) at a prescribed dose of 50 Gy in five frac-

tions, subject to hard constraints [51]. Henkel et al. determined that when the initial

plan was applied to the anatomy of the day OAR are violated in 19/30 of the cases

which were corrected in the adapted plane while PTV coverage could simultaneously

be increased (14 cases). They concluded that adaptive treatment has the potential to

allow for dose escalation while protecting OAR constraints.
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In order to determine the ability of pretreatment imaging to predict the drift and

shift of the lesion, 4DCT images were compared to 1.5 T MRI 30 s cine mode [52].

Cusumano et al. retrospectively analyzed the data of 20 lymph nodes focusing on the

intra- and interfraction drift. In conclusion, 30 s cine mode was able to better predict

drift than 4DCT, however, an active approach to respiratory motion might still be

required.

Adrenal oligometastasis
Adrenal gland is an organ in close proximity to luminal movable gastrointestinal

structures such as stomach, duodenum, and large and small bowel. Displacement

of these organs toward the treatment area would cause detrimental effects. In order

to determine the extent of these movements, Palacios et al. investigated 17 patients

treated in a total of 84 fractions due to adrenal metastases [53]. They found that 17-,

27-, and 36-mm center-of-mass displacements were observed for the stomach,

bowel, and duodenum, respectively. Such movement resulted in OAR violation in

one-third of patients and adapted plans were able to increase coverage by 63% of

fraction and spare OAR.

The ability of the MR-Linac to track and treat a moving target during a breath-

hold, gated delivery visually assisted lung, pancreas or adrenal SBRT in 15 patients

(87 fractions) was assessed in the study by van S€ornsen de Koste et al. [54]. They

found that mean GTV coverage for lung, adrenal, and pancreas tumors was

94.6%, 94.3%, and 95.3%, respectively. The duty cycle efficiency was found to

be 67%–87% depending on the ROI percentage used as a threshold.

Chen et al. investigated the impact of plan adaptation on normal tissue compli-

cation probability (NTCP) for SBRT to 52 adrenal lesions [55]. They found that plan

adaptation decreased NTCP by 8.7% in the whole group and left-sided lesions

benefited more (13.3% on the left side vs 2.1% on the right side due to a decrease

in toxicity probability to the stomach.

Renal dose constraints for SBRT to lesions in proximity to kidneys, such as adre-

nal metastases, are not well defined. In 2021, van S€ornsen de Koste et al. investigated
20 patients who were treated with SBRT to adrenal lesions with ablative doses,

40–50 Gy in five fractions [56]. They noticed that ipsilateral renal volume loss

was best correlated to the renal volume receiving >20 Gy. Patients with up to

43% volume loss showed no decline in glomerular filtration rate due to compensating

hypertrophy of the contralateral kidney. In conclusion, they suggested that the vol-

ume receiving >20 Gy could be used as a partial dose constraint for SBRT.

In 2021, Rodriguez et al. investigated the difference in delivered dose between

breath-hold MR-Linac adapted plans and breath-hold or free-breathing CT-guided

VMAT plans for 20 adrenal lesions to which a dose of 50 Gy in five fractions

was prescribed [57]. Free-breathing CT-guided initial plans were inferior to

MR-Linac plans in both coverage and OAR sparing due to their larger PTV size.

Breath-hold CT-guided VMAT initial plans were superior in terms of kidney, large

bowel and duodenum sparing, as well as better showing better conformality and
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coverage compared to MR-Linac plans. However, when we applied to the anatomy

of the day 71.8% of plans needed replanning due to violation of OAR constraints.

An example of adrenal treatment with MR-Linac is shown in Fig. 19.1.

MR-guided SBRT for oligometastatic disease: Clinical data
MR-guided adaptive radiotherapy, firstly in the form of MR-Cobalt and later

MR-Linac (0.35 or 1.5 T) debuted on the clinical stage less than 10 years ago. During

this period, with the increase in the number of the centers using it and the integration

into the daily routine, although dosimetry research has the upper hand, retrospective

studies, registry database, phase I, single arm unicentric or multicentric clinical trials

related to oligometastasis has started to emerge (Table 19.3).

One of the earliest trials on MR-guided SBRT including oligometastatic lesions

was the phase I trial by Henke et al. in 2018, in which 20 patients with upper abdomen

oligometastases or primary tumors were treated with SBRT, 50 Gy in five fractions

using MR-guided radiotherapy [58]. Although the primary endpoint, feasibility of

adaptive MR-guided SBRT defined as the ability to deliver>%75 of fractions in less

than 80 min was not met, the trial was able to show that such treatment allows for

dose escalation, OAR sparing and increase PTV coverage in 20, 61, and 81 of the

total 97 fractions, respectively. After a follow-up of 15 months the local PFS and

OS were 90% and 75% for the whole study group and 100% and 91% for the oligo-

metastatic patients. Although they delivered high SBRT no grade 3 or higher toxicity

attributable to SBRTwas noticed, only one patient had a grade 2 asymptomatic stom-

ach ulcer corresponding to the SBRT area.

Another phase I study by the same group investigating the feasibility of MRgRT

SBRT 50 Gy in five fractions to ultracentral thoracic lesions (4 oligometastases, one

primary lung) was published in 2019 [60]. After a median follow-up of 14 months

one patient experienced late grade 3 esophageal stricture. The 1-year local PFS and

OS were 80% and 60%, respectively.

In 2021, the same group published the results of a phase I trial investigating fea-

sibility, safety, and advantages of MRgRT SBRT 35 Gy in five fractions in 10

CBA

FIG. 19.1

A 63-year-old male patient diagnosed with metachronous isolated oligometastasis fromNSLC

to the left adrenal gland was treated with SBRT to a dose of 50 Gy in five fractions. (A) PET-CT

pretreatment, (B) MR-Linac image, and (C) PET-CT posttreatment showing complete

metabolic response.
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Table 19.3 Prospective and retrospective studies in patients with oligometastatic disease treated with MR-guided
radiotherapy.

Study Patients

Median
follow-
up Treatment site

Treatment
regimen

Local
control

Overall
survival Toxicity

Henke
et al. [58]

11 oligo
9 primary

15 Liver 10
Pancreas 5
Abdominopelvic
LN 3 Adrenal 2

50 Gy in 5 fx 90% at
median
follow up

1 year 75%
(91% for oligo
patients)

No Grade 3+
1 acute Grade
2

Henke
et al. [59]

10 17.1 LN 10
Soft tissue 7

35 Gy in 5 fx
up to 50 Gy
in 5 fx

1-year
94%

1-year 80% 5.9% Acute
Grade 3+
0 Late
Grade 3+

Henke
et al. [60]

4 oligo
1 primary

14 Ultracentral
thorax

50 Gy in 5 fx 1-year
80%

1-year 60% 1 late Grade
3+

Mazzola
et al. [61]

20 3 LN 16
Bone 9

35 Gy in 5 fx 100% NA No acute
Grade 2+

Chuong
et al. [62]

101 10 LN 40.4%
Liver 17.5%
Lung 17.5%
Adrenal 11.4%

45Gy (24-60
Gy) in 5 (3-
15) fx

1-year
88%

1-year 90.6% No Grade 3+

Yoon et al.
[63]

106 (46
oligometastases)

20.4 Liver 46
Pancreas 26
Adrenal 7
Prostate 6
Pelvic wall 6
Other 22

40 (24–60)
Gy in 5 (3-5)
fx

1-year
87%
2-year
74%

1-year 79%
2-year 57%

Acute 0.9%
Grade 3+
Late 7.3%
Grade 3+

de Mol van
Otterloo
et al. [64]

415 3 Prostate 223
LN 106
Rectum 57
Liver 30
Other 40

Variable NA NA 4% Grade 3+



oligometastatic ovarian cancer patients [59]. Themedian follow-upwas 17.1months,

the 1-year local PFS and OS were 94% and 80%, respectively. One patient suffered

from acute grade 3 toxicity, there were no grade 3 late toxicities.

In the prospective observational study by Mazzola et al. 20 prostate oligometa-

static patients were treated in 25 sites with high-field MR-guided SBRT of 35 Gy in

five fractions [61]. With the short follow-up of just 3 months and small patient num-

ber no conclusion can be drawn regarding the safety and efficacy of the treatment.

However, the authors argued that these are preliminary results and despite their lim-

itations offer encouraging support for the clinical use of MR-guided RT for oligo-

metastatic prostate patients.

One of the largest multicentric retrospective data regarding oligometastasis treat-

ment with MR-Linac exclusively was presented at the 2021 ASTRO annual meeting

[62]. In the study patients with less than 5 metastases that were included in the

RSSearch registry and treated with curative intent at a median BED10 dose of

100 Gy was analysis in terms of local control, PFS and toxicity. One-year LC,

PFS, and OS were 88%, 36.1%, and 90.6%, respectively. Of note is the lack of grade

3 or higher toxicity.

Another retrospective study by Yoon et al. in 2021 presented the results of a

cohort of 106 patients (46 of which were oligometastatic) treated in the abdominal

or pelvic area with MRgRT SBRT [63]. After a median follow-up of 20.4 months the

2-year OS and local PSF were 57% and 74%, respectively. They were able to identify

patients with better local control as the ones being treated with BED10 >100 Gy

(local control at 2 years was 96% in the high dose vs 69% in the low dose group).

The acute and late grade 3 or higher toxicity was 0.9% and 7.3%, respectively.

The multicentric, prospective registry study of patients treated with high-field

MR-Linac (MOMENTUM) was published in 2021 [64]. Due to the heterogeneity

of the study no conclusion can be drawn regarding local control and survival, how-

ever, they were able to report the acute toxicity of 415 patients which amounted to

4% at 3 months.

Due to the small number of patients, short follow-up and nonrandomized design

of the prospective trials and the retrospective nature of the larger ones it is not pos-

sible at the moment to reach a conclusion regarding toxicity, survival, and local con-

trol after stereotactic SBRT with MR-Linac or compare the result to other

conventional linac treatments.

Future perspectives
At this moment, biomarkers that can distinguish metastatic patients that can profit

from local treatments are lacking and the only identifier for oligometastatic state

is the number of visible metastases in the appropriate imaging modality and their

treatability. Although consensus recommendations defined oligometastatic disease

as 1–5 metastasis (or more if safely treatable) this definition will probably change

in the future. Identification of biomarkers or other predictors will allow clinicians

tomakemore precise decisions based on personalized features, i.e., maybe the “right”
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markers will show that a patient with 15 metastases will profit more than a patient

with four metastases, but with not so “right” markers. Another supporter for treating

a large number of metastases regardless of biomarkers might be the result of already

ongoing trials such as SABR-COMET-10 and ARREST which include patients with

4–10 and more metastases, respectively [19,65]. There is also a probability for oli-

gometastatic patients to develop another set of oligometastases after the resolution

of the first ones, thus prompting repeated courses of SBRT in the vicinity of previous

metastases. As we will have to deal with many reirradiations, treatments in uncon-

ventional sites, and treating many neighboring targets at the same time, the need

for a precise, reliable, adapting, safe SBRT is indispensable. With the increase in

safety and increase in confidence in the treatment opportunities, metastases that were

deemed untreatable might be a target as well (e.g., peritoneal carcinomatosis) [66].

An illustration of a patient with two peritoneal metastases from ovarian cancer

treated with MR-Linac is shown in Fig. 19.2 and Video 1 in the online version at

https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00019-4.

FIG. 19.2

A 48-year-old patient diagnosed with recurrent ovarian cancer and peritoneal metastasis

treated with SBRT 40 Gy in five fractions: (A) PET-CT, (B) MR-Linac image and isodose.
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Another emerging use of SBRT is the induction and priming of the immune sys-

tem and the abscopal effect. While trials studying this effect failed to show any

advantage [67], there is a chance that with the right dose, the right number of treated

metastases, the right immunotherapeutic agent, the right timing and the right choice

of patient we will be able to induce this effect. This will lead to another set of SBRT

indications; patients that would otherwise not profit from local therapies but need the

treatment anyway in order to induce an immune response, with or without the use of

other immunotherapies or immunomodulators.

Concluding remarks
Defining oligometastatic disease and treating accordingly is a step forward in the

fight with cancer. SBRT, as a frequently deployed “weapon,” although at its early

steps, is shown to ameliorate the disease course. With the data coming from the

numerous and, in some cases, large ongoing trials soon the question will not be

“to treat or not to treat” rather than “when, at which dose, and how.” As to the answer

of “how” MR-guided radiotherapy offers a reliable alternative. Although the dosi-

metric and preclinical data is promising, current clinical data is not enough to draw

a definitive picture of the real advantageous effect of online adaptive planning, a

decrease of PTV margins due to better visualization, sparing of OAR, radiation-free

and high-resolution cine-mode tracking. However, with the increase of MR-Linac

use worldwide, multicentric collaborations and prospective studies we will have a

clearer view of the benefits.

Appendix: Supplementary material
Supplementary material related to this chapter can be found on the accompanying

CD or online at https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-91689-9.00019-4.
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Introduction
In 2021, gynecologic malignancies were expected to afflict approximately 116,760

women within the United States [1]. Radiation therapy (RT) is an essential compo-

nent in the primary nonsurgical management as well as the adjuvant postoperative

treatment of selected malignancies arising in the female reproductive tract, such

as cervical, vaginal, vulvar, and uterine cancer. The ultimate goal of curative RT

is to achieve tumor control without producing complications due to damage to sur-

rounding normal tissues. To achieve maximal benefit with lowest toxicity rates, the

RT techniques for treating gynecological tumors have evolved over the past 60years,

driven by advances in technology. RT techniques have changed significantly over

the past few decades due to the improvements in engineering and computing, evolv-

ing from conventional irradiation using simple treatment fields towards highly con-

formal RT techniques. Traditional two-dimensional (2D), X-ray based treatment

planning, in which the treatment fields were designed based on anatomical bony

landmarks rather than accurate three-dimensional (3D) knowledge of soft tissues

and tumor shape was effective; however, it had many limitations with respect to

the radiation-induced toxicity in nearby healthy tissues. One of the major advance-

ments in radiation oncology in the early 1990s was the development of conformal

3D-RT. In this technique, the prescribed dose volume was made to conform to

the target volume and spare more normal tissues. In the last decade, much interest

has been generated in other forms of conformal treatment planning, that is,

intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and stereotactic radiosurgery and

radiotherapy (SRS and SRT).

Technological advances have mainly been the result of the integration of imaging

information into the radiation treatment in every phase of the treatment, from sim-

ulation to planning to delivery. The integration of computed tomography into RT

planning probably has been the first milestone of image-guided highly conformal
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techniques, and the second one seems to be magnetic resonance imaging. The inte-

gration of MRI to the gynecologic tumors for the diagnostic purpose was as early as

1990, and the advent of MRI has improved the ability of the diagnostic radiologist to

provide useful clinical information to gynecologic oncologists [2]. Two years later,

the importance ofMRI guidance by means of avoiding marginal tumor misses during

RT planning was reported by Russell et al. [3]. In 2000, the Groupe Europ�een de

Curieth�erapie (GEC) and the European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology

(ESTRO) gynecology working group started to study for integration of the image-

guided adaptive brachytherapy (IG-ABRT) planning for locally advanced cervical

cancer patients, and in 2006 the first paper was published [4]. Since then, it has been

shown inmany papers that IG-ABRT planning has been proven to improve local con-

trol and survival while decreasing the radiation-induced rectal and bladder toxicities

[5–13].
MRI has been gaining more and more important in both the diagnosis and the

treatment of gynecological tumors. MRI plays a crucial role in many aspects of gyne-

cologic tumors including, tumor staging, planning and delivery of RT, posttreatment

response assessment, and surveillance due to its excellent soft-tissue imaging char-

acteristics [14–20]. Moreover, MRI provides clear visualization of the tumor in mul-

tiple planes allowing for a reliable volumetric definition of the target volume for

treatment planning during RT [15,17]. In addition, MRI is very useful in determining

response to therapy after a course of chemo-radiation, as well as detecting late effects

in normal tissues [14,19,21].

Recent technological advances in RT have led to the introduction of magnetic

resonance guided radiotherapy (MRg-RT) systems in clinical practice, which can

combine the dose delivery efficiency of a linear accelerator (linac) with the imaging

quality provided by an embedded MR scanner, thus providing a new therapeutic

solution in the clinical management of several tumors [22,23]. To date, there are

two MRg-RT systems licensed for clinical use, mainly differing on the magnetic

field (B) intensity of the on-board MR scanner: 0.35 Tesla (T) for MRIdian (View-

Ray,Mountain View, California, USA) and 1.5T for Unity (Elekta, Stockholm, Swe-

den) [22,24,25].

Potential advantages of MRg-RT in gynecologic tumors can be summarized in

three main ways:

(1) augmentation of soft tissue contrast allowing more accurate delivery to the

target volume;

(2) intra-fraction cine MRI to monitor target volume position during dose delivery

in order to overcome intra-fraction movements of the tumor; and

(3) allowing daily adaptive replanning RT [26,27].

It has been interesting to see inter- and intra-patient variation anatomy visible during

MRg-RT for pelvic tumors. Some patients have had a very stable bowel, rectum, and

bladder anatomy, and in these patients it is likely that a daily adaptive replanning

dose not gain much dosimetrically over delivering the reference plan with a shift.

For other patients there could be extremely changes in daily anatomy of intestine,
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rectum, and bladder which have required daily re-delineation of target volume as

well as the critical structures near to the tumor.

In the management of patients diagnosed with gynecologic tumors, it is well

known that the primary tumor exhibits large interfraction motion due to day-to-

day changes in the nearby pelvic organs including the bladder, rectum, and bowel

[27]. This motion can be erratic and thus unpredictable. The use of cine MRI during

beam delivery affords the option to intervene in the event of extreme anatomical

changes. For some patients the daily anatomical changes necessitate re-contouring

of the target, bowel, and rectum to ensure the optimal organs at risk (OAR) sparing

and maximization of target dose. Table 20.1 summarizes the potential advantages

and disadvantages of MRg-RT for gynecologic tumors.

The use of MRg-RT in cervical cancer
Introduction
Cervical cancer is the fourth most common female malignancy worldwide; it

accounted for an estimated 604,000 new cancer cases and 342,000 deaths in 2020

[28]. In the United States, approximately 14,500 new cases of invasive cervical can-

cer and 4300 cancer-related deaths occur each year. On the continent of Africa and in

Central America, cervical cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality

among females [29,30]. Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer diagnosis

and cause of death among gynecologic cancers in the United States, with lower inci-

dence and mortality rates than uterine corpus or ovarian cancer [1,28].

The standard management of individuals with locally advanced cervical cancer

includes external pelvic radiotherapy (EPRT) with concurrent cisplatin-based che-

motherapy with brachytherapy (BRT) [31]. The treatment field should cover the

entire uterus and cervix, the parametria, the upper vagina in accordance with the

extension throughout the vagina, and the draining lymphatics. BRT has a critical role

Table 20.1 Potential advantages and disadvantages of MR-guided radiation
treatment for gynecologic tumors.

Advantages Disadvantages

Augmentation of soft tissue contrast allowing more
accurate delivery to the target volume

Need for electron density
information for dose calculation

Intra-fraction cine MRI to monitor target volume
position during dose delivery

Limited MR capacity in radiation
oncology departments

Allowing daily adaptive replanning RT Need pelvic wide field of view MRI
from skin surface

Remove requirement for fiducials Longer treatment durations

Ability to delineate dominant lesion for boosting with
higher doses (e.g., with simultaneous integrated
boost technique)

Difficulty in treatment in patients
with closed space phobia
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for curative-intent treatment of cervical cancer, because it has intrinsic physical

property of steep dose gradient, and has a potential to deliver relatively large dose

while sparing the surrounding OAR [32,33]. Elective para-aortic lymph node irradi-

ation may be used in some patients with high risk features. Despite wide application

of daily image-guidance and sophisticated RT techniques including intensity-

modulated RT (IMRT), and volumetric arc therapy (VMAT), long-term urogenital

and gastrointestinal side effects are still frequent [34].

Radiation oncology has improved significantly during the last decades in parallel

with the advances in computer and software technologies. Since 1990, image guid-

ance during EPRT evolved from port films to cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging.

Moreover, fiducial markers and daily image guidance have become increasingly

used in order to have more precise targeting of the tumors, and surrounding tissues.

However, CBCT has a suboptimal soft tissue contrast, which makes it challenging to

distinguish the soft tissue from surrounding healthy tissues. MRI provides higher soft

tissue contrast in addition to biological/functional imaging capabilities. Different

from the CBCT imaging, there is no additional ionizing radiation exposure when

MRI is used for daily on-board imaging. Therefore, during whole treatment the

tumor and the daily pelvic anatomy of the patient can be visualized.

Due to its excellent soft tissue contrast, MRI is already widely applied in all steps

of cervical cancer diagnosis, staging, RT planning, and treatment response evalua-

tion. For RT, MRI has many advantages during both EPRT contouring and planning,

and BRT application and planning. Beside superior soft tissue contrast compared to

CT, MRI has the advantage of allowing depiction of disease extent in more than one

plane [35]. Since MRI is superior in assessing tumor size as well as soft tissue inva-

sion when compared with CT imaging, it has been used during the delineation of

target for cervical cancer patients [36,37]. Contemporary consensus contouring

guidelines for the external RT of cervical cancer recommend delineating the whole

uterus in addition to parametria and lymphatics [38]. These guidelines were written

based on the limited ability of CT to identify the tumor extension throughout the

uterus. It is more logical to delineate the whole uterus when the tumor extension can-

not be visualized clearly. Moreover, a large margin should be added in order to over-

come the interfraction fundus motion.

MRI has already been integrated into the treatment of locally advanced cervical

cancer (LACC) patients. The cervix is among the first cancer sites where response-

adaptive radiotherapy has been successfully implemented in clinical practice. The

application of MRI-guided BRT has demonstrated significant growth during the last

two decades. MRI at the time of BRT allows the BRT boost to be individually tai-

lored according to the residual tumor volume after external pelvic RT [39]. Cur-

rently, MRI is the best practice method of imaging the cervix for BRT planning

because it provides greater soft tissue resolution and discrimination than CT images

[40]. MR-guided-BRT has been demonstrated to yield excellent clinical outcomes

and is recommended for patients with locally advanced cervical cancer in recent

Canadian and European practice guidelines [7,40–42]. MRI-guided BRT in LACC

patients has shown that MRI guidance improves delineation of the high-risk clinical
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target volume, and intermediate risk clinical target volume, leading to better tumor

control and decreased toxicity. The implementation of MRI-guided adaptive target

volume selection, adapted treatment technique, and risk adapted dose prescription

through image-guided BRT boost has resulted in a significant improvement in pelvic

control across all stages, while reducing serious morbidity [7,8,27,43].

Potential gains of MRg-RT in cervical cancer patients
Inter- and intra-fraction movements of the cervix
During the treatment of cervical cancer patients, target volumes change their position

and shape due to internal organ motion and tumor regression [44–49]. Therefore, rel-
atively large planning target volumes (PTVs) should be applied to overcome these

changes, which results in a considerable volume of healthy tissue within the PTV

[50,51]. With reasonable tumor control, focus of modern external beam RT improve-

ments lies on improving radiation-related acute, and late toxicities by reducing large

PTV margins. It is more probable that the small bowel could be spared if treatment

plans could be adjusted for tumor shrinkage with MRIg-RT with online adaptive

replanning [52]. The MRg-RT concept seems promising since it has been shown that

cervical tumors shrink on average approximately 50% after two-thirds of the EBRT

fractions [53,54].

The first study evaluating the cervical motion during external pelvic RT was per-

formed by Kaatee et al. [46]. Multiple studies have been confirmed that there was an

independent motion of cervical fiducial markers, and Jadon et al. summarized these

findings in a systemic review [55]. The mean interfraction motion of the cervix

reported as between 1 and 16mm in anterior/posterior, 1.5–8mm superior/inferior,

and 0.3–10mm lateral directions [55–57]. Since the nodal clinical target volume

(CTV) runs close to bony structures and is delineated on the base of pelvic vessels,

motion of the nodal CTV has often been assumed to be insignificant; however, this

may not necessarily be the case, particularly in patients treated prone [58,59]. Blad-

der and bowel changes also contribute significantly to cervical and uterine motion;

however, the strong association between the rectal volume and cervical motion has

been demonstrated [58,59].

A variety of imaging techniques can be used in order to overcome organ motion

during RT. Initial image guidance was based on portal imaging; however, CBCT has

better quality and now widely used technique [60]. CBCT is a practical method and

has been used to select daily plans for a plan of the day approach [61]. Disadvantages

of CBCT include poor tissue contrast, the inability to image during treatment, and the

additional ionizing radiation dose [62,63]. The development of MRg-RT technology

produce images with higher soft tissue contrast, but protocols will need to balance

image quality, field of view, and speed. The main advantage of MR-guided adaptive

RT techniques is ensuring optimal coverage of the primary CTV; however, there is

some sparing of OARs. Adaptive strategies, therefore, allow reduction in the internal

margin component of the CTV to PTVmargins, which in turn allows for reduction in

dose to OARs [64–66].
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Visser et al. demonstrated that online MRI-guided adaptive RT allows better

sparing of OAR [52]. White et al. conducted a comparative study of various adaptive

RT techniques using CBCT with standard margins, reduced margins, and MRg-RT,

and showed that incremental dosimetric gains can be made in OAR sparing through

the use of more advanced technology [67].

There are some technological barriers to the implementation of MRI image-

guided adaptive EPRT for cervical cancer. Current online contouring is performed

manually, with significant workforce and time implications, with a mean fraction

time of more than 1h [68]. Daily MRI-guided adaptive RT during the whole course

of external pelvic RT may be difficult to tolerate for some patients. The limited treat-

ment field length on some machines may also complicate the treatment of cervical

cancer as the combination of primary and nodal CTV can be >25cm [68].

In conclusion, the use of adaptive MRg-RT potentially leads to a considerable

reduction in OAR dose, by facilitating improved accuracy of treatment delivery

and enabling PTV margin reduction. However, this issue warrants further prospec-

tive studies.

Target volume in cervical cancer: Whole uterus vs. high-risk CTV
Advanced imaging has become an important research field in radiation oncology.

The ever-increasing information obtained from advanced imaging has evoked an

increasing interest in the potential benefit of adapting the dose to different target vol-

umes according to the risk of recurrence. The MRI has the capability to distinguish a

tumor from healthy uterus which enables targeting of the tumor instead of the whole

uterus. Preliminary modeling suggested that adapting the dose to target volumes with

respect to the recurrence risk for cervical cancer patients was feasible, and resulted in

a significant improvement in pelvic control across all stages, while reducing serious

morbidity [69]. In a retrospective study, Kozak et al. evaluated 53 patients with stage

IB to IVB cervical carcinoma, who underwent image-guided intensity modulated RT

and BRT [70]. The aim of the study was to evaluate whether their institutional stan-

dard of less-than-whole-uterus irradiation affects loco-regional control in patients

with locally advanced cervical cancer. The entire uterus was not included in the clin-

ical target volume; instead, the median proportion of the uterus included in the plan-

ning target volume (PTV) was 66%. With a median follow-up of 44months, no

patient experienced isolated local recurrence, and 2-year loco-regional failure was

10.9%. Compared with patients who had �90% of the uterus included in the PTV

(n¼12), patients who had <90% (n¼41) of the uterus included in the PTV had sig-

nificantly lower bowel V40 (P¼0.049) and D200cc (P¼0.006). This study showed

that less-than-whole uterus irradiation for locally advanced cervical cancer does not

compromise loco-regional control and reduces bowel V40 and D200cc. Nevertheless

further prospective randomized studies are warranted to recommend definitive cer-

vix intensity-modulated radiation therapy volumes. Moreover, the clinical signifi-

cance of this bowel dose reduction should be assessed with prospective studies

with long-term follow-up periods.
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MR-guided SBRT instead of BRT
The use of BRT has recently declined due to advances in external beam RT tech-

niques such as IMRT, VMAT, helical tomo-therapy, SBRT, and MRIg-RT [71–
73]. However, the importance of BRT in LACC patients was shown in the Surveil-

lance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database study [74]. In this study, the

use of BRT resulted in significantly higher rates of cancer-specific survival (64% vs.

52%) and OS (58% vs. 46%) at 4years.

A second population-based study from the National Cancer Database analyzed

data for 7654 patients treated between January 2004 and December 2011 with stages

IIB-IVA cervical carcinoma [75]. This study reported that in the same time period,

use of advanced technologies, including IMRT and SBRT, for a boost increased from

3.3% to 14%. In a multivariable survival analysis, using IMRT or SBRT for a boost

resulted in inferior overall survival compared with BRT (HR 1.86). These data high-

light the importance of brachytherapy in the treatment of cervical cancer.

In daily clinical practice, however, a small proportion of patients are ineligible for

BRT application due to anatomical conditions or refuse BRT. The use of MR-guided

SBRT boost for this patient population is an important field for MRg- RT in LACC

patients.

The first experiences of this novel treatment strategy have been published [76–
80]. Due to the limited dimensions, delineated volumes, and number of fractions, this

treatment option is easier to implement than treatment of longer external pelvic RT

fields. The main advantage of MR-guided SBRT boost for LACC patients seems to

be an improvement of OAR doses, which may be a main handicap in CT-guided

SBRT planning [78]. Bowel and nonbony targets can be better visualized by the

guidance of MRI, and further sparing may be obtained with daily adaptive applica-

tion. Strictly using the current recommended BRT OAR dose constraints for MR-

guided SBRT treatments may be a good starting point to prevent high toxicity.

Another important point for the cervical cancer is that using higher HR-CTV

doses has been shown to have resulted in a better tumor control rates [81,82]. In this

sense, MR-guided SBRT may deliver a lower dose to the targets compared to BRT

(brachytherapy), but a higher target dose can be expected compared to that of CBCT-

guided treatments [76]. Recently Hadi et al. published an article investigating the

feasibility of an MR-guided SBRT boost (MRg-SBRT boost) for patients with

locally advanced or recurrent gynecological cancer, who were not suitable for

BRT [80]. They retrospectively evaluated 10 patients. MRg-SBRT boost was deliv-

ered to a median total dose of 21.0Gy in 4 fractions. Hadi et al. reported that there

was no worsening of the aforementioned acute toxicities after the MRg-SBRT boost.

After a median follow-up of 9months, the authors did not observe any grade 2 or

higher toxicities. Although long-term follow-up is required, these findings show

us the feasibility of an MRg-SBRT boost approach in patients with locally advanced

or recurrent gynecological cancer, who were not candidates for BT.

MR-guided SBRT should not be considered as an alternative to BRT; however, it

could be an option in selected patients where BRT is not feasible, and it might be

preferable over CCT-guided SBRT in LACC patients.
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Functional imaging dose painting
As well as the excellent soft tissue contrast, MRI allows for noninvasive assessment

of tissue perfusion [83,84], hypoxia (using blood-oxygen-level dependent [BOLD]

imaging) [85], and cellular density (diffusion-weighted imaging [DWI]) [86]. By the

help of these advanced techniques, prognostic information may be obtained in LACC

patients [34,87]. Currently these techniques are being investigated as early markers

of response. There is also potential for use in automatic contouring [34,87]. The

development of a 1.5TMRI linear accelerator, with a consortium approach, provides

a unique opportunity to develop standardized protocols for functional imaging to pre-

dict radiotherapy response even during the treatment [88,89]. Moreover, using func-

tional imaging possibilities may be advantageous, especially in anatomical sites

where the CT image quality does not allow dose escalation hypotheses or where sig-

nificant intra-fraction or interfraction organ motion is expected. Therefore, MRg- RT

represents an innovative approach for personalized RT treatments and its applica-

tions are being explored in various anatomical sites to understand fully its potential

advantages [23].

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), in which the random Brownian motion of

water within tissues is detected, is currently used to identify malignant from benign

tumors by measuring apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values. Malignant tumors

exhibit a low ADC value and, together with T2WI, are highly sensitive in distin-

guishing tumor from surrounding tissues. Studies have shown that serial ADC mea-

surements during treatment can be used as an independent prognostic factor for

response to treatment, that the increase in ADC values during treatment represents

tumor response and thus helps to identify good responders [27,90,91]. DWI also

shows heterogeneity within the tumor, indicating regression as well as areas of resis-

tant clones. Therefore, the dose escalation with dose painting may be a good strategy

to overcome these resistant clones. The feasibility of using diagnostic DWI on the

MR-linac system has been demonstrated, but reproducibility across systems and

institutions is challenging due to inconsistent hardware and acquisition methods [27].

Boldrini et al. published the first clinical experience of MRg-RT application in

patients with LACC undergoing neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy. They evaluated

nine patients with LACC treated with the MR-linac system and compared the results

with an equivalent population of patients treated with linac-based standard treatment

results in the same period in their center [23]. The total prescribed dose was 50.6Gy

(2.3Gy/fraction) to planning target volume 1 (PTV1) and 39.6Gy (1.8Gy/fraction)

to PTV2, delivered using a dose painting. Surgery was performed 8weeks after the

end of chemo-radiotherapy. The acute grade 1 and 2 gastrointestinal system toxicity

were observed in 55.5% of linac patients and in 33.3% of those treated with MRg-

RT. The acute grade 1–2 genitourinary system toxicity was described in 33.3% of

linac patients and in 22.2% of those treated withMRg-RT. No grade 3 toxicities were

observed, with the exception of two cases of neutropenia (one per arm) that required

treatment discontinuation. There was no difference between the pathologic response

rates between the patients treated with MRg-RT and the linac population, with five

pR0 (55.5%), three pR1 (33.3%), and one pR2 (11.1%) responses. Although the
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study had a limited number of patients, it has demonstrated the safety and the fea-

sibility of MRg-RT in LACC patients.

The use of MRg-RT in endometrial cancer
Introduction
Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecologic malignancy in developed coun-

tries and the second most common after the carcinoma of the cervix in developing

countries. Uterine corpus cancer is the sixth most commonly diagnosed cancer in

women, with 417,000 new cases and 97,000 deaths in 2020 [92].

Surgery consisting of hysterectomy and salpingo-oophorectomy with or without

regional lymph node dissection or sentinel lymph node mapping is the mainstay of

management of endometrial cancer. Decisions about adjuvant therapy for endome-

trial carcinoma are based upon clinic-pathologic factors and molecular prognostic

factors.

Role of MRg-RT in inoperable endometrial cancer
Endometrial cancer frequently presents in older patients; therefore, 3%–9% of

patients will have medical comorbidities that preclude surgical intervention [93–
95]. With the increasing age of the population, the number of women with newly

diagnosed endometrial cancer who are medically inoperable is expected to increase

[96,97]. For patients presenting with un-resectable locally advanced disease and no

evidence of multiple distant metastases, treatment options include definitive radio-

therapy or neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery or definitive radiother-

apy, depending on response.

Definitive RT for inoperable endometrial cancer patients consists of external

beam RT and/or BRT depending upon the stage of the disease [93,98]. For

stage I patients, intracavitary BRT with or without external RT is recommended.

For patients with stage II endometrial cancer, any grade should receive external

RT and intracavitary BRT. All patients with clinical stages III and IV (confined

to the pelvis) disease should receive external RT and intracavitary BRT. When fea-

sible, surgical debulking should be given to patients with clinical stage III/IV disease.

The incorporation of modern RT technology and image-guided adaptive BRT is

likely to decrease side effects and provide more precise target coverage [98].

There is evidence from several reports that localized tumors of the corpus uterus

are curable with RT alone [99–103]. However, evidence from randomized trials is

lacking. To determine the outcomes associated with primary radiation therapy for

medically inoperable, clinical stage I and II, endometrial adenocarcinoma, Podzie-

linski et al. evaluated 74 patients retrospectively [99]. The majority of patients

received a combination of pelvic RT and BRT with curative intent, and the reported

median progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) were 43.5months
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and 47.2months, respectively. BRT alone has been applied with curative intent, with

excellent LC up to 100% in selected patients [103,104].

In a systematic review by van der Steen-Banasik et al., 2694 endometrial cancer

patients treated with definitive RT were analyzed [98]. External beam RT combined

with BRT was used in 1278 patients (47.4%), BRT alone in 1383 patients (51.3%),

and external beam RT alone in 33 patients (1.2%). Disease-specific survival (DSS) at

5years was reported as 49.1%. The average occurrence of�grade 3 late toxicity was

3.7% for external beam RT+BRT, 2.8% for BRT alone, and 1.2% for external beam

RT alone. These results showed that definitive irradiation with either external beam

RT and/or BT for nonoperable endometrial cancer patients are feasible and well tol-

erated. For the nonsurgical candidate patients, RT is an acceptable treatment options

with respect to the disease control and toxicity. In this systemic review, the authors

recommended radiographic evaluation of the lymph nodes as well as the use of MRI

whenever possible to determine accurately the degree of myometrial infiltration and

for an adequate applicator choice.

The use of novel imaging techniques in radiation therapy technology has allowed

for a more precise definition of tumor targets and the potential for increased accuracy

of dose delivery. MR-guided adaptive intracavitary BRT and MR-guided external

RT might have been a good option for inoperable endometrial cancer patients.

MRg-RT provides real-time imaging target volumes and the OARs before and during

the whole course of RT, and it is particularly useful in sites affected by inter- and

intra-fractional motion such as the pelvic region. Therefore, MRg-RT for inoperable

endometrial cancer patients allows the benefit of an adaptive RT with respect to the

daily anatomy of the patients. Bladder or rectal filling in addition to the variations in

uterine position can be visualized and accommodated during the daily plan. How-

ever, MR-linac treatment fields are limited in a cranio-caudal direction. Available

field lengths (Unity/Elekta: 22cm; MRIdian/ViewRay: 24.1cm) may be too limited

for pelvic fields in tall patients or patients with para-aortic nodal RT. However, MR-

linac offers the possibility to strengthen the uterus and any metastatic nodes in addi-

tion to elective EBRT when the patient is not appropriate for intra-cavitary BRT

application. Daily MRI guidance and replanning adapt to changing positions of

the sigmoid, small intestine, and bladder while allowing better targeting of the dose

to the uterine cavity and spread of disease to the uterine wall and/or cervix. Although

achievable target doses are not expected to be as high as in BRT, a significant

increase may be achieved after external pelvic RT depending on the volume and

extent of residual disease. To date, no clinical case/study has been published report-

ing early experience with this new treatment option for inoperable endometrial can-

cer patients, thus the potential gains remain theoretical.

Role of MRg-RT in vaginal vault recurrences
Vaginal vault recurrences of genital tract malignancy are not uncommon, and may be

the first sign of recurrent disease. Approximately 10%–20% of all patients with

early-stage endometrial cancer will develop recurrent disease. The majority
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(approximately 75%) of the recurrences are located in the vaginal vault, and occur

during the first 3years after a primary disease [105–107]. The recommended treat-

ment for vaginal recurrence is salvage RT in the form of external beam RT followed

by vaginal BRT, or surgical resection, although there are no randomized prospective

studies to guide treatment for these women [108,109].

Salvage RT is generally the recommended treatment option in patients with local

or loco-regional recurrence, who did not have previous pelvic RT. Surgical resection

of the recurrence and/or chemotherapy may also play a role, especially for patients

with nonendometrioid histological types. Despite the fact that surgical resection of

isolated vaginal vault recurrence is an acceptable treatment option, the experience of

this approach is limited to recommend it as a routine management option. The prog-

nosis of women with isolated vaginal recurrence is better compared to women with

pelvic nodal recurrence [110]. In the PORTEC-1 trial, 35 out of 39 patients with iso-

lated vaginal recurrence received RT with curative intent, most often with pelvic

external beam RT and BRT. The combination of pelvic RT plus BRT appears to pro-

vide the best outcomes [111–116]. Although some studies included women with

recurrent endometrial cancer patients who were successfully managed with vaginal

BRT alone as a small percentage of their cohorts [117], vaginal BRT combined with

pelvic RT showed improved OS over BRT alone on univariate analysis in one study

[112]. In the Sorbe analysis [116], 86% of the patients treated with salvage BRT

alone achieved “complete vaginal remission,” compared to 92% in the patients trea-

ted with combined treatment.

After the completion of pelvic RT and if the residual tumor measures �5mm

interstitial BRT has been successfully used in the salvage treatment of women with

endometrial cancer [114–118]. If interstitial BRT is indicated for large residual

tumors after EBRT, laparoscopy, fluoroscopy, or real-time image guidance (ultra-

sound, CT, or MRI) should be considered to help avoid bowel perforation. In some

cases with recurrent endometrial cancer, such as in patients with a rectovaginal sep-

tum recurrence in close proximity to the rectal wall, interstitial BRT is not are ame-

nable to salvage. In this situation, there is a high risk of fistula formation in spite of

using real-time image guidance, therefore SBRT may be an option for these cases.

MR-guided SBRT has potential advantages for these patients since it allows the plan

to be adjusted with respect to the daily anatomical changes with relatively homoge-

neous dose distributions and may provide a good alternative [78].

Role of MRg-RT in pelvic and abdominal wall recurrences
The treatment modality choice of recurrent endometrial cancer patients depends

largely on the localization of disease, the patient’s performance status and previous

treatment history, and the tumor’s hormonal receptor status. Oligorecurrences of

endometrial cancer located in the abdomen and pelvis, including pelvic wall, abdom-

inal wall, lymph node recurrences, and other soft tissue lesions can be treated with

surgery and/or RT [119]. The ongoing GOG 238 protocol attempts to determine

whether concurrent weekly cisplatin will improve results of salvage whole-pelvis
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radiation plus boost in recurrent endometrial cancer patients who have not previously

received RT [120]. Until the results of the GOG 238 trial are reported, current rec-

ommendations are based on consensus guidelines and retrospective data. For local-

ized disease, consideration of RT and/or surgery or systemic therapy has been

recommended. In the setting of prior pelvic radiation, treatment recommendations

are even less well defined. Overall, optimal treatment of localized recurrence

remains unclear [119].

Salvage SBRT has been proven to have cure potential in patients with recurrent

gynecologic tumors [119,121–123]. Francis et al. reported their institutional experi-
ence and oncologic outcomes for salvage treatment for the recurrence of early-stage

endometrial cancer patients. They analyzed a total of 2691 women [119]. With a

median follow-up of 6.1years, the overall rate of recurrence was 7.2%, and the rate

of loco-regional recurrence was 3.7%. The median overall survival was 14years for

the women with vaginal-only recurrences; on the other hand, the median overall sur-

vival times were inferior for both pelvic (1.2years) and distant (1.0year) failures,

when compared to vaginal-only recurrences. For women with vaginal-only recur-

rences, salvage RT was the only factor associated with improved OS on multivari-

able analysis. While these results are promising in the setting of metastatic disease,

they also suggest that improving local control may have additional potential. For

patients with recurrent endometrial cancer, MRI guidance and online replanning

can provide dosimetric gain, particularly when SBRT with typical sharp dose gradi-

ents is planned for the tumors which are located in highly mobiles areas including

pelvis, and mobile sensible OARs are in close proximity and vulnerable to injury

[27]. However, up to now, there is no published data reporting early experience with

this novel technology.

The use of MRg-RT in ovarian cancer
Introduction: ovarian cancer treatment and the role of radiotherapy
in ovarian cancer patients
Ovarian cancer (OC) is one of the most common malignancies among women

accounting for 3% of all cancer in women and for 5% of all cancer-related deaths

[124]. The histological classification comprises epithelial (approximately 90% of

all OC), sex cord, stromal, and germ cell tumors. Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC)

accounts for 25% of all gynecological malignancies, including high- and low-grade

serous tumors (respectively, 70% and 5% of all EOC), endometrioid (10%), mucin-

ous (3%), and clear cell (10%) histology. High-grade serous ovarian cancer is the

most common subtype, and unfortunately presents with few or vague symptoms.

As a result, most women present with stage III or IV [125]. EOC is the most lethal

of the gynecologic cancers, with 5-year survival rates less than 50%.

Even though important advances have been made during the last three decades in

surgery and chemotherapy (CT), overall survival (OS) for patients with ovarian
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cancer has not changed significantly. Approximately 60%–80% of the patients with

advanced EOC initially respond to first line CT, the majority of patients (�70%)

experience recurrence in either the abdominal-pelvic region or other distant sites

[126,127]. In the last decade, there have been important advances both in systemic

and surgical treatment of EOC. However, the 5-year survival rate for FIGO stage III

disease is still poor, at approximately 20%–25%, and the median time to recurrence

is less than 2years [126]. It is obvious that there is a need for novel treatment strat-

egies in order to improve the oncological outcome of EOC patients.

EOC is a radiosensitive tumor and in the past RT had a main role in the manage-

ment of adjuvant treatment. However, the role has evolved over the years with the

use of platinum-based CT regimens. Nevertheless, modern RT techniques can still

have a role in selected patients with recurrent disease particularly for limited local

recurrences, and oligometastatic/oligo-recurrent setting.

RT is very much a technology-driven treatment modality in the management of

cancer. RT techniques have changed significantly over the past few decades, thanks

to improvements in engineering and computing. Over the last decades, 3D-treatment

planning, IMRT, 4D-RT, complex dose calculation algorithms and IGRT, and ste-

reotactic radiotherapy (SRT) have been game changers permitting increasingly pre-

cise target coverage and sparing of nearby healthy tissues. Currently, radiation

oncologists are witnessing the implementation of the latest technological revolution:

combination of MRI with a linear accelerator, which is called “MR-linac.” MR-g-

SBRT is a novel and rapidly evolving technology that might enhance the risk-benefit

ratio for cancer patients. Through direct visualization of the tumor and the nearby

healthy tissues during treatment, highly accurate treatment even to mobile targets

can be achieved. Each individual treatment can be customized to changing daily

anatomy, potentially reducing the risk of radiation-related side effects while simul-

taneously increasing the dose delivered to the tumor [128]. Thanks to these highly

conformal RT techniques, selective approaches in appropriate indications have been

used in the case of limited recurrences or unresectable disease in EOCwith the poten-

tial for long-term disease control. Currently RT has been used for selected patients

with EOC for (i) limited loco-regional recurrences, (ii) oligometastatic or oligopro-

gressive disease, and (iii) palliation of tumor-related symptoms.

Role of MRg-RT in recurrent ovarian cancer
Abdomino-pelvic recurrence is the predominant pattern of treatment failure in EOC

patients. Depending on the initial treatment at the time of the diagnosis, salvage treat-

ment options may consist of surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiotherapy. The prog-

nosis of failures after first-line therapy is rather poor, particularly for those who

relapse less than 6months after the completion of treatment indicating the

platinum-resistant disease. Table 20.2 demonstrates the studies investigating the role

of salvage RT for recurrent EOC [127,130–135]. Most of the studies included both

nodal and extranodal recurrences and applied tumor directed RT using more confor-

mal RT techniques. The reported in-field disease control is approximately 70% at
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Table 20.2 Selected studies of radiotherapy in recurrent ovarian cancer.

Author Year Stage Study design n Comments

Brown [127] 2013 Nodal (49%),
extranodal (51%)

Retrospective IFRT median dose:
59.2Gy (� 45Gy)
IMRT, 3D, BRT, 1 proton

102 5-year OS 40%, PFS 24%
5-year in-field disease control rate was
71%

Yahara [129] 2013 Nodal (66%),
ekstranodal
(34%)

Retrospective IFRT median dose:
60Gy conventional fractionation

27 CR 82%, 2-year OS: 53%, PFS: 39; in
field tm control 96%

Albuquerque
[130]

2016 Nodal, pelvis
Retroperitoneal

Retrospective IFRT median dose:
50Gy conventional fractionation

27 5-year LRFS: 70%; 5-year DFS: 33%

Choi [131] 2017 Nodal and
extranodal
disease

3D-CRT 44 1- and 2-year in-field LC rates were
66.0% and 55.0%, respectively

Chang [132] 2018 Nodal and
extranodal
disease

Prospective phase II; IFRT-IMRT,
3D-CRT or BRT

30 Overall and CRRs were 85.7% and 50%,
respectively
2-year PFS rate was 39.3%
3-year LC and OS rates were 55.8% and
84.4%, respectively
Platinum resistant¼platinum sensitive

Komura [133] 2019 Nodal or
extranodal
recurrence

Retrospective 3D-CRT 24 In-field overall response of 58.3%,
median regression was 40.2%
1-year survival and local PFS rates after
RT were 66.7% and 45.8%, respectively

Notes: n: patient number; 3D-CRT: three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy; BRT: brachytherapy; CR: complete response; CRR: cancer-related recurrences;
DFS: disease-free survival; IFRT: involved field radiotherapy; IMRT: intensity-modulated radiotherapy; LC: local control; LRFS: loco-regional relapse free survival’
OS: overall survival.



5years [127,130,135]. Nonserous histology, platinum sensitivity, biologically effec-

tive dose (BED)�35Gy, and nodal recurrences were reported as favorable factors

associated with lower relapse risk [125,127,129,133,134].

High-grade serous EOC has a propensity for intra-abdominal relapse, while the

nonendometrioid subtypes have distinct patterns of spread and are more likely to be

pelvic confined at diagnosis and recurrence [136,137]. There are some studies with

conflicting results demonstrating the higher response to RT in nonserous histologies.

In a study from MD Anderson Cancer Center, Brown and colleagues showed that

significantly higher progression-free and overall survival rates among eight patients

with clear cell carcinoma treated with involved field radiotherapy compared with

patients with other histologic subtypes (5-year: 75% vs. 20%, and 88% vs. 37%,

respectively) [127]. In the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) pro-

gram, clear cell, mucinous, and endometriod histologies of the ovary for stages I–III
were analyzed with respect to the incidence, survival, and treatments [138]. In sub-

group analysis, a benefit of RT was shown in terms of overall survival for all stage III

patients; it was highest for stage III patients with mucinous histology.

Treatment of EOC in a curative setting proved to require high doses of radiation.

However, most patients diagnosed with EOC often present with abdomino-pelvic

region recurrences where, because of radiosensitive healthy organs, prescription

of adequately high doses of radiation for the eradication of any bulky disease was

difficult without inducing high rates of toxicity [108,109,138]. SBRT has curative

potential in patients with recurrent gynecological malignancies as it has been shown

in multiple studies (Table 20.3) [139–143]. Kunos et al. evaluated the role of SBRT
in 50 women with the diagnosis of gynecological tumors (50% with primary ovarian

cancer) with�4 sites of metastatic disease [139]. Common treatment sites were para-

aortic nodes (38%), pelvic nodes (28%), and the liver (16%). The clinical target vol-

umes were delineated based on coregistration to PET/CT imaging and 3mm were

added to create the planning target volume, which is a margin on the clinical target

volume to account for setup uncertainties and organ motion. The total response rate,

defined as the sum of complete and partial response rates, was 96% with duration of

follow-up of 6.0months. Median disease-free survival was 7.8months and overall

survival was 20.2months with only three grade�3 toxicities. As seen in

Table 20.2, despite excellent local control, rates of progression outside of the tar-

geted lesions remain high, ranging from 43% to 57% [139–143]. These high rates

of distant progression prompted a phase I study with 12 women (seven with primary

ovarian cancer) testing the safety of sequential carboplatin and gemcitabine followed

by SBRT. The authors selected the SBRT dose as 3�8Gy, which was proven to be

an effective dose in their previous phase II study [139]. Their results suggested that

carboplatin-gemcitabine-SBRT treatment in women with recurrent or persistent

gynecologic cancer was safe. These reassuring results may pave the way for the addi-

tion of radiosensitizers, targeted agents, and immunotherapy in combination with

SBRT [144–147].
Salvage RT using SBRT shows promising results as it improves local control in

selected patients. In these situations, MRI guidance and online replanning might
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offer dosimetric gain, especially when SBRT, with the typical sharp dose gradients,

is planned but highly mobile sensible OARs are in close proximity and vulnerable to

injury.

Role of MRg-RT in oligometastatic ovarian cancer
Another scenario in which RT has been employed in EOC is “oligometastatic dis-

ease,” a transitional condition characterized by between one and five detectable

metastases, with an intermediate prognosis between localized and widely

Table 20.3 Stereotactic body radiotherapy for recurrent/metastatic
ovarian cancer.

Study Year N
Primary
tumor SBRT dose

Local
control (%)

Distant
progression
(%)

Kunos
(phase II)
[139]

2012 50/
103

Ovarian,
cervical,
endometrial
cancer

3�8Gy (daily) 96 at
6months

62 at
6months

Deodata
[140]

2009 11/
12

Recurrent/
metastatic
ovarian,
cervical,
endometrial
cancers

5�6Gy (daily) 66.6 at
2years

46 at 2years

Higginson
[141]

2011 16 Ovarian,
vaginal,
cervical, and
endometrial
cancers

12–54Gy/3–5
fractions

79 at 2years 43 at 2years

Mesko
[142]

2017 28/
47

Ovarian,
primary
peritoneal,
endometrial
cancers

5�8Gy 34% stable
disease
32% Partial
response
17%
Complete
response at
1year

57 at 1year

Kunos
(phase I)
[143]

2015 12/
28

Ovarian,
cervical,
endometrial
cancers

Carboplatin +
gemcitabine +
SBRT 3�8Gy

79% Partial
response,
and 21%
stable
disease at
6weeks

75 at 6weeks

Note: N: number of patients/number of treated lesions.
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disseminated disease, in which local control may lead to improved survival [148].

The term “oligometastases” represents a clinical state of metastatic disease that is

limited in the number of metastatic sites and extent of disease, and amenable to

metastasis-directed surgical or ablative therapy [149]. While metastasis-directed

approaches are used for palliation, the primary goal of such treatment for patients

with oligometastases is to prolong survival and the duration of cancer control.

The term “oligometastasis” was defined in 1995 by Drs. Hellman and Weichsel-

baum, and they hypothesized that metastasis-directed surgical and radiotherapeutic

treatments may be a potentially curative treatment options for select patients [150].

Significant advances have been made in oligometastatic disease in nonsmall cell

lung cancer and prostate cancer, and there are phase II data showing that increased

survivals as a result of local ablative treatments will reflect on overall survival

[151,152]. New guidelines on oligometastases are being published, including the

American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) [153] and the European Society

for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO) and the European Organization for

Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) [154]. Although there is no consensus

on the location, size, and number of the tumor, it has been defined as �5 metastases

in the bone, lymph node or other organs. According to the ASTRO guidelines, tumor

size should not be included in the concept of oligometastasis, but rather the suitability

of the metastatic focus to local ablative therapies is important. Again, according to

the ASTRO guideline, controlling the primary tumor is optional and the concept of

oligometastasis is independent of the primary histology of the disease [153]. In this

sense, the role of SBRT in oligometastatic disease in EOC is worth investigating.

There are three retrospective Italian studies examining SBRT as an ablative treat-

ment option in oligometastatic/oligorecuring/oligoprogressive patients in EOC, and

these studies are summarized in Table 20.4 [155–157]. In the study of Iftode et al.,

local ablative SBRT was applied to patients with �4 metastases, metastasis size

<5cm, and extracranial (liver, lung, and lymph node) metastases with a life expec-

tancy of>6months [155]. A total of 44 lesions were irradiated in 26 patients, and the

rate of local control at 1, 2, and 5years was reported as 92.9%. Complete response to

SBRT was achieved in 59.1% of patients, with a median progression-free survival of

19months and a median overall survival of 64.5months. Grade 3 and higher toxicity

was not observed in any patient.

In the study of Lazzari et al., SBRT was applied to a total of 156 lesions in 82

oligometastatic EOCs [156]. The oligometastatic disease was defined as �5 metas-

tases, and patients with brain or bone metastases were not included in the study.

Patient selection criteria in this study were very strict: (i) with oligorecurrence/oli-

goprogression (ii) where surgery or other local treatments are not possible (ii) che-

motherapy is relatively contraindicated (resistant, no options, patient preference,

etc.). The median dose administered is 24Gy (14–45Gy) in three fractions. In this

study, the complete response rate was 60%, and 90% of recurrences were outside

the SBRT field. The overall 2-year survival rate is 71% and there is no grade 3 or

higher toxicity. The patient group that benefited most was the patients with stage

I–II disease at the time of diagnosis, who did not have residual disease after the first
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surgery, less systemic chemotherapy was applied, �2 lesions were ablated, only

nodal recurrences, and>7months had passed from the last chemotherapy.

In the MITO RT-01 study, which has the largest number of patients, SBRT was

applied to a total of 449 lesions out of 261 patients [157]. In this study, 65% of SBRT-

applied lesions were nodal disease, and patients with brain metastases were included

in the analysis. In this study, as in the study of Lazzari et al.,�5 lesions were selected

for the definition of oligometastasis. The median dose administered is 25Gy (18–
75Gy). The complete response rate was reported as 65.2%, and in patients�60years

of age, with a planned target volume (PTV) of�18cm3, with nodal recurrence, and a

biological equivalent dose (BED) selected in SBRT>70Gy (α/β¼10) response rates

are higher. Local control rates are higher in patients who achieve complete response

and receive>25Gy. In this study, as in the other two studies, there was no grade 3 or

higher toxicity.

By the light of all these literature data, local ablative SBRT seems to be safe and

effective in selected patients with oligometastatic EOC. The patients who benefit

most are asymptomatic, young patients with isolated nodal recurrence, the

platinum-sensitive, clear cell subtype. If the dose to be administered is �60Gy than

2Gy equivalent doses, the response is more pronounced [157]. Again, in a retrospec-

tive Italian study, it was emphasized that the response in supradiaphragmatic solitary

nodal disease was more pronounced than in subdiaphragmatic solitary nodal

disease [158].

Several technological developments have facilitated the quality of SBRT inn

gynecological tumors. First, functional imaging techniques including positron emis-

sion tomography (PET) and diffusion-weighed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

Table 20.4 The studies evaluating the role of SBRT in epithelial
ovarian cancer.

Author/
year N Study design Comment

Iftode
(2018)[155]

26/
44

Retrospective SBRT
(lymph nodes, liver,
lung)

1-year PFS: 69.3%, 1-year OS:
100%; 2-year PFS: 38%, 2-year
OS: 92.7%; 5-year PFS: 19%,
5-year OS: 61.7%

Lazzari
(2018) [156]

82/
156

Retrospective SBRT Median systemic treatment-free
interval after SBRT: 7.4months,
2-year local PFS: 68%, PFS: 18%,
OS: 71%

Macchia
(2020) [157]

261/
449

Retrospective,
multicenter study
(MITO RT-01) SBRT/
SRS

CRR: 65.2%, PRR: 23.8%, SD:
7.4%, PD: 3.6%; 2-year LC: 81.9%,
ORR: 89%, CB: 96.4%, AT: 20.7%,
LT: 6.1%, 2-year late TFS: 95.1%

Notes: N: number of patients/number of treated lesions; AT: acute toxicity; CB: clinical benefit; CRR:
complete response rate; LC: local control; LT: late toxicity; ORR: objective response rate; PD:
progressive disease; PRR: partial response rate; SBRT/SABR: stereotactic body radiotherapy/
stereotactic ablative radiotherapy; SD: stable disease; TFS: toxicity-free survival.
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help in the early detection of low disease burden. Second, with the clinical imple-

mentation of high-precision local-ablative treatments including SBRT, improved

tumoral control rates with minimal toxicity, while in parallel more effective systemic

treatments have led to prolonged overall survival of metastatic patients. The recent

development of magnetic MRg-RT may improve the safety and accuracy of SBRT

for oligometastatic ovarian cancer. Lastly, the molecular studies elucidated the dif-

ferent immune-therapeutics and other systemic agents in the setting of precision

medicine. Image-guided SBRT methods using on-board cone beam computed

tomography (CBCT) are limited because of the reduced soft tissue contrasts. There-

fore, it is still difficult to distinguish a tumor from the nearby normal structure, there-

fore the dose escalation strategies are usually not feasible in several anatomic

regions, or generous target volume margins are applied to compensate for uncer-

tainties in dose delivery and target coverage [27,72,159]. During the treatment, imag-

ing could not be done, thus daily anatomical changes could not be eliminated. In this

view, application MR-guided SBRT helps to overcome all these limitations of CT-

guided SBRT. In RT planning, MRI provides superior soft-tissue differentiation with

added functional imaging capability. It provides direct imaging of tumor and healthy

tissues, and provides real-time imaging during dose delivery. In addition, online

adaptive RT allows optimizing of dose escalation, while reducing the dose to sur-

rounding OARs on a daily basis. Intra-fraction MRI, automatic contouring, and fast

online and real-time adaptive replanning allow us to challenge the accepted dogma of

the RT planning workflow [27,160]. MRI sequences could also be used as an indi-

cator of tumor response. MR images acquired throughout a course of MRg-RT could

allow the dose distribution to be adjusted based on the tumor response. Adaptive dose

painting can target the index lesion, where local relapse is most likely to occur

[161,162], or areas of more aggressive disease [163,164]. This technology offers

the potential to push the limits further of local ablative treatments in the setting

of oligometastatic disease. MRI-guided adaptive radiation therapy has been shown

to improve SBRT’s dosimetric therapeutic index for other abdominopelvic cancers,

and may offer a safe and accurate means of ablating oligometastatic ovarian

cancer [68].

Recently, Henke et al. investigated the stereotactic MRI-guided online adaptive

radiation therapy (SMART) for the treatment of oligometastatic ovarian cancer

patients [165]. In this study, 10 women with 17 ovarian oligometastases were pro-

spectively treated with SMART. The primary endpoint of feasibility was defined by

successful delivery of >80% of adaptive radiation therapy fractions in a single

attempt. Safety was evaluated by acute toxicity, defined as occurring within 6months

of completion of radiation therapy, and any acute grade 1–5 toxicities were prospec-
tively recorded. All the treatment fractions were successfully delivered. The primary

feasibility endpoint was met, with 98.5% of fractions delivered in the first on-table

attempt. The median treatment duration was 64min. SMART also significantly

improved OAR sparing. The process of online plan adaptation successfully mitigated

unintended OAR constraint violations in 32 of 65 total treatment fractions. Adapta-

tion for OAR protection was most common in the pelvis, followed by the abdomen,
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likely due to the close juxtaposition of targets and OARs in these sites, as well as the

known, large, interfraction anatomic motion of abdominopelvic contents. A single

grade�3 acute treatment-related toxicity (duodenal ulcer) was observed. Local con-

trol at 3months was 94%; median progression-free survival was 10.9months. This

phase I study showed that SMART is feasible and safe for high-dose radiation ther-

apy ablation of ovarian oligometastases of the abdomen, pelvis, and central thorax

with minimal toxicity, high rates of local control.

Special conditions
MRg-RT for local recurrences from gynecological tumors
Despite advances in the early diagnosis and treatment of gynecological tumors, pel-

vic relapse is observed in �20%–40% of patients. Approximately 80% of pelvic

relapses develop within the previous radiotherapy (RT) treatment area, and only

�20% of these patients can be suitable for salvage therapy [166,167].

The recurrence patterns of gynecological tumors may differ according to the pri-

mary disease site. While local-regional recurrences are more common in cervical

cancer, endometrial cancer, and vaginal and vulva cancers, ovarian cancer tends

to metastasize to the distant sites. Pelvic or extra-pelvic recurrences may be seen

in gynecological tumors. Pelvic recurrences can be central, pelvic sidewall, or pelvic

nodal recurrences. Extra-pelvic recurrences can be observed as distant organ metas-

tases or para-aortic nodal recurrences. Rarely, re-irradiation may be required due to a

second primary tumor in the pelvic region.

Despite radical treatments in cervical cancer, local-regional recurrences can be

seen in �35% of patients (early stage 10%–20%; local-advanced stage 50%–
70%). Local-regional progressions of gynecological tumors usually have a poor

prognosis. One-year survival rates in recurrent gynecological tumors are 15%–
20% in different series, and the main cause of death in these patients has been

reported as persistent disease in the pelvic region [167,168]. The suitable salvage

treatment modality varies according to the initial treatment at the time of diagnosis,

the duration of recurrent disease development, the region of recurrent disease, the

extent of the disease, and the general condition of the patient. The clinical outcomes

are worse in patients with recurrences of multifocal tumors, who were evaluated as

inoperable because of comorbid disease, tumor location, or toxicity due to RT. Sur-

gery is the first choice as a salvage treatment in patients who have previously

received definitive RT�CT. However, surgery can be performed in selected

patients, and the risk of complications is very high, significantly reducing the

patient’s quality of life. While 5-year survival rates are reported as 20%–30% with

pelvic exenteration, the risk of surgical complications can increase up to 75%–83%
[168]. In these patients, re-irradiation can be applied as a salvage treatment; however,

the gain and toxicity of the treatment should be correctly evaluated, and a decision

should be made on a patient-specific basis.
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Although re-irradiation may be an effective treatment in selected patient with

recurrent gynecological tumors, the complication rates are even higher in patients

who have previously undergone pelvic RT. However, very good clinical results

can be obtained with aggressive treatments in selected patients. Therefore, it is very

important to select patients who can benefit from these aggressive treatments. Cur-

rently, there are no guidelines on re-irradiation as a salvage treatment for recurrences

of gynecological tumors. Data in the literature are limited. Therefore, treatment vol-

umes, treatment planning, and OAR doses should be planned on a patient basis.

Table 20.5 demonstrates selected literature series of re-irradiation in recurrent gyne-

cological cancer patients [140,173–177].
In patients with recurrent gynecological tumors, particularly who need a second

course of RT, MRg-RT might have several advantages over CT-guided RT. MRI is

the imaging modality of choice for diagnosis and staging in gynecological cancer

where it characterizes tumor and local macroscopic extent of the disease to predict

treatment decisions, assess treatment response, and detect recurrent disease [178–
181]. It is essential in identifying patients for radiation treatment, determining the

radiation treatment field extent, and defining accurately the tumor target from the

bladder, sigmoid, and small bowel. For gynecologic tumors, as in the case of other

pelvic tumors, target volume delineation on the planning CT is difficult since it is not

possible to discriminate between tumor and normal tissue. Particularly for the recur-

rences in the previous RT field, this discrimination is even more important. MR-

guided delineation results in smaller rectal and cervical volumes when compared

to CT-guided delineation [182,183]. Moreover, MR-guided delineation has been

shown to decrease interobserver variability [184,185]. Dosimetric studies have

shown that overestimation of tumor width on CT results in significant differences

in the volume treated to the prescription dose or higher [183,186]. Compared to

the CT-based imaging RT workflow, MRg-RT will provide superior visualization

of the target and normal tissue immediately before and during treatment

delivery [178].

In gynecologic tumors, extensive target motion may occur during treatment.

Motion is largest at the uterine fundus and studies report maximum interfraction

motion of more than 30mm [187]. Tyagi et al. reported that margins of 15mm to

the primary and nodal CTV failed in 32% of patients and margins of up to 30mm

were required to ensure coverage in 95% of fractions [187]. In addition to target vol-

ume motion, bladder and rectal filling influence target motion in gynecological RT.

With cervix treatment, bladder volume is correlated with superior/inferior uterine

motion and rectal volume is correlated with cervix and vaginal anterior/posterior

motion [188]. MRg-RT will overcome the target motion and OAR filling, thereby

facilitating the implementation of margin reduction through adaptive strategies that

account for geometric variations.

During the course of the treatment, the tumor size may change; therefore, adap-

tive MRg-RT allows the treatment field size to be decreased in accordance with the

tumor size. For example in a study by van de Bunt, it has been shown that during the

course of chemo-radiotherapy, the cervical tumor volume reductions of 59.6% at
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week 4 were observed, which resulted in increased uterine motion, substantial

changes in tumor position, and movement of normal tissue, particularly small bowel,

into the high dose region [188]. Repeat imaging during treatment could help select

patients who would benefit from radiation dose escalation and would produce more

accurate and smaller boost volumes, facilitating increased tumors dose without

increased OAR dose and toxicity [189].

Finally, functional MRI with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic

contrast enhancement (DCE) may predict biological response in rectal and cervix

Table 20.5 Selected literature of re-irradiation using SBRT in gynecological
cancer patients.

Author/year N Dose/fractionation LC Toxicity

Guckenberger
(2010) [169]

7/19 Median dose¼15Gy 3
fx (65% prescribed to
isodose)

3-year LC
100%

>Grade 2 late
25%

Deodato
(2009) [140]

5/11 20–30Gy/4–5 fx (95%
prescribed to isodose)

2-year LC
82%

>Grade 2 acute
and late 0%

Kunos
(2009) [170]

5/5 15–24Gy /3 fx 3 CR, 2 PR Grade 3 acute 1/
5

Dewas
(2011) [171]

16/16 36Gy/6 fx (80%
prescribed to isodose)

1-year LC
51%

�Grade 3 0%

Kunos
(2008) [172]

3/3 24Gy/3 fx PFS 1–3 ay �Grade 3 0%

Abusaris
(2012) [177)]

27/27 Median maximum
SBRT dose
EQD2¼90Gy
(42–420Gy)

1-year LC
64%
2-year LC
53%
Median GS 14
ay

�Grade 3 acute
and late 0%

Yazici
(2013) [173]

11/16 15–40Gy/3–5 fx (76%
prescribed to isodose)

1-year PFS
59%
6 CR, 6 PR
1-year GS
60.3%, 2-y
GS 40.2%

�Grade 3 GIS
toxicity 5
�Grade 3 GUS
toxicity 1

Seo
(2014) [174]

17/23 27–45Gy/3 fx (80%
prescribed to isodose)

2-year LC
65%

3/17 Grade 4
(fistula)

Park
(2015) [175]

71/85 Median dose¼39Gy/3
fx (80% prescribed to
isodose)

2-year LC
83%
5-year LC
79%

5/85�Grade 3
late

Pontoriero
(2015) [176]

5/5 15–20Gy /3–4 fx 3 CR, 2 PR �Grade 3 0%

Notes: N: number of patients/number of treated lesions; CR: complete response; LV: local control; PR:
partial response; SBRT: stereotactic body radiotherapy.
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RT and identify patients for dose escalation. The optimal time to assess biological

response and adapt treatment has yet to be determined for the gynecologic tumors.

MRg-RT will also provide quantitative knowledge of the actual delivered dose and

the impact of radiation dose on tumors and normal tissue. This would enable dose

compensation strategies and tumors and normal tissue radiobiological modeling.

MRg-RT for oligometastatic gynecological cancer
Table 20.6 shows the selected literature investigating the role of SBRT in oligometa-

static gynecologic cancer patients [123,142,175,190–196]. The treatment of options

for metastatic gynecological cancer are systemic chemotherapy and/or targeted ther-

apies with median overall survival of 6.1–17.5months and 3.1–8.6months, respec-

tively [197,198]. The results of these studies are changed according to study designs,

number and location of metastases, and selected treatment strategies. With the dis-

covery of oligometastatic disease, several efforts have been made to improve out-

comes for oligometastatic patients with various types of cancer, including

gynecological tumors [142,190,194,196,199]. However, there is no consensus with

respect to the application of SBRT in oligometastatic patients with gynecological

cancer; Conflicting results have been reported due to the wide variety of SBRT doses

and fractions used for SBRT in highly heterogeneous patient populations with var-

ious primary tumors and different oligometastatic sites.

In a phase II trial, Kunos et al. reported 50 patients with a wide variety of primary

gynecologic tumors [200]. Approximately 68% of the patients had two or three

metastases mostly located in the lymph nodes. The SBRT dose was a relatively

low dose of 24Gy in three fractions. The reported local control rate was 100%.

The median overall survival and progression-free survival were reported as 7.8

and 20.2months, respectively. Mesko et al. reported a local control rate of 83%,

and median progression free survival rate of 10.8months, after applying a median

dose of 40Gy in five fractions [142]. The Korean Cooperative Group (KROG

14–11) performed a multiinstitutional analysis on SBRT for oligometastatic or recur-

rent cervical cancer [175]. They analyzed 85 women treated with 100 lesions using

SBRT. Local failure was seen in 17% of patients at a median time to failure of

6.7months. Lazzari et al. reported a local control rate of only 70% for distant metas-

tases after SBRT with 24Gy in three fractions [156]. In a large multicenter, retro-

spective evaluating the efficacy and safety of SBRT, Macchia et al. analyzed 449

lesions from 261 ovarian cancer patients [157]. In this study, 65% of SBRT-applied

lesions were nodal disease, and patients with brain metastases were included in the

analysis. The median dose administered is 25Gy (18–75Gy). The complete response

rate was reported as 65.2%, and in patients �60years of age, with a planned target

volume (PTV) of �18cm3, with nodal recurrence, and with a biological equivalent

dose (BED) selected in SBRT >70Gy (α/β¼10) response rates are higher. Local

control rates are higher in patients who achieve complete response and receive

>25Gy.
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Table 20.6 Selected studies evaluating the role of SBRT in oligometastatic gynecologic cancer patients.

Author Study design N Sites treated SBRT dose Outcomes Toxicity

Park et al.
KROG1411
(2015) [175]

Prospective
cohort

85/
100

LN (PALN >
pelvic)

39Gy/3# 2- and 5-
year LPFS
82.5% and
78.8%
2- and 5-
year DPFS
42.4%,
34.4%
2- and 5-
year OS
57.5%,
32.9%
Median OS
32.7months

Grade 3/4 5%
Recto-vaginal fistula, urethral
stricture, and enterocolitis
BED prognostic

Hasan et al.
(2016) [123]

Prospective
cohort

30/35 PALN, pelvis,
pelvic side
wall

15–40Gy in
3–5#

5-year OS
42%
Median OS
43months
5-year LC
67%
5-year DFS
52%

Grade 2 radiation cystitis and
proctitis—one patient each
Grade 3 rectovaginal fistula—one
patient

Onal et al.
(2020) [190]

Retrospective
cohort

21/29 PALN, SCF
LN, bone,
lung, liver,
adrenal

14–54Gy/1–5# 1- and
2year OS
85%, 62%
1- and 2-
year PFS
27%, 18%
1- and 2-
year LC
84%, 84%

�Grade 3 acute and late toxicity Ø

Hou X et al.
(2019) [191]

Retrospective
cohort

29/29 Lung 56–64Gy/7–8# 1-year OS
76.8%
1-year PFS
55.8%

Symptomatic pneumonitis in one
patient



1-year LC
75.6%
Median PFS
12.7months

Ning et al.
(2018) [192]

Retrospective
cohort

38/38 SCF LN,
PALN
Mediastinum,
lung

Median 60Gy
(50.4Gy–
66Gy)(SBRT/
conventional
RT)

Median OS:
50.7months
2- and 3-
year OS
74%, 65%
Median PFS
21.7months
1- and 2-
year PFS
63%, 48%

�Grade 3<3%

Jereczek-
Fossa et al.
(2014) [193]

Prospective
cohort

19/69 Nodes 24–30Gy/3# 3-year in-
field PFI
64.3%,
PFS 11.7%
OS 49.9%

Late gastrointestinal: grade 1–2
events; grade 2—one event; grade
4—one event; lategenito-urinary:
grade 1—two events; grade 2—two
events

Mesko et al.
(2017) [142]

Retrospective
cohort

28/28
(2
cervix)

Lung, liver,
PALN, nodes,
pelvic soft
tissue

40Gy /5# Median PFS
10.8months

Only one had grade 3 hemorrhagic
cystitis
BED, pre-SABR tm volume and LN
prognostic fx

Laliscia
et al.
(2016) [194]

Retrospective
cohort

8/80
(15
cervix)

LN, lung, liver 24Gy SF27
Gy/3#

5-year PFS
32%
Median PFS
15months
5-year OS
56%

No grade 3/4 acute toxicity

Continued



Table 20.6 Selected studies evaluating the role of SBRT in oligometastatic gynecologic cancer patients. Continued

Author Study design N Sites treated SBRT dose Outcomes Toxicity

Median OS
not reached

Loi et al.
(2018) [195]

Prospective
cohort

26/91 LN, lung, liver,
brain

40–48Gy/5–6# 4-year
LRRFS 79%
4-year
DMFS 44%
4-year OS
46%
Median OS
43months

Acute grade 3–one, late grade
3–zero

Choi et al.
(2009) [196]

Retrospective
cohort

28/30 PALN 13–45Gy/1–3# 2- and 4-
year OS
58%, 50%
2- and 4-
year LC
83%, 67%

�Grade 3 20%

Notes: N: number of patients/number of treated lesions; BED: biological effective dose; DFS: disease-free survival; DMFS: distant metastases-free survival; LN:
lymph node; LPFS: local progression-free survival; OS: overall survival; PALN: para-aortic lymph node; PFS: progression-free survival; SCF LN: supraclavicular fossa
lymph node.



As seen in Table 20.6, the reported toxicity rates were also favorable

[123,142,175,190–196,199]. Most of the studies reported no�grade 3 toxicity after

SBRT [156,157,191,194]. SBRT is a well-tolerated local treatment modality that can

be applied in few treatment sessions. Moreover, SBRT allows treatment of multiple

targets at distant sites at the same time. SBRT can be integrated into multimodality

therapy with immunotherapy, targeted therapy, and chemotherapy with minimal

interference with systemic treatment delivery due to its short treatment fractionation

schemes. Current image-guided SBRT methods use on-board CBCT; however,

CBCT is has limitations including the reduced soft tissue contrast. Therefore, it is

difficult to distinguish the tumoral tissue from nearby healthy structures and organs

using CT-guided RT. Thus, generous target volume margins are required to compen-

sate for uncertainties in dose delivery and target coverage [159,201]. Moreover, dose

escalation strategies are usually not feasible with CT-guided SBRT [160]. In this

view, MR-guided SBRT has many advantages for this patient population. MR-

guided SBRT allows for a direct visualization of the target during treatment delivery.

Therefore, the generous target margins are not required, and dose escalation may be

more feasible. It provides direct imaging of tumors and healthy tissues, and allows a

real-time imaging during dose delivery. Daily adaptive RT strategies allow optimiz-

ing dose escalation while reducing the doses received by nearby healthy organs. MR-

guided adaptive SBRT offers the potential to push the boundaries further of local

ablative therapies in patients with oligometastatic disease [27].

In a phase I trial, Henke et al. reported their initial experience of stereotactic mag-

netic resonance�guided online-adaptive radiation therapy (SMART) in oligometa-

static ovarian cancer patients [165]. They included 10 patients with recurrent

oligometastatic ovarian cancer Initial plans prescribed 35Gy/5 fractions with goal

95% planning target volume coverage by 95% of prescription, with dose escalation

permitted, subject to strict organ-at-risk dose constraints. The rate of the successfully

treated fractions was 100%. Grade�3 acute toxicity (duodenal ulcer) was observed

in only one patient (within 6months of SMART). Local control at 3months was 94%;

median progression-free survival was reported as 10.9months. The authors demon-

strated that SMART is feasible and safe for oligometastatic ovarian cancer patients.

High doses of SBRT were applied to oligometastases of abdomen, pelvis, and central

thorax with minimal toxicity. SMART prolonged systemic therapy-free survival,

which translated into improved quality of life. This study encouraged the further

exploration of SMART for ovarian cancer. In addition, the authors planned a phase

II trial clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy of SMART in combination with immu-

notherapy and PARP inhibition.

Further studies are needed to establish adequate selection criteria and to define

the role of MR-guided SBRT in the multidisciplinary treatment strategy of oligome-

tastatic distant metastases and its influence on survival outcomes.

MRg-RT for nodal recurrences
Different from male urogenital malignancies, the lymphatic dissemination of gyne-

cologic neoplasms may follow several pathways instead of just one; therefore,

although lymphatic drainage fundamentally depends on the location of the tumor,
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it is more complex than the male genitourinary tract malignancies. The most com-

mon pathways of dissemination of gynecologic malignancies are the superficial

inguinal, pelvic, and para-aortic pathways. In gynecologic tumors, isolated lymph

node metastasis is a well-defined indication of SBRT, as it has been shown that more

favorable outcomes were obtained with relatively less toxicity in this patient popu-

lation [157,201–203].
The pelvic and the para-aortic lymph nodes are the most common lymph node

metastases regions seen in gynecologic cancer patients [202,203]. For these patients,

SBRT was used for either postponing or enhancing systemic therapies, or as an alter-

native to surgical resection [204]. The incorporation of isolated nodal SABR with

added systemic therapy into current practice seems to be beneficial for patients, since

it would not delay systemic therapy when compared to conventional RT. Patients

with isolated nodal recurrences are usually asymptomatic, since the disease burden

is relatively low. In this patient population, SBRT provides excellent tumor control

with minimal toxicity [157,175,195,196,205].

Jereczek-Fossa et al. reported the results of 290 patients with 350 oligometastatic

lymph nodes from 12 articles [205]. The authors reported 2-year local control, 4-year

progression-free survival, and overall survival as 100%, 30%, and 50%, respectively.

Local control rates were high and ranged from 61% to 67% at 1year to 53%–88%,

64%–98%, 73%–82%, and 57% at 2, 3, 4, and 5years, respectively, after SBRT. The

main progression pattern was outfield recurrence, and 10%–30% of patients had a

recurrence in another lymph node/nodes. The acute toxicity was mild, and only sin-

gle grade 3–4 late toxicity was reported. SBRT for lymph node recurrence carried

better tumor control and showed lower toxicity when compared to SBRT for any oli-

gometastatic locations. Lazzari et al. reported a local control rate of only 70% for

oligometastatic gynecologic cancer patients, while lymph node metastases reached

higher LC rates of 81% with the same fractionation [156]. This finding also supports

the better response of lymph-node oligometastatisis. Since the treatment volume is

usually limited, relatively higher doses are applied, without severe complications. It

has been shown in a logistic regression model that there is a significant correlation

between diameter and local failure in an increase in the odds for local failure by 1.053

(95% CI 1.011–1.096) for every 1mm increase in diameter [195].

The relationship between the dose escalation and improved local control was

shown in many studies [175,195,206]. In the Korean Radiation Oncology Group

(KROG 14–11) study, 85 oligometastatic uterine cervical cancer patients with

100 lesions treated with SBRT reported [175]. SBRT sites were within the previous

RT field in 59 and partially overlapped in nine patients. Median 39Gy SBRT in three

fractions, which was equivalent to a biologically effective dose (BED) of 90Gy, was

applied. Local progression was observed in 17 out of 100 treated sites. The 2-year

and 5-year local progression-free survival, and overall survival rates were 82.5%

and 78.8%, and 57.5% and 32.9%, respectively. The KROG 14–11 study showed that
using BED >90Gy and>69Gy was associated with longer disease-free interval.

Local control rates were inferior in patients who underwent a second course of RT.

In their retrospective study, Choi et al. reported the results of SBRT in isolated

para-aortic LN metastases from 30 patients with cancer of the uterine cervix and cor-

pus [196]. SBRT achieved local control in 67.4% with an overall rate at 4years of
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50%; the median survival time was not reached. Asymptomatic patients had

improved overall survival rates after SBRT when compared to symptomatic patients.

Patients with a smaller planning target volume (PTV of �17mL) had significantly

higher local control. Grade 3 or 4 complications requiring hospitalization were

reported in one patient at 20months after SBRT. The results of this study confirmed

that in patients with uterine cervical and corpus cancer, using SBRT is an effective

modality for treating isolated PALN metastases.

As seen from the relevant literature, SBRT offers excellent tumor control for the

isolated nodal recurrences. The major failure pattern for this patient population is

outfield recurrences, and approximately 10%–30% of the patients had recurrences

in other lymph nodes [205]. Therefore, the use of systemic therapy may be beneficial

for this patient population. It is obvious that there is a dose-response relationship for

the tumor control in isolated lymph node irradiation. Using CBCT during SBRT

yields in poor soft tissue contrast; therefore, it may be difficult to distinguish lymph

nodes from surrounding tissues. In this concept, MR-guided SBRT can ensure dose

escalation safety. Indeed, the early results of the relevant literature are promising

[201,203]. Recently, Winkel et al. studied the difference between the target coverage

and dose criteria based evaluation of the clinically delivered online adaptive radio-

therapy treatment and conventional CBCT-linac treatment [207]. They evaluated 14

patients with single lymph node oligometastases and six patients with multiple (two

or three) metastases who underwent SBRT to a dose of 35Gy in five fractions using

1.5T MR-linac. Their results showed that there wasn’t any significant difference

between both single and multiple lymph node oligometastases the gross tumor vol-

ume (GTV) coverage and mean GTV dose between the MR-linac and the simulated

CBCT-linac treatment. Even though the PTV coverage was significantly higher for

the MR-linac treatment, which corresponded to earlier findings, the GTV remained

adequately covered for most fractions with both treatments [208]. The percentage of

plans that met all dose constraints was improved from 19% to 84% and 20% to 67%

for single and multiple lymph node cases, respectively. Moreover, Winkel et al. con-

ducted another study to determine the optimal plan adaptation approach for treatment

of lymph node oligometastases [209]. They evaluated the adapted plans using clin-

ical dose criteria and the time required for performing the plan adaptation. The

authors demonstrated that multiple plan adaptation methods, based on plan adapta-

tion on the daily anatomy, were feasible for MR-guided SBRT treatment of lymph

node oligometastases. Moreover, the most advanced method, in which a full online

replanning is performed by segment shape and weight optimization after a full flu-

ence optimization, performs as good as pretreatment planning, yields the most favor-

able dosimetric values. This plan can be performed within a reasonable time frame,

and is acceptable for MR-guided treatment.

Examples of MRg-RT for gynecologıcal tumors
Case 1
A 57-year-old female with a history of epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) admitted to

our gynecologic oncology department. She had a total abdominal hysterectomy and a

right salpingo-oophorectomy in 2013. In June 2016, she was admitted to the hospital
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with abdominal distension, abdominal pain, and a slight sense of fullness following

meals. She was diagnosed with left-sided ovarian cancer, and had undergone left

salpingo-oophorectomy, pelvic and para-aortic lymph node dissection, and appen-

dectomy. Histopathological examination revealed a stage II epithelial ovarian cancer

with a high-grade serous subtype. The patient received six cycles of conventional

treatment in combination with paclitaxel and carboplatin from July 2016 to January

2017. After surgery and CT, the patient’s cancer antigen-125 (CA-125) levels

returned to normal levels of 7.3U/mL (normal range 0–35U/mL). In August

2018, during routine follow-up and computed tomography (CT) scans revealed a

32�16mm sized mass in the left adnexal region, and a few suspicious lymph nodes

with a maximum diameter of 7�12mm. The CA-125 level was 62.4U/mL (0–35).
Debulking surgery, pelvic and para-aortic lymph node dissection, and omentectomy

were performed. Histopathological examination of the mass in the left adnexal

region revealed fat necrosis and benign histology in the lymph nodes. Postoperative

CT scan revealed a mass in the left adnexal region with a maximum diameter of

35�27mm and metastatic lymph nodes in the para-iliac region. The mass was

located near the internal iliac vein and was concealed by the pelvic side wall. After

three cycles of CT with carboplatin (AUC 5), paclitaxel 175mg/m2, and bevacuzi-

mab 15mg/m2, CA-125 levels decreased to 41.9U/mL. However, abdominal BT

revealed that the mass did not respond significantly to CT, as there was still a

35�27mm mass in the left pelvic side wall and metastatic lymph nodes in the

para-iliac region. The patient underwent re-operation following the completion of

the third cycle of CT. A mass was discovered beneath the internal iliac vein during

the exploration, and it was totally resected. The mass’s morphology and immunohis-

tochemistry were consistent with those of primary ovarian high-grade serous carci-

noma. Following the operation, a CT regimen including gemcitabine 1000mg/m2,

carboplatin (AUC 5), and bevacuzimab 15mg/m2 was preferred because of severe

neuropathy caused by paclitaxel. The patient received 13cycles of gemcitabine, car-

boplatin, and bevacizumab in February 2020. Following that, the patient received

routine follow-up.

In October 2020, the CA-125 level increased to 51.1U/mL, and abdominal CT

revealed a recurrent mass with a maximum diameter of 52mm in the left adnexal

region. The mass contained both solid and cystic constituents. There were no distant

metastases or lymph nodes present. A gynecologic oncology tumor board discussed

the patient, and salvage SBRTwas planned. The patient received 30Gy in 5 fractions

of MRI-g-SBRT to the recurrent mass (Fig. 20.1). Every other day, theMRI-g-SBRT

fractions were applied. The treatment was well tolerated, and no acute gastrointes-

tinal or genitourinary toxicity occurred during or following MRI-g-SBRT. Although

adjuvant CT with ribosomal doxorubicin + carboplatin was planned by the gyneco-

logic oncology tumor board, the patient refused to receive it. Three months after

MRI-g-SBRT was completed, the CA-125 level was 23.3U/mL, within the normal

range. A CT scan of the abdomen revealed a partial response in the mass in the left

adnexal region (the diameter diminished 32mm from 52mm) (Fig. 20.2). Four

months after the end of the treatment, fluorine-18-fluorodeoxy-glucose (FDG)
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FIG. 20.1

MRI-g-SBRT showing daily adaptive 95% isodoses for the first case: (A) first fraction,

(B) second fraction, (C) third fraction, (D) fourth fraction, and (E) fifth fraction. Purple: bones;

orange: recto-sigmoid; pink: gross tumor volume; red: planning target volume; and beige:

bowel bag.
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positron emission tomography computed tomography (PET/CT) revealed a 25mm

mass located in left adnexal region with a maximum standardized uptake value

(SUVmax) of 11.42. The CA-125 level was 17.3U/mL, within the normal range.

The patient had no complaint. The appearance of the PET/CT was compatible with

both inflammation and partial metabolic response. The patient was discussed in a

gynecologic oncology tumor board, and we decided to repeat imaging after 3months.

Case 2
A 70-year-old female patient with the diagnosis of recurrent high-grade serous ovar-

ian cancer was admitted to our department. From her medical history, it was learned

that in June 2016 she had undergone total abdominal hysterectomy, left salpingo-

oophorectomy, pelvic and para-aortic lymph node dissection, and appendectomy

for ovarian cancer. The patient was staged as stage IIIB according her histopatholog-

ical finding and received six cycles of conventional treatment in combination with

paclitaxel and carboplatin. In October 2018, the patient’s CA-125 level was mea-

sured as 48.2U/mL (0–35). The thoraco-abdominal CT scan revealed a 23mm met-

astatic lesion in the right lobe posterior-superior of the seventh segment of the liver,

and two lesions measured in 30mm and 40mm located in the posterior portion of the

vaginal cuff. The patient underwent exploratory laparotomy (L/P), and hyperthermic

intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC). Following the operation, a CT regimen

including carboplatin (AUC 5), paclitaxel 175mg/m2, and bevacuzimab

15mg/m2 was applied. In September 2019, the serum CA-125 levels returned to nor-

mal levels of 8U/mL (0–35), and the thoraco-abdominal CT scans were completely

normal. Therefore, after 15cycles of CT, the patient underwent routine follow-up.

In April 2021, the serum CA-125 levels elevated to 29.78U/mL (0–35), and the

thoraco-abdominal CT revealed a recurrent mass located in the left part of the vaginal

cuff measured as 19�8mm. The patient underwent a CT regimen including carbo-

platin (AUC 5), paclitaxel 175mg/m2, and bevacuzimab 15mg/m2; however, during

FIG. 20.2

For the first case: (A) lower abdominal computed tomography scans showing the recurrent

mass in the left adnexal region with a maximum diameter of 52mm; (B) lower abdominal

computed tomography scans showing the shrunken mass in the left adnexal region 1month

after MRI-g-SBRT.
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the second cycle the patient developed allergic reactions and could not continue CT.

The patient was discussed in a gynecologic oncology tumor board, and we decided to

apply salvage SBRT. The patient received 30Gy in five fractions of MRI-g-SBRT to

the recurrent mass every other day (Fig. 20.3). The patient did not encounter any

acute gastrointestinal or genitourinary toxicity during or following MRI-g-SBRT.

Two months after MRI-g-SBRT was completed, abdominal diffusion-weighted

imaging (DWI) MRI images showed a stable nodular mass in the vaginal cuff; how-

ever, the mass did not show diffusion restriction (Fig. 20.4). The Ca-125 levels

decreased to 9.1U/mL. The patient was discussed in a gynecologic oncology tumor

board, and we decided to repeat imaging after 3months.

Concluding remarks
The main goal of RT is to achieve tumor control while sparing nearby healthy tissue

from developing radiation-induced adverse effects. The first milestone in RT was to

the integration of CT into RT treatments, which yielded several novel modern RT

techniques including IMRT, IGRT, and SBRT. Integration of the MRI is the second

and the most important milestone in RT, as it allows the tumor to be tracked with the

guidance of MRI images during the whole course of the treatment. MRg-RT offers

multiple advantages including: (1) improved target localization and visualization;

(2) noninvasive and accurate motion management; and (3) the potential to adapt

RT plans in real-time for both anatomical changes and functional changes. The intro-

duction of MRg-RT improved the accuracy of external RT for the tumors.

Gynecologic tumors are one of them as the location of the tumors, and nearby

healthy tissue can cause considerable target deformation and position changes. In

the pelvic region, filling of the bladder and the rectum may change the tumor vol-

umes during the treatment. During the treatment, the tumor volume may also shrink,

and MRg-RT allows adaptive replanning in accordance with the daily anatomic

changes. Although the experience on gynecologic tumors is limited, the available

literature is promising.

For LACC during the treatment, target volumes may change their position and

shape due to internal organ motion and tumor regression. Therefore, MR-guided

external RT allows better visualization of the tumor and decreases the margins for

PTV. There is only one single-center experience for this approach and it indicates

that it is possible to use MRg-RT for pelvic radiation during a course of curative

treatment for cervical cancer. Another approach for LACC is not to delineate the

whole uterus, since MR allows better visualization of the tumor volume. MR-linac

provides dose painting for LACC patients. MR-guided SBRT is a good option for

LACC patients who are not suitable for BRT.

For endometrial cancer patients, inoperable cases may benefit fromMRg-RT. To

date, no clinical case/study has been published reporting early experience with

this new treatment option for inoperable endometrial cancer patients; therefore,
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the potential gains remain theoretical. Moreover, it is a good option for vaginal vault

recurrences due to its enhanced soft-tissue visualization.

For ovarian cancer patients, as in the case of other gynecologic tumors, MR-linac

can be used for oligometastases/oligorecurrences, and abdominal and pelvic

FIG. 20.3

MRI-g-SBRT showing daily adaptive 95% isodoses for the second case: (A) first fraction,

(B) second fraction, (C) third fraction, (D) fourth fraction, and (E) fifth fraction. Blue: bones;

orange: recto-sigmoid; pink: gross tumor volume; dark pink: planning target volume; and

red: bowel.
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recurrences. Isolated lymph node metastasis is probably the best candidate for MRg-

RT since isolated lymph node recurrences have a dose-response relationship. During

the treatment of multiple targets, as in the case of synchronous treatment of primary

tumor and oligo metastases, MRg-RT allows an adaptive plan to be performed daily,

and smaller treatment margins can be used.

There is limited experience with MR-guided adaptive external RT for gyneco-

logic tumors. More experience will be needed to prove whether MR-guided adaptive

RT could lead to improved treatment outcomes or not. Moreover, it should be clar-

ified whether the benefit of this treatment approach outweighs the cost on department

resources or not. Future studies investigating the role of MRg-RT in gynecologic

tumors are warranted.
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Introduction
Across SIOP-Europe and the United States, approximately 50,000 children under

18 years of age are diagnosed with cancer each year [1]. Overall, 30%–35% of pedi-

atric patients will receive radiotherapy during first-line therapy or for recurrent dis-

ease during their cancer treatment [2]. Despite significant improvements in overall

survival over time, approximately 20%–25% of all children diagnosed with cancer

will die and at least 1 in 3 childhood cancer survivors will experience severe tumor-

or treatment-related late toxicities [3].

Pediatric cancer is fundamentally different from cancer in adults in several

aspects. Given the rarity of pediatric tumors overall and the scope of tumor types,

the number of childhood cancer patients with each diagnosis will generally only

be observed several times per year, even in “high volume” pediatric radiation oncol-

ogy departments. Leukemia and brain tumors comprise the most common pediatric

cancer diagnoses, while carcinomas are extremely rare. In addition, few causes and

risk factors have been identified that predispose patients to pediatric cancer, making

the incidence of childhood cancer essentially the same across different parts of the

globe. Finally, children continue to grow and intellectually develop into their 20s

meaning the diagnosis, treatment, and resulting late effects caused by curative ther-

apy will have a much greater impact on the health and functional independence of

children compared to adults [4,5].

While care outcomes for rare diseases are superior in high-volume centers, both

structural and socioeconomic factors contribute to fragmented and unequal access to

health care [6], which translate to measurable disparities in survival and the inci-

dence of long-term toxicities in many countries [7]. To partially address this issue,

pediatric radiation oncology working groups have been established to create
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awareness among pediatric radiation oncologists to encourage collaboration and

referrals, where appropriate, to other centers specialized in pediatric proton therapy

or brachytherapy [8]. These efforts may help to make high-quality care more acces-

sible to pediatric patients.

The role of MRI-guided adaptive radiotherapy (MRgRT) in pediatric cancer

remains uncharted. To accelerate clinical experience and implementation, an inter-

national working group consisting of 12 MRgRT institutes from Canada, Europe,

and the United States was established in 2021 to discuss potential indications and

technical challenges related toMRgRT in children and to design and implement mul-

ticenter pediatric MRgRT clinical protocols. In this chapter, we aim to discuss com-

mon tumor histologies and the late effects experienced by childhood cancer survivors

following curative treatment, identify potential areas where MRgRT may improve

the therapeutic ratio compared to alternative treatment modalities, and describe

potential obstacles to the implementation of an MRgRT program for pediatric

patients.

Major tumor types, local approaches, and outcomes
Brain tumors
Primary central nervous system (CNS) tumors are the most common solid tumors in

children, representing approximately 20% of all new cancer diagnoses. Over 90%

arise within the brain and are equally distributed between the supra- and infratentor-

ial regions. In daily practice, CNS tumors comprise 45% of the pediatric radiotherapy

indications. The 5-year survival for the whole spectrum of CNS tumors is approxi-

mately 75%. After 5 years, another quarter of patients will die, with the majority suc-

cumbing to late disease progression and significant late adverse effects. Within

30 years, approximately 10% will develop a new malignancy subsequent to radio-

therapy or in the context of a genetic predisposition syndrome [9].

Medulloblastoma is an aggressive tumor arising from the cerebellum with a

bimodal peak incidence (3–4 years and 8–9 years). At diagnosis, leptomeningeal dis-

semination is present in 30% of the cases. Depending on the prognostic factors,

including the presence of metastasis, residual tumor volume after surgery, young

age, and now the molecular subtype of the tumor, the prognosis ranges from 30%

to more than 90% [10]. Historically, five histologic subtypes of medulloblastoma

were recognized; but, in current practice, division into molecular subgroups

(WNT, SHH, and the non-WNT/SHH groups 3 and 4) have become essential to more

accurately predict prognosis [11,12]. After primary tumor resection and staging, a

combined modality therapy with radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy is recom-

mended in most patients, whereas treatment with chemotherapy alone may be

advised in patients <3–5 years of age due to the significant harms caused by cra-

niospinal irradiation in the youngest of patients. Contemporary treatment protocols

integrating molecular information with attempts to tailor the radiotherapy dose and
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target volumes are ongoing. Outside of clinical trials, most patients treated with

radiotherapy will receive craniospinal irradiation to 23.4–36.0 Gy, followed by a

boost up to 54.0–55.8 Gy to the primary tumor bed and other sites of metastatic dis-

ease followed by adjuvant chemotherapy.

Ependymoma originates from the lining of the ventricular system and the central

canal of the spinal cord and has a peak incidence between 1 and 3 years of age. Most

pediatric ependymoma arise in the posterior fossa, and leptomeningeal spread is

found in about 10% of cases. The 5-year survival rate is around 60%; unfavorable

prognostic factors include metastatic disease, macroscopic residual disease after sur-

gery, and the presence of chromosome 1q gain or 13q loss for infratentorial tumors

and RELA/YAP fusions in supratentorial ependymoma [13]. Nine molecular sub-

types of ependymoma have been characterized [14]; however, prospective research

has yet to confirm their exact prognostic value [15]. The standard of care for World

Health Organization Grade II–III pediatric ependymoma is maximal complete resec-

tion followed by adjuvant radiotherapy (54.0–59.4 Gy). The role of chemotherapy in

the curative setting is limited to postponing time to onset of radiotherapy in young

children and improving the chance of resectability in second-look surgery. Adjuvant

chemotherapy may lead to an improvement in event-free survival in selected patients

based on mature results from the recently completed Children’s Oncology Group

ACNS0831 trial (NCT01096368).

Low-grade glioma (LGG) represents the most common brain tumor in children

with a peak incidence between 3 and 5 years of age. LGGs most commonly arise in

the infratentorial brain and hypothalamic/optic region, but can also occur throughout

the entire CNS axis. While 10-year survival is> 90%, LGGs often have a significant

impact on patient quality of life and development. Unfavorable prognostic factors

include location (chiasm, hypothalamus, and midline), young age (<1 year), dien-

cephalic syndrome, concomitant hydrocephalus, leptomeningeal dissemination,

and high-risk molecular features, including H3K27M mutation. Favorable prognos-

tic factors include complete surgical resection, neurofibromatosis type 1, and the

presence of a BRAF-KIAA fusion [16]. Complete surgical resection is the treatment

of choice and is generally curative. When LGG cannot be completely resected, this

tumor requires long-term surveillance and management; systemic therapy may be

indicated, but periods of tumor stabilization and even regressions can occur during

intervals without therapy. Radiotherapy provides favorable local control rates for

LGG exceeding 80% at 10 years, but fewer patients receive radiotherapy in order

to reduce or delay its side effects. Patients are generally treated to 50.4–54.0 Gy

at 1.8 Gy per fraction [17].

High-grade glioma (HGG) is an aggressive infiltrative tumor arising from glial

cells within the brain. In children, midline locations are the most common site of

tumor involvement. Diffuse midline glioma (DMG) has a peak incidence between

6 and 9 years of age and can be diagnosed by the presence of a pathognomonic

H3K27M mutation; these tumors can arise in the brainstem (where they have been

named diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma or DIPG), thalamus, medulla, andmore rarely

in the spinal cord. Supratentorial HGG may have different molecular features,
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including IDH1 and BRAF V600E mutations and, in general, have a more favorable

prognosis than DMG. Median survival for DMG is 11 months, with most dying

within 2 years [18]. For resectable tumors, maximal safe surgery, postoperative

radiotherapy, and chemotherapy are considered the standard of care. Resection is

not feasible for DMG. Treatment for HGG typically entails radiotherapy to 54.0–
59.4 Gy. There is no proven role for systemic chemotherapy in DMG, but chemo-

therapy may be used in some HGG patients. For DMG, a hypofractionated regimen

of 39.0 Gy in 13 fractions of 3.0 Gy provided comparable overall survival and

resulted in shorter treatment courses in a large clinical trial where children did

not receive chemotherapy or experimental therapies [19]. While clinical trial partic-

ipation is encouraged in all pediatric patients, this is particularly true for HGG and

DMG patients with poor prognosis.

Craniopharyngioma is a benign tumor derived from Rathke’s pouch that arises

in the sellar/suprasellar region. Craniopharyngiomas have two histologic subtypes

and a bimodal age distribution; adamantinomatous craniopharyngiomas most com-

monly arise between 5 and 14 years of age while the papillary subtype has a peak

incidence during the fifth-sixth decades of life. Although benign, these tumors

can have a locally aggressive growth pattern, which may result in hydrocephalus,

vision loss, and pituitary/hypothalamic dysfunction. Initial evaluation of this tumor

includes MRI and baseline assessments of vision and endocrine function. Surgery

permits the confirmation of histological diagnosis and is indicated in symptomatic

tumors for decompression of mass effect [20]. Planned subtotal resection followed

by adjuvant or delayed radiotherapy upon progression is associated with high, local

control rates and lower endocrine, hypothalamic, and neurocognitive morbidity than

aggressive surgery [21–23]. In patients with incompletely resected tumors or with

progression after prior surgery, radiotherapy is generally delivered to 54 Gy in 30

fractions. During radiotherapy, weekly imaging, preferably with noncontrast

enhancedMRI, is indicated for potential adaptive replanning in the case of rapid cys-

tic expansion [24].

Solid tumors
Extracranial tumors in childhood encompass a wide range of tumor types and loca-

tions, with rhabdomyosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, neuroblastoma, and renal tumors

serving as the most common indications for radiotherapy.

Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is the most common soft-tissue sarcoma diagnosed

in children, with the remainder being a wide spectrum of rare tumor histologies

described as nonrhabdomyosarcoma soft tissue sarcomas. Three-year overall sur-

vival is>70% for RMS patients with localized disease compared to 30% for patients

with metastatic disease [25]. Given the mesenchymal origin of RMS, this tumor can

occur anywhere in the body (head and neck region: 40%; genitourinary region: 25%;

extremities 15%). Two subtypes are distinguished; embryonic RMS has a more

favorable prognosis compared to alveolar RMS, which more commonly presents

with advanced stage. A subset of alveolar RMS (20%) do not express the
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PAX-FKHR translocation/FOX01 gene rearrangement; these patients have a more

favorable prognosis akin to embryonal RMS that also do not express this gene fusion

[26]. Other prognostic factors include tumor location, size >5cm, age at diagnosis,

extent of resection, and presence of lymph node involvement and distant metastases.

Depending on the extent of disease and these prognostic factors, local and systemic

therapies are customized. After diagnosis, patients are treated with induction chemo-

therapy followed by local therapy (surgery, radiotherapy, or a combination), and then

further chemotherapy. The choice of local therapy is generally made based on tumor

response to induction chemotherapy and the relative morbidity of surgery and radi-

ation therapy based on disease location. Patients with completely resected tumors

may receive postoperative radiation therapy to 36.0–41.4 Gy, while patients with

gross residual disease generally receive 50.4–59.4 Gy. Brachytherapy may be appro-

priate for local therapy in selected cases, urogenital and head and neck RMS, in par-

ticular [27,28].

Ewing sarcoma (ES) is a radiosensitive primary sarcoma of the bone, with a peak

incidence between 10 and 20 years of age. Common sites of involvement include the

pelvis, axial skeleton, and the long bones. ES patients with localized disease have

significantly better 3-year event free survival rates (75%) compared to patients with

metastatic disease (45% for lung metastases; 20% with bone metastases) [29]. The

most important prognostic factors are the presence and location of metastases (lung

and bone), large tumor volume (�200mL), age, and response to induction chemo-

therapy. Standard therapy includes induction chemotherapy followed by local ther-

apy (surgery, radiotherapy, or a combination), and consolidative chemotherapy.

Definitive radiotherapy is typically delivered to doses of approximately 55.8 Gy,

but selected patients with large tumors may benefit from dose escalation [30]. Whole

lung irradiation is considered routine for pulmonary metastases. Limited evidence

supports the use of radiotherapy to other sites of metastatic disease, but this treatment

remains controversial.

Neuroblastoma is a tumor arising from precursors of the sympathetic nervous

system and has a peak incidence of 1–4 years of age. Although the primary tumor

may originate in the cervical, thoracic, and pelvic regions, there is predilection

for the adrenal gland and retroperitoneum. Stage, age at diagnosis, histology with

degree of maturity, and biological factors such as MYCN amplification, loss of chro-

mosomes 1p/11q, and DNA ploidy play an important role in the prognosis. While

patients with low- and intermediate-risk neuroblastoma are generally managed with-

out radiotherapy, high-risk patients receive radiotherapy. More than 50% of patients

receive intensive multimodality therapy, consisting of chemotherapy, surgery, high-

dose chemotherapy with autologous stem cell rescue, radiotherapy, and immunother-

apy. All patients with high-risk disease should receive radiotherapy to the primary

tumor site. Currently, the dose used in COG is 21.6 Gy based on results from

COG ANBL1531, which demonstrated no advantage for boosting sites with gross

residual disease to 36 Gy compared to historical controls [31]. In the ongoing SIO-

PEN HR-NBL2 trial (NCT04221035), patients are randomized to 21.6 Gy with or

without a 14.4 Gy boost to gross residual disease, which will better inform optimal
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dose for neuroblastoma. The role of radiotherapy to metastatic sites remains

controversial [32].

Renal tumors: Wilms tumor (WT) is the most common (90%) renal tumor in

children, with a peak incidence of 2–4 years. WT is associated with a congenital syn-

drome in 15% of patients. At presentation, about 25% of children with WT present

with lung metastases, and up to 5% of the children may develop WT in the contra-

lateral kidney synchronously or metachronously. In WT patients with favorable his-

tology, 3-year event-free survival for patients with localized disease is 90%, and is

80% for patients with metastatic or Stage V (bilateral) disease [33]. Stage, histolog-

ical subtype, and biological factors such as chromosome 1q gain are important prog-

nostic factors in WT [34]. Upfront surgery is considered standard of care in COG

centers. Upfront chemotherapy without biopsy followed by surgery are favored in

SIOP-affiliated countries; response to chemotherapy is assessed and stage deter-

mined after surgery. Postoperative chemotherapy is indicated in over 90% of

patients, while radiotherapy is currently indicated in 20%–25% of patients [35]. Tra-

ditional WT target volumes include the flank, whole abdominal, and or whole lung

irradiation. Radiotherapy indications and doses vary by stage, histology, and

response to chemotherapy. For example, WT with favorable histology and pulmo-

nary metastases, who achieve complete response to chemotherapy, may not require

whole lung irradiation [36]. Due to the radiosensitivity of WT, doses between 10.8

and 25.2 Gy often provide high rates of locoregional control. Highly conformal target

volumes, as an alternative to flank irradiation by two parallel opposed fields, have

been proposed for WT and may reduce organ at risk (OAR) dosing and toxicity

in long-term survivors and will be the focus of future study [37].

Hematologic tumors
Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is the most commonmalignant neoplasm of

childhood. Treatment with contemporary systemic chemotherapy-alone regimens

results in complete remissions in >90% of patients. Primary therapy requires sys-

temic and intrathecal-directed chemotherapy to prevent future disease recurrence

in the brain and spine, with common usage of methotrexate and cytosine arabinoside

[38]. Advances in the efficacy of primary therapy have led to a significant reduction

in the overall use of radiotherapy in ALL, but its role remains critical in high-risk

patients and at relapse [39]. Fractionated total body irradiation is commonly

employed as part of the conditioning regimen for allogeneic stem cell transplantation

in patients who relapse or have high-risk features, including failure to achieve remis-

sion at the end of induction, presence of minimal residual disease at end of consol-

idation, and t(4;11) translocation [40]. During primary therapy, selected patients at

high risk of CNS relapse may receive prophylactic cranial irradiation in addition to

standard therapies [41]. CNS-directed radiotherapy may be considered in patients

with acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) with evidence of CNS involvement while

focal radiotherapy may be used for chloroma, sites of extramedullary disease in

AML [42,43].
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Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) is the most common malignancy in adolescents

between 15 and 19 years of age. With contemporary therapy, the 10-year overall sur-

vival for pediatric Hodgkin lymphoma exceeds 85%. The main prognostic factors for

risk stratification include stage, presence of B-symptoms, bulky disease, and interim

response to therapy using PET/CT. Combined modality therapy with chemotherapy

followed by consolidative radiotherapy represents the historical standard of care;

however, with advances in systemic therapy, not all patients require the same inten-

sity of therapy and many patients can potentially defer radiotherapy. Ongoing coop-

erative group studies in COG and the European Network Pediatric Hodgkin

Lymphoma (EuroNet-PHL) employ adaptive trial designs where treatment is guided

by response to chemotherapy. In addition, radiotherapy has shifted to treating smaller

volumes targeting only sites of high-risk disease with tailored chemotherapy based

on risk stratification. When radiotherapy is used, pediatric and adult patients typi-

cally receive doses of approximately 20 and 30–36 Gy, respectively. Evaluation

of treatment outcomes and reduction in the late toxicities with new regimens that

reduce the utilization of radiotherapy and limit dose to normal tissues are important

priorities in pediatric HL [44].

Radiotherapy-related toxicity profile for major pediatric
tumor types
While acute toxicity of radiotherapy is age-independent, the risk of late effects is

significantly increased with younger age, increased total dose and dose per fraction,

as well as larger volumes receiving radiotherapy doses. Approximately 75% of the

survivors from childhood cancer are confronted with late effects, manifested in any

grade of physical and psychosocial complaints [45]. The incidence of late toxicity

increases with age, is usually irreversible, and can lead to an increased risk of early

death [46,47]. Internationally, work is being done on guidelines to provide survivors

with tailor-made care from 5 years after diagnosis.

It is important to realize that the spectrum of late toxicities reported in the liter-

ature results from radiotherapy dating back from the 2D era, so roughly from the

period before 2000. It is likely that the extent of toxicity cannot be extrapolated

to the late effects from highly conformal irradiation techniques, applied in an increas-

ing number of radiotherapy departments since 2005.

Radiotherapy is a major determinant of CNS damage and a reason to postpone

high doses to large CNS volumes in young children when medically justified.

Declines in neurocognitive and neuroendocrine functions are frequently observed.

Neurocognitive impairments may include reductions in the ability to concentrate,

organize, process information, memorize, and to control emotional situations. As

a result, a significant number of survivors are unable to live independently. At the

endocrine level, a deficiency of growth hormone, but also the adrenal cortex, thyroid,

and gonadotropic hormone is often observed. In addition, tumor- or surgery-related
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neurological complaints such as spasticity, ataxia, epilepsy, and tremor can also have

an important impact on daily quality of life.

Radiotherapy to the thorax may lead to several major types of late effects. Car-

diovascular disease is one of the leading causes of late morbidity and death in child-

hood cancer survivors, with anthracycline-based chemotherapy and radiotherapy to

the heart as major risk factors. Ischemic heart disease at early ages, valvular dysfunc-

tion, arrhythmia, and early death as well as cardiomyopathy and congestive heart

failure are common manifestations of this late effect [48]. Although further research

is needed to identify the risk of dose delivered to specific cardiac substructures, such

as the left anterior descending artery or the left ventricle, mean heart doses >5 Gy

have been significantly associated with higher rates of cardiac disease [49]. Second,

late pulmonary complications from cancer therapy include obstructive lung disease,

pulmonary fibrosis, and loss of pulmonary capacity [50]. While rates of symptomatic

radiation pneumonitis in children are generally low, risk factors for the development

of pneumonitis include higher lung doses, bleomycin chemotherapy, and receipt of

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [51]. Finally, induction of subsequent malig-

nant neoplasms is a feared complication of ionizing radiotherapy and pediatric can-

cer survivors, who receive treatment to the thorax are at higher risk of developing

primary lung, breast, and thyroid cancers with longer survival [52].

Knowledge on late effects from radiotherapy for solid tumor tumors in the upper

abdomen is best documented in survivors from neuroblastoma or renal tumors. Over

30% of survivors demonstrate late toxicity to the organs/structures within or adjacent

to the radiotherapy portals, resulting from a dose between 10 and 40 Gy, delivered at

a particularly vulnerable age. Increased risks of renal insufficiency, arterial hyper-

tension, functional asplenia, diabetes mellitus (DM) and metabolic syndrome, mus-

culoskeletal effects including small adult height, vascular growth impairment, bowel

obstruction, and second malignancies have been demonstrated in neuroblastoma/

renal tumor survivors, irradiated by two opposing photon/cobalt beams [53–59].
Since the volume receiving high-dose radiotherapy is proportional to the risk of late

toxicity, a risk reduction can be expected using highly conformal target volumes and

modern radiotherapy [7,60].

Late toxicity reports of radiotherapy to the pelvis are mainly based on patients

irradiated for Ewing sarcoma and rhabdomyosarcoma, traditionally receiving doses

between 45 and 60 Gy. Fertility issues, vaginal toxicity, and sexual dysfunction and,

at higher doses, also chronic enteritis and intestinal adhesions may occur [61].

Is late toxicity avoidable by MRgRT?
Careful selection of the radiotherapy modality is essential in pediatric cancer patients

to minimize the risk of late toxicities with long survival. This is particularly impor-

tant in the brain, where OARs such as the hippocampus, hypothalamic pituitary axis,

and cochlea are sensitive to the low and intermediate doses delivered during curative

radiotherapy. Proton therapy is associated with significant improvements in
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neurocognitive and neuroendocrine preservation compared to intensity-modulated

photon radiotherapy (IMRT) [62,63]. Based on the available data, proton therapy

will likely remain the winner for patients with curative intent primary brain tumors.

For focal brain treatment plans, no clear dosimetric comparisons have been per-

formed between proton therapy and MRgRT, to date. It is likely, however, that an

IMRT treatment plan using MRgRT will have a higher total integral radiation dose

compared to proton therapy like other IMRT plans.

For brain and head and neck cancer patients, the similarity in mask immobiliza-

tion methods between MRgRT and other treatment modalities leads to comparable

setup uncertainty/PTV margins between different machines. Similarly, high utiliza-

tion of planningMRIs will somewhat limit the utility ofMRgRT for improving target

delineation compared to IMRT and proton therapy for brain tumors. Nevertheless,

selected patients in this region may still achieve superior volumetric soft-tissue

imaging, real-time soft-tissue tracking, and adaptive replanning for anatomical

changes compared to other radiation modalities. While most pediatric patients with

brain and skull base tumors will be treated with other modalities, the clinician with

MRgRT should consider this modality in appropriate patients treated with photon-

based therapies.

In patients with abdominal tumors like neuroblastoma and Wilms tumor, the

tumor bed is typically located adjacent to the posterior abdominal wall and vertebral

column. Adding a CTV-, ITV-, and PTVmargin partially overlaps with the surround-

ing structures and OARs like the vertebrae, pancreas, and spleen. With two parallel

opposed fields, abdominal organs typically receive doses between 10 and 25 Gy,

when treating neuroblastoma and renal tumors. Recent publications reveal an

increased risk of developing diabetes mellitus and late infection-related mortality

for doses above 10 Gy on the tail of the pancreas and the spleen [57,64]. These con-

straints of 10 Gy related to a potential clinical benefit in a subgroup of patients with

neuroblastoma and renal tumors has fuelled discussion regarding the placement of

new dose constraints on the spleen and the tail of the pancreas to <10 Gy. To date,

there is no convincing data from the literature that demonstrates a clear clinical ben-

efit with proton therapy to spare the anterior abdomen, including the bowel and liver.

An in silico dosimetric study of Wilms tumor in children demonstrated that the

PTV margin could be reduced isotropically to 2mm with MRgRT compared to the

cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)-based IMRT workflow, resulting in a

dose reduction to OARs while maintaining target coverage. This margin reduction

is enabled correction in interfraction motion during the MRgRT workflow [65].

Intrafraction motion due to respiration and resulting limitations on the visibility

of the pancreatic tail on CBCT make this a group of patients who may potentially

benefit fromMRgRT for OAR sparing, particularly when gated delivery can be used.

In summary, patient selection is central to identifying patients who will obtain the

greatest potential benefit fromMRgRT. Clinicians should consider the importance of

(1) soft-tissue visualization, (2) respiratory motion management, (3) proximity to

OARs and the ability to spare them using MRgRT compared to other treatment
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modalities, and (4) the need for adaptive replanning to affect these superior treatment

plans compared to IMRT and proton therapy.

Survey on the potential role of MRgRT in pediatric
radiotherapy among future users
In 2020, the potential benefit of MRgRT in pediatric patients treated with curative

intent was evaluated by a survey among current and future users of MRgRT systems

across SIOPE and COG-affiliated radiotherapy departments [66]. The survey con-

sisted of a table with 45 scenarios, 28 related to the primary tumor site and 17 related

to metastatic sites. For each scenario, respondents (n¼12) indicated ‘yes’ or ‘no’ if a

benefit for MRgRT was expected in reducing toxicity or improving clinical outcome

when compared to CBCT-guided photon or proton therapy (Figs. 21.1 and 21.2). Per-

centages of�25% (<3/12 respondents), 25%–75%, and� 75% (>9/12 respondents)

were considered as ‘no,’ ‘possible,’ and ‘expected benefit,’ respectively.

For the primary tumor sites, respondents indicated an expected benefit from

MRgRT on toxicity reduction for thoracic lymphomas and rhabdomyosarcomas

located in the (upper) abdomen. The expected benefit from MRgRT for these two

indications was explained by PTV margin reduction, intrafraction motion manage-

ment, daily adaptation of target volumes, online replanning for optimal sparing of

OARs, and the potential for functional imaging during each fraction. No respondents

expected a ‘clear’ clinical benefit in local control or survival outcomes forMRgRT in

all the primary tumor scenarios considered. However, respondents expected a ‘pos-

sible’ benefit for improving outcomes in 13/28 of the scenarios considered, including

patients with residual masses in the thorax, abdomen, or pelvis.

For the metastatic tumor sites treated with curative intent, respondents indicated

an ‘expected’ benefit withMRgRT in reducing toxicity for mediastinal lymph nodes,

lymph nodes located in the liver/splenic hilum, and liver metastases. For primary RT

of lymph nodes located in the thorax or liver/splenic hilum, a benefit from reducing

toxicity was expected because of PTV margin reduction, daily adaptation of target

volumes, online replanning for optimal sparing of OARs, and intrafraction motion

management. No benefit for toxicity reduction was expected for bone metastasis,

while a ‘possible benefit’ could be expected for lymph node sites in head and neck,

para-aortal, pelvic and inguinal region, and brain/lung metastases. No respondents

expected a clear clinical outcome benefit for MRgRT in all the considered metastatic

scenarios. In 10/17 scenarios, a ‘possible benefit’ was expected, generally for the

irradiation of lymph node sites.

The ideal niche for MRgRT in pediatric patients
To determine whether a specific pediatric case could have a potential benefit from

MRgRT treatment compared to CBCT-guided treatment, a scoring system was

developed (Table 21.1). Five scoring criteria are defined and should be answered
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FIG. 21.1

See figure legend on next page.
(Continued)
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independently for ‘tumor control’ and ‘OAR toxicity.’ Four criteria have a secondary

query to score.

A “Yes” answer, resulting in ‘+1’ is given if MRgRT is expected to be superior to

a CBCT-guided treatment for each criterion. A “No” answer is given a score of “0.”

The summation of all scores provides an estimate of the potential benefit (“weak,”

“modest,” or “strong”) of MRgRT for tumor control and toxicity reduction. After the

selection of MRgRT as a treatment modality, clinicians should always review the

MRgRT radiotherapy plan and verify that the quality objectives met or exceeded

the expected benefits. Many MRgRT users have access to other radiotherapy tech-

nologies; this scoring system combined with plan review should be used to help

ensure that patients receive the optimal treatment plan.

Four case examples illustrating potential clinical applications for MRgRT in

pediatric cancers are listed below; these cases were treated at Miami Cancer Institute

using a MRIdian (ViewRay, Oakwood Village, USA).

Case 1. Daily online adaptive radiotherapy to meet OAR constraints
This is an 18-year-old female with a recurrent Ewing Sarcoma, who previously

received definitive radiotherapy for a primary tumor in the pelvis and comprehensive

metastatic site radiotherapy, including whole lung irradiation. At first relapse at

18 months following completion of primary therapy, she developed metastatic dis-

ease in the lungs. She received chemotherapy and had a partial response, with three

residual tumors.

Two metastases were peripheral, including one in the anterior left lower lobe

(LLL); on CT simulation, tumor excursion was �8mm. On the scoring system

(Table 21.1), these peripheral lesions were scored a ‘3’ for tumor control and a

‘2’ for OAR sparing, indicating a modest potential benefit with MRgRT. These

two lesions were treated with stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) using

CBCT-guided treatment to 35 Gy in 5 fractions, given prior whole lung irradiation.

The third lesion was present in the medial LLL and was adjacent to the heart, esoph-

agus, and stomach. On CT simulation, this lesion had 15mm of excursion during

Fig.21.1, CONT’D

Illustration of the expected benefit from MRgRT for primary pediatric tumor sites. Percentage

of responders (n¼12) expecting a benefit of toxicity reduction or clinical outcome

improvement using MRgRT compared to CBCT-guided photon or proton therapy for different

areas of the body and common pediatric tumor scenarios. A percentage of � 25%,

25%–75%, and � 75% were considered as ‘no,’ ‘possible,’ and ‘expected benefit,’

respectively. PrimRT ¼ primary radiotherapy, and PostopRT ¼ postoperative radiotherapy.
Reprinted from Publication Seravalli E, Kroon PS, Buatti JM, Hall MD, Mandeville HC, Marcus KJ, Onal C, Ozyar

E, Paulino AC, Paulsen F, Saunders D, Tsang DS, Wolden SL, Janssens GO. The potential role of MR-guided

adaptive radiotherapy in pediatric oncology: Results from a SIOPE-COG survey. Clin Transl Radiat Oncol.

2021;29:71-78, with permission from Elsevier.
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breathing and was scored as a ‘4’ for both tumor control and OAR sparing

(Table 21.1).

The third lesion was treated with MRgRT in mid-inspiration breath hold with

daily online adaptive replanning, with the objective to maintain stomach dose of

D0.03cc <32 Gy, including the contribution from the peripheral lesion treated in

FIG. 21.2

Illustration of the expected benefit fromMRgRT for metastatic tumor sites in pediatric tumors.

Percentage of responders (n¼12) expecting a benefit of toxicity reduction or clinical outcome

improvement using MRgRT compared to CBCT-guided photon or proton therapy for different

areas of the body and common pediatric tumor scenarios. A percentage of �25%,

25%–75%, and �75% were considered as ‘no,’ ‘possible,’ and ‘expected benefit,’

respectively. PrimRT ¼ primary radiotherapy, PostopRT ¼ postoperative radiotherapy,

Pre-opRT ¼ preoperative radiotherapy.
Reprinted from Publication Seravalli E, Kroon PS, Buatti JM, Hall MD, Mandeville HC, Marcus KJ, Onal C, Ozyar

E, Paulino AC, Paulsen F, Saunders D, Tsang DS, Wolden SL, Janssens GO. The potential role of MR-guided

adaptive radiotherapy in pediatric oncology: Results from a SIOPE-COG survey. Clin Transl Radiat Oncol

2021;29:71–78, with permission from Elsevier.
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the LLL with CBCT-guided treatment. Fig. 21.3 demonstrates large interfraction

changes of the stomach geometry with respect to the medial LLL tumor. Predicted

dose (initial simulation plan recalculated on anatomy of the day) for fraction 5

showed that 5.96 cc of the stomach received �32 Gy; the reoptimized adaptive plan

met the D0.03cc stomach constraint and improved GTV/PTV coverage. No adverse

toxicities have been observed with 11 months of follow-up.

FIG. 21.3

(A) Synchronous left lower lobe lesions with overlap of dose observed in the stomach. Daily

adaptive MRgRT was performed (C) to maintain daily stomach tolerance compared to (B) the

simulation anatomy.

Table 21.1 Scoring system to assess whether a weak, modest, or strong benefit
from MRgRT can be expected compared to CBCT-guided treatment.

Criteria Additional query
Tumor
control

Organ at
risk

Is visibility of
MRI>CBCT?

1/0 1/0

Is interfraction
uncertainty>3mm?

Is daily online adaptive
replanning available on your
MRgRT system?

1/0 1/0

Is plan quality of
MRgRT�CBCT-linac?

Are DVH constraints met for the
MRgRT plan?

1/0 1/0

Is intrafraction
motion>5mm?

Is motion management
available on your MRgRT
system?

1/0 1/0

Is online functional
imaging beneficial for
treatment?

Is functional imaging available
on your MRgRT system?

1/0 1/0

Outcome/toxicity
benefit with MRgRT

Sum (≤1/
2-3/≥4):
weak/
modest/
strong

Sum
(≤1/2-3/
≥4):
weak/
modest/
strong
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Case 2. Intrafraction motion management—Moving target soft-tissue
visualization
This is a 7-year-old female with embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, who had previously

been treated for a lower extremity primary tumor with biopsy-proven regional nodal

involvement. At relapse, she presented with a solitary site of metastatic disease in

segment IV of the liver. Based on the scoring system, this patient was considered

to have a strong benefit from tumor control using MRgRT with a score of ‘4’ and

a modest benefit in terms of OAR sparing with a score of ‘3’ (Table 21.1).

The patient was treated with daily MRgRT for margin reduction and improved

soft-tissue visualization. MR differentiated the liver tumor on daily volumetric

MR (Fig. 21.4) with real-time tracking. The patient was treated with gated delivery

in mid-inspiration breath hold using continuous MR tracking of the tumor in the sag-

ittal plane at 4 frames per second with a CTV to PTV expansion of 3mm and no ITV

expansion required. On follow-up imaging 3 months later, the lesion demonstrated a

complete response to therapy, but the tumor was later found to have additional dis-

seminated metastases; eventually the patient died with disease. No adverse events

were observed with the 7 months of follow-up.

Case 3. Superior tumor visualization and OAR sparing—Simulation
and daily IGRT soft-tissue visualization
This is a 7-year-old male with metastatic neuroblastoma with a painful lesion involv-

ing the right mandible. He previously received high-risk therapy including consoli-

dative proton therapy to the abdomen and limited sites of metastatic disease,

including a single-scalp metastasis. At first recurrence, he had one site of recurrent

disease in the mandible. Based on limited volume recurrent disease, we

FIG. 21.4

A single, metastatic, embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma lesion in the caudate lobe of the liver

treated with MRgRT. Motion management with continuous MR tracking during gated delivery

in mid-inspiration breath hold enabled treatment with a CTV to PTV expansion of 3mm and

without ITV.
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recommended treatment to 30 Gy in 10 fractions. While this plan would have been

easily deliverable with any linear accelerator, MRgRT was selected for improved

soft-tissue visualization and the ability to significantly reduce OAR dosing compared

to an alternative 3D conformal plan. The MR differentiated the tumor from the adja-

cent masseter and pterygoid muscles; using CT-based planning, the GTV volume

would have been overestimated, as shown in Fig. 21.5. Using the scoring convention,

the potential benefit attributed to MRgRT was a ‘2’ for tumor control and a ‘3’ for

OAR sparing (Table 21.1).

The patient was treated with a 3D conformal MRgRT with a plan with x-rays that

delivered a mean dose of 18.5 and 17.5 Gy to the ipsilateral parotid and

FIG. 21.5

MR simulation (A) differentiated the neuroblastoma tumor from the normal tissues of the

masseter and pterygoids compared to CT simulation (B). The 3D conformal MRgRT plan

(C) demonstrates excellent sparing of the oral cavity and the ipsilateral and contralateral

salivary glands of equivalent quality to an IMRT plan.
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submandibular glands, respectively, 9.0 Gy to the oral cavity, and<5 Gy to the con-

tralateral parotid and submandibular glands. Based on the treatment-planning pro-

cess for MRgRT, the 3D conformal plan is similar in quality to an IMRT plan

without excess cost to the health-care system.

Case 4. Weekly QA MRI—Soft tissue visualization for offline adaptive
replanning or MR simulation
This is a 10-year-old male with craniopharyngioma, who received treatment using

intensity-modulated proton therapy at our center. Due to the reduction in total inte-

gral dose and excellent hippocampal/temporal lobe sparing, proton therapy was

recommended in this case. At Miami Cancer Institute, all craniopharyngioma

patients receive weekly on-treatment QA MR imaging on MRIdian for soft-tissue

visualization to evaluate for changes in the tumor/cyst. In the event of tumor/cyst

growth or shrinkage, offline adaptive replanning is performed. In this case, the

QA MR performed during week 1 of proton therapy and 22 days from simulation

(Fig. 21.6) demonstrated that the tumor had increased in size and was touching

the CTV.

Offline adaptive replanning was performed; the patient received two additional

fractions using the initial proton therapy plan and then started the new plan 3 days

after the QA MR. Weekly MR is feasible without requiring diagnostic MR imaging

and this is an efficient use of patient time and cancer center resources. The weekly

appointment on MRIdian for quality-assurance imaging lasts approximately 10min

and is easily coordinated with the proton therapy treatment time, representing a sig-

nificantly shorter time than using a diagnostic MR in the radiology department.

FIG. 21.6

CT simulation (left) and on-treatment QA MR (right) performed 22 days showing tumor

growth, prompting offline adaptive replanning.
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Current challenges for MRgRT in pediatrics
As in adults, a workflow on MRgRT machines demands more patient compliance

compared to CBCT-guided treatments. However, the care of pediatric cancer

patients presents several additional unique challenges, and these challenges should

be considered in the implementation of an MRgRT program that will serve pediatric

patients.

Pediatric patients more commonly use anesthesia for treatment compliance, and

prospective users should carefully plan for the implementation of anesthesia use

when installing newMRgRT systems.While many of the features of treatment deliv-

ery using anesthesia are similar between MRgRT and CBCT-based vaults, some

deserve special attention. First, all equipment reserved for MRgRT should be

MR-compatible, including emergency equipment. MR-compatible anesthesia equip-

ment, including infusion pumps and inhalational devices, are widely available given

the need for this equipment in diagnostic imaging, but users should ensure that all

allocated and backup equipment have limited ferromagnetic materials and limited

radiofrequency interference [67]. Second, real-time monitoring of the patient vital

signs during MRgRT may require a filtered connection through a radiofrequency

panel or in-room cameras, since telemetric connections are often not translatable

through shielded vaults.

Before clinical use, care should be taken to verify that the MRI-scan parameters

used, which are optimized for adult patients, still provide high-quality images for

pediatric patients, who generally have smaller bodies and less fat.

For the treatment of thoracic or abdominal sites, such as the liver, the radiother-

apy team should consider compliance of the patient with team instructions, such as

breath hold, or consider strategies that do not rely on breath hold when appropriate

like abdominal compression through an MR-compatible belt. Both techniques may

be advantageous when the effects of motion can be mitigated and may lead to reduc-

tion in dose to OARs [68]. At present, time-gated delivery to obviate the need for an

ITV is not yet available on all MRgRT devices. An audiovisual system can be used

during treatment to improve patient compliance [69], with the usual caveat of ensur-

ing MR compatibility. If available to the program, child life specialists should be

included in treatment preparation and planning for MRgRT [70]. Acoustic noise

is a well-known issue during MRI. All patients should be given appropriately sized

hearing protection devices such as earplugs/earmuffs/headphones [71]. Sizing is

important in children, particularly in patients with small ear canals or patients

who use mask immobilization during MRgRT. Patients repetitively exposed to

MRI are at risk of reaching critical cumulative noise level doses if protection is inad-

equate, especially during a long course of fractionated MRgRT [72,73].

Lastly, MRgRT systems, in general, have a smaller field size, which limits the

clinical indications that can be treated, such as larger volume abdominal or thoracic

lymphomas. However, this challenge can potentially be overcome with a multiple

isocenter technique [74]. In addition, the bore size and orientation limits the ability

to use noncoplanar treatment strategies with MRgRT.
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Concluding remarks
MRgRT is a novel radiotherapy modality and is still under development, but it has

grown in utilization and availability during the past years. Currently, experience for

pediatric cancers is limited to a couple of highly selected cases [75,76]. Due to the

rarity and broad spectrum of pediatric tumors, there is a strong need for collaboration

by all institutes treating pediatric patients on an MRgRT system.

To this purpose, a working group coordinated by our group was established in

June, 2021, with 12 current members, including nine Unity (Elekta, Crawley,

UK) and three MRIdian users from Europe, Canada, and the United States. Given

the small number of candidates in each institute, it is essential to include all patients

in a registration cohort with an intent to prospectively track patient outcomes using

MRgRT and to improve daily practices.

From a technical perspective, future advancements may help facilitate the inte-

gration of MRgRT for pediatric populations. Below, we summarize technological

opportunities to facilitate greater utilization and adoption of MR-guidance for not

only pediatric but also adult patients.

First, one current barrier to MRgRT utilization in both children and adults is the

longer treatment times with an adaptive workflow. The current online adaptive plan-

ning process is mostly serial in nature and requires manual user intervention for

recontouring and planning. Implementation of automatic contouring and planning

capabilities may reduce treatment times and increase throughput of MRgRT [77].

Artificial intelligence (AI)-based algorithms have great potential to enhance the

accuracy of MR-based auto-segmentation or deformable segmentation on the daily

MRI [78]. The need for accurate and reliable AI-based segmentation algorithms

remains a topic of key interest to the entire radiotherapy community and is an unmet

need in even the pretreatment CT-guided treatment workflow. The value added of a

promising MR-based AI segmentation solution for the adaptive radiotherapy work-

flow remains critical for MRgRT online adaptive utilization.

Similarly, the improvements in the delivery aspects of MRgRT systems such as

increased dose rates, faster gantry rotation speeds, and volumetric arc delivery capa-

bilities will reduce delivery times for MRgRT. Arc delivery may additionally help to

improve plan quality on MRgRT, which has unique importance to pediatric

patients [79].

There are opportunities for improvedMR image quality for pediatric populations.

Screen-printed coil designs allow for integration of MR receiver coils into infant

blankets and hats (Fig. 21.7) to improve patient comfort, tolerability, and signal

to noise ratio over standard adult coil bridge or coil array geometries [80,81].

The broader integration of gating capabilities to all MRgRT systems may enable

greater intrafraction motion management, as currently real-time gating is only avail-

able on a subset of MRgRT systems.

Finally, the integration of biomarker evaluation into pediatric radiotherapy stud-

ies is an unmet need, which may help to better understand toxicity incidence and

tumor outcomes in this population [82].
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Cardiac and pericardiac tumors
Cardiac tumors are extremely rare. Primary cardiac tumors are most commonly sar-

comas and the most common metastases to the heart are from renal cell carcinoma

[2].When possible cardiac sarcomas are surgically resected, but in a large series a R0

resection was achieved in only 10 of 75 patients with an overall 5-year survival of

less than 20% [3]. Despite the fact that sarcomas are relatively radioresistant, pri-

mary or postoperative radiotherapy is often offered for unresected or partially

resected cardiac sarcomas. In the above French series, 19.4% of patients received

a median dose of 50Gy fractionated radiation. On the other hand, today there is

increased awareness of radiation-induced cardiotoxicity and it is important to avoid

unnecessary radiation to both the entire heart and various substructures. The growing

awareness of the heart as a structure that moves with both breathing and pulsation

stresses the need for high accuracy when delivering radiotherapy in and around

the heart, especially large fraction sizes delivered by SBRT [4,5]. Real-time MR

guidance can provide the accurate delineation and real-time tracking of lesions in

and around the heart. A report of four patients with cardiac sarcoma recurring after

surgery and treated with MR-guided RT (MRgRT) to a prescribed dose of 30–35Gy
in five fractions shows the feasibility of this approach. Treatment was well tolerated,

but follow-up was short (1–6months) [6]. A single institution series of MR-guided

SBRT for intracardiac and pericardiac metastases delivered 40–50Gy in five frac-

tions to GTV volumes of up to 87cc and reported little toxicity except for mild

fatigue in two patients [7]. At Assuta Medical Centers, we have safely treated several

patients with lung and nodal metastases close to the heart. All patients underwent CT

simulation and MRI simulation and treatment in the supine position with both arms

elevated above the head. GTV volume was clearly seen and delineated on fused

imaging modalities, and a 3-mm margin was added for PTV for planning and treat-

ment delivery. Using the GTV nodule as the tracking structure, breath-hold
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instruction was applied verbally during the radiation session. Constraints used: 95%

dose coverage to 95% PTV volume, with maximal dose of 107%. Timmerman-based

normal tissue constraints were all achieved: both lungs 1500cc �10Gy, 1000cc

�11.4Gy, and 11Gy to a maximum volume of 37%; heart: maximum of 24Gy to

15cc, with a maximum dose of 0.035cc.

Case no. 1
A 70-year old patient 1year after treatment with MRgRT to a pancreatic tumor. A

routine PET-CT showed control of the primary tumor but development of an oligo-

metastasis in the pericardiac fat abutting the right diaphragm (Fig. 22.1). A diagnos-

tic MRI revealed a 1.9�1.6-cm metastatic nodule in the right pericardial fat at a

distance of 1cm from the right ventricle (Fig. 22.1A). Following fusion with the

diagnostic MRI and the PET-CT, the tumor GTV was delineated. Prescribed dose

was 48Gy in three fractions delivered with a 6 MV IMRT plan. The original plan

comprised 34 fields in 60 segments and 3712 MUs (Fig. 22.1B). The first fraction

required only weight optimization to optimize PTV coverage; however, the second

and third required replanning for optimization of both PTV and heart doses. Mean

heart dose (MHD) was 3.03Gy in the original plan and 2.72 during treatment. There

were no side effects except for transient, mild fatigue. Twelve months following radi-

ation, this nodule is no longer visible .

Case no. 2
A 79-year old female with triple negative breast cancer developed an isolated met-

astatic lesion in her left lung, 2.5�1.2cm, adjacent to the left ventricle, adherent to

the pericardium (Fig. 22.2). The prescribed dose was 50Gy in five fractions. The

original plan comprised of 21 fields in 63 segments, and 5735 MUs. Mean treatment

parameters: on table time was 74min, 5445 MU, 64 segments. In all five treatment

fractions, adaptation was required due to insufficient PTV coverage, in two of the

five fractions heart dose constraints were violated, and in one fraction the spine dose

was too high. MHD in the original plan was 5.05Gy and a mean dose of 4.82Gy was

achieved through all the radiation sessions, highest 5.61Gy. Ipsilateral right lung

V5 and V20 were 21% and 5.3%, respectively.

In summary, MR-guided SBRT allows maximum safety for treatment of tumors

in or around the heart. In our experience, most fractions required adaptation and plan

recalculation due to inadequate PTV coverage and high normal tissue doses. Treat-

ment time was approximately 1h on the table. On-board MR imaging and tracking

allow for breathing motion compensation, leading to low heart and lung doses.

There were no short term side effects except for mild fatigue. There are limited

published studies.
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Bladder cancer
Radiotherapy (usually combined with chemotherapy) is one of the curative options

for nonmetastatic bladder cancer. The bladder is a mobile and deformable target,

with bladder filling changing from day to day. The bladder usually abuts loops of

the small bowel and it is therefore challenging to deliver a tumoricidal dose of radio-

therapy to bladder tumors with external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) alone. In the

past, excellent long-term bladder-sparing outcomes were reported with combinations

of EBRT to the whole bladder and an interstitial brachytherapy boost to the residual

FIG. 22.1

(A) Tumor nodule in the right pericardial fat, seen on MR-LINAC. (B) Original plan isodose

map: 1—25%, 2—50%, 3—75%, 4—95%, 5—100%, 6—105%.
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tumor. Van der Werf-Messing reported 80% 5-year disease-specific survival of a

group of patients with T2-T3 bladder tumors treated with 40Gy conventionally frac-

tionated radiotherapy to the whole bladder followed by a brachytherapy boost [8].

Bladder brachytherapy is rarely used today due to the need for special expertise

in intraoperative placement of the brachytherapy sources, although a recent review

noted that bladder brachytherapy is “one of the best kept secrets in the world of

oncology” [9]. Real-time imaging is vital to adapt the treatment volume of EBRT

to the actual anatomy at the time of RT, as recently reviewed by Kong et al. [10].

Conventional RT has often used a library of three simulation plans at various stages

of bladder filling to account for interfraction motion and then delivering the plan

closest to the bladder filling as seen on cone-beam CT on each day of

treatment. A possible limitation of MR-guided SBRT is the duration of each treat-

ment delivery during which time there can be significant intrafraction change in

bladder filling. One group reported that MR imaging after 15min showed less

FIG. 22.2

(A) Tumor nodule in the left pericardial fat, seen onMR-LINAC. (B) Original plan isodosemap:

1—25%, 2—50%, 3—75%, 4—95%, 5—100%, 6—105%.
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healthy tissue exposure than the initial plan of the day, but that MR imaging after

30min shows less favorable anatomy than the plan of the day [11].

Several reports have shown that hypofractionation is a reasonable option for the

treatment of bladder cancer [12–14]. A recent metaanalysis concluded that a 20 frac-

tion schedule of moderate hypofractionation results in better locoregional control

compared to a 32 fraction conventional fractionation schedule [12]. Ultra-

hypofractionation consisting of 6 weekly fractions of 6Gy each, to a total dose of

36Gy, has also been shown to be well tolerated by elderly bladder cancer patients

(median age 86years). These patients had competing causes of death with good

short-term (3months) local control, although a follow-up study demonstrated only

approximately 50% free of local recurrence after 2years. Dose escalation is probably

needed in younger patients with better overall performance status and longer life

expectancy [13]. The use of MR guidance may allow safe dose escalation. A dose

of 36Gy in 6 weekly fractions with MR guidance has been shown to be feasible

in a small group of very old (median age 85years) bladder-cancer patients with a

median treatment time of 38min without compromising bladder coverage [14].

Studies limiting the dose of radiotherapy to the whole bladder and adding a boost

to the tumor GTV have shown good, long-term control when compared to a full dose

of RT to the whole bladder. There was not significantly less toxicity with limited

bladder dose although there was a trend to less bladder shrinkage in patients treated

with the lower dose to the whole bladder and partial bladder boost [15]. The lack of

reduced toxicity in this study may be attributed to the use of CTV-PTV margins of

1.5cm without employing real-time imaging, such as provided with MRgRT, which

would allow adaptation and reduction of CTV-PTV margins to a minimum. In addi-

tion, a metaanalysis has concluded that MRI staging is more accurate than clinical

evaluation for T-staging of bladder cancer. Modern bladder cancer staging prior to

radiation treatment with MRI imaging renders a better tumor visualization and com-

fortable delineation, allowing closer margins for dose calculation [16]. MRI-guided

RT with delineation of the gross tumor volume by MRI therefore has a promise to

allow dose escalation and delivery of tumoricidal doses of hypofractionated RT for

bladder cancer with acceptable toxicity [17] (Fig. 22.3).

Kidney
The kidney has been considered a major organ at risk of radiation induced long-term

damage from relatively low doses of radiation [18]. Primary kidney tumors are usu-

ally treated by surgical nephrectomy, although partial nephrectomy is offered in

appropriate cases, especially when the contralateral kidney is nonfunctioning or

absent. Image-guided SBRT offers an alternative to partial nephrectomy. The Inter-

national Radiosurgery Oncology Consortium for Kidney (IROCK) published a series

of 223 patients with nonmetastatic kidney cancer (around 50% with tumors >4cm

diameter) treated with a single fraction to a median dose of 25Gy or multifraction

SBRT to a median dose of 40Gy. Two- and four-year local control was 98.4%. Most
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patients had a reduction in eGFR (mean decrease of 5.5mL/min) with a correspond-

ing rise in creatinine after treatment (mean 28 μmol/L) with six patients requiring

dialysis [19]. This study shows the curative potential of SBRT for primary kidney

cancer. A small study has shown that dose escalation up to 60Gy in three fractions

is feasible with little toxicity. SBRT for primary RCC is especially useful in frail

patients and for poor surgical candidates [20,21].

Siva et al. studied the effect of SBRT on renal function as measured by SPECT

scans. They reported a gradual but small reduction in eGFR over 12months. A dose-

volume relationship of kidney function showed kidney function was increasingly

impaired in volumes receiving >30Gy BED with a loss of 25%–39% of activity

observed on SPECT for every 10Gy of physically delivered dose, stressing the need

for improved accuracy of SBRT in kidney disease [22]. Preservation of kidney func-

tion is particularly important since many kidney cancer patients have longevity of

life even in advanced disease stage, with modern immunotherapy and other treatment

modalities, and have to maintain their renal function.

As noted in a recent review, the role of MR guidance in treatment of RCC is

evolving [23].

FIG. 22.3

(A) Bladder, original plan isodose map. (B) Dose volume histogram.
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A study ofMRI performed over 25min on 15 patients with RCC showed that non-

respiratory intrafraction drift contributes significantly to kidney motion during the

time period of an SBRT treatment. Prims et al. described that without mechanical

immobilization, intrafraction drift accounts for over 75% of the total intrafraction

motion margins for online midposition–based SBRT [24].

The use of MR guidance during SBRT could allow reduction of GTV-PTV mar-

gins and reduce the risk of significant impairment of kidney function. Tetar reported

36 patients treated with 40Gy/5fx withMR-guided SBRT.Mean tumor diameter was

5.6cm. One-year local control was 95.2% with one case of grade 2 nausea. Mean

eGFR decreased from 55/3mL/min at baseline to 49.3mL/min after 16months with

no patient requiring dialysis [25]. Patients diagnosed with metastatic RCC will often

require systemic therapy including chemotherapy; it is therefore essential to prevent

impairment of renal function.

Ablative treatment of the primary tumor, including surgical resection has often

been recommended for cytoreduction of the primary tumor in patients with meta-

static RCC. MR-guided SBRT has been used to safely deliver an ablative dose of

RT in these cases [26].

Oligometastatic RCC
RCC is considered relatively radioresistant to conventionally fractionated RT. Nev-

ertheless, the long-term experience of single-dose radiosurgery for brain metastases

from RCC has demonstrated that RCC metastases can successfully be ablated and

patients with oligometastatic RCC are candidates for SBRT.

The group at Karolinska published the first report of extracranial SBRT for RCC

showing good responses with 90%–98% local control and low toxicity. Responses

were seen at both primary and metastatic sites including soft-tissue metastases

[27]. Zelefsky showed the importance of delivering an adequate dose of radiation

using SBRT with 88% local control following a single dose of 24Gy, but only

20% control following lower single doses of fractionated SBRT. Most of the patients

in this series had bony metastases [28]. SBRT for metastatic RCC has often been

combined with systemic biological and immunotherapies [29]. In some patients,

SBRT has been given concomitantly with systemic TKIs [30]. The combination

of SBRT and immunotherapy has been studied, especially to evaluate whether SBRT

enhances immunotherapy via the abscopal effect. A phase II study showed that the

combination was well tolerated but with no added benefit compared to historical

immunotherapy series [31].

A recent phase 2 study evaluated the use of SBRT with varying dose protocols,

most commonly 50Gy in four fractions, to up to four oligometastases of RCC in

order to delay systemic therapy. Local control was 97% and 1-year progression free

survival was 64% (median PGF 22.7months). The most common sites treated were

lung and bone, but the study included several soft-tissue sites including pancreas

[32]. At our institute, we have treated three patients with RCC metastatic to the
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pancreas. One patient is progression free and has needed no further treatment

2.5years after receiving MR-guided SBRT to a dose of 50Gy in five fractions.

Two patients had local control but died due to metastatic disease. It is important

to note that RCC metastases to the pancreas are more difficult to delineate compared

to primary pancreatic tumors, emphasizing the need for close collaboration with

diagnostic radiologists when planning SBRT.

Concluding remarks
MR-guided SBRT offers an excellent tool for treating unusual soft-tissue tumors

including both primary and metastatic tumors to the heart and kidney. Real-time

MR soft-tissue imaging allows optimization of the delivery of the planned dose to

the target while avoiding dose to the surrounding healthy organs. The few reports

published until now show that it is feasible to deliver ablative doses of SBRT to these

tumors with low short- and medium-term toxicity. MR-guided RT has the potential

for improving the therapeutic ratio of RT for primary bladder cancer.
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CHAPTER

Patient reported outcomes
in the use of MR-guided
radiotherapy

23
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Magnetic resonance-guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) is a relatively new technology

which is gaining popularity around the world. Over the last 3–4years, cancer centres
wishing to adopt the latest technology have installed magnetic resonance linear

accelerators (MR Linacs) and begun to develop treatment programs for patients

which make full use of the new technology’s capabilities.

Currently, there are two MRgRT systems available on the market: the Elekta

Unity with a 1.5-T magnet and the ViewRay MRIdian with a 0.35-T magnet.

The workflow for these two systems differs slightly but broadly speaking allows

for daily adaptation of radiotherapy plans. Thus, a completely different approach to

conventionally planned and delivered radiotherapy is required, with a radiation

oncologist present to contour anatomy and review the new plan, as well as physics

staff to provide online checks and quality assurance.

This process inevitably results in prolonged treatment times that require patients

to spend a significant amount of time, ranging from 30 to 90min, within the bore of

the machine, while lying still.

The environment within theMRLinac is different from that of more conventional

linear accelerators. The treatment couch is an uncomfortable surface to lie on for any

length of time. The MR Linac bunker is cooled to allow optimum functioning of the

technology, the MR hardware is noisy and intrusive, and there is the potential for the

magnetic fields to generate sensations within the body, ranging from heat to pins and

needles.

With the emergence of new technology, it is important to evaluate the effects of

implementing novel therapies on the patient’s experience as well as the possible

clinical outcomes.

Whereas clinician reported toxicity using standardized Common Terminology

Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) assessment, patient-reported toxicities are

considered standard within clinical trials. Clinicians under report the rate and sever-

ity of toxicities in patients [1], so patient-reported outcomes are considered a valu-

able additional source of information, free from clinician’s bias. In addition, patients

may declare toxicities that were not considered for inclusion by clinicians [1–5].
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This chapter examines the published data available on both patient experience

and some early clinical effects as assessed by patient-reported outcomes.

Patient experience
Many MR Linac sites across the world have published patient evaluations of their

service. Some centers have published independently [3,6–11] and others as groups

[12]. Patient experience is identified as those aspects of MR-guided treatment that

are likely to cause discomfort when a patient is positioned within the bore of the

machine.

Toxicity assessment in clinical trials is standardized by the National Cancer Insti-

tute’s Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE), grading adverse

events (AEs) on a scale from 0 to 5. The CTCAE grading, as well as the patient-

reported outcomes measure (PROMs) should be the standard assessment for the clin-

ical evaluation of radiotherapy solutions like online MRgRT. Several studies have

revealed discrepancies between clinician and patient reporting in general oncology

treatment. Clinicians appear to under report the rate and severity of treatment toxic-

ity, when compared with patient-reported severity.

A systematic selection of AEs allows the PROM questionnaire to address the

most appropriate questions. As MRgRT allows dose escalation and reduction of

PTV volume, the incidence and severity of symptoms may differ from standard

radiotherapy fractionations. Patient experience questionnaires should go hand in

hand with PROM data collection.

Areas covered within patient experience include but are not limited to anxiety

levels, the duration of therapy, local heat sensations, temperature perception, dizzi-

ness, tingling sensations, metallic taste, visual phenomena, noise levels, breathing

instructions, and breath hold.

With daily target and OAR adaptation and plan reoptimization for each fraction,

patients can be positioned within the MR bore for 60–120min. Some centers have

developed an in-house PROM questionnaire (PRO-Q) which includes questions

on potential MR-related effects and experiences. Patients are also questioned about

their general tolerance of the SMART procedure. In patients undergoing video

feedback-assisted treatment delivery, specific questions on the active participation

are assessed. Symptoms are scored on a 4-point Likert response scale as: “not at

all,” “a little,” “moderate,” and “very much.”

At VUMC, Netherlands, between May 2016 and August 2017, PRO-Qs in 150

patients treated with SMART (Figs. 23.1 and 23.2) were collected and analyzed [13].

Despite the routine use of headphones inside the MR bore, noise disturbance was

the most commonly reported complaint in 60% of patients, 17% scored this as being

considerable. Sensations of feeling cold during treatment were reported in 29% of

patients and with higher rates in patients performing breath-hold delivery

(P¼ .016) as the treatment time is longer. A similar percentage of patients experi-

enced paraesthesia, which was scored as considerable by 6%, and which significantly
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correlated with breath-hold delivery (P¼ .027). Other complaints, such as dizziness,

local heat sensations, metallic taste, or light flashes, were only occasionally reported.

These results underline the importance of providing pretreatment information in

the form of leaflets and video material and actual experience in the bore of the MRI-

dian during simulation. Patients report that regular audio communication with radi-

ation therapists during treatment is very helpful.

During treatment

Not at all A little Moderate Very much

Not at all A little Moderate Very much

Not at all A little Moderate Very much

Were you anxious inside the MRI bore?

Was the treatment duration time acceptable?

Inside the MRIdian, were you troubled by:

Sensation of local heat?

Feeling cold?

Dizziness?

Tingling or numb extremities

A metallic taste?

Perceptions of light flashes?

Noise?

Active role during delivery:

Was it difficult to control the target by holding your breath?

Was it confronting to see your tumor during treatment?

Did you like having an active role during treatment?

Did you worry about your contribution to the treatment?

FIG. 23.1

VUMC PRO-Q patient experience questionnaire.

Was it difficult to control the target by holding your
breath?

Was it confronting to see your tumor during treatment?
(N=79)

Did you like having an active role during treatment?
(N=79)

Did you worry about your contribution to the treatment?

Not at all A little

42% (N = 34)

10% (N = 8)

1% (N = 1)7% (N = 6)

86% (N = 69) 9% (N = 7) 3% (N = 2)

9% (N = 7)
45% (N = 
36) 4% (N = 3)

1% (N = 1)

62% (N = 
50%)

30% (N = 
23)

36% (N = 
29)

40% (N = 
32)

13% (N = 
10)

Moderate Very much

FIG. 23.2

PRO-Q video feedback questionnaire VUMC results.
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Patient feedback informs us that the use of a mirror inside the MR bore not only

allows the patient to see the in-roommonitor but also expands their view during treat-

ment, and this simple measure decreases feelings of mild claustrophobia.

Acibadem University Hospital [7] in Istanbul also reported PROMs and patient

experience questionnaires in their paper. They confirmed that MRgRT is generally

well tolerated by patients. Only 5% of patients reported the treatment duration to be

unacceptably long.

Patients are generally not disturbed by their own tumor being displayed on a mon-

itor [11]. The breath-hold procedure is perceived very positively by the patients.

Indeed, it could be argued that this is a fantastic example of patient empowerment

and involvement in directing their own treatment. A more difficult area is patient

positioning and the fact that patients have to lie on the treatment couch for a rela-

tively long time. New iterations of the MRIdian hardware and software will undoubt-

edly concentrate on efficiencies in the MRgRT workflow to reduce in-bore time for

patients and encourage greater throughput as indications and acceptance of

MR-Linac technology grows. Patient experience will then improve as treatment

times fall.

PROMs
Introduction to PROMs
Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are increasingly recognized as a valu-

able and essential information source from the patient’s perspective and contribute

significantly toward improved clinician-patient communication by highlighting

problems that would otherwise have remained unidentified. PROMs encourage

patient involvement in care planning and decision-making, and can be used to per-

sonalize care pathways. PROMs can also provide an evidence base that helps to

improve or maintain a high level of care and uphold expected outcomes for individ-

ual patients. This will, in turn, result in more precision and patient-centeredness dur-

ing reporting of adverse events in cancer clinical research.

PROMs are measurement tools that patients use to provide feedback on aspects of

their health status that are relevant to their quality of life. This can range from symp-

toms and functionality to physical, mental, and social health. There are many

PROMs tools available, and these can be subcategorized into generic and

condition-specific. Generic PROMs can be applied across different populations

while condition-specific PROMs assess outcomes that are specific or unique to par-

ticular diseases or interventions. Typically, generic and condition-specific tools are

used at the same time, as they provide complementary information. The question-

naires are completed either electronically or on paper forms and can be integrated

into routine supportive care in oncology practice with the goal of providing improved

patient-centered care.
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Adverse event reporting
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) is standardized for use

by clinicians to report toxicity. The available generic standardized validated ques-

tionnaires to record patient-reported toxicities include the Patient Reported Outcome

of Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (PRO-CTCAE) [14] and the

European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life

Questionnaire-C30 (EORTC QoL-30) [15]. Examples of condition-specific ques-

tionnaires for prostate cancer include EORTC Quality-of-Life Questionnaire

PR25 (EORTC QLQ-PR25) [16] and International Prostate Symptom Scoring

(IPSS). The EORTC QLQ-PR25 records urinary and bowel symptoms, sexual activ-

ity and function, and treatment-related symptoms, using a 4-point Likert response

scale, while the IPSS measures only urinary symptoms.

PROMS in MRgRT
Published evidence on PROMs in patients undergoing magnetic resonance-guided

radiotherapy (MRgRT) at present is mostly limited to patients receiving stereotactic

radiotherapy (SBRT) for localized prostate cancer [15–18].
Bruynzeel et al. [17] reported early toxicity from their phase 2 study of 0.35-T

MRgRT for early-stage prostate cancer using both clinician-reported outcomes using

CTCAE and patient-reported outcome measures using EORTC QLQ-C30 combined

with prostate-specific questionnaires EORTC QLQ-PR25 and IPSS. Tetar et al. [18]

reported outcomes at 1year for the same population of patients using the same

clinician-reported and patient-reported outcome measuresprospectively assessed

at baseline, at the last fraction, at 6weeks, and at 3, 6, 9, and 12months after

treatment.

Alongi et al. [19] published their preliminary report on the feasibility, quality of

life, and PROMs for localized prostate cancer (PC) treated with SBRT on a 1.5-TMR

unit using a similar method with EORTC QLQ-C30 and EORTC QLQ-PR25 and

IPSS using the same time points at base line, last fraction, and at 6weeks. In addition,

they also used Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite-26 (EPIC-26) [20], Inter-

national Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire (ICIQ-SF) and International

Index of Erectile Function-5 (IIEF-5) to collect additional PROMs information.

Mazzola et al. [21] presented their preliminary data on older cancer patients trea-

ted with SBRT on 1.5-T MR unit using MRgRT. They measured the impact of G8

and CCI on PROMs performed at baseline, along with EORTCQLQ-C30 performed

at baseline and after SBRT.

All the above studies have used standardized validated questionnaires at similar

time points to record PROMs. Some of them may have had overlap of information

due to the use of multiple prostate-specific item sets leading to an unnecessarily large

number of questions for patients to answer with limited gain on collected data. Addi-

tionally, the gap between last fraction of treatment and 6weeks may have led to an

increase in undetected toxicity that might have occurred during that gap.
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Adequate and timely monitoring of all the relevant symptomatic adverse events

depends on a suitable patient-reported outcome (PRO) tool developed for the specific

patient population based on the specific treatment assessed. As a result, a systematic

method for the construction of PRO questionnaires, including selection of the appro-

priate questions, is mandatory. Also, the chosen number of questions can have both

advantages and limitations; a low number of questions may improve compliance and

adherence while an increased number can assess the complete patient experience.

However, no recommendations are available on how to select the right questions

on adverse events for a PRO questionnaire to evaluate a specific cancer population

during treatment.

Moller et al. [6] developed a PRO item set for patients with pelvic cancer treated

with radiotherapy with a curative intent including online MRgRT and validated the

content in a pilot study. They used mixed methods to develop the item set, using a

literature review and chart audit to identify the relevant symptomatic adverse events

to be selected from PRO-CTCAE and EORTC item libraries. Patients completed the

item set at base line and then weekly during treatment (4–8weeks) and for the sub-

sequent 4weeks and at 8, 12, and 24weeks after treatment with a recall gap of 7days.

In addition, clinician-reported toxicity and individual patient interviews were used to

ensure symptom coverage. There were also questions for free text reporting of other

symptoms experienced.

Concluding remarks
The mixed method questionnaire enables the capture of both expected and unantic-

ipated acute toxicity experienced during MRgRT. Compared to using multiple stan-

dardized data sets, a mixed method to identify all the relevant symptomatic adverse

events appears to be more reliable, complete, and fit for purpose for use in these

patient populations. It is also important that the data set covers the timeline of capture

of adverse events adequately during and after the treatment to avoid missing any

symptoms that are likely to occur during that time.

A pilot test of each PRO questionnaire developed to test the appropriateness of

the identified symptoms, the number of questions, and the need to include any addi-

tional symptoms also appears to be helpful to achieve a practically useful and clin-

ically valid construction of PRO questionnaires for use during radiotherapy

treatment.

Ultimately, a common approach to collecting and reporting PROMs data will be

an efficient and effective way to facilitate local, regional, national, and international

comparisons as well as to inform health system performance activities in areas such

as quality, funding, and patient-centered care. Without a coordinated approach,

meaningful comparisons and assessments cannot be conducted to inform a broad

range of health system decision-making needs.
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Artificial intelligence in the MR-guided RT workflow
The availability of the huge amount of digital data in the health-care environment has

allowed artificial intelligence (AI) to be a valuable and always more needed tool to

support clinical decision. In the frame of radiotherapy (RT), due to its complex work-

flow, which consists of several time-consuming steps that affect the treatment quality

and therefore the patient outcome, AI can play a relevant role by standardizing and

accelerating each single step, thus leading to a more safe and accurate management

of the treatment workflow [1–3]. This statement is even more relevant for adaptive

radiotherapy (ART) which, when performed by Magnetic Resonance-guided RT

(MRgRT) systems, is daily applied online (oART) as clinical standard. Fig. 24.1

depicts a standard MRgRT workflow, as the result of both offline and online proce-

dures, where all the steps that might take advantage of the use of AI are pointed out.

Current oART by MRgRT is a time-consuming step, due to the contouring/

planning steps that still have to be performed by a human operator. This could

affect patient’s compliance. In this regard, a significant speed up is expected from

AI, which, further, would improve the standardization of the related tasks. Even

the chance to exploit treatment solutions, which are unaccessible to the human

operators, could result from the advent of AI in oART MRgRT.

AI algorithms, which by a general definition improve automatically through

experience on data, comprise machine learning (ML) [3], a vast class of algorithms

to create decisional/predictive models based on training data, and, more specifically

to the ART workflow, deep learning (DL) [4] approaches, which use trained neural

networks to get extraction of features from data (typically, 2D or 3D images). The

central idea of DL is to train models (neural networks) which apply a sequence of

simple operators (neurons) to the input signal (typically, 2D or 3D image sets) with

the aim to generate the desired output (e.g., segmentation). Network architecture

refers to the type and sequence in which neurons are aggregated to form the network.
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FIG. 24.1

MRgRT workflow and the possible use of AI. Dark blue line represents the offline steps of the MRgRT treatment workflow. Light blue circle

describes the daily online adaptive MRgRT workflow. Yellow boxes depict the possible AI application in the MRgRT workflow. Abbreviation: AI

(Artificial Intelligence), QA (Quality Assurance), oADP (Online Adaptive Planning).



In more detail, a neural network is composed of layers of neurons which can be

roughly summarized into an input layer, an array of hidden (data transforming)

layers, and an output layer. The hidden layers are composed of convolutional layers

(i.e., actively filtering), and/or activation layers (i.e., zeroing negative values), and/or

pooling layers (i.e., resizing the dimensionality of the flowing data matrix). The neu-

rons are characterized both by the transforming function they apply to the incoming

data, and by the number of connections they hold with the neurons of the previous

layer. Furthermore, the transforming function associated with a given connection

between two neurons is weighted. As a result, the data flux exiting from the layer

depends on both the type of the transforming function associated with the neurons

of that layer, and by the distribution of weights for each connection. Training a neural

network, which is pursued by running the network over a large-enough number of

labeled cases, means to look for a weight distribution of such connections, which

matches the output from the network with the desired one for a given input. This

is pursued bymeans of backpropagation of the information. Initially, network param-

eters are set to random values. By running a loss (error) function and an optimizer on

the given output, the network parameters are then adjusted in an iterative process,

which is repeated on the training samples until the network can reproduce the desired

outcome.

Deep neural networks (DNN) refer to massive multilayer networks. Hierarchical

self-learning of features from DNN enables the use of such DL networks for image

processing and auto-segmentation, although at the cost of large amount of training

data to assure efficiency [5].

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a form of DNN conceived for dealing

with images. To this purpose, its architecture must maintain the grid structure of the

input image by adopting a similar grid structure in all of its layers. Furthermore, the

connections between layers tend to be limited so that each neuron of the next layer

receives its input from a few (e.g., 3�3) spatially corresponding neurons in the pre-

vious layer. The recurrence of the same feature in different portions of the same

image, as typically observed, inspired the assumption that all the neurons in the same

layer of a CNN share the same weight, which deeply simplifies the complexity of the

training process [6].

A didactical CNN, as composed of an input layer (matching the size of the input

data), kernel layer (converting by convolution the image map into a feature map),

convolution or pooling layers (adjusting the size of the feature map to minimize

the computational load), hidden layers, and output layer, is shown in Fig. 24.2.

As a first example of DL application in MRgRT, an artificial neural network

(NN) can be trained to perform automatic segmentation (AS) of the therapy volumes

in RT. By AI methods, further, a synthetic electron density (ED) map can be gener-

ated by the daily acquiredMRI, thus avoiding the need to acquire a computed tomog-

raphy (CT) scan of the patient for dose-calculation purposes. The same treatment

plan optimization can be developed by AImethods, where both reduction of planning

times and avoidance of interplanner heterogeneity can be achieved without any deg-

radation of the plan quality [7], here defined as the balance between target coverage
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and sparing of the organs at risk (OARs). AI can further support the automation of the

quality assurance (QA) of the entire RT workflow. Finally, as will be discussed in the

next chapter, AI methods can support the use of quantitative image parameters for

predictive modeling.

The present chapter is comprised of five sections, covering some of the main

areas of AI application in the clinical MRgRT workflow (Fig. 24.1): automatic seg-

mentation (AI1), synthetic CT (AI2), automatic planning (AI3), automatic QA (AI4),

and motion management (AI5). Each of the following sections will describe how the

AI is used to further exploit the potentiality of the MRgRT.

AI1: Automatic segmentation
One of the most interesting applications of AI in MRgRT is auto-segmentation (AS)

of the therapy volumes. ML and, mostly, DL approaches to AS of CT and MRI scans

[6,8] have been associated with faster and more accurate results than algorithms

based on deformable registration (DIR) or multiatlas [9]. A greater generalizability

to image data of different patients is another key-point in favor of DL (ML)

approaches [8,9].With reference to oARTMRgRT, the major advantage of AI-based

AS is the time reduction to get the contour set of the day (with the aim to employ less

than 1 min), while the patient is on the couch waiting for treatment.

Cusumano et al. [10] summarized from the recent literature the main character-

istics, challenges, and findings of AI-based AS from MRI scans, thus supporting its

potential usefulness for clinical practice. Consistently with Ref. [10], Table 24.1

resumes the AI models and MRI scans, which were adopted per anatomical site.

Based on the literature, the main DL network type used for AS, in both 2D and 3D

modality, is the convolutional neural network (CNN) which, in terms of number of

Input Layer Kernel Layer Convolutional or pool Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer

FIG. 24.2

An example of convolutional neural network (CNN), with 16 input neurons

and 3 output neurons.
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trainable parameters, is quite less requiring than other DL architectures. Encoder-

decoder networks as the U-Net [24] is probably the most common CNN architecture

used for segmentation. This network works on a series of convolutions followed by a

series of deconvolutions, with skip connections between the opposing convolution

and deconvolution layers [4,5,25].

Most of the concerns and challenges of DL-based AS are strongly related to the

investigated anatomical site. As regards the pelvis district, the gland boundary inho-

mogeneity and the interpatient shape variation are the most complex issues. Recently,

the introduction of semisupervised and transfer learning methods have allowed the

adoption of DL-based AS, avoiding the need for large amounts of expert-labeled data

to train the neural network [19,20]. In the frame of online MRgRT, it is important to

highlight that a set of labeled data is always available for each patient (i.e., the con-

toured structures from the reference plan). Therefore, DL methods can be used to cre-

ate the contours during the online adaptive treatment or simply to obtain a deformation

vector field (DVF) to daily adapt such simulation contours [21]. The accuracy of AS

can be estimated, by comparison with manually contoured structures by one or more

experts (ground truth), in terms of similarity metrics [26,27].

In order to achieve amore accurate AS in terms of both target and OARs, CNN for

multiscale processing of 3D patches (DeepMedic, https://github.com/deepmedic/),

Table 24.1 Summary of the AI models used in the present literature on AS
studies based on the anatomical site and the used MRI sequence.

Anatomical site MRI scan AI model

Abdomen [11] TRUFI CNN + two correction CNNs

Abdomen [12] T1 (Dixon-VIBE) CNN (2D DenseUnet with
multislice input)

Lymph nodes [13] DWI (b¼50s/mm2) CNN (3D U-net like)

Naso-pharyngeal
cancer [14]

T1/T2 3D CNN (VoxResNet)

Pancreas [15] 3D T1 (VIBE)/ 2D T2
(HASTE)

Sparse Dictionary Learning

Pancreas [16] T1 (DCE) CNN

Pancreas [17] TRUFI SVM

Prostate [18] T2 SSAE

Prostate [19] NS FCN (with skip connections, U-
net like

Prostate [20] T2 FCN (DeepLabV3+ vs. U-Net)

Prostate [21] T2 CNN (3D U-Net

Prostate [22] T1 (Dixon) CNN (DeepMedic)

Prostate [22] T1 (mDixon)/ T2 Model-based adaptive algorithm

Rectum [23] T2 CNN (2D U-Net)

Abbreviations: IOV (Inter-Observer Variability), DL (Deep Learning), ML (Machine Learning), NS (Not
Specified), NA (Not Applicable), DVF (Deformable Vector Field), SSAE (Stacked-Sparse Auto-Encoder),
FCN (Fully Convolutional Network), CNN (Convolutional Neural Network).
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or 3D U-net (dV-net) [22] can be considered as valuable options. These approaches

could improve the results while reducing the required time in comparison with the

traditional DIR-based methods.

Nevertheless, the major criticality for multiorgan AS, especially in the abdominal

MRI dataset, is represented by the unpredictable variation in shape and volume of the

considered OARs, such as duodenum, stomach, and bowel loops. Fig. 24.3 depicts

the transverse scans of three different treatment fractions acquired on two different

patients: the first patient was imaged by the 1.5 T MR-Linac system (top), while the

second one by the 0.35 T system (bottom), respectively. Another criticality is also the

management of theMRmotion artifact that could affect the quality of the images and

therefore of the AS’s results.

It is worth mentioning an experience that employs new DL technique for the 3D

multiorgan segmentation named ALAMO (Automated deep Learning-based

Abdominal Multiorgan segmentation), which combines a U-net architecture with

a multichannel additional 2D network [12]. The obtained results by ALAMO, in

terms of AS accuracy and small processing time, are compatible with the adaptive

online procedure.

With regard to AS for the head-and-neck region, interesting results for its use in

the clinical routine, in terms of quickness and accuracy, as well as the reduction of the

interobserver variability, have been obtained by employing DL methods (3D U-net

[13], and 3D CNN with four-channel inputs and 3D U-net [14]).

FIG. 24.3

Top: Transverse scans of the same free-breathing patient (the target, in red, is the dark area at

the head of pancreas) from three different treatment fractions, showing the variability in shape

and position by duodenum (green), stomach (purple), and bowel loops (cyan). The used

bTFE 3D VANE XD sequence (Philips, 1.5T) minimizes motion artifacts by radial sampling of

the k-space. Bottom: Transverse scans of the same deep inspiration breath hold patient (the

target in red) from three different treatment fractions, showing the variability in shape and

position by duodenum (green), colon (yellow), bowel loops (orange), and VCI (cyan). The

used sequence is the TRUFI (Siemens 0.35T), acquired in 17s.
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AI2: Synthetic CT
As shown in Fig. 24.1, the first step of theMRgRTworkflow is the acquisition of two

reference images: a simulationMRI, which can be acquired on the hybrid machine or

by a diagnostic scanner with the same couch-top and scan sequences of the

MR-Linac, and a simulation CT.MRI simulation is required for contouring the target

volume and the OARs, and it will be the reference image for patient setup and oART

procedure. On the other hand, CT simulation is mandatory to provide the electron

density (ED) map, which is necessary for dose-calculation purposes. MR and CT

simulations have to be acquired within a short time interval, and by the use of the

same immobilization and positioning systems, so as to best reproduce both patient

treatment position and internal anatomical conditions [28,29]. By means of deform-

able registration (or by assignment of bulk densities, for the 1.5 T system), the ED

map is associated from the simulation CT to the simulationMRI, first, and then to the

MRI scan-of-the-day (Fig. 24.1, step “Images registration”). In the case of relevant

anatomic changes in theMRI scan-of-the-day with respect to the CT simulation, e.g.,

in the shape of the skin (body-delimiting contour) or due to air bubbles, help struc-

tures with assigned bulk ED values [30,31] can be employed. However, the even

large changes in ED maps, which can derive from potentially wide variations in

the filling status, and hence in volume and shape, of the hollowOARs of the digestive

apparatus, can lead, during oART, to a not-accurate dose computation. This espe-

cially holds for MRgRT, where, the dose distribution being influenced by the pres-

ence of the magnetic field, inaccuracy in ED the map would translate into

nonnegligible dose variations when the radiation beam passes through tissue inho-

mogeneities [32,33].

Based on these considerations, it looks evident how an MRI-only RT workflow

would simplify the clinical workflow, by further making it possible to treat, in the

same session of simulation, patients, who require urgent palliative care [34]. The

major advantages of generating a synthetic CT (sCT) directly from the MRI-of-

the-day would be the reduction of the uncertainties related to CT-MRI image regis-

tration, and the avoidance to the patient of any additional ionizing radiation further to

the treatment itself [35,36]. A reliable sCT could be used to assign an ED value at

each MRI-voxel, while still visualizing the distribution of grey values from the MRI:

oART planning would then be done on the same MRI used for recontouring but inte-

grated by the underlying ED information from the sCT.

Several methods of sCT generation have been evaluated, such as starting from an

atlas or using bulk approaches. The main disadvantage of these methods is that they

are time consuming because they need additive structures of known ED to be daily

recontoured, which makes them less useful for online adaptive treatments. The intro-

duction of AI, using DL-based systems able to generate ED maps on a voxel-by-

voxel basis, has allowed shorter production times and equivalent or even higher

accuracy of the sCT image, as compared to atlas-based or bulk approaches [37]. Sev-

eral DL-based studies have proven the feasibility off generating volumetric sCT
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images within 30 s, when computations are based on computer power unit (CPU),

and even 10 s, when based on graphical power unit (GPU), which means these

approaches are already fast enough to support an online adaptive workflow. The

quality of sCT can be estimated in terms of both image (by differences in HU)

and dose (by differences in computed dose) accuracy, with a CT image of the patient

taken as the ground truth. Here, the dose difference is quantified by gamma analysis

(passing rate at a given dose-difference and distance-to-agreement criterion), and/or

by variations of the dose volume histogram (DVH) curves.

Consistently with Cusumano et al. [10], where an updated list of the main studies

on AI for the generation of synthetic CTs is reported, Table 24.2 lists the main DL

methods from the present literature, grouped in terms of the investigated anatomical

site, the MRI field strength, and the MRI scan sequence employed.

Based on the recent literature, the main DL architectures used for sCT generation

are the U-Net and the generative adversarial network (GAN), the latter consisting of

two competitive networks (the generator and the discriminator). During the training

of a GAN, the generator produces images which are iteratively evaluated, by com-

parison to real images, from the discriminator: the optimization stops when the dis-

criminator is not more able to classify the output from the generator as real or fake

image [63].

Currently, the most encouraging results for sCT generation come from the pelvis,

where the adoption of the sCT in a clinical workflow has already been tested [64,65].

By contrast, and although some preliminary experiences were reported [51,56,66],

the abdomen remains the most challenging anatomical site for sCT generation. This,

similarly to AS, comes from the potentially large variability, both inter- and intra-

fractions, of the air bubbles in the hollow organs, which can determine a not-

negligible variation of the ED map [67,68]. Until today, there are still no published

experiences of DL-based sCT generation for the lung district, likely for the huge tis-

sue heterogeneity of the thorax.

The development of AI-based sCT generation methods will have a key role in the

near future, in consideration of the advantages of an MRI-only RT workflow.

AI3: Automatic planning
Automatic treatment planning (ATP) is one of the most interesting AI applications,

aiming to a significant reduction of human workload and operator bias dependency,

together with generally improved plan quality and standardization for multicentric

studies. Although preliminary testing of the potential use of ATP for oART in

MRgRT [69], the adoption of ATP in the clinicalMRgRTworkflow has still to come.

The two major differences with respect to ATP for conventional (i.e., offline) RT are

the inclusion of the magnetic field for dose calculation, and, mostly, the need of

quickness to let ATP to shorten the currently too long predelivery times (for contour-

ing, optimization, and evaluation) in oART for MRgRT. Hence, improvements in AI

tools to quicken all the steps of the oART chain, i.e., AS, sCT, ATP, and automatic
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Table 24.2 Summary of the DL architecture used in the present literature on
synthetic CT studies based on the anatomical site, the MR sequence used, the
magnetic field strength.

Anatomic site DL Magnetic field Scan used

Brain [38] GAN 1.0 T T1C

Brain [38] CNN

Brain [39] U-Net 3 T T1

Brain [40] GAN 1 .5 T T1

Brain [41] 2D CNN 1 .5T T1

Brain [42] Dense cycleGAN NA T1

Brain U-Net 1 .5 T T2

Brain cycleGAN 1 .5 T T2

Brain [43] cGAN 1.5 T T1

Breast [44] DSPC 0.35T TRUFI

H&N [37] GAN 1 .5 T T2

H&N [45] CNN 3 T T2

H&N [46] cGAN 3 T mDixon

H&N [46] cycleGAN 3 T mDixon

H&N [47] cGAN 3 T T1; T2; T1C+T1Dixon

H&N [48] MCMP-GAN 1.5 T T1;T2

H&N [49] U-Net 1.5 T T2

Abdomen [50] U-Net 1.5 T T1;T2

Abdomen [51] cGAN 0.35 T TRUFI

Abdomen [51] cycleGAN 0.35 T TRUFI

Abdomen [52] U-NET 3 T T1-Dixon

Abdomen [53] RU-ACGAN NA mDixon

Abdomen [54] BPGAN NA T1

Abdomen [55] cGAN 1.5 T; 3 T T1

Abdomen [56] cGAN 0.35 T TRUFI

Pelvis [56] 0.35 T TRUFI

Pelvis [57] CNN 3 T T2

Pelvis [58] eCNN 3 T T2

Pelvis [59] CNN 3 T T1

Pelvis [43] cGAN 3 T Dixon

Prostate [60] U-Net 1 .5 T T2

Prostate [61] 2D CNN 1.5 T T1

Prostate [61] 3D CNN 1.5 T T1

Prostate [37] U-Net L2 3T T2

U-Net PL

GAN L2

GAN PL

GAN MPL

GAN WMPL

Prostate [42] dense cGAN NA T2

Rectum [62] cGAN 1.5T T2

Abbreviations: GAN: Generative Adversarial Network, T1C:T1 contrast; MAE: Mean Absolute Error, ME:
Mean Error; cGAN: conditional GAN; IV: internal validation; NA: not available.



plan verification, are awaited before a fast, dose-guided online adaptive MRgRT

replanning will be clinically available.

Current clinically available ATP solutions for conventional RT can be grouped

into three main classes: knowledge-based (KB), template-based (TB), and multicri-

terial optimization (MCO).

Prior knowledge and experiences are used in the KB approach to predict an

achievable dose in a new patient of a similar population or, alternatively, to obtain

a better starting point for further manual trial-and-error optimization. For example,

RapidPlan (Eclipse TPS, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California) is trained

on structures and dose distributions of previously treated patients to generate a pre-

diction range of achievable dose-volume histograms (DVHs), based on which opti-

mization objectives for a new patient are generated by placing upper dose-volume

objectives along the lower range of the predicted DVHs to the OARs. Limitations

of such approach are: predicted DVHs are available only for the contoured ROIs

and, mostly, plan quality of the generated plans strongly depends on the quality

of the plans used for training [70–72]. In a recent KB proposal for MRgRT based

on machine-learning [73], a 3D dose distribution is predicted from the anatomy-

of-the-day as a fast and reliable term of comparison to evaluate the quality of the

daily oART-plan.

In the TB approach, a user-defined template, including the necessary clinical

objectives for planning approval, is used by the optimizer to generate a plan that sat-

isfies all of such objectives. For example, in AutoPlanning (Pinnacle3 TPS, Philips

Medical Systems, Fitchburg, WI) this is performed by the automatic generation of

new objectives and dummy structures in a way that mimics an experienced manual

planner. Although a general improvement of the overall plan quality was reported for

such TB solution, in specific cases the human planner still performed better [74,75].

With reference to the current optimizers for oART in MRgRT (i.e., MCO plus SSO,

in the online Monaco for the 1.5-T system), we might speculate that the TB approach

is somehow already implemented, because the daily optimization always starts from

a previously optimized plan for the same patient. This means that patient-specific

clinical objectives are already given, and the optimizer can potentially generate a

plan that satisfies those objectives on the anatomy-of-the-day. However, when the

anatomic changes are large the above optimizers may fail: to satisfy all the desired

constraints to the target and the OARs an online tuning of the optimization pathway,

currently performed by a human planner, is then necessary, for which an AI system

able to tailor its own objectives is still missing.

In the MCO approach, which has been proposed both “a posteriori” (e.g., RayS-

tation TPS, RaySearch, Stockholm, Sweden) and “a priori” (e.g., Monaco TPS,

Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden), the search for a Pareto optimal solution is imple-

mented. In “a posteriori” MCO, a Pareto-frontier of plans is first automatically gen-

erated for next user’s selection of the best clinically acceptable plan. The adoption of

“a posteriori” MCO for MRgRT oART [76] should require too massive computing

resources for suitable computing times. Hence, the “a priori” MCO approach is the

currently investigated approach to MRgRT oART. In “a priori“ MCO, a single
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Pareto-optimal plan, as the clinically desired trade-off among all treatment goals, is

directly generated [77,78]. As a further step toward automatization, a priori MCO

can be combined with lexicographic optimization, as in the “Erasmus-iCycle” opti-

mizer [79] where the constraints cannot be violated and the objectives, according to

an user’s assigned priority, are progressively turned into constraints without

compromising the already achieved constraints. Here, the sets of constraints and

objectives define the so-called “wish-list,” which rests specific to treatment site

and protocol. This is definitely the currently most promising approach to ATP for

MRgRT oART, and preliminary experiences for the high-field MR-Linac have been

reported [80].

As first awaited contribution to ATP from deep learning models, as reviewed in

[81], is the prediction of the 3D dose distribution by including also the ballistic data

of the linac, as the necessary premise to the next conversion of such predicted dose

into clinically deliverable treatment plans. However, given the currently limited

number of MR-Linacs in clinical usage, large multicenter studies will be required

to get the necessary numerosity for the training samples of DL-based ATP techniques

in the oART of MRgRT. As a final prospective, further to the speed up and the stan-

dardization of the optimization process [82], ATP for MRgRT will fully support the

individualization of oART by the inclusion of image-based, dose-based, or genome-

based biomarkers [83–85].

AI4: Automatic QA
Quality assurance (QA) tasks, as the ones related to the machine characterization

(i.e., from commissioning to patient-specific QA, passing through periodic QC),

to the equipment used for measurements or to the software adopted in daily clinical

activity [86], are extremely time consuming. AI methods, which already support sev-

eral QA processes in conventional RT, will likely be soon included in the MRgRT

workflow, by prioritizing any contribution able to speed up such workflow while the

patient is waiting on the treatment couch [87,88]. More generally, time reduction

rests the primary goal also for activities, which should take place after the end of

the delivery: e.g., a fast predelivery independent dose calculation would solve the

need of a postdelivery measurement-based patient-specific QA, which is typically

time-consuming. Furthermore, an independent but accurate (i.e., including the pres-

ence of the magnetic field) predelivery dose calculation would also offer a solution to

the current absence of in vivo dosimetry systems for MRgRT [89,90].

ML or DL models trained over a large amount of patient-specific QA performed

over years could allow comparisons between any new patient with previously treated

similar patients, so that any dissimilarity could be detected and further investigated

[91]. Current automatic treatment QA, such as plan-quality assessment (plan com-

plexity and robustness) and clinical-objective fulfillment, is by scripts which test,

in terms of rule-based checks, some specific tasks. By contrast, AI models can offer

more general solutions. By employing an ML approach based on a Bayesian
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network, chart checking of treatment plan parameters, to detect potential outliers

with respect to the data stored in the local radiation oncology database, was devel-

oped [92]. By using a FCN (U-net like), it was possible to predict the 3D dose dis-

tribution for prostate cancer patients, to provide guidance for the planner during plan

optimization [93].

With the purpose to automatically predict the gamma passing rates as an alterna-

tive to patient-specific QA pretreatment measurements, while maintaining the con-

trol of the accuracy of treatment delivery by linac-specific QA, several ML

approaches have been proposed based on different parameters (dose features, plan

complexity, machine model, beam energy, multileaf collimator (MLC), jaw position,

and beam angle) [94–96]. The interpretability of the predictions from such ML

models allows discriminating the parameters, or features, having the highest impact

on the results. On the other hand, such models are strongly institution-dependent

(e.g., treatment unit, training set, dosimetric system used for pretreatment verifica-

tion, thresholds, and methods used for the evaluation).

Within theMRgRTworkflow, we hypothesize that a suitable inclusion of the auto-

matic QA process could be performed (as summarized in Fig. 24.4) by the following

steps.As soon as the oARTplan-of-the-day has been optimized on the predeliveryMRI

scan, it is passed to the AI (ML or DL) model for the prediction of the gamma passing

rate. If the results satisfy the chosen level for approval [e.g., >90%–95% for

FIG. 24.4

Potential automated QA, where the predicted gamma passing rate for the online plan by the

AI-based model determines whether to proceed with treatment delivery or not. In the latter

case, an independent, but accurate, dose calculationmight be run over the log files registered

by performing a dry run (i.e., a simulation of the delivery at beam-off) of the tested plan.
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(2 mm, 3%) thresholds], the operators can proceed with the patient’s treatment. Oth-

erwise, while the patient waits on the couch, a dry run (i.e., with the beam off) of the

treatment deliverywould be necessary for log-file registration. Such log files could then

be passed to an independent dose calculation engine (accounting for the magnetic

field), which would recompute the 3D dose distribution on the same predelivery

MRI scan, thus making it possible to directly verify the satisfaction of the necessary

dose-volume constraints for planning approval: in the case of failure, it might be nec-

essary that a new plan be optimized based on a new MRI scan.

The future implementation of AI-based systems will allow the automatization of

treatment-chart QA and pretreatment verifications also in MRgRT, thus saving the

time currently spent for these procedures without compromising the safety and qual-

ity of the whole oART workflow.

AI5: Motion management
Direct visualization and tracking of internal anatomy during treatment delivery are,

together with the high soft-tissue contrast of the predelivery 3D MRI-scan, among

the major advantages of MRgRT, which are deeply changing our current approach

to RT. This novel technology, which avoids the use of ionizing radiation for on-board

imaging, has also removed any need for internal or external motion surrogates with

related drawbacks [86,97,98]. To date, the main limitation of the dynamic MRI

images taken during treatment delivery is their 2D nature, 3D scans fast enough

to correctly reproduce the respiratory induced motion being still unavailable. The

current 2D (multislice) imaging during treatment, often referred to as “cine” because

resampled (between 2 and 8 Hz) on, from one to three normal planes, is unable to

provide a 3D trajectory of target motion or to detail OARs’ motion out of the recon-

structed plane(s). Both of these problems would ask for a full 3D reconstruction to be

solvable. AI strategies to solve such challenges have been proposed [99,100], assur-

ing 1.5 mm tracking accuracy for lung tumors [101]. The use ofML or DLmodels for

robust estimation of motion trajectories for nonlung targets, or for simultaneous

tracking of multiple ROIs, has been reported [102]. For abdominal lesions, a 1.0-

mm tracking accuracy (RMSE) was reached by a DL model for motion estimate

(multiple CNNs) when acting on reconstructed images by under sampling of the

k-space [103].

The 3D nature of breathing-induced tumor motion, as the result of hysteresis,

baseline drift or cardiac motion, was clearly shown [104–108]. To get information

about out-of-slice tumor motion from single and multislice MRI images, ML models

were trained on the DVFs calculated among the ten most recent images and a refer-

ence image [109,110]. But, image-derived internal surrogates seemed still more

accurate. Hence the interest to speed up (until to a total latency <500 ms) the 3D

MRI scans, which are typically slower than 2D multislice scans for the added encod-

ing of the third spatial direction. At this purpose, central k-space data acquired in real

time were combined with high-spatial, high-temporal resolution prior peripheral
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k-space data at various motion positions prepared by the DL model, thus assuring a

reconstructed 3D MRI with high spatial and temporal resolution: a DL-based super-

resolution (SR) technique [111]. Multislice 3D MRI with good in-plane resolution

but poor through-plane resolution is a typical approach to save imaging time,

although at the cost of orthogonal viewpoints that have poor resolution in one direc-

tion and, for 2D MRI, of aliasing artifacts: for such fast MR images, DL-based SR

technique could enhance the through-plane spatial resolution, for 3D MRI, and

reduce aliasing, for 2D MRI [112].

Therefore, important contributions from AI are coming, and further ones are

awaited, in the frame of intrafraction motion management with MRgRT.

Concluding remarks
The use of AI in the MRgRT is expected to offer faster and more accurate tools to

support the online adaptive treatments, by reducing not only the procedure time but

also the intrafraction organ variability, and therefore allowing less exhausting and

safer treatment for patient. On the top of faster online adaptive treatments, AI-based

systems assure a more standardized quality of the online adaptive procedure.

Multiinstitutional collaboration will be necessary to train the AImodels, thus accel-

erating their potential implementation. Then, to assure the necessary safety for the clin-

ical implementation of these AI-based methods in the MRgRT workflow, it will be

mandatory to define international guidelines about their commissioning and QA [113].

In conclusion, a widespread use of the AI in RT in general, and for the online

adaptive MRgRT specifically, is expected in the next few years, thanks to the incom-

ing improvements in the quality of most of the steps of the RT workflow.
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The radiomics concept
Radiomics represents one of the most promising and advanced applications related to

modern imaging, consisting of the automated extraction of quantitative features from

a defined region of interest (ROI) and the subsequent modeling of these features with

respect to one or more clinical outcomes [1].

This discipline relies on the use of a dedicated software for the extraction of dif-

ferent types of features, some of which, as of today, have a common definition while

others are still subject to standardization [2].

The use of extracting such features aims at describing size, shape, homogeneity,

or heterogeneity of the investigated ROI, which generally coincides with the tumor

volume. The idea behind the radiomic approach is the characterization of the tumor

based on diversity in morphological, phenotypical, and genetic attributes, which may

be obtained through the quantitative analysis of biomedical images [3].

Today, various radiomic features can be extracted from radiological images:

morphological features describe the 3D shape of the ROI; first-order features mea-

sure the distribution of gray level values within the ROI analyzed without providing

any spatial information, while second-order features study the spatial correlation

among similar pixels within the investigated ROI [2].

Different modeling strategies have been proposed to generate predictive models;

starting from radiomic features that include classical statistics, machine- or deep-

learning to the choice of the optimal strategy which is mainly based on the amount

of data available and the need for model interpretability [3]. In the perspective of

creating predictive models easy to interpret and implement in clinical practice,
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new image-based indicators have been proposed and integrated into the standard

radiomic features, for example, the fractal features or the early regression indices,

which are based on physical or radiobiological considerations and are more

prone to a direct implementation in clinical practice with respect to data-driven

approaches [4–6].
The main aim of radiomics is to support the formation of new image-based

biomarkers that can be used in treatment decisions, alone or in conjunction with

markers extracted by complementary “omics,” such as genomics, metabolomics,

transcriptomics, or proteomics [1,7].

Among the different imaging modalities where radiomics can be applied, mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI) represents the most promising, due to its higher soft

tissue differentiation with respect to computed tomography (CT) imaging, and the

large availability of different image contrasts, including functional imaging. The

unprecedented advent of MR images made possible by the invention of

MR-Linac hybrid units opened new frontiers in the application of radiomics, which

is more valued by the scientific community in the framework of innovative image-

guided paradigms [8].

In contrast to conventional radiomics, which uses image features captured at a

single point in time, MR-Linac hybrid units possess the ability to elaborate on

delta-radiomics models, which gives it an edge over the former. The focus of the

delta-radiomic approach is to model a clinical outcome by using a time series of

radiomic features, captured consequently over a defined time period [9].

This chapter presents the state of the art of radiomics and delta radiomics

applications, discussing the potential of these approaches in the context of

MR-Linac imaging.

Radiomics experiences on MR-Linac
0.35-T MR Linac
In the past few years, the advancement in various contributing technologies such as

magnetics, image processing, sequence development, radiofrequency detection, and

power electronics have contributed to the commercial development of low-fieldMRI

scanners, with interesting results reported in several treatment sites [10,11].

With these recent developments, low-field MRI is considered as a valid medical

imaging modality and recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of radiomics

analysis on these MR images, with promising results observed in different cohort of

patients [9]. These MR images are obtained from hybrid MR linear accelerators,

which combine a 0.35-T onboard MR scanner with a radiation therapy delivery sys-

tem consisting of a 6-MV flattening filter free (FFF) linear accelerator, or three

cobalt-60 sources (Tri-60-Co) (MRIdian system ViewRay Inc., Mountain View,

California, USA) [12,13]. The availability of these hybrid units make it possible

to have a large number of MR images, as they are used for daily patient positioning.
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Boldrini et al. [14] carried out the first study on the feasibility of delta-radiomics

analysis based on low-field images in locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC).

In patients affected by this pathology, pathological complete response (pCR), which

was achieved in about 11%–42% of patients, was associated with better local control

(LC), metastasis-free survival (MFS), and survival (OS) rates [15].

Radiomic-based models for predicting pCR are described in the literature, while

evidence for clinical complete response (cCR) is lacking [16].

Obtaining a complete response in terms of both cCR and pCR is an attractive

goal in the context of personalized medicine, to point patients toward more conser-

vative organ-preserving approaches. The authors evaluated the variations in some

radiomic features, i.e., delta-radiomics, in a cohort of 16 patients with LARC

undergoing neoadjuvant magnetic resonance-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT),

assessing their ability to predict cCR. These features were extracted from the

Gross Tumor Volumes (GTVs) at different treatment time points, calculating the

variation of each radiomic feature with respect to the simulation features, which

were considered as baseline. The ability of the radiomic and delta-radiomic features

to identify cCR patients was then calculated using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

(WMW) test.

Interestingly, the first result obtained from this analysis showed that delta-radiomic

features exhibited better predictive accuracy compared to single time radiomic features,

suggesting the high potential of delta-radiomics. The two most significant parameters

observed in this study were both delta-radiomic features, describing the variation of a

morphological (length least,ΔLleast) and textural parameter (gray level nonuniformity,

Δglnu) within the second week of treatment and the simulation.

ΔLleast is a measurement of one-dimensional variation of the tumor shrinkage, as

it indicates the tumor length in the direction where it shows the minimum extension,

while Δglnu gives an estimation of the textural variation of the pixel intensities

inside the tumor [17].

Furthermore, this preliminary result was then validated in a subsequent analysis

using a large external dataset, also considering the pCR, involving a total of 43

patients treated with MRgRT in two institutions. In order to compensate for the dif-

ferent dose fractionations adopted in the two institutions, the physical dose was con-

verted to biologically effective dose (BED), and radiomic features were extracted

fromMR images acquired at the same BED levels. Also, the two delta-radiomic fea-

tures: objects of validation (ΔLleast and Δglnu) were calculated as the variation

between the MR image acquired when a BED level of 26.8Gy was reached and

the simulation. The results from this external validation study confirmed the ability

of ΔLleast to predict cCR with an accuracy of 81%, while limited discriminatory

power was observed for Δglnu, with an accuracy of 63%.

Additionally, the possibility of predicting treatment outcomes based on the first

therapy phases in rectal cancer was also supported by other evidence. In particular,

recent studies have demonstrated the existence of another image-based biomarker,

the early regression index (ERITCP), which models the radiobiological tumor
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behavior considering its volumetric regression by combining the volumetric infor-

mation obtained during treatment simulation (Vpre) and at mid therapy (Vmid) [4]:

ERITCP ¼ � ln 1� Vmid

Vpre

� �� �Vpre

" #

This index was initially introduced on 1.5-T, T2-weighted MR images, which helps

to classify patients with and without pCR, depending on whether ERITCP is<13.1 or

>13.1 with good sensitivity (86%), high negative predictive value (90%), and an

area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) of 0.81

(0.69–0.89 as 95% confidence interval, CI). Recently, the predictive power of this

index was confirmed by an external validation study carried out using MR images

acquired at different image contrasts (T2*/T1-weighted) and main magnetic fields

(0.35T) [18].

Further studies on the same cohort of patients also demonstrated that ERITCP
could be considered as a good predictor in other clinical outcomes related to rectal

cancer (long-term disease-free survival) and in other pathologies, such as the cervix

[19,20].

In this context, a recent clinical trial has been proposed, with the aim of using the

information derived from the MR images acquired during therapy, to tailor the radi-

ation treatment [21]. This trial on rectal cancer focuses on the early identification of

patients experiencing limited response to treatment on the basis of ERITCP and the

increase in the prescription dose in these patients, with the main aim of increasing

their pCR probability [21].

In addition, another tumor site where delta-radiomics was shown to have inter-

esting results was the locally advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma (LAPC), which

was characterized by poor prognosis, with 5-year survival rates ranging between

10% and 20% [22].

One of the emerging therapeutic options is the stereotactic body radiation therapy

(SBRT), in particular MRgRT, which takes advantage of the online adaptive radio-

therapy. The availability of MR images on which radiomic analyses can be carried

out would provide predictive information on response and monitoring of treatment.

The practicality of this approach of radiomic feature extraction from 0.35-T MR

images obtained during MRgRT was first evaluated by Simpson et al. [23]. The

authors analyzed features extracted from the GTV of 20 LAPC patients to assess

which features were predictive of treatment response using random forest (RF)

and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) classification

models. With the RF model, two textural features were selected, resulting in a model

with an AUC of 0.81 (95% CI 0.59–1).
On the other hand, the role of delta-radiomic features in predicting 1-year local

control (1y-LC) was instead evaluated in a multicentric retrospective study compris-

ing 35 patients with LAPC treated using adaptiveMRgRT [24]. Delta-radiomic anal-

ysis was focused on GTV, which was delineated at different BED levels to

adequately compare the variations of the extracted MR features individually, with

respect to the simulation. The ability to predict 1y-LC was assessed using WMW
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test: the most significant feature of 1y-LC analysis was calculation of the variations

in the cluster shade when a BED value of 40Gy was reached (P¼ .005).

By estimating the results of both studies, it is possible to suppose the existence of

different phenotypes within the same tumor corresponding to different extracted fea-

tures, which might be predictable of different responses to therapy. The variation in

cluster shade when a BED of 40Gy was reached was an indicator of textural varia-

tions in the GTV occurring in response to therapy. Although both studies had differ-

ent limitations, such as a limited cohort of patients and the lack of reproducibility of

analyzed radiomic features, they may serve as the foundation for more structured

research.

1.5-T MR Linac
The hybridMR-Linac system by Elekta (Unity, Eleka AB, Stockholm, Sweden) has a

field strength of 1.5T and is referred to as a high-field system by the radiotherapy

community. High-field systems may provide improved image quality, but other sys-

tem properties are important as well. These include the performance of the magnetic

gradient system, radio-frequency receiver coil layouts, and sequence availability.

Moreover, functional imaging such as MR spectroscopic imaging and magnetic

transfer-based techniques improves with field strength due to the physical principles

by which they are acquired. These physical principles are in fact also the reason that

image artifacts caused by magnetic susceptibility differences (for example, due to air

pockets) and chemical shift are more pronounced in high-field imaging. However,

conceptually, there are no differences between the low-field and high-field systems,

and all radiomic-related considerations applicable to the low-field system discussed

above also applies to the high-field systems.

Since the high-field system by Elekta was released for clinical use later than the

low-field system by ViewRay (the cobalt-based system in particular), less clinical

data has been published. A technical evaluation of radiomic features revealed that

only a small portion of textural features exhibited both good repeatability and repro-

ducibility [25]. Also, a large within-patient interscan variation was observed for

features, imposing a challenge for the detection of the smallest possible change in

delta-radiomic studies.

Concluding remarks
Recent developments in delta-radiomics suggest that more and more predictive

models will use the delta approach. Indeed, unlike using variations in radiomic

parameters during therapy, the delta-radiomic approach is able to model each

patient’s individual response to therapies, thus allowing more accurate modeling

of patient’s response to treatment.

Considering that the number of hybrid MR-Linac systems worldwide is still very

limited, it is necessary to lay the foundations for large collaborative networks
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between existing centers, putting in place data sharing and privacy preserving

approaches to quickly generate cohorts of patients, numerical enough to achieve sci-

entific evidence. In actual fact, some collaborations in this perspective have already

been put in place [26].

Another topic of importance, which has to be dealt with in the near future, are the

models for interpretability: several predictive models, although having excellent per-

formances, are not implemented in clinical practice because they are based on com-

plex machine- or deep-learning algorithms that operate as black-box units. In other

words, many radiomic approaches result in being completely data driven and so do

not reveal any underlying biological mechanism. More techniques are therefore

being developed to investigate the decision-making mechanisms underlying these

advanced learning models, even though some branches are still trying to study the

interpretability of these models [27].

In response to these limitations, new decision-making tools are being developed

based on simple parameters, clear theories, and, therefore, easily interpretable and

implementable in clinical practice, as in the case of ERITCP in rectal cancer [21].

In the nearest future, it would be reasonable to expect that each radiotherapy

treatment could be guided on the basis of extracted personalized biomarkers, thanks

to radiomics from the analysis of the biomedical images, or through other omics-

based techniques from other patient specimens.
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